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Foreword 

This publication brings together the 21 papers presented a t  the Con- 
ference on Biotechnology during the week of August 14 through August 
18, 1967, on the campus of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute a t  Blaeks- 
burg, Va. The conference, undertaken as part of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration's Human Factors Systems Program, was spon- 
sored by NASA's Langley Research Center and VPI. 

The purpose of the conference was to help the life scientist, the physi- 
cal scientist, and the engineer to appreciate more fully the role that each 
plays in the evolution of the complex man-machine systems required f o r  
space flights of extended duration. The intent of this publication is t o  make 
the information exchanged readily available to both participants and 
nonparticipants. 

Psychological, physiological, biological, medical, physical, and en- 
gineering factors associated with manned space missions lasting several 
months or more are examined in these papers. In many instances the 
authors forecast problems (and possible solutions) that have arisen as the 
technology advanced. Several of these prognostications are, and will con- 
tinue to be, subjected to the test of actual experience. 

WALTON L. JONES, 
Director, 
Biotechnology and Human Research Division 
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Future Manned Space-Flight Implications 
Derived From Gemini 

SAMUEL H. HUBBARD 

NASA Langley Research Center 

Each of the selected topics to be addressed 
here during the next several days is intensely 
interesting to all of us in NASA and partic- 
ularly to those of us in Manned Space Flight. 
While we have enjoyed considerable success 
to date, only the reckless feel that we have 
answered all the questions involved in man's 
ability to live and work in the space environ- 
ment. Future manned space flights will pose 
problems that make past difficulties seem 
insignificant by comparison and will seri- 
ously challenge not only our ability but also 
our motivation. The conference topic, bioas- 
tronautics, is particularly appropriate a t  this 
time when the next generation of manned 
space missi~ns is being planned. 

My remarks are a frame of reference in 
which to arrange our past achievements in 
manned space flight to provide a glimpse 
of the future. The history of the Mercury 
and Gemini programs provides us with the 
confidence to proceed. I will concentrate on 
the Gemini program-not that its achieve- 
ments are, relatively speaking, any more 
significant than Mercury's-but because in 
Gemini more things were attempted, and 
there was far  greater opportunity to explore 
the role of man. 

As recently as 5y2 years ago, the Nation's 
manned space-flight program consisted of 
a great deal of enthusiasm, a well-defined 
objective, and very little experience. We 
were on the verge of orbiting the first Amer- 
ican astronaut, and I think all will agree 
that i t  was a most exciting time. Since then 
we have, by any standard, I believe, come a 

& A & -  - 
long way. My discussion today is concerned 
with those things we have learned in the last 
several years and the resulting implications 
for future programs. 

When this topic was suggested, I was 
asked to pay special heed to the bioastro- 
nautics legacy of earlier programs. This 
subject, properly addressed, cannot help but 
include bioastronautics. Indeed, perhaps the 
most significant implication for the future is 
biological in character-man's capability to  
perform the space missions that will come. 

The Mercury flight program began with 
Alan Shepard's suborbital Mercury Redstone 
flight on May 5, 1961. This was folIowed by 
a second suborbital flight on July 21 in which 
Gus Grissom was the astronaut. The follow- 
ing February, John Glenn became the first 
American to experience orbital flight* De- 
spite the Soviet activity to date, Glenn's 
flight provided the first real evidence that 
with proper preparations, the space environ- 
ment was not as  ominous as had been feared 
in some circles. As Dr. Berry said: 

Prior to the first exposure of man to orbital space 
flight, the biomedical community expressed consider- 
able concern over man's capability not only to per- 
form in such an environment, but even to survive it. 
[I might interject here that  the community's reser- 
vations were widely shared.] Some of these anxieties 
were reduced following the first flights, although 
most observers believed the evidence insuficient do 
reject any of the dire predictions. 

Glenn's flight was followed on May 24 by 
MA-7 with Scott Carpenter and on October 3 
by MA-8 with Wally Schirra for six orbits. 
The Mercury flight program ended on May 
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16, 1963, with the completion of Gordon 
Cooper's 22-orbit flight in Faith 7. It was to 
be almost 2 years before another American 
would go into orbit. 

We had now achieved 52 h r  of orbital 
flight. Each hour contributed to the growing 
confidence that man could, if properly pro- 
tected, endure the experience with negligible 
detrimental efiects. 

GEMliM PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
The Gemini program followed, and the 

store of knowledge regarding man's ability 
to fly in space and perform useful functions 
in space grew by several orders of magni- 
tude. This program came into being after the 
start of the Apollo program for the specific 
purpose of bridging certain gaps remaining 
between Mercury and Apollo. The Gemini 
objectives, being straightforward and well 
defined from the beginning, aided program 
execution immeasurably. Broadly speaking, 
Gemini was to increase operational profi- 
ciency and knowledge of technology in 
manned space flight by the following specific 
accomplishments : 

(1) Investigation of long-duration flight 
(23 Development of rendezvous tech- 

niques and postdocking manuevers 
43) Development of reentry flightpath 

control 
(49 Attainment of flight- and ground- 

crew proficiency 
( 5 )  Development of extravehicular capa- 

bility 
(6) Scientific experimentation 

Investigation of Long-Du ation Flight f 
This was in direct support of the lunar 

landing objectives and was, primarily, physi- 
ologica'nly oriented. Could an astronaut en- 
dure the environment for the time needed 
to journey to the Moon, land, and return to 
Earth? 

The long-duration objective was ap- 
proached in a deliberate fashion. Gemini 4 
was 4 days' duration followed by Gemini 5 
of 8 days, and Gemini 7 of 14 days. This 
plan of doubling man's flight duration and 
observing the results in relation to the next 

step has been successful and effective. There 
is no apparent reason to alter this plan in 
determining the next increments in manned 
space flight. 

Development and Advancement of 
Rendezvous Techniques 

A crucial element of the Apollo mission 
involves rendezvous (fig. 1 ) .  In Gemini a 
program to explore a variety of types of 
rendezvous using varied initial conditions 
was executed. 

MISSION FIRST RENDEZVOUS RERENOUVOUS 

OPTICAL 

LM ABORT SIMULATION 

XI STANDOFF. TRAILING POSITION 
OMICAL 

TO DATE: 

XI1 I 0  RENDEZVOUS 
7 MODES 

FIGURE 1.-Rendezvous experience. 

Ten separate rendezvous were accom- 
plished on six different missions. Seven dif- 
ferent techniques ranging from visual/man- 
ual control to ground/computer control were 
employed. The variety of techniques was to 
develop a cross section of knowledge of the 
rendezvous problem in addition to simulating 
certain Apollo mission conditions requiring 
immediate rendezvous. The objective was 
successfully achieved. 

Development of Reentry Flightpath Control 

Reentry from lunar distances requires 
most precise flightpath control. Gemini pro- 
gramed both manual and automatic reentries 
to determine both manned and mechanical 
capabilities. 

The following are elements of reentry 
flightpath experience : 

(1) Gemini 3:  Lift coefficient 
(2) Gemini 4: 

(a) Onboard computer 
(b) Zero-lift reentry 
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(3) Gemini 5 :  Programing error 
(4) Gemini 6-A through -10: Crew 

control 
(5) Gemini 11 and 12: Closed-loop con- 

trol 

Landing accuracies of 7 miles or less from 
the aim point were achieved on every Gemini 
manned mission except 2, 4, and 5. The aver- 
age miss distance for the last five missions 
was approximately 2 n. mi. The Apollo cap- 
sule reentering the Earth's atmosphere from 
lunar distance will have a velocity of ap- 
proximately 25 000 mph. A reentry corrider 
of about 2' is required. Gemini repeatedly 
bettered this requirement. 

Attainment of might- and Ground-Crew 
Proficiency 

This Gemini objective was a clear remind- 
e r  that  all activity in the program must be 
directed toward developing the skills and 
techniques required to conduct manned space 
flights. This was a so-called human factor 
that  dealt with all human aspects of the 
program-the flight crews, the checkout 
crews, the mission planners, the flight con- 
trollers, and all those associated with a 
manned flight. 

The Gemini missions portrayed clearly the 
development of high proficiency among flight 
and ground crews. Each mission included 
numerous examples of a highly developed 
professionalism. During later missions, as 
flight plans became more complex, this capa- 
bility was increasingly evident. 

While certain of these objectives were 
designed for specific application to Apollo, 
they were also necessary to fulfill the broad 
Gemini objective of increasing operational 
proficiency and knowledge of technology in 
manned space flight. The remaining Gemini 
objectives were specifically directed toward 
the broad view and were only incidental to 
accomplishing the Apollo mission. These 
were : 

Development of Extravehicular Capability 

From the physiological point of view, this 
appeared to be our inost ambitious objective. 
As i t  turned out, i t  was also one of our more 

trying or evasive objectives. Dr. Mueller 
stated the case rather well when he com- 
mented after Gemini 11, "It is noteworthy 
that  past EVA has revealed problems that  
appear less yielding to straightforward en- 
gineering solutions than other problems en- 
countered in the Gemini program." 

MISSION UMBILICAL STANDUP 

1" ( 36 MlHUTES 
HHMU I 

IX-A 

X 

XI 

XI1 

TO DATE: 9 EXCURSIONS 
1 Z t  HOURS 

FIGURE 2.-Extravehicular activity experience. 

The EVA (fig. 2) during Gemini was one 
element of the program that provided us 
with considerable insight into the rules for  
working in the space environment. Here we 
discovered that  little forces sometimes create 
big disturbances and that  the familiar rules 
of activity no longer apply as they do on 
Earth. The frustration level became rather 
high. Late in the program, we started using 
underwater training for  both preflight train- 
ing and postflight critiquing by an EVA 
astronaut. This proved to  be an excellent 
complement to our other EVA training pro- 
cedures, providing for the first time the 
capability to go through an EVA "cimeline 
sequentially without interruption. On Gem- 
ini 12 we went back to basics with EVA 
and concentrated on fundamental move- 
ments, actions, and simple yet progressively 
more demanding tasks. The Gemini 12 EVA 
was highly successful. 

Scientific Experimentation 

In  the Mercury program, many scientists 
both in and out of NASA sought to  make 
use of this vehicle for experiments. Mercury, 
however, for rather obvious reasons did not 
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accomplish much outside what might be con- 
sidered program-oriented experimentation. 
The flights were short, the spacecraft were 
small, and the need for biological instrumen- 
tation was overriding. Consequently, very 
few experiments were attempted. 

During the Gemini program, however, i t  
was a different story. The experiment pro- 
gram (tables I and 11) became a very key 
element in mission planning and resulted in 
5% diRerent experiments (8 medical, 17 sci- 
entific, and 27 technological), many of which 
were performed on more than one mission. 
Of the technological experiments, 15 were 
sponsored by the Department of Defense. 

GEMINI FUTURE IMPLICATIONS 

course of manned space flight-not only 
Apollo but on Apollo Applications and on 
programs not yet identified. Mercury and 
Gemini have given us confidence that our 
flightcrews can sustain extended-duration 
missions; this is fundamental to an effective 
space exploration program. The programs 
have also suggested disciplines of space re- 
search that will become possible through 
the longer flights. Of course, with these will 
come the larger and more versatile space 
vehicles that will evolve. 

Another aspect that is vital to the success 
of any future manned space flight is found 
in the abilities developed in our ground sup- 
port crews and systems. The skill with which 
the Gemini missions were conducted pro- 

From the Gemini program have come vides substantial evidence of the proficiency 
many factors that bear directly on the future of our ground crews and their various 

TABLE I.-Technological Experiments 

= Experiment successful. 
E = Experiment unsuccessful because of equipment failure. 
M = Experiment incomplete because of interference by a mission requirement. 
U = Experiment unsuccessful because of another reason. 

Electrostatic charge--_-- - -_- -_-- - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - -  
Pr oton-electron spectrometer - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Triaxis magnetometer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Optical communication - - -__ -__- - -  - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Beta 
Bremsstrahlung spectrometer- - - - -  - - -  - - - - - -  - -  
Color-patch 
2-color Earth's limb photographs.. - - _ - - - -  _ _ -  - - - 
Landmark contrast measurements- - - -  - - - - - - - -  
Reentry communication-_-__----------------- . .  . .  
Basic ob jee tphotography-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Nearby object photography . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Mass determination - - - - - - - - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Star occultation navigation- 
Surface photography--_ - - _ _  _ -  - - - - -  - -  - -  - - - - - - - -  
Space-objectradiometry---___---------------------------- 
Radiaxioninspacecraft----_--_--------------------- . . Simplenav~gat~on--___--__-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Ion-sensing attitude control ----  - -  _ _ _ - - _ - -  - -  - -  - 
Astronaut maneuvering unit- - - _ _ - - - - _ - - _ _ _ - _ - . . 
UHF-VHFpolar~zation 
Mightirnageintensification-_----------------------------------------------- 
power tool evaluation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Ion wake measurement- - --  - ---  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

I11 

- - - - - - 

s p e c t r o m e t e r - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .  
- - - -  - -  

p h o t o g r a p h y - - - - _ - - - - - _ - - - - _ _ - - - - _ - - - _ - _ _ - - _ - - _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ . - - - - - _ - - - - - -  
_ - _ - -. 

- - - - - -  
4 

Manualnav~gat ions lght lngs- - -_-_- - -_- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- - -  

- - - - - - 
_ - - - _ _ 

--------_--_--______-___--___-------..-__....-......_.._..-- 

- - - - - - 

IV 

4 
4 
4 

--------. 

- - - - - - - -  

- - - - - - - -  

- - - 

.\/ 
4 

- - - - - - 
- _ _ _ _ - 

- - - .. - - 

V 

4 
_ - - - _. 
- - - - _ - _ - - - - -  
- - - - -  

- - - -  

_ _-. - _ 

4 
M 

- - - - - - - -  

4 
- - - _ - _  

- - -  - -  - 
_ _ _ _ _ - 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- - - - - - 

VI-A 

- - - - - - 

- - - - - -  - 

- -  - - - -  

- - -  _ - - 
- + - - - - - - - - -  

- + - - - -  

_ _ - _ _ _  
- _ - - _ -  

.\/ 
- - - - - - - - - - - -  

- - - - -  - 
_ - _ - _. - 

- - _ - - - 

VII 

4 
.\/ 
U 

- - - - - - - - - -  

_ _ _  - - - 
E 

- - - - -  
E 

_ _ _ -  _ 
4 

.\/ 
- - - - - - 
_ - - - .. - 

- 
- - - - .. - 

VIII 

- - - - - - 
----_------.. 
- - - - - - - - - - -  

- - -  - - - 
_ _ -  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

M 
_ - _ - _  

- - - _ - -  

- - - - - - 
- .. - - .. - 
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. - - - - - 
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- - - - - - -  
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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- - - - -  - 
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4 
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TABLE 11.-Medical and Scientific Experiments  

= Experiment unsuccessful. 
E = Experiment unsuccessful because of equipment failure. 

M = Experiment incomplete because of interference by a mission requirement. 
11: = Experiment conducted but not assigned. 

Bone demineralization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 - -  4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Calcium balance s tudy___ _ _ - _ - _ -  - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - -  - -  - -  - -  

launch, mission control, and recovery opera- 
tions. Gemini also pioneered in such intricate 
and previously unattainable necessities of 
future programs as rendezvous and docking, 
docked maneuvers, and prolonged station- 
keeping. Of these three, rendezvous and the 
docked maneuvering were, perhaps, the most 
dramatic. The high-altitude excursions of the 
Gemini 10 and Gemini 11 spacecraft are 
truly the forerunners of a vastly increased 
capability to maneuver in space. As a result 
of these missions, i t  is now completely fea- 
sible to consider space engines that may be 
periodically replenished and used for auxil- 
iary propulsion of manned vehicles. The ren- 
dezvous experience of Gemini was highly 
successful and has provided assurance that 

In-flight sleep analysis - - -  - - -  - - 
Human otolith function- _ - -  - - - - - -  - -  - - -  
Lunar UVspectral reflectance 
Celestial radiometry- - - _ _ _ - - _ - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - -  . . .  Astronaut visibility - - _ _ _ _ - _  _ -  - - -  - - - -  - -  - 

we will not only be able to accomplish the 
nominal rendezvous required by the Apollo 
mission but also nonnominal s i t ua~ons  that 
may arise. 

The idea of tethering two orbiting vehicles 
came into being about halfway through the 
Gemini flight program and the Gemini 10 
mission provided a very clear example of 
possible benefit. On that mission, an EVA 
while stationkeeping with the target vehicl.liele 
had to be terminated because of a shortage 
of maneuvering fuel. The tether exercises 
that followed on Gemini 11 and 12 were 
highly successful and point the way toward 
long-term, low-cost stationkeeping, preferred 
attitude control, or even generation of a 
gravity field of selected intensity. 

Zodiacal light photography.. - -  _ - _ - -  - - - -  - -  - - - - -  - - - - - - -  - - - -  4 - - - - - -  - - - - - -  
Sea urchin egg growth- - - - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - -  E - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Frog egg growth _---_ __------..---.._- ---........- - -----. ----........- - - -  -..- --.. - - - - - -  
Radiation and zero g on blood _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Synoptic terrain photography . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 4 4 4 - -  
Synoptic weather photography ________-.------------ 4 J d 4 - -  
Cloudtop spectrometer _ _ _ _ _  _ _ - - - - -  - - - -  - - - -  - - - -  - - - - - -  - - - - -  4 - ----. - - - - - -  
Visual acuity- - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 - - - - - -  J -.. 
Nuclear emulsion--- _ _ - _  _ -  - _ - -  - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - -  - -  - - - - -  - - - - -  - 
Agena micrometeorite collection-_ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - -  - - - - - -  - - - -  - -  - - - - - -  - - - 
Airglow horizon photography - - - - .. .. .. - .. .. .. - - - - .. - .. - .. - - - - .. - .. .. - - .. - .. - - - - - - .. - .. - - - - - - - 
Micrometeorite collection ----  - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - -  - - - -  - - - - - -  - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - 
UV astronomical camera- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - -  - - - - - - - -  - -  - -  - - - - - - - -  - - - - - -  - - - . . 
Libration region photographs- - - _ _ - _ _ - .. .. - .. .. - .. - .. .. .. - .. - - ..- - - - - ..- .. - - - - -  - .. - - - .. - .. - -  - 
Dim sky photographs orthicon - - _ _ _ -  _ _ - - -  - - - -  - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - -  - - -  - - -  - - - - - - -  - 
Daytimesodium c loud - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

- 
- - - - - -  

- - - - - - -  
- - - - - -  

- -  
- 

- - - -  
-----.. 

- -  
4 

4 
4 

- - -  
- - - - - -  

..................................................................................... 
-----. 
- - -  --. 

4 
4 

4 
4 

- - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - - -  

- - - - - - - - + - -  

- - - - - -  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

- -  - - - , -  

-.-- - -  
- - - - 4- - -  - - -  

- -  - .. - -  

- -  -. - -  - -  
- - - -  .. -.--. - -  4. -. - -  - I 
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Consider a t  this point the assurance with 
which we could develop and operate an or- 
bital laboratory for research, training, or 
experimentation. In years to come, I think 
we will see justthis sort of thing. 

The Gemini experiment program has given 
impetus to :much of our future planning. 
Although modest in scope, these experiments 
not only demonstrate the indisputable worth 
of the man in the loop, but they also hold 
promise of real and direct benefit to man- 
kind. While the experiments in Gemini were 
constrained not to interfere with higher 
priority mission elements, this is not the 
ease in the Apollo Applications Program 
(AAQ) . Here, the experiments are the heart 
of the program. 

The U.S. manned space flight program has 
indeed come a long way in these 5 yr. Now, 
instead of debating whether man can survive 
the environment, we hear questions raised 
as to  his value or the worth of such a pro- 
gram in the face of other national needs. I 
suppose every endeavor of this magnitude, 
exposed as this is, raises numerous doubts 
-some real, others not so real. We have 
matured in our ability to pursue the goal of 
manned exploration of space, as there are 
many somewhat subtle indications. The lat- 
est selection of astronauts, for example, was 
made, not for  test-piloting skill, but rather 
for their scientific background. There was 
not a jet pilot in the group. Gemini even 
contributed Piere with the selection of Dr. 
Karl G. Henize, a prominent Gemini experi- 
menter in astronomy. 

ApoPlo, with its much increased size and 
far  more flexible systems than Gemini, will 
provide the initial hardware base for the 
future. The Apollo Applications program 
will be the initial venture beyond Apollo 
and will expand the base of technology and 
knowledge while bringing direct benefit to 
earthly pursuits. There is not the time to  
describe, in detail, plans for AAP, but i t  is 
eerkin you will hear more of them as the 
conference progresses. Rest assured, how- 
ever, that the future will involve man. It 
will require rendezvous for purposes of re- 

supply, orbital assembly, crew changes, and 
equipment repair. Extravehicular activity 
will be necessary for support of many of 
these same functions as will stationkeeping 
and maneuvering in space. Overlying all of 
this and perhaps of more direct or immediate 
concern to this group is the aspect of long 
duration. 

Long duration-30 days, 90 days, or 
longer-will pose the challenge-not only for 
the equipment but, more importantly, for the 
man. Ability to survive is a necessary al- 
though insufficient condition. Man must be 
able to work and work efficiently for long 
periods in this medium. 

Jim Lovell, the astronaut with the longest 
duration, is most emphatic about the things 
yet to be learned from long-duration mis- 
sions. Among these he includes determina- 
tion of a good floorplan or interior arrange- 
ment of the spacecraft to optimize the 
various parameters : waste management and 
appropriate work/rest cycles. 

It is interesting and most appropriate, I 
think, that our country is also on the verge 
of learning to live and work in the ocean 
environment. Certainly, many of the same 
techniques are applicable, and we anticipate 
a continuing close relationship between the 
space and deep-submergence programs. It 
is difficult to estimate the assistance that 
the manned space-flight program has derived 
from the Navy's submarine habitability re- 
search programs and, perhaps, in the future, 
we will be able to return the assistance in 
kind. Scott Carpenter, an astronaut for 8 
yr, has recently become the Nation's No. 1 
aquanaut. 

With the advent of long-duration flights 
in vehicles large enough, properly equipped, 
and with crewmembers having appropriate 
research skills, I am confident we will learn 
to work and work efficiently in space. We will 
also learn to design, deve!op, and use the 
necessary tools, facilities, and techniques. 
Imagine a laboratory in which a wide varia- 
tion in gravity force can be effected or a 
vacuum better than any achievable on 
Earth. A few years ago these things were 
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beyond our reach. Now we can start planning 
how to make the most of them. 

The successful achievement of this goal, 
however, will require the most careful and 
deliberate cooperation between the engineers 
and physicians. Dr. Berry reported that he 
believed this had been achieved in Gemini. 
In my view, the future will demand not only 
a continuation but a strengthening of this 
bond, because learning to live and work in 
this environment is not just a medical or 
an engineering problem. Few engineering 
problems are completely free of physiological 
considerations, and manned space flight is 
no exception. Indeed, every facet of engineer- 
ing for the manned exploration of space will 
require consideration of man, his strengths 
and his weaknesses, to an extent never be- 
fore contemplated. We are not growing up 
in this environment, nor do we a t  this point 
anticipate residing in i t  on a permanent 
basis. Consequently, there is no requirement 
for and there most certainly is not time for 
biological evolution to fit these surroundings, 
as some of the science-fiction writers have 
proposed. 

Typical of the strangeness of the space 
environment and indicative of the need for 
further research was the extravehicular ac- 
tivity experienced on Gemini. As late as the 
Gemini 11 mission, it appeared that very 
little progress had been made in perfecting 
techniques required for EVA. At that time 
there was much discussion of EVA and the 
difficulties that had been encountered. 

In an attempt to explain what had trans- 
pired, I, half in jest ventured the opinion 
that our EVA difficulties had resulted from 
the application of 1g engineering in a Og 
environment. However, the more I consider 
this prospect, the more intrigued I become 
with the idea of variable-gravity engineering 

and the need the space explorer wiBl have 
for it. 

Prof. Isaac Asimov, in an article pub- 
lished earlier this year entitled, ""Moon Ex- 
ploration : Advent of the New Engineering,'" 
used the phrase "low-gravity engineering.'" 
As he put it, "Our every action here on 
Earth, our every assumption, our very inner 
calculation depends on an unconscious feel- 
ing that weight and inertia are equal. If we 
are to be successful in manned errproration of 
space and planets, we must learn to associate 
small weights with large inertias as a matter 
of life and death, sometimes, and that will 
not be easy." Asimov calls for new engineer- 
ing to meet this challenge. This is engineer- 
ing in its purest sense. I t  will include psy- 
chobiology and physiology as fundamental 
considerations. I t  is going to require the 
combined talents of all these disciplines to 
meet this challenge of the future. 

Perhaps in certain programs the less eEe- 
gant solution of generated gravity fields will 
serve, but I cannot imagine this approach 
satisfying all needs, particularly as me begin 
to explore and learn to live on the Moon. 

Thus, we have reached the point where we 
now have a better view of the future. It is 
true that achievements to date have been 
substantial, although only in a relative sense. 
The future holds great promise and serious 
challenge for all of us. The implications for 
the future provided by the Gemini progrsm 
are unmistakable-man can survive ; he can 
function ; he adapts. As he was the key to the 
major success of Gemini, so will he be the 
key to the space exploration programs of 
tomorrow. 

To paraphrase one of Churchill's remarks : 
Gemini is not the end; i t  is not even the 
beginning of the end; rather, it is the end 
of the beginning. 





Physiological and Psychological Problems 
in Space Flight 
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April of this year marked the fifth anni- 
versary of the first successful space flight 
and return of a manned vehicle in Earth 
orbit. In October of this year will be the 
10th anniversary of the space age: the anni- 
versary of the successful launch of the Sput- 
nik vehicle into orbit in October 1957. 

Already we can look back on mission dura- 
tions of up to 2 weeks. A total of 29 individ- 
uals have flown in 23 different flights and 
have spent a total of over 100 man-days in 
space. As we look back on the successful 
completion of the Mercury and Gemini pro- 
grams in this country, and the Vostok and 
Voskhod flights in the Soviet Union, it may 
be appropriate to borrow a term from 
Winston Churchill and say that "This is the 
end of the beginning" of man's conquest of 
space. We look forward to safely landing and 
returning a man from the Moon, exploration 
of the Moon, prolonged Earth-orbit missions, 
and the exploration of our planetary neigh- 
bors. We will be looking in depth a t  some 
problems of spacecraft engineering, as well 
as medical problems. 

The management of and technical chal- 
lenges to our generation of pioneers, who 
will commit vast resources of personnel and 
facilities and billions of dollars, demand ef- 
fective interdisciplinary teamwork. The days 
of "cookbook" human factors or physiology 
by engineers as an acceptable method of 
design are a thing of the past. Certainly, 
the complexity of current technology, the 
quality and reliability required, the magni- 

tude of the risk, a n f i h e  investmgit require 
nothing less than a well-coordinated team 
effort. The Soyuz 1 and the Apollo tragedies 
should be adequate stimulation toward effec- 
tive interdisciplinary teamwork. To insure 
success in this endeavor, we must learn the 
lessons of history: both those within the last 
5 yr, and in the broader perspective, "te im- 
portant ones of the last 50 yr. 

In addition to this recent space-flighhex- 
perience, a broad base of directly related 
activity is to be found in aerospace medicine. 
Space medicine is largely an extension of 
aviation medicine, just as aerospace tech- 
nology is an extension of aviation Deciinology. 
We look back over a significant experience 
in aviation medicine to the 1917 and 1918 
World War I period that required extending 
men and machines to their operational limits. 
They soon encountered environmental prob- 
lems, such as hypoxia and temperature ex- 
tremes, that impaired their performance. In 
more recent years, with the advent of faster 
and higher flying vehicles, high-altitude 
problems presented themselves, including 
explosive decompression and bends, requir- 
ing positive-pressure breathing and the fore- 
runner of our spacesuits. Concurrent with 
the improving technology were changing 
medical problems. When the cockpits were 
closed, carbon monoxide and other toxicant 
problems arose; when an oxygen system was 
provided, oxygen contamination appeared; 
with high-speed aircraft, g-loads; and with 
increased maneuverability, vertigo. And so 
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it was the rule, rather than the exception, 
that new and potentially serious medical 
problems accompanied changing technology. 
The successful solution to these problems 
included changes in selection and training of 
the crew, modification of personnel equip- 
ment, and vehicle design. The lives of several 
hundred pil~ots were lost during this evolu- 
tion. Although space flight is new, environ- 
mental medicine is not. As we look to the 
coming decade of space-flight missions, 
Earth-orbital missions of a month or longer 
and planetary missions that require 6 
months, even the optimists must conclude 
that we will have significant medical prob- 
lems. We have only limited ability to predict 
the nature, frequency, or magnitude of these 
problems. Thus, we must examine carefully 
the experience of the past 5 yr. 

A HISTORY OF MANNED SPACE-FLIGHT 
EXPEElIENCE 

A summary of the manned space-flight 
experience to date is shown in table I. 
Gagarin's successful orbit in Vostok 1 on 
April 42, 4961, was of less than 2-hr dura- 
tion. I t  was followed in August of that year 
by Vostok 2 in which Titov orbited the Earth 
for  17 revolutions in a little over 24 hr  and 
experienced unusual and provocative sensa- 
tions that were the first indication of motion 
sickness as a significant factor in space 
flight. In the interim between these two 
Vostok Wights, two suborbital flights of 15- 
min duration by Alan Shepard and Virgil 
Grissom were completed. In 1962 there were 
three l\iIercury flights. John Glenn's first 
orbital flight lasted almost 5 hr, as did Scott 
Carpenter's Wight; Walter Schirra's flight 
in MA-8 was for six orbits and lasted over 
9 hr. Gordon Cooper in May of 1963 per- 
formed the final Mercury flight in which 
MA-9 completed 22 orbits in over 34 h r  and 
brought Project Mercury to a close. In 1962, 
the firs"ceam flight was performed by the 
Soviets. Two vehicles, Vostok 3 and 4, were 
aloft at the same time for durations of 2 and 
3 days. Nikolayev and Popovich performed 
their duties as assigned, although they had 
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symptoms similar to Titov's, but of lesser 
magnitude. Both experienced postural illu- 
sions but did not have disagreeable symp- 
toms that could be described as motion sick- 
ness. The second team flight, performed by 
Vostok 5 and 6 in June 1963, included the 
first woman cosmonaut, Tereshkova in Vos- 
tok 6, who was aloft for almost 3 days. 
Bykovsky, preceding her in Vostok 5, was 
aloft for almost 5 days. The first Voskhod 
vehicle was the only space flight of 1964, and 
included the first three-man crew, which con- 
sisted of a pilot, a physician, and a physicist 
engineer, which Soviet scientists have indi- 
cated is an appropriate crew for lunar and 
planetary flights. I t  was also the first time 
in which none of the crew wore pressure 
suits, but worked in the comfort of the 
earthlike environment and sea-level pressure 
in the Voskhod spacecraft. 

The Mercury vehicle, by the end of 1963, 
had flown two suborbital and four orbital 
missions with a total flight time of almost 
54 hr  between May of 1961 and its final 
flight in May of 1963. The Vostok vehicle of 
the U.S.S.R. had flown six flights through a 
similar time period with approximately 17 
days of flight time. All flights in both ve- 
hicles were solo flights. 

In 1965, Voskhod 2, carrying Belayev and 
Leonov, flew slightly longer than a day and 
was notable for the use of an airlock that 
permitted Leonov to be the first man to exit 
into space protected only by a spacesuit at- 
tached to the spacecraft by an umbilical line, 
He returned after 20 min, having performed 
his extravehicular maneuvers with success 
and no ill effects. 

After a period of over 2 yr with no U.S. 
flights, the Gemini program was initiated by 
veteran command pilot Grissom and pilot 
Young in March, followed by four additional 
flights by December. These flights were of 
increasing duration. The second flight by Mc- 
Divitt and White was over 4 days and in- 
cluded the first exit into space by an Ameri- 
can, Ed White, in an extravehicular 
maneuver activity. The subsequent Gemini 
flight increased the duration to 7 days, and, 
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finally, a 14-day flight was performed by flight in 1966 accomplished a rendezvous and 
Frank Borman and Jim Lovell in Gemini 7 the first actual docking of two spacecraft 
in December 1965. This flight included the when Armstrong and Scott docked their 
first space rendezvous. Gemini 6, piloted by Gemini 8 with an Agena rocket on March 16. 
Schirra and Stafford, rendezvoused and came Three of the final four missions ineluded ex- 
within 3 ft of the Gemini 7 vehicle. The first travehicular activities. Each Gemini Wight 

TABLE I.-Manned Space Flight 

Remarks 

-- - 

1st successful manned flight 
1st U.S. manned space Aigllt 

24-hr flight; motion slcliness 
1st U.S. orbital flight 

1st team flight (without rendezvous) 

Final Mercury flight 
2d team flight, 5-day mission, first 

woman in space 

1st 3-man vehicle 
1st physician and scientist crew- 

members. No spacesuits worn 
1st walk in space (EVA) 

1st Gemini mission 

1st use of EVA-maneuvering unit 

1-week mission 

2-week mission 

1st space rendezvous 

1st space docking 

Docking: helment visor fogged In 
EVA 

Docked with two vehicles, two 
EVA 

Docking and maneuver with Agena 
1st tether and artificLaI cX 

Successful EVA 

New vehicle: cosmonaut killed 
in reentry 

-- - 

- -  

Date 

-- 
4/12/61 

5/5/61 
7/21/61 
8/6/61 

2/20/62 
5/24/62 
8/11/62 
8/12/62 
10/3/62 
5/15/63 
6/14/63 

6/16/63 
10/16/64 

3/18/65 

3/23/65 

6/3/65 

8/21/65 

12/4/65 

12/15/65 

3/16/66 

6/1/66 

7/18/66 

9/12/66 

11/11/66 

4/23/67 

Years of the 

Orbits - 

-- -- 

1 
Suborbital 
Suborbital 

17 
3 
3 

64 
48 

6 
22 
81 

48 
16 

17 

3 

62 

120 

219 

18 

9 

49 

48 

44 

59 

19 

-- - - 

Vehicle 

- 

Vostok 1 
Mercury (MR-3) 
Mercury (MR-4) 
Vostok 2 
Mercury (MA-6) 
Mercury (MA-7) 
Vostok 3 
Vostok 4 
Mercury (MA-8) 
Mercury (MA-9) 
Vostok 5 

Vostok 6 
Voskhod 1 

Voskhod 2 

Gemini (GT-3) 

Gemini (GT-4) 

Gemini (GT-5) 

Gemini (GT-7) 

Gemini (GT-6) 

Gemini (GT-8) 

Gemini (GT-9) 

Gemini (GT-10) 

Gemini (GT-11) 

Gemini (GT-12) 

Soyuz 1 

[The F i r s t  10 
- - 

Crew 

- -- 

Gagarin 
Shepard 
Grissom 
Titov 
Glenn 
Carpenter 
Nikolayev 
Popovich 
Schirra 
Cooper 
Bykovsky 

Tereshkova 
Komarov 
Yegorov 
Feoktistov 
Belayev 
Leonov 
Grissom 
Young 
McDivitt 
White 
Cooper 
Conrad 
Borman 
Lovell 
Schirra 
Staff ord 
Armstrong 
Scott 
Stafford 
Cernan 
Young 
Collins 
Conrad 
Gordon 
Love11 
Aldrin 
Komarov 

-- 

Space Age, 1957-19671 
-- 

Min 

48 
15 
15 
18 
56 
56 
9 

57 
14 
20 

6 

50 
17 

2 

.52 

56 

.56 

35 

-53 

41 

04 

46 

17 

37 

6 

Days 

1 

3 
2 

1 
4 

2 
1 

1 

4 

7 

13 

1 

. 

3 

2 

2 

3 

1 

Duration 

Hr 

1 

1 
4 
4 

22 
22 

9 
10 
23 

22 
1 

3 

4 

22 

18 

1 

10 

1 

22 

23 

22 

4 
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was a dual-piloted vehicle, and the duration 
of these six flights increased from 1 day to 
2 weeks. 

EFFECTS OF SPACE FLTGWT ON MAN 

To anticipate and assess the possible ef- 
fects on the crew in space flight, i t  is useful 
t o  categorize the environmental factors to 
which "ce astronaut is subjected and the 
possible response of the major body systems 
to each of these factors. These factors are  
diverse but can be summarized as  follows: 
(I) Weightlessness 
(2) Dynamic factors 
(3) Radiation 
(4) Spacecraft atmosphere 
(5) Biological rhythms 
(6) Psychophysiological factors 
(7) Combined stress 

Inclucled are  both factors characteristic of 
the environment itself, such as  radiation and 
weightlessness, as well a s  those created with- 
in the spacecraft, such as  the cabin atmos- 
phere, trace contaminants, and interpersonal 
relationships. 

Weightlessness, Dynamic Factors, 
and Radiation 

Weightlessness is a state in which the net 
accelerative forces acting cn the body are 0. 
The vehicle and personnel in Ear th  orbit are  
considered to be in the weightless state be- 
cause the centrifugal force of the orbit is ap- 
proximately equal to  and opposite the gravi- 
tation pull of the Earth. The result is mass 
without weight. In  fact, in an  elliptical orbit, 
the centrifugal force a t  apogee is less than 
Ig and atper igee  is greater than l g ;  so a 
true 09. does not exist. Nonetheless, in gen- 
eral, body fluids act free of hydrostatic pres- 
sures and other manifestations of gravity's 
effects. Dynamic factors include the accelera- 
tion forces of launch and reentry, angular 
rotation, noise, etc. The radiation environ- 
ment of Earth-orbiting vehicles is a com- 
posite of three sources : radiation (magnetic 
field) belts, primary cosmic radiation, and 
solar fares. The orbits for all these vehicles 
were similar in nature in that  they were low 

Ear th  orbits generally free of the Earth's 
magnetically trapped radiation fields. The 
Voskhod 2 had the highest orbit with a n  
apogee of 304 miles. It experienced a radia- 
tion dose (70 mrad) over twice that  of Vosk- 
hod 1 (30 mrad).  Both were 24-hr flights. 
The Vostok flights were under 200-mile 
orbits for  up to 5 days, and the maximum 
dose received was 81 mrad (Bykovsky). 
Heavy compo~ents of primary cosmic radia- 
tion were the cause of 85 to 90 percent of the 
dose. The experience in Mercury and Gemini 
was similar. Cooper, in the 34-hr Mercury 
flight, experienced less than 14 mrads, and 
Lovell, on the 14-day Gemini flight, regis- 
tered a maximum exposure of 215 mrads. 
The low altitude and orbit inclination of all 
manned vehicles to date offer the protection 
of the Earth's magnetic field and have 
averted significant threat of solar-flare 
radiation. 

Spacecraft Atmosphere 

The current spacecraft cabin and life sup- 
port design differ between the U.S. and the 
U.S.S.R. The Soviets use essentially an  a i r  
mixture a t  sea-level pressure (20 percent ox- 
ygen and 80 percent nitrogen a t  760 mm 
Hg).  The relative humidity (RH) and tem- 
perature are  well within the comfort range 
(RH:  36 to 69 percent; temperature: 50' to 
86' F). Carbon dioxide is kept to 0.2 to 0.3 
percent (compared to 0.03 percent in Ear th  
atmosphere). In  contrast, the American Mer- 
cury and Gemini vehicles have a 100-percent 
oxygen environment a t  5 psi (q3 atm) that  
provides slightly more oxygen than is avail- 
able a t  sea level but a t  a reduced total pres- 
sure and with an  absence of nitrogen, a s  
compared to sea-level air  of the Soviet ve- 
hicle. The increased oxygen and lack of 
nitrogen have been considered as possibly 
having deleterious effects on humans for 
prolonged periods ; however, there is no con- 
clusive proof of such effects to date. 

The crew requirements for long-term hab- 
itability in the space vehicle are  one of the 
more exacting challenges to the design en- 
gineers and environmental medical special- 
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ists. Although the physiological and comfort 
limits of temperature, humidity, oxygen, and 
carbon dioxide are  well defined, the threat 
of toxicity from trace contaminants will in- 
crease with improved capsule sealing meth- 
ods and longer duration flights. In  addition 
to critical selection of materials and methods 
of monitoring and controlling the environ- 
ment, adequate determination must be made 
of human tolerances under these conditions 
to recognized trace substances as well a s  
those for which human sensitivity is un- 
known. Several dozen compounds have al- 
ready been identified as  being potentially 
toxic to the crew. 

The thermal environment of the space 
vehicle is theoretically one of the serious 
hazards for  the astronaut. In  particular, the 
temperature environment outside the vehicle 
during extravehicular activity differs from 
300' to 400' F between the sunny and shady 
sides of the vehicle. However, this problem 
and the heat pulse of reentry have been well 
controlled by the life-support and vehicle 
engineering systems, so that, currently, the 
thermal environment represents a minor 
concern. Experiences with the astronauts 
as  recently as the Gemini 14-day flight do 
indicate that  overheating, or, in the event 
of malfunction, excessive cooling of the suit 
and astronaut, can occur and create discom- 
fort  and potentially reduce the efficiency 
and performance of the astronaut, but have 
not been a major challenge to health and 
safety. 

Biological Rhythms 

It has been well established that  a great 
number of biological species, including man, 
have inherent as well a s  secondarily condi- 
tioned biological rhythms. These recurrent 
cycles are  evidenced in various behavior and 
performance parameters, as well as in basic 
biochemical indices in the blood and organs 
of the body. Of particular interest are those 
diurnal rhythms (also called circadian 
rhythms) that  relate to  the 24-hr day/night 
cycle of Earth. As many as  50 different 
functions have been studied and determined 
to have patterned diurnal variation. It has 

been established that human error varies 
relative to  such schedules, and dliat activity 
and resistance of animals to noxious sub- 
stances vary significantly in such a cycle. 
Thus, a necessary departure from the normal 
24-hr day, a s  in the 90-min orbit of a low 
Earth-orbiting vehicle, requires considera- 
tion of the performance and adjustment of 
astronauts to these conditions. 

Psychophysiological Factors 

The psychophysiological factors encom- 
pass a number of variables that  exist in a 
vehicle, including the restricted living ae- 
commodations, confinement, isolation, inter- 
personal relationships, work/rest cycles, eke. 
These factors are known to be significant 
in the working environment on Ear th  and 
require consideration in scheduling of space- 
flight activities. 

MEDICAL MONITORING OF CREW 
DURTNG FLIGHT 

In  assessing the physiological and psycho- 
logical consequences of flight, i t  is important 
to consider both the mechanism of action, 
and the site of response, damage, or defense. 
A categorization of major body functions 
that  is useful in an organized appraisal of 
the effects of environmental stresses is as 
follows : 

Psycholog ica l  per- Metabolism 
formance Endocrine balance 

Circulation Fluid and electrolyte 
Respiration balance 
Thermoregulation H e m a t o l o g i c a l  re- 
Neuromuscular ac- sponse 

tivity Immunolog ica l  re- 
Skeletal support sponse 
Digestion 

The flights thus f a r  have had a limited 
in-flight measurement capability. The rnedi- 
cal monitoring capabilities are  summarized 
in table 11. All astronauts (U.S. and 
U.S.S.R.) have had the electrocardiogram, 
pulse (the U.S. program uses the ECG as s 
source of pulse), and respiration rate moni- 
tored during flight. Blood-pressur, measure- 
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TABLE 11.-In-Flight Medical Monitorimg 

Gemini 

ment has been common to the U.S. flights 
since the first Mercury orbital flight, and 
body-temperature measurement has also 
been unique to American vehicles. The seis- 
mocardiogram is a device developed by the 
Soviets fo r  use in the Og environment to 
evaluate cardiac activity and is a variation 
of $he ballistocardiogram used in clinical 
medicine. it 4s designed to study the mechani- 
cal manifestations of cardiac activity in 
space flight. Each cardiac contraction creates 
vibrations of the whole body and these are 
measured by motion of a small magnet fixed 
between two induction coils placed on the 
chest. This device, in use with the EGG, per- 
mits a measurement of the time relationship 
between the electrical signal passing through 
the heart (electrical systole) and the muscu- 
lar contraction that follows an electrical im- 
pulse (mechanical systole). The kinetocardi- 
ogram was used on an early Vostok flight 2nd 
was a less effective measure of mechanical 
cardiac activity. In the U.S. program, the 
phonocardiogram, which is a simple micro- 
phonic pickup of the heart sounds taken from 

the chest wall, permits a similar correlation 
between the electrical activity (ECG) and 
the muscular or mechanical contraction of 
the heart, and was used on Gemini 5 for 
such an investigation. After Titov's flight, 
a number of additional measurements were 
initiated in the Soviet program for the re- 
maining Vostok series, including the elec- 
troencephalogram (a measure of brainwave 
activity), electrooculogram (a measure of 
eye movement), and galvanic stimulation 
rate, which is a measure of the emotional 
status and function of the astronaut's nerv- 
ous system. The only American use of any 
of these latter sensors has been the use of 
the electroencephalogram in Gemini 7 to 
evaluate the depth of sleep and the practi- 
cality of taking effective measures of brain- 
wave activity on an active astronaut. An 
indication of the magnitude of additional 
testing performed in flight is illustrated by 
the following list of Gemini experiments : 

(1) Cardiovascular conditioning, M-1 
(2) Cardiovascular conditioning, M-2 
(3) In-flight exercise, M-3 
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(4) In-flight phonocardiogram, M 4  
(5) Bioassay of body fluids, M-5 
(6) Bone demineralization, M-6 
(7) Calcium and nitrogen balance, M-7 
(8) In-flight sleep analysis, M-8 
(9) Human otolith function, M-9 
Biomedical experiments onboard the Vosk- 

hod vehicles include : 
(1) Vision testing, including tests of vis- 

ual acuity of the extraocular muscles, color 
perception, and operational visual effective- 
ness 

(2) Movement coordination and retention 
of trained motor skills 

(3) Work capacity and fatigability 
(4) Reaction time and time to perform 

tasks 
(5) Postural reflexes and vestibular 

tests 
(6) Pulmonary function 
(7) Neurological function 
(8) Hand strength and coordination (dy- 

namometer) 
The presence of a physician, Yegorov, in 

Vostok 1 enhanced the experimental design. 
He evaluated group speech, execution of 
tasks, speed and accuracy of information 
processing, blood pressure, permeability of 
blood vessels, and took blood samples for 
subsequent analysis. He utilized a device 
called a polyinom in which a single channel 
recorded performance of the cosmonaut's 
writing coordination, figure drawings, elec- 
troencephalogram, electrooculogram, and 
dynamogram. 

Although it is difficult or impossible to 
isolate each of the space environmental 
factors, because they act in combination 
and on various body functions, many of the 
noticeable effects of space flight have been 
largely attributed to the absence of gravity. 
The earliest and best known deleterious ef- 
fect of weightlessness was the motion sick- 
ness experienced by Titov. In  addition to a 
persistent discomfort, Titov's initial sensa- 
tions of disorientation occurred just after  
injection into orbit and transition from the 
high-g forces of launch to the weightlessness 
of orbital flight. He experienced visual illu- 

sions and an  unpleasant sensation of pos- 
tural rotation. Although none of the other 
cosmonauts a re  reported to have had dis- 
turbances of disorientation, Nikolayev and 
Popovich had a similar sensation of floating 
and an  illusion that  the body position was 
forward and downward for  about 2 min 
upon reaching orbit. Despite the illusions 
of spatial disorientation, they had no un- 
pleasant sensations associated with motion 
sickness even when rapid head movements 
were attempted to stimulate such sensations, 
Popovich had a transient sensitivity to ro- 
tation for  2 or 3 days postflight. Yegorov 
and Feoktistov experienced disagreeable 
vestibular autonomic reactions, including 
mild nausea, and Yegorov had spatial illu- 
sions when eyes were open or closed. These 
symptoms appeared ly2 to 2 h r  after 
launching and did not interfere with 
planned work, but persisted virtually 
throughout the flight. These sensations evi- 
dently had nothing to do with stabilization 
and rotation of the craft around its axis 
because they occurred both during stabili- 
zation and rotation a t  the rate of one turn 
in 20 to 40 see. These illusions appeared do 
be reduced when the astronaut braeed him- 
self against his chair or was occupied with 
his tasks, and disappeared immediately upon 
the onset of retrofire. Leonov9s rotation of 
the body in several planes gave no sugges- 
tion of an automatic disturbance as a result 
of vestibular stimulation. Visual informa- 
tion from space seems to be an  adequate 
basis for orientation while outside the 
vehicle. 

Yegorov performed a vestibulometrie in- 
vestigation to determine if the threshold of 
the otolith (one of the organs of equilib- 
rium) to a galvanic current changed at Og. 
There was no change in the threshold, al- 
though there was decreased precision in 
pointing and in a graphic test, which was 
felt to be caused by vestibular function 
change. 

The Gemini M-9 experiment included the 
ability of the astronauts to estimate hori- 
zontal while in flight by positioning a thin 
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line of light in a dark field with a special 
visual apparatus used on board. Normally, 
horizontal position is determined with grav- 
ity cues on the otolith in a normal l g  envi- 
ronment. I t  was determined that the astro- 
nauts could, in a Og state, still determine 
with consistency a "horizontal" if contact 
cues were adequate. This horizontal may, 
in fact, deviate from the actual cabin hori- 
zontal by as much as 30°, but appears to be 
persistent and repeatable for the astronaut. 
There was no impairment of otolith function 
as determined by preflight and postflight 
evaluation of its sensitivity and the counter- 
rolling of the eye that normally occurs with 
rotation of the body's vertical axis. Visual 
acuity, or resolving power, has been re- 
ported as normal by both Soviet and U.S. 
astronauts, although the functional visual 
efficiency (a measure of efficiency on a cor- 
rection table) was diminished slightly. This 
operational visual efficiency deteriorated 20 
to 30 percent in the Voskhod 1 and 2 flights. 
Visual perception of brightness of colored 
objects was slightly dull (in particular, for 
green and purple). The decrease was as 
great as 50 percent, as reported by Belayev. 
The negative fusion of the extraocular 
rne~scles (a measure of the muscle balance 
sf the eye) was reported by Yegorov as 
being increased 40 percent. On a number 
of occasions, the fine motor coordination 
utilized in handwriting was impaired within 
the first hour of flight and never fully re- 
turned to normal during the flight. Perform- 
ance was better after rest or sleep. This 
capabilik was measured by drawing double 
spirals, stars, and writing a signature. The 
impairment was minimal, however, and 
Morse code could be sent with ease. Gazenko 
and Gurjian report that the coordination of 
movements was fairly satisfactory; how- 
ever, the time required in carrying out tasks 
in tine beginning of the flight (first orbit 
by Komarov) was twice as long as required 
during subsequent orbits or on Earth. The 
same was true of Yegorov. On the Voskhod 
flights, a model control system was used 
with graduated random and sinusoidal sig- 
nals in wliich the operator attempted track- 

ing tasks with direct or delayed feedback. 
The operator error increased 25 percent 
during the space flight and was more notice- 
able a t  signal frequencies above 0.5 Hz. A 
number of cosmonauts reported increased 
fatigability and perspiration with less effort 
than on the ground. Studies with a dyna- 
mometer (to measure hand strength) dem- 
onstrated that Yegorov was less efficent dur- 
ing flight, and Feoktistov required more 
mental and physical exertion to carry out 
experimental work than on the ground. 

A major effort in both space programs 
has been directed to the evaluation of the 
cardiovascular system during and following 
a weightless state. Experiments M-1, M-2, 
and M-3 of the Gemini program include the 
evaluation of the use of pneumatic cuffs on 
the legs to countereffect the deconditioning 
effect of Og. Although these cuffs are found 
to be effective in water immersion and bed- 
rest studies in preventing symptoms of 
fainting during tilt-table studies in which 
the subject is raised from horizontal to a 
70' angle, it was found ineffective on the 
Gemini 5 and 7 flights. A tilt-table response 
of the astronauts demonstrated that there 
was an increased pulse rate to a given stim- 
ulus following flight. Lovell experienced 
syncope on the first tilt-table trial after his 
14-day flight. The response to in-flight exer- 
cise using the bungee (experiment M-3) 
showed a normal or persistent pulse re- 
sponse to a given workload during flight, 
although after return to Earth there was a 
general increase in pulse response for a 
given workload. Popovich experienced a 
pulse response 18 percent over preflight 
control and required 12 days to return to 
a normal response to exercise. Both Soviet 
and American astronauts reported a de- 
creased tolerance to the reentry g-loads, and 
Popovich is reported to have grayed out 
during reentry. Feoktistov had an increased 
pulse response to exercise for a 3-day period 
postflight. Gazenko has described as the 
delay phenomenon the lag in return of pulse 
rate to normal after the acceleration of 
launch as compared to a similar g-load on 
a centrifuge. The phenomenon has been 
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noted in U.S. and Soviet astronauts as well 
as in animal studies. In addition to this de- 
layed and increased sensitivity to accelera- 
tion a t  time of launch and subsequent to 
reentry, pulse rates frequently showed a 
diurnal rhythm during flight related to a 
24-hr cycle. A vagotonic reaction, or marked 
slowing of the pulse, occurred in Yegorov. 
During sleep his pulse slowed to 45 as  com- 
pared to a minimum on the ground of 52. 

With the use of the electrocardiogram and 
the seismocardiogram, the Soviets reported 
a delay between the electrical and mechani- 
cal systole as early as Titov7s flight. Utiliz- 
ing the phonocardiogram on the Gemini 5 
flight, the M-4 experiment did not illustrate 
a similar delay between electrical and me- 
chanical systole in the American astronauts. 
Differences in the waveforms of the seismo- 
gram also suggested an unusual filling of 
the heart and a lack of normal coordination 
in heart pumping during the weightless 
state. Astronauts Borman and Love11 re- 
ported a sensation in which they felt as if 
they were flying upside down or standing on 
their heads after the first 24 h r  of flight. 
On questioning, other astronauts admitted 
to such a feeling, and Dr. Berry of NASA 
indicated this is probably caused by an in- 
crease of blood flow to the head and chest. 
Gorbov also quotes the cosmonaut physician, 
Yegorov, as testifying to a "unique sense of 
flowing of blood to the head with the ap- 
pearance of a hazily expressed sensation of 
flight in an inverted position." Gorbov also 
attributes this to a vascular reaction and 
redistribution of the blood with a subsequent 
strain of musculature creating the false spa- 
tial perception. Respiration has been found 
to be routinely rapid during periods of emo- 
tional stress, such as launch and just prior 
to reentry. However, there has been no evi- 
dence of pulmonary difficulty during flight. 
In addition to increased fatigue and perspi- 
ration with reduced physical exertion, uric 
acid levels of the Soviet flights have been 
reported as increased, suggesting muscular 
catabolism or increased protein breakdown, 
although American studies have not con- 
firmed this. There have been no difficulties 

in digestion or food absorption, and food 
has varied from pastelike substances and 
liquids to normal diet, including such deli- 
cacies as sausage. The appetite has been 
good and food intake has usually been high. 
Blood samples taken on the 2d and 12th 
orbits of Voskhod 1 showed no change in 
carbohydrate or salt metabolism, although 
blood urea had increased, suggesting protein 
decomposition. Cholesterol was significantly 
increased following flight and returned to  
normal within 2 weeks. Weight loss during 
flight is a common occurrence with a range 
of 6 to 10 Ib, and the relative absence of 
thirst during flight usually accompanies this 
dehydration. Postflight, there is usually a 
significant increase in thirst; with water 
intake the body weight returns to normal 
usually within 1 to 3 days. Postflight kidney- 
function tests conducted on Leonov and 
Belayev by water loading showed water was 
being eliminated more slowly in the kidney 
than in preflight and in 2-week postflight 
tests. Bioassay of body fluids of G6mini 
flights have demonstrated an anticipated 
increase in hormones associated with stress. 
American and Soviet space scientists have 
reported an increase in calcium Boss in the 
urine during flight. This is a well-established 
phenomenon during bed rest or in water 
immersion studies. There is some concern 
that prolonged weightlessness might cause 
significant decrease in bone strength, the 
potential of kidney stones, and other serious 
consequences. Studies by calibrated X-rays 
performed as experiment M-7 on, the Gemini 
flight measured calcium intake and loss as 
well as density of bone before and after 
flight and demonstrated significant bone 
density decrease in the foot and hand. How- 
ever, the crew of the 14-day Aight exhibited 
less change than the crew of the 8-day 
flight, and a t  this time bone dernineraliza- 
tion is not considered a serrous threat to 
the astronauts, with adequate exercise and 
calcium intake. The hematological response 
to space flight has almost universally shown 
an increase in white blood cells. One unex- 
pected and as yet unexplained phenomenon 
has been the loss of red-blood-eel1 mass (7 
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to 20 percent) in the crews of Gemini 5 and 
7. I t  is felt to be due to premature destruc- 
tion of the red blood cells or destruction a t  
a rate faster than that normally experi- 
enced. The plasma volume of these astro- 
nauts has increased, however, so that the 
resulting blood volume has remained ap- 
proximately the same. Although there have 
been no reports of immunological changes 
in the astronauts, animal studies performed 
by the Soviets have indicated that immuno- 
logical characteristics of animals as meas- 
ured by change in response to micro-orga- 
nisrns had been significantly changed. 

SUMMARY 

ence to date has been encouraging, and i t  
is anticipated that astronauts will continue 
to perform successfully whatever in-flight 
tasks are required of them. It is equally 
apparent, on the basis of the broad expe- 
rience of environmental medicine, that sig- 
nificant and potentially disabling aerospace 
medical problems may occur. Over a half 
a century of aviation medical experience 
provides substantial evidence for such an 
assumption. Early detection of these prob- 
lems becomes increasingly important as as- 
tronaut duties and time in flight are ex- 
tended. Having met the challenge of placing 
man in space, we have a challenge and a 

Concerning the ability of astronauts to responsibility to insure that he can perform 
withstand the rigors of space flight, experi- his duties in health and in safety. 



Biotechnology in Spacecraft Design* 

Douglas Aircraft Co. 

A broad s ~ e c t r u m  of Earth-orbital missions has been 
Aircraft Co. during the past 4 yr. These missions include those related to Earth-centered 

" 

applications and those related to observations and measurements in  the basic sciences, 
a s  well a s  missions related to  general technological developments and to the support 
of extended space flight. These studies have indicated the  practicality and research 
~ a l u e  of extended-life space laboratories in the 30 000- to 40 000-lb class with crew 
complements of six to nine men. 

Based upon these studies, this paper offers a prognostication of some of the potential 
hiotechnology problems tha t  mill influence spacecraft design and suggests options fo r  
possible solutions to  some of the problems tha t  may arise during extended manned 
space flight. 

INTRODUCTION 
Early in 1963, with the guidance of in- 

ternal advisory committees and with exter- 
nal contractor support, NASA undertook 
serious investigation of the research po- 
tential offered by manned, Earth-orbiting 
laboratories for  the support of scientific 
objectives and for  the support of ad- 
vanced engineering research and develop- 
ment (R&D) projects. In  June of that  year, 
the Douglas Missile & Space Systems Divi- 
sion was selected by NASA as one of two 
prime contractors directed to examine a 
number of design concepts for  a manned 
orbital research laboratory (MORL) , con- 
tract no. NAS1-2974. The design concept 
selected in that  study, in turn, led to  further 
preliminary design activities directed to- 
ward optimization of the MORL-system 
concept and the validation of the estab- 
lished, baseline-design concepts against the 
utilization potential of such a facility, con- 
tract no. NAS1-3612. 

"Data presented herein were developed by the 
Douglas Missile B Space Systems Division for  pro- 
g rams  sponsored by NASA Langley Research Cen- 
ter,  Virginia, under contract nos. NAS1-3612 and 
NAS1-2974. 

In  studies funded by NASA and those 
funded by Douglas independent research 
and development (IRAD) funds, this work 
has continued t o  date. During its course, 
researchers have learned a great deal about 
what could and should be done in space 
laboratories and a great deal about the en- 
gineering and economic feasibility of aecom- 
plishing the desired research objectives. 
This paper presents some observations re- 
garding those biotechnological factors that, 
in the author's opinion, will have the great- 
est impact on future spacecraft design. 

Physiological and psychological problems 
in space flight, environmental control and 
life support (EC/LS) requirements, and the 
problems of specific operational require- 
ments, such as those entailed in extravehic- 
ular activity (EVA),  have been discussed 
elsewhere. This paper, rather than repeat- 
ing that  information, will instead present 
a total systems-engineering viewpoint; it 
is only through the total systems approach 
to  design that  the subtle interplay and inter- 
action of the biomedical, behavioral, engi- 
neering, and scientific requirements upon 
the spacecraft design can be identified. 
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DISCUSSION 28' to 50' inclination orbit using a Sat- 
urn IB launch vehicle. The facility (fig. 1) 

By way of perspective, the MORL studies was designed to accommodate a six- to nine- 
demonstrated the engineering feasibility of man crew. With the use of a combined 
launching a, 30 000-lb-class vehicle into a ferry-resupply logistics system consisting of 

FIGURE 1.-Manned orbital research laboratory. 
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an Apollo command module, a cargo module, 
and an SIVB launch vehicle, the facility 
could have an effective lifetime of 5 to 10 yr. 
Tours of duty for the crewmembers were 
expected to range from 1.5 to 12 months. 
Progressive rotation of crewmen a t  1.5-, 3-, 
6-, 9-, and 12-month intervals was used for 
operational analysis as the nominal rate 
by which assessment of man's ability to 

TABLE I.-Habitability Design Parameters 

Metabolic requirements : 
Oxygen consumption 
C02 production ..... . 
Water consumption . . . . 
Urine production : 

Including solids 
Without solids .... 

Respiration and perspi- 
ration. 

Feces output: 
Including solids . . . . 
Without solids . . . . .  . 

Metabolic water pro- 
duction. 

Wash water . .. . . . .  . 
Heat output: 

Nominal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Design (shirt 

sleeve). 
Design (spacesuit) . . 

Atmospheric requirements : 
Laboratory tempera- 

ture. 
Laboratory humidity 

Laboratory pressure . . 
Atmospheric mixture . . 

CO, partial pressure 

Ambient noise level .. ..... 
Illumination : 

Command and control 
Personal hygiene 
Galley, eating, and 

reading 
Equipment inspection 
Bunks and storage 
Observation control 
Airlock and docking 

1 
Enclosed centrifuge 1 
Crew compartment 
Exterior (docking 

control) 

75+5" F (adjustable 
range) 

50 percent (35" to 65" 
F dewpoint) 

7.0 i 0.2 psia 
50 percent 02, 50 per- 

cent Nz 
4 mm Hg nominal 
8 mm Hg maximum 
50 dB 

20 ft-c 

15 lamp cp 

10 ft-c 
32 000 lamp cp 

adapt to the space environment would be 
made. Although designed for a 10-psi en- 
vironment, the operational atmosphere was 
established as a 7-psi, 50 percent oxygen 
and 50 percent nitrogen environment (ta- 
ble I) .  

Laboratory Facilities 

The laboratory was divided into four main 
sections (fig. 2) : (1) a hangar-test area, 
(2) a control deck, (3) flightcrew quarters, 
and (4) an internal centrifuge. The hangar- 
test area, separated from the forward pres- 
sure compartment by an inverse-pressure 
bulkhead, acted as a tranfer airlock for per- 
sonnel.moving from the logistics spacecraft 
into the main portion of the laboratory. The 
hangar-test area not only afforded interim 
storage for the cargo, but could provide 
emergency quarters for the crew for ex- 
tended periods of time should problems arise 
with the main pressure shell. The cwtrol 
deck was also divided into four areas and 
included a filtered compartment for liquid 
processing, a biomedical- and behavioral-as- 
sessment station, maintenance areas, and 
the central laboratory control station. The 
flightcrew quarters included a wardroom, 
galley, bunks, and hygiene facilities. An in- 
ternal centrifuge was located between the 
control deck and the flightcrew quarters. 
This device provided a mechanism by which 
the flightcrew could perform reentry simu- 
lation and undergo physical-condition test- 
ing, and it could possibly be used as a thera- 
peutic device if required. The laboratory 
proper had a volume of 6700 ft3 and the 
hangar test area included about 3300 ft3. 

Besides the specific areas within the lab- 
oratory assigned for the experimental oper- 
ations that had been identified, experiment 
modules containing large and bulky or spe- 
cialized equipment could be delivered to or- 
bit by the logistics system and attached to 
the laboratory. On the basis of this over- 
view of the system as i t  finally evolved, the 
influence of biotechnology on spacecrafi de- 
sign and, therefore, on the above confagura- 
tion recommendations can be examined. 
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MORL Research Objectives from parametric measurements, were found 

The research objectives to be pursued in 
extended-duration space flight will be as 
follows : 

(1) To make observations and gather in- 
formation to extend the general scientific 
knowledge. 

(2) To gather knowledge on physical 
phenomena, including performance of the 
equipment under prolonged exposure to the 
space environment. 

One of the most important points to rec- 
ognize is that man is an integral part of 
the total vehicle system necessary to pursue 
those objectives. He is there because he has 
a meaningful and significant role to play; 
a role that would be too expensive, if not 
totally impossible, to accomplish by any 
other means. Furthermore, because voyages 
of exploration to the planets are foreseen 
to require extended mission time (and be- 
cause even the economic accomplishment of 
Earth-centered observations may require 
less frequent crew rotation), a further ob- 
jective for extended-duration space flight 
may be added: assess the physiological and 
psychological tolerance of man to long-term 
operations in the space environment and 
quantify the effects of this environment on 
man. 

System Design 

The initial step in system design is to de- 
fine the mission requirements. In the case 
of a laboratory, however, the dynamic na- 
ture of research and the quest for knowledge 
itself mean that the objectives will continu- 
ally evolve and change. The design philos- 
ophy must, therefore, provide high flexibil- 
ity and must be based upon the requirements 
of the most universal, yet realistic, experi- 
mental research plan possible. In the MORL 
study, some 734 experiments suggested by 
various Government, industrial, and univer- 
sity sources were reviewed. As might be 
expected, considerable redundancy, overlap, 
and duplication existed in the compilation. 
Also, different criteria governing the com- 
position of experiments, as distinguished 

in the various source inputs. The first step 
in the analysis was to redefine or regroup 
the data within each source list to establish 
consistency in the definition of what was 
termed a measurement area. The next step 
was to collate the inputs from the various 
sources. The result was an integrated list of 
157 measurement areas. 

Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of 
these areas by potential area of research 
and by the laboratory man-hours required 
to accomplish the assigned tasks. As would 
be expected, the bulk of the suggested ex- 
periments, both in number and in their im- 
pact on the crew's workload, was oriented 
toward the basic sciences and the systern- 
development area. If it can be assumed that 
this listing represented a reasonable and 
typical mix of the entire spectrum of poten- 
tial experiments that might be performed on 
board an early orbital research laboratory, it 
could be concluded that an orbital laboratory 
designed to accomplish this representative 
sample of measurements and experiments 
could be expected to have the flexibility and 
capability of accomplishing the formal ex- 
periment program finally established. Ae- 
cordingly, for each of the 157 measurement 
areas, a representative experiment was for- 
mulated and equipment requirements were 
developed that included weight, volume and 
power, crew requirements, and a representa- 
tive experiment duty cycle. 

Once a representative set of research 
requirements was developed, the design of 
the laboratory could proceed. The first step 

I SPACE SCIENCE 
12 ASTRONOMYIASTROPHYSICS 
23 BIO SCIENCES 

1 15 1 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 

157 TOTAL 

FIGURE 3.-Data bank experiment distribiation. 
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in designing the laboratory was to deter- 
mine the minimum crew size because, as will 
be shown later, this factor is fundamental 
to eskbbiishing the size and cost of the 
laboratory. 

Time estimates for crew activities in the 
maintenance and operation of the vehicle 
were derived from a review and analysis of 
the mission profile, system and subsystem 
design specifications, functional schematics, 
an operations plan, and preliminary design 
drawings. From these data, a gross func- 
tions analysis was performed to determine 
the extent to which man would participate 
in each operation. Estimates were then made 
of the time required for a crewman to ac- 
complish each of his assigned duties. The 
time estimates obtained for the biomedical, 
behavioral, engineering, and scientific ex- 
periments were derived from an analysis 
of the individual experiment designs. To 
these were added the time required for 
setup and for the maintenance of the ex- 
perimental apparatus. Psychological and 
physiological activities (sleep, recreation, 
relaxation, and physical conditioning) were 
reviewed Lo estimate adequate time alloca- 

tions for each. A contingency factor of 10 
percent was allowed for those unforeseen 
emergencies or  events whose probability of 
occurrence was so low that they would not 
normally be scheduled. 

Table I1 summarizes the average duty 
hours per day for each crew activity for 
crew sizes of one, four, and six men. Fig- 
ure 4 pictorially summarizes the crew work- 
load distribution for crews up to nine men. 
I t  was found that some experiments (in the 
Earth-centered observations) required con- 
tinuous operation for 24 h r  or more. As can 
be seen from table I1 or figure 4, a minimum 
crew size of six men would be necessary 

CREW SIZE 

FIGURE 4.-Crew time utilization. 

TABLE 11.-Crew Workload Average Duty Hours per Day 

Activity 

Personal maintenance: 
S l e e p - _ _ - - _ _ - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Food preparation, eating, cleanup- - _ _  - - _ _ - _ _. _ _ - _  _ _  _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _  _ _ -  

Personal hygiene.- . -_- . .____---------- . - - . - - --------------- . - -  
Rest and recreation-- - - -  - -  _ _  _ - _ _  - -  - -  -. - -  - -  _ -  - - - - - _  - _ - -  - _  - _  -. _ _  _ 

Man-hours per day 

Total- - .___--__---.__._. .--.--__._-_--_____--_-__--.---.-. . 12.3 
Station operation and maintenance- -. -. _. . - --. . - -  - - - - - -  - -  - -  - -  -. - -  - - - (a) 1 Behavioral experiments (including reentry training) _ - _  _ - -  - - _  __. _ - _ _ _ _. . 1.0 
iRiomediea1 experiments (including physical fitness)- _ ----. - - _  _ -__. - _. _ (") 
Contingency factor (10 percent)-_ _ -  - - - -  -. . . -. . . - -  - - -  - -  ----. -. - - -  --. 2.4 

- 
Each man 

8.0 
2.0 

.8 
1.5 

Total __..---____-__----._.-_-_.._...__-_____--__-.-__-_______.______. 80.8 (847,) 
Total man-hours available per day ____. . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -  _ - - -. . - - - - - -. - - -. - - - - - - 96.0 I I 

I I I 

Variable. 

4-man crew 6-man crew 

32.0 
8.0 
3.2 
6.0 

49.2 (51%) 
1 0 .  (1170 
4.0 (4%) 
8.0 (8YO) 
9.6 (107,) 

116.2 (80%) 
144.0 

Max-hours per day remaining for engineering and scientific 
experiments . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .  - 1 5 .  1 %  I I 

73.8 (51%) 
10.0 (7%) 
6.0 (4%) 

12.0 (8%) 
14.4 (10%) 

27.8 (20%) 
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for assurance that a 24-hr operation could 
be manned and still allow a 10-percent con- 
tingency factor for unforeseen events. 

A minimum crew of six was also sug- 
gested by the range of skill requirements 
demanded of the crew (table 111). Twenty 
skill categories were grouped into 11 identi- 
fiable specialty areas. Assuming that each 
crewman could be assigned a major area 
with a secondary skill for backup, a six-man 
crew would offer a greater reservoir of 
skills than a four-man crew and, in fact, 
could insure that all key skill categories 
were represented on board the laboratory 
a t  all times. Because the six-man crew also 
matches the carrying capacity of two Apollo 
spacecraft, a favorable economic tradeoff 
occurs in ferry and logistics costs. This type 
of reasoning led to the suggestion of a six- 
man nominal crew size, with occasional 
staffing by a total of nine men. 

Once the crew size has been approximated, 
the requirements for the experimental 
equipment and their impact on space-station 
design can be identified. Figures 5 to 8 indi- 
cate the statistical distributions of experi- 
ment weight, volume, power, and crew time 
as identified from the data bank of 157 re- 
search areas. Also shown for comparison 
are the data obtained from a limited sample 
of experiments examined a year earlier. The 
comparison of the plots indicates the stabil- 
ity or reliability of the parametric estimates. 
Of more specific interest, however, is the 
typical J-shaped nature of the distributions 
and the predictions of resource demands 
that can be made from them. This is the 
type of resource loading that is typical of 
electric power-distribution systems, central 
telephone exchanges, water-distribution sys- 
tems, and other similar systems, where a 
large proportion of the using population 
demands a small amount of the resource 
and decreasing numbers of users require 
larger amounts. By way of example, if a 
six-man crew represented 16 717 man-hours 
of available time per year for experiments, 
and if the average experiment required 
206 man-hours for its accomplishment, about 
81 such experiments could be accomplished 

0 DATA BANK EXPERIMENTS 

FIGURE 5.-Experiment weight. 

'AVERAGE VOLUME PER DATA BANK 
EXPERIMENT = 10 6 CU FTIEXPT 

H *AVERAGE VOLUME PER MORL PHASE 1 1  A 
1 70  EXPERIMENT = 8 9 CU FTIEXPT 
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'AVERAGE EXPERIMENT VOLUMES BASED 
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FIGURE 6.-Experiment volume. 
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FIGURE 7.-Experiment power. 
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FIGURE 8.-Experiment man-hours. 
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TABLE 111.-Crew Skill Allocations 

Combined skills 

Optical scientist 

Navigation, radar microwave spe- 
cialist, and communications 

Microbiologist, biochemist, and medi- 
cine 

Nuclear physicist, thermodynamicist, 
and physical geologist 

Biology technician, microbiologist, 
biochemist, and physiologist 

Optical scientist 

Nuclear physicist, thermodynamicist, 
and physical geologist 

Major skills 

Astronomy/astrophysicist, electro- 
mechanical technician 

Optical technician oceanographer, 
electromechanical technician 

Electronic engineer, electromechani- 
cal technician 

Biology technician, physiologist ........ 

Physicist, meteorologist, photo tech- 
nician cartographer, electrome- 
chanical technician, and optical 
technician 

Medicine ........................................... 

Astronomy/astrophysicist, electro- 
mechanical technician 

Optical technician, oceanographer, 
electromechanical technician 

Physicist, meteorologist, photo tech- 
nician/cartographer, electrome- 
chanical technician, and optical 
technician 

Title 

Flight commander .............................. 

................ Deputy flight commander 

Operations engineer ......................... 

Life scientist ........................... .. ....... 

................................ Physical scientist 

Medical doctor ................................... 

............................ 

............................. 

Engineer/scientist .. 

Engineer/scientist 

Physical scientist .............................. 

Crew 
type 

Primary crew ..... 

....... Replacements 

Crewman 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

i 6 

7 

8 

9 
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in the laboratory per year. With knowledge 
of the average power requirement per ex- 
periment or the average weight or  volume, 
estimates of the typical laboratory require- 
ments for each resource could be made. With 
knowledge of the standard deviations of the 
distributions, estimates could also be made 
of expected variability of demands to any 
level of confidence. In  this manner, once the 
crew size (or available number of man- 
hours) has been established, the vehicular 
design parameters can be developed. 

I n  the analysis of the measurement areas, 
i t  was found that  many of the equipment 
items required for performing various ex- 
periments were common among many areas. 
If equipment could be shared among experi- 
ments, substantial weight savings (more 
than 50 percent) could be realized. A similar 
trend was reflected in the equipment volume 
requirements. An even more interesting il- 
lustration of the significance of equipment 
sharing may be seen in figure 9, in which 
the number of equipment items required per 
experiment is plotted against the number 
of experiments as they were added to the 
data bank. 

These comparative plots graphically illus- 
trate the value and flexibility of a general- 
purpose R&D laboratory in making use of 
common equipment to support a broad-based 
experimental program. Flexibility, however, 
presupposes the availability of the crew 
capability for onboard assembly of units and 
their functional checkout. Because of the 
heavy time demands on the crew, however, 
the final recommendation will undoubtedly 
be a mixture of prepackaging and onboard 
assembly. Heavier and bigger prepackaged 
experiment apparatus will be traded against 
man-hours required for onboard assembly. 

As noted above, a crew requirements anal- 
ysis was conducted for each measurement 
area. Both the skill type and skill level for 
each area were determined in a joint anal- 
ysis by human-factors specialists and re- 
search specialists representative of each 
scientific discipline. Figure 10 indicates the 

NUMBER OF EXPERIMENTS 

FIGURE 9.-Equipment growth requirements as a 
function of an expanding experiment program. 

each skill would be required during the per- 
formance of the experimental program. 
Note that  technical or  engineering skills 
represent the greatest proportion of demand 
on onboard man-hours. This is not surpris- 
ing, because previous experience has iadi- 
cated that  general system setup and cheek- 
out in terms of the calibration, maintenance, 
and repair of equipment require more time 
than actual operation of the equipment (or 
performing of experimental procedures). In 
interpreting these data, i t  is emphasized 
that  the skill analysis is task oriented rather 
than man oriented. The data indicate only 
that  the specific tasks to be accomplished, as 
identified, require the proportion of speelal- 
ized skills indicated. Although the rather 
rare skill categories could be provided by 
specialists or  research scientists on board 
the laboratory, note that  the bulk of their 
time would have to be directed toward basic 
survival, routine maintenance, and equip- 
ment checkout. They would have relatively 

" 
crew skills established from the various ex- 
perimental areas and the percentage of time FIGURE 10.-Distribution of skill utilization. 
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few opportunities to use their specialized 
knowledge. 

An alternative would be to keep the basic 
crew skills to a small, more general grouping 
and to redesign those experiments calling 
for rare-skill categories to eliminate the 
operational requirements for those skills to 
be on board the laboratory. It is suggested 
that the ultimate crew-selection procedure 
should be such that  crewmen would be se- 
lected from the general specialty areas and 
given training in the specific experimental 
goals and procedures. On the basis of the 
20 skill categories identified to date, i t  would 
appear that  11 different specialty areas 
should be established in the crew-training 
program, and each crewman should be as- 
signed to one major area with a secondary 
or minor specialty. 

As a part  of the laboratory design vaiids- 
tion study, a representative experiment plan 
was deveio;ped. With use of a computer sim- 
ulation program, all experiments were 
scheduled within the constraints imposed 
by crew time and the available laboratory 
resources, such as power, volume, weight, 
and experiment priority. This simulation 
illustrated quite graphically the dependency 
of efficient laboratory operations upon crew 
training and selection. The most significant 
factor in limiting the breadth of the engi- 
n e e ~ i n g  and scientific studies appeared to 
be the potential saturation of crew time 
and skills or their potential unavailability 
a t  critical times. This situation is illustrated 
in figure 11, which shows the daily variation 
as  well as the average utilization of crew 
time and power for the first year of the 
experimental program compared to the max- 
imum time and power available. Because of 
the conflict between available skills and re- 
quired skills, the average time utilization 
was 31.8 man-hours per day out of a possible 
45.8. This problem can be resolved by re- 
scheduling either the order for accomplish- 
ing experiments or  the mix of onboard 
crew skills. As missions are  defined, i t  can be 
anticipated that crew-composition require- 
ments wi41 continue to constrain the ability 
to schedule experiments. Obviously, having 

FIGURE 11.-Experimental load profiles. 

the right man available a t  the right time is 
mandatory for the successful and timely 
completion of a given experimental pro- 
gram. 

The approach taken toward defining bio- 
technological requirements, and, in turn, the 
space-station design parameters, as de- 
scribed previously, could be likened to the 
statistical approach taken in market sur- 
veys or opinion polling, in which a reason- 
ably representative sample of the population 
is examined a t  length and the population 
characteristics of interest are predicted 
from that  sample. Based on the assumption 
that the data bank is a representative sam- 
ple of space research, the laboratory devel- 
oped from the data-bank requirements 
should be flexible enough t o  accommodate 
a much larger spectrum of research in the 
life and physical sciences and in engineering 
research and development. However, by the 
very nature of examining only a relatively 
few areas, the data-bank approach does not 
provide insight into the absolute magnitude 
of the research to be performed in orbit. 

To attempt to provide greater perspective 
regarding the true magnitude of orbital re- 
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search tasks, selected areas in the category 
of Earth-centered observations were exam- 
ined in considerable detail. Specifically, key 
problems in the fields of oceanography and 
atmospheric sciences that, because of their 
synoptic coverage requirements, could not 
be meaningfully approached by any other 
means than from a space platform, were 
examined in depth. One example in the field 
of oceanography (fig. 12) is the fact that 
the study of life forms in the sea and their 
distribution over the oceans of the world 
is of tremendous importance to the fishing 
industry. Every form of life feeds on a 
lower form, down to the lowest levels of 
phytoplankton. The distribution of plankton 
and their growth characteristics are depend- 
ent upon a critical mix of key environ- 
mental factors of temperature, sunlight, 
and nitrates and phosphates in the water. 
Location of plankton can be established a t  
least in part by sea color. Color photography 
from space provides this possibility. Surface 

temperature can be assessed remotely by in- 
frared (IR) detectors or microwave radiom- 
eters. An interesting possibility f o r  remote 
assessment of surface salinity, however, is 
much less understood and demands further 
research. Because rotation of the electrie- 
field vector occurs when an electromagnetic 
wave strikes a conducting surface, the pos- 
sibility exists of measuring sea-surface eon- 
ductivity by observing a reflected wave with 
a polarimetric device. For theoretied rea- 
sons, not of concern here, a beamed signal in 
the S-band (2200 mc) would appear to be de- 
sirable for this purpose. This would then 
require the development of an S-band polar- 
imeter as a sensing device. If "chis system 
worked, with surface conductivity and tem- 
perature known, salinity could be estab- 
lished. One basic task requiring orbital ac- 
tivity would be to develop and validate an 
S-band polarimeter. In similar fashion, the 
orbital research tasks required In sensor 
validation, correlation, and data eoIQection 

LOGIC APPLICATIONS P L A N  

1 APPLICATION AREAS I 
I 

SPECIFIC 
APPLICATIONS 

SPECIFIC 1--j.I\IHT*IK/ 
PHENOMENA CONCENTRATION 

MONITORED NUMBERS 

MEAS. 
PERF. 
SPEC. 

COMPONENTS 

DEVEL. 

FIGURE 12.-Logic and application plan for a study of the distribution of life forms in the sea 
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were analyzed for a dozen research objec- 
tives in oceanography and meteorology. This 
analysis might be likened to a program 
evaluation review technique (PERT) chart 
in that it portrayed or identified the critical 
research tasks necessary to accomplish a 
given research objective. For just these few 
areas, some 272 tasks requiring 222 635 
man-hours in orbit would be necessary. This 
might be compared to the data bank that, 
as a sample of research, included 2150 man- 
hours of orbital activity devoted to oceanog- 
raphy and meteorology. This 100:l growth 
ratio between the sampling and in-depth 
analyses cannot be projected indiscrimi- 
nately across the spectrum of research. 
However, it does indicate the need to exam- 
ine each research area in depth to identify 
all of the supporting R&D necessary to ac- 
complish the end objective. Of more specific 
interest to this conference is the point that, 
in fact, hundreds of thousands or even mil- 
lions of man-hours of significant research 
can and should eventually be accomplished 
in Earth orbit. 

The development costs and support for 
one MORL-class vehicle for a 5-yr mission 
life averages out to be on the order of three- 
quarters of a billion dollars per year. 
Phrased differently, 1 man-hour of useful 
work will cost about $47 000. 
A$ this cost, and with the tremendous 

potential for challenging research programs 
to  be accomplished in orbit with their scien- 
tific, social, political, and economic payoffs, 

it is absolutely mandatory that man's time 
in orbit be used effectively. Man-hours will 
continue to be the most precious commodity 
or resource available in orbit. The role of 
the biotechnologist and the human-factors 
design specialist should be to optimize, not 
maximize, the utilization of man's time. 

The desire to optimize man's use may a t  
times give rise to significant changes in 
spacecraft design and in operational pro- 
cedures. To illustrate, the procedures estab- 
lished for EVA operations are examined. 
Certain ground rules were established for 
the analysis. Among them were such consid- 
erations as the requirement for 45 min for 
denitrogenation before exit from the labora- 
tory's 7-psi environment to a 3.5-psi, 100- 
percent O.), pressure-suit environment ; the 
requirement for a backup crewman, denitro- 
genated and standing by in an airlock, for 
immediate egress and assistance should an 
emergency arise; and the requirement for 
monitoring of the physiological condition of 
the external crewmen. 

Table IV summarizes the operation times 
that were estimated for installing a small 
antenna assembly on the external shell of 
the laboratory. The nature of the operation 
was such that i t  required two crewmen for 
holding and mounting the unit. For compari- 
son, the times required for this task with 
the antenna being mounted internally in a 
shirt-sleeve environment are also shown. 

Analysis of the baseline experiment plan 
indicated 391 individual egress movements 

TABLE 1V.-Sensor Assembly Time Comparison 

Tasks 

Mounted Mounted 
externally internally 

....................... Obtain equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. 
Denitrogenate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Exi t  procedure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Install sensor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. ......................................................... 
hfonitor EVA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ... ...................................................... 
Ent ry  procedure ..................... .... ........................................................... 

Total 
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were required per year for experimental 
purposes and 30 for routine maintenance 
operations. Although some of these egress 
operations could be combined, it might be 
anticipated that EVA times will be limited 
to a 2-hr period and, therefore, the total 
number of egress requirements will remain 
significantly high. As a design change to 
reduce the number of required egress move- 
ments, the MORL configuration was altered 
to include an experiment bay illustrated in 
figure 13. The primary purpose of this 
modification was to allow access to sensor 
equipment in a shirt-sleeve environment and 
thus minimize the number of EVA events 
as well as the time required for assembly. 
Sensors are exposed to the environment by 
opening the bay door. The experiment bay 
also included a rigid beam on which sensors 
and other equipment can be mounted along 
with the attitude reference system. Thus, a 
secondary advantage of the equipment bay 
was the minimizing of alinement errors as- 
sociated with sensors located a t  various sta- 
tions on the laboratory as had been the case 
in the original configuration. 

In work to date on experiment definition, 
Douglas researchers encountered many bio- 
medical and behavioral research proposals 
that have seemingly ignored the basic fact 
that man is going into space as a working 
member of a complex and expensive man- 
machine system chartered to do useful and 
significant work that can be done in no other 
way. One example of such a proposal dealt 
with the study of vigilant behavior in stress- 
ful situations; the investigator proposed 
that, with use of a device similar to the 
Mackworth clock test, the crewmen spend 
up to 30 hr/week/man observing a panel 
of meters. Their task would be to report 
random movement on the meters, wbieh 
could occur anywhere from 0 to 16) times/h~-. 
Decrement in performance could then? be 
plotted against time in orbit; however, the 
luxury of having crewmembers stare at a 
meaningless panel of meters for extended 
periods simply does not exist. Another pro- 
posal dealt with the effect of frustrating 
situations on subsequent psychological per- 
formance during prolonged space flights. In 
this test, troubleshooting of equipment maI- 

BAY 

PRECISION ATTITUDE 
REFERENCE 

ENTRANCE HATCH (IN EXPERIMENTAL 
CONTROL CENTER STATION 

FIGURE 13.-MORL experiment bay. 
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functions was to be required, one example 
o f  which would be impossible to perform. 
The goal of this study was to evaluate the 
degree of  behavioral disruption and disor- 
ganizatlon that  would appear on the part  
of the crew following their exposure to this 
frustrating situation. 

Other examples of equipment evaluation 
dealing with the assessment of different oral 
hygiene procedures, development of helmet- 
mounted scalp electrodes, and so forth, could 
be cited as the types of tests that  have no 
piace in an operational vehicle. Each vehicle 
launched into orbit should represent the best 
facility that our combined ingenuity can 
achieve. As experience is gained, recom- 
mended improvements will be forthcoming 
for that equipment or  those procedures that  
operational experiences identify as requir- 
ing change. The life scientists must break 
away from the classical college laboratory 
app~oach to experiment design. The concern 
is not wit11 college sophomores in a general 
psychology course, but real people in a real- 
world operational situation where the sue- 
eess on. failure of the missions and the life or 
death of the crew are  a t  stake. An entirely 
new pl~ilosophy of biomedical and behavioral 
assessment on a non-mission-interference 
basis must be established. 

Valid assessment techniques can be de- 
signed that are  an integral par t  of the nor- 
mal opet.atiiona1 routine. As an example, 
suggestions have been made that  harmonic 
and other forms of analyses of voice charac- 
teristics should be pursued to  explore their 
promise as possible indicators of anxiety, 
depression, hostility, or other emotional re- 
actions. Onboard operational tasks could be 
designed with built-in checklists or perform- 
ance indicators. The crewmen could be 
scored or evaluated as they were actually 
performing useful work. Pari ty cheeks and 
associated performance-scoring techniques 
shouid now be developed and validated in 
ground simulation tests so that  they may be 
ready for use when needed. In-flight bio- 
medical measurements also must be contin- 
uousiy reexamined in light of their validity, 
the time required for their accomplishment, 

and the impact that  they may have on crew 
comfort and mobility. As in otheu. research 
areas, a priority system will be required to 
insure that only those measures deemed, by 
competent medical authority, to be signifi- 
cant and nonhazardous to mission success 
a re  implemented. 

New or different statistical tests a re  re- 
quired where events are analyzed as they 
occur. In developing a methodology for the 
statistical analysis and related decision pro- 
cedures associated with biomedical and be- 
havioral assessment programs, two factors 
must be considered: (1) the particular hy- 
pothesis being tested must be either accepted 
or  rejected, utilizing the smallest feasible 
sample size and/or number of observations ; 
and (2) economy of operation dictates the 
need for careful consideration of the depth 
of measurement or level of measurement 
scaling necessary or  theoretically justifiable. 
The first factor suggests the use of sequen- 
tial analysis in the testing of hypotheses, 
and the second factor suggests the consider- 
ation of nonparametric statistics. 

The concept of developing and validating 
biomedical- and behavioral-assessment tech- 
niques that  can function on a noninterfering 
basis with normal activities represents a 
challenging area of research in its own 
right. I t  will require the best minds, clear 
thinking, and a great deal of creativity to 
divorce in-flight assessment programs from 
the stereotyped approaches to experiment 
designs. 

The most significant design safety prob- 
lem of a biotechnological nature bearing on 
mission success encountered during Doug- 
las' research was not that  of weightlessness 
but that  of radiation protection. Many 
guidelines for the radiation protection of 
astronauts have been suggested in the litera- 
ture. None has been found completely ap- 
plicable to the radiation-exposure situation 
anticipated for laboratory crewmen. 

The operation of an orbital research lab- 
oratory will entail chronic radiation expo- 
sure of a small number of highly skilled 
individuals who will have limited careers 
in orbit but very essential assignments. Al- 



though protected from solar flares, a con- 
tinuous low-level exposure will be encoun- 
tered a t  200-n.-mi., &28" inclination orbits. 
Also, the lower fringes of the geomagnetic 
belt will expose the crew to an  intermittent, 
but almost daily, background of high-energy 
protons and electrons. However, an  acute 
dose hazard will exist for missions a t  in- 
clinations greater than +30°. The radiation 
guidelines in table V were derived from a 
consideration of current radiation-protec- 
tion guides, allowable sociological risks, and 
the known biological effects of exposure to 
radiation that  are considered to be risk- 
limiting responses for the  radiation environ- 
ment and mission profile. To place these 
limits in perspective, figure 14 shows risks 
to human life from various socioeconomic 
endeavors. For  example, the radiation risk 
for the late risk-limiting responses of leu- 
kemia and the life shortening a re  compa- 
rable to risks accepted by society in other 
lines of endeavor. Note that  the risks of 
various human pursuits involve effects that  
would occur within 1 yr, while the radiation 
risks a re  for  effects that  would occur many 
years after exposure. 

With use of the above values, i t  was found 
necessary to add 165 lb of shielding material 
to the a f t  dome of the laboratory to reduce 
the radiation dose received by the crew to 
an  acceptable level on a 50° inclination mis- 
sion. To provide the same protection on the  
polar mission, 1820 Ib of shielding material 
is required. Presently projected launch capa- 
bilities would allow this amount of shield- 
ing and this material to  be installed rela- 

laboratory bottom, sides, and top dome. The 
most significant problem from a design 
standpoint, however, was the uncertainty in 
the amount of shielding required for a syn- 
chronous mission. More analysis and better 
data relative to  the  electron flux density 
and the generation of bremsstrahlaang are 
required. Depending upon the assumptions 
made, the amount of shielding required for 
the synchronous mission varied from 44400 
lb to 110 000 Ib. Mission-success probabili- 
ties could be severely curtailed if excessive 
weight penalties of this magnitude were 
imposed on the spacecraft. Figure 15 sum- 
marizes the effect of allowable dose on are- 
quired shield weight for a synchronous 
mission based on current, electron-flux den- 
sity estimates. 

In  a short overview of the significant bio- 
technological factors in spacecraft design, 
i t  is not possible t o  discuss or even antici- 
pate all of the potential problems that  may 
arise in the development of vehicles cApable 
of extended-duration space flight. Even so, 
i t  may be of value to list a t  leasl; some of 
the potentially critical research and tech- 
nology requirements that  have been identi- 
fied to date. A program of supporting R&D 
initiated now and based on these require- 
ments would provide high confidence in the 
ability to solve the various system and sub- 
system development problems in timely 
fashion. 

Suggested Areas for Research Investigations 

Further research should involve the fol- 
lowing investigations : 

tively easily by increasing the gage of the (1) Investigation of techniques for the 

TABLE V.-Proposed Guidelines f o r  Protracted Radiat ion Exposures  f o r  MORL 

Skin of whole body - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _  
Skin of extremities _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - -  
Lens of eye _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - -  
Bone marrow- - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - _ -  

Critical organ or area 
Maximum, 

single 
exposure, 

rem 

Maximum, 
emergency, 

single 
exposure, 

rem 

Maximum, 
3-month 

exposure, 
rem 

Acceptable 
integral 
exposure 
(lifetime), 

rern 
-- 

loo0 
1500 
600 
750 

Maximum, 
6-month 
exposure, 

rem 

Maximum, 
12-month 
exposure, 

rem 
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DEATHS PER 100 000 POPULATION 1 10 100 1 000 10 000 

JET FIGHTER PILOT ( H I G H  PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT) 

EQUIVALENT LlFE SHORTENING RISK (150 REM)* 

F A R M M A C H I N E R Y  OPERATOR 

MATERNAL MORTALITY/BIRTH (45 AND OVER) v 1 
JET BOMBER PILOT 

AIRLINE PLLOT (MAXIMUM TOLERABLE RISK) 

MOTORCYCLE DRIVER 

PROFESSIONAL BOXING 

MOTOR VEHlC hE DRIVER (12 000 MI/YR) 
MATERNAL MORTALITY/BIRTH 

M I N E  A N D  Q U A R R Y  

AIRLINE PILOT (ACTUAL RISK) 

FARMING 

CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 

R I S K  OF RADIATION-INDUCED LEUKEMIA (150 REM)*. 

POLICE EMPLOYMENT 

MOTOR VEHICLE D R I V E R  

TRUCKING A N D  WAREHOUSING 

NONOCCUPATIONAL 

LOCAL FIRE PROTECTION 

RAIL A N D  BUS EMPLOYMENT 

MANUFACTURING 

H I G H  SCHOOL AND COLLEGE FOOTBALL 

CATASTROPHE 

*THE VALUE IS A MAXIMUM CREDIBLE RISK FOR A WHOLE-BODY EXPOSURE. THE RADIATION 
RlSK IS ACTUALLY M U C H  LESS SEVERE THAN OTHER RISKS BECAUSE THE EFFECT IS DELAYED.  

FIGURE 14.-Risk to life per person per year in various accepted human involvements. 

noninterfering assessment of crew perform- 
ance and behavior (for example, harmonic 
analysis of speech characteristics, body 
movement patterns) 

(2) Investigation of radiation environ- 
ment in all areas of mission interest; par- 
ticular emphasis is required in establishing 
the electron flux a t  svnchronous latitudes 

(7) Investigation of methods of identi- 
fying and continuously monitoring all trace 
contaminants a t  levels significantly lower 
than ever attempted before 

(8) Investigation of long-term exposure 
to modified (semisterile) bacteriological en- 
vironment 

(9) Investigation of biological and psy- 

93) Investigation of micrometeoroid en- chological effects of long-term use of re- 

vironment in all areas of mission interest cycled and reclaimed (urine) water 
(10) Investigation of human require- 

(4) Investigation of proposed orbiting re- ments and parameters for spin- 
search "'0'a'orY atmosphere for long-term ning (artificial-gravity) mode of laboratory 
habitability operation 

( 5 )  Investigation of aeroembolism effects 
upon decompression to pure-oxygen suit at- Areas in Which Advances in Technolorn 
mosphere and Development Are Required 

(6) Investigation of detrimental atmos- (1) Development of physiological/psy- 
pheric contaminants and establishment of chological testing equipment compatible 
toxicity levels with the orbital environment 
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0 
0 100 200 

ALLOWABLE DOSE (REM) 

FIGURE 16.-Effect of allowable dose on required 
shield weightisynchronous mission. 

(2) Development of physiological/psy- 
chological monitoring and conditioning cri- 
teria 

(3)  Development of techniques for inte- 
grating behavioral testing with routine 
station operation and maintenance proce- 
dures 

(4) Development of automated biomedi- 
cal measurements 

(5) Establishment of realistic, long-term, 
radiation-exposure criteria (particularly 
critical for synchronous missions) 

(6) Development of effective partial body 
shielding 

(7) Determinations of accurate metabolic 
rates for various activity levels so that  
spacesuit airflow fans can be efficiently sized 

(8) Determination of food wastes to be 
expected as a function of crew size, the 
density of wastes after  freeze drying, and 
the long-term compatibility of fecal wastes 
with food and laboratory wastes and the 
collection or storage device 

(9) Evaluation of decontamination and 
cleanup techniques in case of illness 

(10) Evaluation of long-term, imaximwm. 
sound-tolerance levels for  EC/LS rotating 
machinery and a i r  ducts 

(11) Determination of duct configuration 
for minimum sound propagation 

(12) Evaluation of cabin ventilatiorr in 
og 

(13) Resolution of micrometeoroid-pene- 
tration leak-detection problems 

(14) Determination of long-term physical 
and psychological effects of food packaging 
and processing methods 

(15) Development and testing of onboard 
Og laundry facilities 

(16) Assessment of man's capability in 
Og to perform station-keeping operations, 
maintenance, and experimentation 

(17) Development of techniques for  
crewman positive motion control 

(18) Identification of flightcrew proee- 
dures, with emphasis on communication re- 
quirements ; need for restraints, special 
tools, and work aids; special requirements 
for controls and displays; and optimum 
layout of 6nboard equipment arid facilities 

(19) Assessment of man's performance 
capabilities in EVA spacesuit operatio11.s 

(20) Determination of time and motion 
data for Og operations to  provide a more 
accurate baseline for evaluation of ground- 
based simulation activities 

(21) Development of biomedical sensors 
that  do not interfere operationally and do 
not violate the epidermal layers 

(22) Evaluation of the long-term ef- 
fectiveness of trace-contaminant removal 
techniques 

(23) Development of Aight-qualified w4- 
traviolet lights used for control of atmos- 
pheric bacteria 

CONCLUSION 
It is clear that  spacecraft sizing and oper- 

ation depend upon the crew size and capa- 
bility in several ways. Examination of a 
broad spectrum of Earth-orbital missions 
has confirmed the tremendousIy exciting 
potential of manned space laboratories capa- 
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kle of extended-duration flights. During the 
next 50 yr, the socioeconomic and political 
rewards of these missions will touch the 
lives of every person on Earth. Although the 
engineering and economic feasibility of ac- 
complishing these missions has been estab- 
lished, available man-hours will continue to 
be the most critical resource available in 
orbit. Id  is absolutely mandatory that man's 
time in orbit be used effectively and that the 
right man in terms of required skill be avail- 
able when needed. The man-machine inter- 
face must be designed to optimize the use 
of man's -time, even a t  the risk of redesign- 
ing some experiment packages for operation 
by observers who are less well qualified. Far  

more sophisticated concepts of biomedical 
and behavioral assessment must be devised 
that give a maximum rate of information 
return for minimal operational interference. 
A crash program to develop and validate 
such techniques in Earth-based laboratories 
should be undertaken immediately if we are  
to be ready for the operational orbital lab- 
oratories of the 1970's. Better radiation data 
a t  synchronous orbits are required and more 
realistic long-term criteria for radiation risk 
levels established. Although many questions 
still need answers, no insurmountable prob- 
lems have appeared. Man's accomplishments 
in space will be limited only by his own 
ingenuity. 
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In  this report an attempt has been made to identify and analyze man's role a s  a n  
rsporimcnter and operator in space and to resolve questions about the precise region 
of application of man's capabilities. The potential space applications fo r  the exploration 
and explo'lation of space a r e  considered. Man's potential role in  space is  then identified 
to justify his participation in the space program. A philosophy of man's applicability 
in space is  analyzed to assess his capabilities to contribute to space tasks. A review of 
simulation results is presented for  some specialized areas  of man's application. The 
prognostication of pan 's  suitab lity is discussed to specify the areas  of his utilization. 
Simulation is proposcd to obtain hard numbers on man's performance and determine the 
best machine aid required for  support. 

SPACE POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS 

Synopsis of ORL Study 

Recent Government and industrial studies 
and forums have identified, defined, and 
analyzed the functional areas of application 
of Earth-orbital space. 

The synthesis approach is based on the 
recognition that the Orbiting Research Lab- 
oratory (ORL) represents a platform for 
significant experiments, generated by a sys- 
tematic analysis in terms of their contribu- 
tion to the solution of national and interna- 
tional problems and to the illumination of 
crucial scientific questions. 

Thirteen fields of activity, called scien- 
tific/technical (S/T) areas, were identified 
as  potentially benefiting from the ORL. 
Functionally, these areas may be categorized 
as follows : 

(1) User-oriented applications.-This 
category has the property that its benefits 
can be quantized in terms of dollars. It con- 
tains the areas of agriculture/forestry, geol- 

ogy/hydrology, oceanography, geography, 
atmospheric science, and commwniea"cons/ 
navigation and traffic control. 

(2) Science.-The value of this category 
is dependent upon judgment and cannot be 
categorized. I t  contains the areas of aastron- 
omy/astrophysics, bioscience, and physical 
science. 

(3)  Support for future space missions.- 
This category can theoretically be quantized 
in monetary terms if an advanced mission 
were to be approved. It contains the areas 
of biomedicine/behavior, advanced kechnol- 
ogy, extravehicular engineering activities 
(EVEA) , and operations techniques/ad- 
vanced mission subsystems. 

Major ORL Results 
Analysis of each of the 13 scientifie/tech- 

nical areas identified by the ORL study led 
to individual requirements for payloads, or- 
bits, and experiments. Synthesis of these 
areas by commonality led to the conclusion 
that the three orbiting stations (fig. 1) 
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FIGURE 1.-Core of constrained program. 

listed here a re  required to perform the 
entire program : 

(1) High inclination station for  Earth- 
oriented applications 

(2)  Low inclination station for astron- 
omy 
93) Synchronous space station for com- 

munications and later applications 
The analysis showed that  one of the most 

critical problems is the handling of the large 
volume of data that  this program will 
gerierstte. 

Data Transmission Problem 

Data transmission from the spacecraft to 
ground represents the first facet of the  
data-handling problem : 

Bandwidth 
Commercial TV, mc/sec ............................... 4.24 
Unified S-band .............................................. 1.25 
SGLS .............................................. 10.0 
Advanced microwave systems, mc ................ 100 
Time to transmit 10" bits: 

4.26 mc, y r  .............................................. 60 
100 mc, y r  ................... .. ...................... 3.1 

The time to transmit a photograph elec- 
tronically depends upon the system band- 
width. Using the bandwidths of current 
transmission systems, the time required to 
send BO1"its is seen to be prohibitive. 
Potential solutions would include survey 
techniques using only sampling, onboard 
selection of photographs of value, and data 
capsules for physical recovery of film. 

Ground Data Handling 

The second aspect of the problem concerns 
ground data handling. This involves the need 
for coordinating different requests for  sur- 

a ' d f c  COLifCTiON MANAGEMENT 

FIGURE 2.-Survey interpretation system elements. 

vey and the  need for storing results in a 
form that  can be used by photo interpreters 
expert in the various disciplines. 

Figure 2 shows the elements of a ground 
data management system that  includes : 

(1) Collection management for receiving 
requirements from users; checking them 
against an  information system to determine 
whether information is already on file; and, 
if not, planning the missions to accomplish 
the requests. 

(2) Exploitation management for  receiv- 
ing the information; checking i t  in quasi- 
real time to determine whether the photog- 
raphy meets acceptable standards and, if 
not, to order a repeat observation; and 
indexing. 

(3)  An information system that  is essen- 
tially a large library of the  photography. 
Through use of modern data-handling 
equipment, large and efficient libraries of 
this type have been built. 

World Photo Cornpletion Constrained by 
Weather and Illumination 

An important consideration is the time of 
flight required as a function of comprehen- 
siveness of survey. 

The first step is to determine the posi- 
tional opportunities, the number of times 
during a given flight period within which a 
given point on the Earth's surface falls with- 
in the  field of view of the sensors. For  the 
example selected, 300-n.-mi. swath width, 
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FIGURE 3.-World photo completion constrained by 
weather and illumination. 

1.0 

which yields an average available time of 
9 percent. For the conditions of the example 
cited, namely 300-n.-mi. swath width and 
45-day duration, this yields almost complete 
(93 percent) coverage of the Earth's 
surface. 

In practice, particularly over the devel- 
oped nations, the presence of manmade or 
rnan-induced haze further cuts the available 
time by a factor of 3 (ESSA) ; thus, over 
developed regions, a flight time of 45 days 
with 300-n.-mi. swath width would only 
allow coverage of 58 percent. Conversely, 
under these conditions, coverage of 90 per- 

I 

20 opportunities a t  the Equator occur for cent would entail flight time between I20 

45-day flights (fig. 3) .  and 150 days. 
The next step is to consider the day-night These considerations thus make a strong 

I5 75 150 300 wo 9m 
Swath Width lnmi 45 Day Fllght 

I 
10 20 ?a d o i o 4 o i o a o 9 d l w  

Observational Opportunities 

DAYS INORBIT300nm SWATHWIDTH 

cycle and weather on a worldwide basis, case for long-duration missions. 

TABLE 1.-Economic Benefits of Spaceborne Survey Systems 

Application area and principal requirements 

Estimated annual benefits 
(millions of dollars) 

I World I United States 

Agriculture/forestry : 
Global crop survey ................................................................ 

Expendi- 1 Returns 
tures 

............................................ Crop yield and damage survey 
Detection and location of forest fires ......................... ... ...... 
Wildlife migration .................................... .... .............................. 

1 110 

-- 

~ x ~ e n d i - /  Returns 
tures 

Range management survey .................................................... 
Assessment of ecological factors ....................................... 

Geology/hydrology : 
........................................... Global mineral and fuels survey 

........................ Earthquake and volcano damage assessment 
.................... Distribution of soils, moisture, erosion platters 

................................... Water  pollution surveys and warning 
........................................................ Flood damage assessment 

Oceanography/marine technology: 
............................................ Fishery surveys ....................... ... 

............ Hazard warning to shipping .............................. ... 
Coastal hazard warning .. .................. ................................. 
Sea-state prediction and tidal inundation .............................. 

Geography: 
Global topographic mapping .................................................. 
Synoptic demographic survey ................................................. 

Atmospheric science and technology: 
Weather prediction and monitoring 

1 
...................................... 

.......................................... Air pollution survey and warning } ............................ Warning of storm and climatic hazards 

620 

800 

33 

1000 
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Estinlrate of Economic Benefits 

The value of the user-oriented applica- 
tions has been estimated by various indus- 
trial groups, 

The benefits from space survey are of two 
categories : 

(1) Reduction of the cost of current 
surveys 

(2) Improvements in yield resulting from 
utilization of the new information 

Shown here (table I)  are  estimated bene- 
fits for the Earth-oriented applications of 
Earth-orbital space. 

If these benefit numbers a re  correct, a 
Barge advantage would accrue from opera- 
tions in Earth-orbital space. 

MAN'S ROLE IN SPACE 

Man's RoSe as an Operator in Space 

The earliest efforts in space compared 
man's capabilities with the capabilities of 
complex mechanized subsystems to justify 
man in space as something more than a 
scientific specimen or  curiosity. 

Gradually, a more mature, man-machine 
integration approach was developed that  
concentrates upon the optimal combination 
of man and machine to permit more efficient 
performance than either could produce 
alone, This has always been one of the pri- 
mary goals of human engineering endeavors. 

Following a system analysis approach for 
an effective man-machine system, man's role 
in the spaee mission should be defined by 
assessing human capabilities in the space 
environment and then determining whether, 
in a specific application, he can operate as 
shown here. 

In summary, man's role as an  operator in 
space is valuable for several reasons : 

(1) He can provide a unique function 
that could be performed in no other way. 

(2)  He can perform functions efficiently 
as a substitute for costly and heavy equip- 
ment. 

( 3 )  He can operate in combination with 
machines t o  perform functions that  neither 
alone could achieve satisfactorily. 

Contribution of Man 

The question of man's usefulness in space 
operations and of the exact region of his 
utility has been raised. Various studies have 
attempted to identify man's potential con- 
tributions to space systems based upon his 
inherent capabilities. 

The contributions that  man brings to a 
task are--- 

(1) Motivation, creativity, imagination, 
and foresight 

(2) Highly selective, flexible, and exten- 
sive memory 

(3) Inductive and deductive reasoning 
(4) Sensitive manipulative ability 
(5)  Human sensory capabilities-discern- 

ment of fine detail and pattern 
(6) Ability to be reprogramed easily 
These contributions enable him to- 
(1) Observe and act upon unforeseen 

events 
(2) Evaluate complex data or situations 
(3) Extract, compact, and communicate 

data 
(4) Make judgments and decisions, even 

with incomplete data 
(5) Translate items of research nature 

into routine elements for automatic pro- 
graming 

(6)  Inspect, adjust, calibrate, and repair 
There exist very little hard data defining 

quantitatively the scope and limitations of 
man's possible contributions. 

Effect of In-Aight Maintenance on Reliability 
What is desired next is a numerical as- 

sessment of these capabilities. A search of 
the open literature shows that  numerical 
indications and measurements a re  indeed 
available in certain areas. 

Some data have been obtained through 
analysis and simulation. 

Figure 4 shows the improvement in re- 
liability (probability of mission success) 
resulting from carrying a single spare for 
each replaceable module. The data shown 
were developed during a simulation of a 
spaceborne data-processing run using the 
computer designed a t  IBM for the Saturn V 
rocket. 
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FIGURE 4.-Effects o,f in-flight maintenance on re- 
IiabiIity. 

Man's Application in Camera Operat ion 

A typical example of suggested applica- 
tions of man in space-experiment systems 
is shown in this block diagram of the opera- 
tion of a single spaceborne high-resolution 
camera (fig. 5) .  

Shown are both the spacecraft equipment, 
such as the inertial subsystem, and the 
camera peculiar equipment, such as pointing 
and tracking subsystems. 

The dotted lines indicate potential appli- 
cations for man in loop to have data 
displayed and to control the individual 
subsystems. 

Stabilization and Hi-Res Camera 

FIGURE 5.-High-resolution camera operation. 

MAN'S APPLICABILIW IN SPACE 

Man's Capabilities i n  Space 

Except for sporadic and nonquantitative 
discussions, no real numbers, either sirnu- 
lated or real, are available for most of the 
potential areas that represent man's higher 
and most-touted capabilities. 

This clearly represents a major gap. Not 
only would we like numbers to resolve the 
10-yr-old question of manned versus un- 
manned, but we would also like to define the 
requirements for many assists that need to 
be given to man to perform his job better. 

We do not have today the solution to "cis 
gap. The following are hopefully oriented 
toward filling this major hole in our 
knowledge : 

(1) First, a philosophy of man's applica- 
bility to space tasks 

(2) Second, a brief review of some in- 
house work pertaining to specialized areas 
of man's applicability 

(3) Third, a prognostication as to what 
specific Earth-orbital applications are po- 
tentially suitable to man, and why 

(4) And, finally, a proposed experiment 
designed to obtain "hard numbers" as to 
man's performance in space 

Philosophy of Man's Applicability 

The specific objectives of several studies 
are to provide figures for man's capabilities 
as 

(1) A performer of pattern-recognition 
tasks in terms of his ability to discern fine 
detail and pattern : 

( a )  Complex pattern detection and rec- 
ognition 

(b) Decisionmaking on collection of data 
(2) An evaluator of complex situations in 

terms of his ability to measurably increase 
image data yield and quality via adjustment 
to sensor equipment controls : 

(a) Pointing and focusing of instrwmen- 
tation to targets 

(b) Tracking of critical pattern aspects 
(3) A data extractor and compactor in 

terms of his ability to reduce data transmis- 
sion requirements via selection and data 
compaction : 
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(a) Collection and analyses of data in- 
formation 

( b )  Selection of information to be com- 
pacted, recorded, or transmitted 

(4) A performer of EVA activities in 
terms of his ability to adapt to his environ- 
ment and to use EVA equipment efficiently: 
(a) Maneuvering and transferring cargo 
( b )  Assembling and erecting structures 
( 5 )  A performer of tasks to cope with 

unforeseen events in terms of the efficiency 
of his response to such events : 

(a) Identify and correct malfunctions 
( b )  Identify unforeseen targets 

Performer of Complex Pattern-Recognition 
Tasks 

This would include the comparative analy- 
ses of perforcmance using targets that will be 
presented well above detection/recognition 
thresholds and will be perceptually matched 
to the highest possible degree ; i.e., size, color, 
contrast, illumination, etc. 

The dependent variables would be time 
and number of errors for complex pattern 
detection, recognition, and decision on col- 
lecting data, 

The end items include: 
(1) Effects of luminance and contrast ra- 

tio on pattern detection and recognition 
(PDR) 

(2) Effects of magnification factor on 
PDR 

( 3 )  Effects of various amounts of haze 
on PDR 

(4) Effects of various amounts of cloud 
cover on PDR 

(5) Effects of combinations of the above 
0 ~ 3  PDR 

(6) Each of the above with respect to 
category of patterns and types of cues 

(7) Evaluation of go/no-go decision- 
making performance in real time versus 
postexperiment performance. 

mentation to targets, tracking of critical 
pattern aspects, and focusing of instrumen- 
tation to moving surfaces. 

The end items include : 
(1) Effects of luminance and contrast ra- 

tio on pointing, tracking, and focusing 
(PTF) 

(2) Effects of magnification factor on 
PTF 

(3) Effects of various amounts of haze 
on PTF  

(4) Effects of various amounts of cloud 
cover on PTF  

(5) Effects of combinations of the above 
on PTF  (time/errors) 

(6) Each of the above with respect to 
category of patterns. 

Data Extractor and Contractor 

This task will study man's ability to select 
only those features that are of interest to the 
ground analyst. Thus, man will contribute 
to reducing the volume of data to be trans- 
mitted to the ground by rejecting duplicate 
data. 

The dependent variables would be time 
and number of errors for collection of data, 
analysis of information, and selection of in- 
formation to be transmitted. 

The end items include : 
(1) Assessment of the amount of data 

transmission that is saved via inclusion of 
man in the processing loop as a data selection 
and compaction tool (for each type of data 
tested). 

(2) Trade analyses that evaluate volume 
of data collected with compacting as a re- 
quirement against total data volume that 
could be collected without data compaction 
and against loss of good data in real time 
due to cropping. 

(3) Evaluation of compaction perform- 
ance in real time versus postexperiment 
compaction performance. 

Evaluator of Complex Situations Performer of EVA Activities 

This would include the ability of man to This would include the ability of man to  
adjust his sensor equipment to increase use efficiently his locomotion equipment to 
image data yield. perform EVA activities. 

The dependent variables would be time The dependent variables would be time 
and number of errors for pointing of instru- and number of rest periods required for lo- 



comotion and transfer and for the assembly 
and erection of large structures in space. 

The end items include : 
(1) Effects of professional skill and train- 

ing on locomotion and handling for EVA 
(2) Effects of maneuvering unit charac- 

teristics on EVA 
(3) Effects of various shapes and sizes 

of structures on the assembly and erection 
for EVA 

(4) Effects of foot restraints and waist 
restraints on reaction forces and torques 
for EVA 

(5) Effects of combinations of the above 
on EVA 

(6) Evaluation of teamwork for the 
handling, assembly, and erection of large 
structures. 

Performer of Tasks to Cope 
Vith Unforeseen Events 

This task will study man's ability to make 
use of his sensors and equipment to cope 
with unforeseen events. These events will 
include system malfunctions and the appear- 
ance of unforeseen targets in the field of 
view. 

The dependent variables would be time 
and number of events for identifying and 
correcting malfunctions and identifying un- 
foreseen targets. 

The end items include: 
(1) Effects of skill and training on coping 

with unforeseen events (CUE) 
(2) Effects of type of malfunction on 

CUE 
(3)  Effects of the size and type of targets 

on CUE 
(4) Assessment of the 2egree in improve- 

ment of reliability by man's action to main- 
tain and repair malfunctions 

(5) Evaluation of coping with unforeseen 
events in real time versus postexperiment 
performance 

SIMULATION RESULTS IN SPECIALImD 
AREAS 

Recognition Time of Landmarks 
Some work performed a t  IBM-Owego sim- 

ulated man's capability in specialized areas; 
i.e., in acquiring and tracking special phe- 

COMPLETENESS 

0 20 40 M) 80 100 120 140 160 180 

TIME. SECONDS 

FIGURE 6.-Recognition time of landmarks. 

nomena, represented synthetically by point 
landmarks. 

Figure 6 is typical of the quantitative re- 
sults that can be obtained for guiding the 
allocation of experiments among manned 
and unmanned space stations. It indicates 
the time man requires to recognize various 
landmarks from space. These data were ob- 
tained in the IBM Simulation Laboratory 
and are typical of data obtainable through 
use of simulation techniques. 

CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR 200 I? mi ALTITUDE 

TIME I N  SECONDS 

60 55 50 45 40 35 30 20 15 10 0 

ELEVATION ANGLE FROM VERTICAL 

FIGURE 7.-Landmark detection and acquisition. 
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Landmark Detection and Acquisition 

The time necessary to detect and acquire 
preassigned landmarks was assessed as a 
function of altitude, magnification, landmark 
type, and severity of atmospheric haze. (See 
fig. 7.) 

High-contrast complexes were selected for 
landmarks that remained somewhere within 
the field of view during the experiment run 
that started a t  an angle of 60" from local 
vertical. 

Acquisition requirements of wide field of 
view, 15-30 ", low-power magnification, 5- 
20 X ,  and pointing accuracy 4 1 0  min of 
arc, were established. 

I t  was shown that, with simple aiding 
requirements, man has the capability to ac- 
quire prebriefed landmarks a t  least 15 sec 
from the nadir point. 

Tracking of Landmarks 

In tracking, all image motion was compen- 
sated by means of hand-control signals. 
The relationship between magnification 

and performance was investigated for high- 
contrast eornplexes selected for landmarks 
from an altitude of 200 n. mi. 

Tracking requirements of narrow field of 
view ( 2  ") and high-power magnification 
(20-100 x ) with zoom capability were es- 
tablished, 

The experiments have shown man's ability 
to track better than 0.2 percent of orbit 
velocity and to point to better than 10 sec 
of arc. 

However, the ultimate limitation of his 
performance will probably be the result of 
bandmark type and size, color and texture, 
contrast ratio and illumination, equipment 
performance, and other environmental fac- 
tors. 

PROGNOSTICATION OF MAN'S 
SUITABILITY 

Prognostication of Man's Applicability 

As seen before, we have in the Earth re- 
sources area three types of surveys : 

(1) Those characterized predominantly 
by a fixed data base. Examples: surveys of 

principal cities (geography), surveys of 
coastlines (oceanography). 

(2) Those having limited requirements 
for target-of-opportunity operations. Exam- 
ple : high-resolution agricultural surveys 
where last-moment shifting of the sensor 
may be desired to insure a more appropriate 
sample. 

(3) Those in which all targets are of 
opportunity. Examples : search for fish 
schools, search for sea ice. 

Man is most desirable for (2) and (3 ) ,  
but is not strictly needed for (1).  The spe- 
cific actions where man may be useful are 
derived for a specific case of meteorological 
survey time-line analysis. 

AAP Meteorolom Payload 

The AAP meteorology experimental pro- 
gram is designed to determine optimum in- 
strumentation and operational techniques for 
meteorology, to provide, through the synop- 
tic overview available from space, increas- 
ingly complete weather forecasting for 
Government and private agency users. It 
employs optical (through TV and multi- 
spectral photography), microwave, and in- 
frared detection, and recording systems 
(including polarimetry) to provide penetrat- 
ing surveillance of weather formations and 
movements. 

Temperature, pressure, density, and ve- 
locity must be capable of being measured 
from orbit as well as cloud coverage now 
provided by Environmental Science Services 
Administration (ESSA) unmanned satel- 
lites. 

The implementation of these experimental 
programs will define the most effective 
manned/unmanned instrumentation a n d  
utilization techniques for future operational 
missions. 

Onboard and ground-based data-handling 
techniques will be tested to determine the 
best approach for timely data dissemination 
to users. 

Astronaut participation in these experi- 
mental exploitations can provide effective 
surveillance to identify dynamic formation 
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and evolution of weather phenomena through (1) Astronaut rest 
sensor pointing and tracking, instrument (2) Calibration periods 
control, and the data-gathering process. (3) Specified targets 

Tests both with and without man in the (4) Targets of opportunity 
system will determine future human involve- An undisturbed quiet period of 8 hr was 
ment and value. blocked out during the two orbits prior t o  

U.S. coverage. 
Human Activity Requirements 

Operations analysis shows that approxi- 
mately 10 000 switching operations must be 
performed and 5000 display events moni- 
tored during an AAP mission for meteorol- 
ogy and survey of natural resources. 

Table I1 shows the human activity re- 
quirements for a 14-day, three-man mission. 

Systems analyses of typical experimental 
activities point very strongly to an increas- 
ing need for preprogramed, computer- 
assisted astronaut activities. 

Experiment Operation Timeline 

Based upon the experiment requirements 
analysis, an operations profile for a typical 
day was constructed (see fig. 8) reflecting TIME-M~NUT~S 0 1% 270 360 4% 5 8  630 110 610 qm wo 

the relative priority of the several mission FIGURE g.-Experiment operation timeline (typical 
activities in the following four steps : mission day). 

TABLE 11.-Human Activity Requirements f o r  a 14-Day Missiona 

Experiment functions 

I 
Visual backup 

Spacecraft ground-point track- 
ing 

Boresighting ................................... Monitoring, switching displays, computer 
programed 

Experiment control 

Monitoring, switching displays, computer 
programed 

Visual sighting (assisted and 
unassisted) 

Monitoring, switching displays, computer 
programed 

Target-of-opportunity identifica- 
tion 

( Parameters 

Monitoring, switching displays, computer 
programed 

Fixed target observation .............. 

a Experiment h r  ................... .. ............................................................................................................................ 710 
Sleep hr (3  astronauts sleep 8 hr/day) ....................................................................................................... 336 

. . Astronaut m~sslon .......................................... .. ............................................................................... 1046 

Monitoring, switching displays, computer 
programed 

Recording voice tape and logbook. ............................. 
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Desirable periods for  the calibration of the  
instrumentation were identified. 

Those experiments r e q u i r i n g  specific 
ground truth sites or  for  which there were 
specific areas (or targets) of interest were 
scheduled. 

Potential targets of opportunity were ran- 
domly distributed along the ground track. 
An average of nine such targets per revolu- 
tion were included. 

Other constraints affecting assignment of 
an experilment to a specific orbital time 
included Sun angle (experiments 2 and l o ) ,  
spacecraft attitude, and day/night periods. 

Targets of Oppoaunity 

Acquire targets of opportunity; dodge 
clouds-set filters on camera and other sen- 
sors t o  refleet illumination conditions ; do not 
take imagery when clouds are present; filter 
the information. As to the latter, here is a 

potential situation of a typical function that  
a man can perform. Assume that  the prob- 
lem here was to locate cargo ships. By know- 
ing where to look, such as along the shore- 
line in figure 9, man can rapidly recognize 
them. 

Magnification Aid 

Having located the target-a cargo ship- 
in the display shown in figure 9, using an  
automated system such as  a light pen, a n  
enlarged portion of the first display may be 
obtained as  shown in figure 10. 

If more detailed examination is required, 
further enlargement can be called for. These 
steps can be accomplished in a matter of 
seconds to identify portions of interest for 
rapid transmission to the  ground, either in 
radio-image format or  by voice. This pro- 
vides both a rapid response and a major 
reduction in the data load for  transmission. 

FIGURE 9.-Targets of opportunity. 
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FIGURE 10.-Magnification aid. 

PROPOSED SIMULAmOM 

Astronaut Involvement 
Data on the role and specific capabilities 

of the astronaut in both intravehicular and 
extravehicular tasks are lacking in areas 
such as degree of automation, experiment 
design criteria, ability to handle data, tasks 
to which man is best suited, motion and 
maneuvering, transfer of cargo, mainte- 
nance and repair, assembly and erection, 
and rescue of personnel. Simulation is the 
only method, short of actual space flight, of 
obtaining these data. 

Advanced space system studies have iden- 
tified the need for developing equipment 
concepts and operational procedures that 
will enable astronauts to perform various 

tasks in support of future space operations, 
Initial data are required on the ability of 

man/machine combinations to perform tasks 
in the space environment. These data will 
be valuable in verifying the feasibility of 
equipment and procedures. 

Simulation To Answer Basiic Questions 

Two basic questions are  involved in. the 
material presented thus far  : 

(1) Is man worthwhile? 
(2) What can he do? 
Simulation can provide hard numbers ow 

certain of man's capabilities : 
(1) Target acquisition and discrimination 
(2) Fine adjustment of complex equip- 

ment 
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(3) Image motion compensation veloped and built by IBM, provides a tool 
(4) Equipment setup and calibration with which to start a coordinated study of 
(5) Teadm performance the problem. The ESS can be used to provide 
(6) Time-line analysis data in most of the areas listed in the pre- 
(7) Data compaction, including preselec- vious paragraph. 

tion filtering and postselection editing and The EVA simulators include : 
cropping 

(8) Sensor queuing and management 
(9) Maintenance and repair 
(10) Motion and maneuvering 
(11) Assembly and erection 
(12) Transfer and rescue 

Some fragmented data have been obtained 
on portions of the problem-target recogni- 
tion, ete,, but the total problem has not been 
addressed. 

The Earth-sighting simulator (ESS) , de- 

(1) Zero-gravity flights in aircraft, which 
can produce weightlessness only for very 
short time periods, approximately 30 sec 

(2) Water immersion tests, which have 
high damping effects 

(3) Five-  a n d  six-degree-of-freedom 
"frictionless" platforms with high mass 
connected to the astronaut 

(4) Computer-controlled complex simula- 
tors without the elements of temperature, 
vacuum, and weightlessness 

FIGURE 11.-Dual-station Earth-sighting simulator. 
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Earth-Sighting Siimulator 

Figure 11 provides a general view of the 
Earth-sighting simulator. The basic operat- 
ing portion of the device consists of two op- 
tical sighting stations and two gimbaled 
mosaic holders mounted on tracks. The oper- 
ator is provided with a view of a portion of 
Earth as seen from space with the proper 
Earth motion provided by moving the mosaic 
in response to precalculated computer com- 
mands. 

Performance Obtainable on ESS and EVA 
Simulators 

The Earth-sighting simulator has been 
used to provide numerical data on man's 
capabilities in target recognition and point- 
ing and tracking. In addition, i t  has a flexi- 
bility that will allow i t  to be expanded to 
provide hard data on certain of man's 
capabilities : 

(1) Equipment setup and calibration 
(2) Target detection, acquisition, and rec- 

ognition tracking (including interfering 
phenomena) 

(3) Team activities 
(4) Scheduling-time line analysis 
(5)  Training 
(6) Multiple sensors 
The EVA simulators provide data on 

man's abilities to operate required extrave- 
hicular equipment, for the evaluation of var- 
ious techniques and equipment concepts, and 
for the establishment of astronaut training 
requirements to develop skills required for 
EVA. 

Limitations of Earth-Based Simulations 

Simulation has limitations; therefore, all 
of the necessary elements of the space en- 
vironment cannot be combined in any single 
simulator. 

The ESS is limited in that i t  includes no 
synergistic effects (vacuum, weightlessness, 
motion, etc.) . 

Zero-gravity flights in aircraft can pro- 
duce weightlessness only for extremely short 
time periods of approximately 30 see. 

inme re- Water immersion tests are not t' 
stricted, but the high damping effects pro- 
duce unrealistic motions that normally 
would not be experienced in the vacuum of 
space. 

In five- and six-degree-of-freedom ""fric- 
tionless" platforms developed to study loco- 
motion and maneuvering techniques, the ad- 
ditional mass of the simulator is connected 
to the astronaut and the resulting motions 
are seriously degraded from the expected 
motions in space. These complex simulators 
do not negate the ever-present Ig force on 
the astronaut's body, and when Ithe man 
extends his arm, he still must support it 
against gravity, which would not be present 
in a true Og field. 

The computer-controlled simulators do not 
limit motions, distances, and orbital me- 
chanics; however, they do not include ele- 
ments such as temperature, v a c u u ~ ,  and 
weightlessness, nor the combined eflects of 
long-term Og on the man. 

Although these simulators have their 
limitations, they do provide baseline data on 
astronaut performance, preliminary design 
requirements for equipment, and a means 
of training the astronauts in space opera- 
tions. 

Expected Results - 

The Earth-sighting simulator can directly 
provide the hard data on man's capabiliities 
as a part of the data loop. Analysis of these 
data can provide a means for developing the 
specifications for technical requirements in 
improved man-machine interfaces : displays, 
controls, etc. In addition, data on optimal 
sampling rates for Earth survey missions 
could also be obtained. 

Similarly, the EVA simuIators will be. used 
to provide data on man's capabilities to apply 
appropriate procedures to operate required 
extravehicular equipment. Analysis of these 
data will evaluate various equipment con- 
cepts and will identify design criteria for 
future spacecraft equipment that will sim- 
plify in-flight activities. In addition, data on 
assembling and erecting large structures in 
space will be obtained. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Man's Role in Space 

Dynamic simulations are required to pro- 
vide virtually nonexistent quantitative meas- 
urements of human perception capabilities 
and manipulative capabilities, under the con- 
straints imposed by the space environment. 

Although the astronauts have shown man's 
abilib to perform some operational functions 
in space, man's ability as  a perceptor and 

operator in space is still to be documented. 
Sufficient operational data should be col- 

lected to evaluate equipment concepts and 
techniques for the best man-machine com- 
bination. 

Man's capabilities can be used to perform 
unique functions and most efficient opera- 
tions in space. 

The value of the results expected from 
man's performance in space operations may 
be estimated in both economic benefits and 
scientific knowledge. 
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of Space-Cabin Atmospheres* 
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During the past several years, the selec- 
tion of space-cabin atmospheres has become 
a major question in the planning of manned 
space programs. The severe limitation of 
weight and power available to the designer 
has made mandatory a detailed tradeoff 
study of the biological and engineering im- 
plications. Many of these considerations have 
already been covered in a series of studies 
for NASA (refs. 1, 2, 3, and 4) .  Only the 
more recent findings will be covered in this 
presentation. 

The basic physiological and pathological 
factors in the selection of a space-cabin at- 
mosphere are : 

(1) Alertness and performance 
(2) Communication 
(3) Time of useful function 
(4) Oxygen-toxicity syndrome 
(5) Respiratory physiology: 

( a )  Atelectasis 
( b )  Nypoxia 
(c) Mypocapnia and hypercapnia 
(d) Hemoglobin control 

(6) Decompression syndromes : 
(a) Baro-otitis and barosinusitis 
(b) Bends and chokes 
(c) Neurocirculatory collapse 
(d) Explosive decompression a n d  

aeroembolism 
( e )  Ebullism syndrome 

(7) Radiation sensitivity 

* This study was supported by the National Aero- 
nautics and Space Administration under contract 
NASr-115. 

(8) Fire and blast hazards : 
(a)  Meteoroid penetration effects 
(b) Cabin fire control 

(9) Bacterial flora changes and infections 
(10) Water physiology 
(11) Thermal control problems 

The most prominent environmental and 
engineering factors to be considered are: 

(1) Total pressure 
(2) Partial pressure of oxygen 
(3) Fire and blast hazard 
(4) Diluent inert gas factors 
(5) Rumidity and temperature control 
(6) Carbon dioxide control 
(7) Toxic contaminants 
(8) Dusts, aerosols, and ions 
(9) Circulation of the atmosphere 
(10) Leakage rate 
(11) Decompression time after puncture 
(12) Gravitational factors 
(13) Weight, power, complexity, and cost 
The absolute pressure chosen fo r  a space- 

cabin atmosphere is determined primarily 
by the weight penalty for the cabin wall, 
although leakage, decompression time after 
puncture, and decompression sickness may 
be factors. The weight penalty is determined 
by the minimum structure required for Aight 
loads as well as the consideration of hcop 
tension in the wall and meteorite puncture 
(ref. 4) .  These relationships are shown in 
figure 1 for a typical idealized space cabin. 

The heavy line indicates that below 6 psia 
the wall thickness and weight may be deter- 
mined by meteoroid penetration criteria in 
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week or more. To maintain the same degree 
Frourn 1.-Structural weight considerations for a 

vehicle having a volume of 2100 f t 3  and an area of oxygen saturation in the blood as in air 
of 860 ftvor a of 1 yr and an 0 , ~ ~  a t  sea .level when total pressure is decreased, 
system.' the percentage of oxygen in the atmosphere 

Sea lev 

the presence of atmospheres with high per- 
0 

997 3 centage of oxygen. From 6 to about 10 psia, 
flight loads may determine the weight pen- 
alty; above 10 psia, pressure considerations 

0 

0.988 1 predominate. These curves may be shifted 
by different vehicle and mission constraints, 

0.86 especially those related to meteoroid and 
I) 

0.5 5 fire hazards. The curve below 6 psia is, there- 
fore, most variable and uncertain. 

52 6r 
m 5 - 
C 
-i \ %- 4 1 
- 
rn : 1 - 

3 2 1  
 light loads - 

Volume percent oxygen in atmosphere 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 The relationship between the pressure and 
Cab~n pressure, pst percent of oxygen is determined by the par- - tial pressure of alveolar oxygen required for 

100 50 40 30 23 normal function. This is seen in figure 2. 
Oxygen content, percent by weight The curves are based on exposure for 1 

2 z l -  

FIGURE 2.-Oxygen pressure effectsyref. 5) .  

Assumed meteoroid criterta 
- 

I I I ~ I ~ ~ ~  

1 BOEING COMPANY, ECS Flight Technology 
(Group: Engineering Tradeoffs of Different Gas Sys- 
tems Pertaining to the Selection of Space Cabin At- 
mospheres. Seattle, Wash., 1965 (unpublished data). 

2 U. C. LUFT: Oxygen Pressure Effects. The Love- 
lace Founclation for Medical Education and Re- 

must increase as shown by the sea-level- 
equivalent curve. 

The unimpaired performance zone (center 
clear zone) indicates the range of variation 
that can be tolerated without performance 
decrement. The maximum oxygen tolerance 

search, Albuquerque, N. Mex., 1962. (definite pathology) for long periods is cur- 
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rently under investigation. The role of nitro- 
gen and trace contaminants on the symptoms 
of oxygen toxicity in the oxygen range of 
90 to 100 percent is still open to question, as 
shown by the shaded right-hand area (refs. 
1, 3, and 6) .  

Prolonged exposure to the low-oxygen lev- 
els illustrated to the left of the unimpaired 
performance zone requires special acclima- 
tization. Acclimatization can be accomplished 
by continuous exposure to successively lower 
pressures, with little intermediate return to 
higher pressures. Optimal acclimatization to 
allow survival a t  25 000 f t  requires 4 to 6 
weeks. The minimum tolerable total pressure 
is based upon the effective partial pressure 
of oxygen. 

Oxygen toxicity is a fascinating problem 
that has received much consideration. Fig- 
ure 3 summarizes the effect of the partial 
pressure of oxygen on the nature and time 
of onset of the symptoms. 

Above 760 mm Hg, the central nervous 
system is the primary site of defect, with 
symptoms such as nausea, dizziness, convul- 
sions, and syncope. In the range of 400 to 
760 mm Ng, respiratory and nervous system 
symptoms predominate. These are substernal 
distress (bronchitis and probably atelecta- 
sis), paresthesias, and nausea. In the range 
of 200 to 400 mm Hg, reported symptoms are 
respiratory and, possibly, hematological and 
renal : atelectasis, oxidative hemolytic ane- 

2 6000 
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a; 2 2000 
(n 0 

Various symptoms, 

& 1000 - 
m .- substernal distress 
Y 

Z 500 
a 

f 300 
m 
2 200 

-2 Time to onset of systems, hr 

FIGURE 3.-Effect of partial pressures of O2 (refs. 
1 and 7) .  

Time, sec 

1 Air at 14.7 psia / 

FIGURE 4.-Relief of hypoxia by 100 percent oxygen 
(ref. 10). 

mia, and protein and casts in the urine (refs. 
1, 8, and 9) .  

Early in the space program i t  was felt that 
aural and pulmonary atelectasis would be 
major problems associated with 100 percent 
oxygen. These' have not proved do be signifi- 
cant in space flights to date. The high-g loads 
on takeoff and reentry have not aggravated 
the atelectatic tendency expected in 100 per- 
cent oxygen. Figure 4 indicates that during 
high-g loads the arterial unsaduration 
brought about by the expected alveolar ven- 
tilation-perfusion defect is somewhat allevi- 
ated by 100 percent oxygen. Bt is seen, 
however, that the resaturation rate in 100 
percent oxygen is somewhat slower, probably 
because the reopening of alveoli is retarded 
in tBe absence of inert gas. 

The alveolar collapse tendency is theoreti- 
cally about 360 times greater in 5-psia oxy- 
gen than in air  (ref. 11). Recent work 
suggests that persons susceptible to ateleetta- 
sis under these conditions have bronchial 
systems with a much greater tmdency do 
collapse during expiration (ref. 12).  The 
ratio of pulmonary air  conductance to lung 
volume appears to be a significant factor. 
This is seen in figure 5 where the curve for  
an  atelectatic subject is compared with pre- 
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Volume, liter 

FIGURE 6.-Airway conductance measured a t  differ- 
ent  lung volumes in a subject sensitive to atelec- 
task  (ref. 12). Predicted values are shown by the 
line labeled "predicted." Residual volume, func- 
tional residual capacity, and total lung capacity, 
prediczed and observed, are indicated on the graph. 

dicxed values. ?!hen this ratio, measured in 
($/sec)/crn H20 per liter of lung volume, 
is less than 0.13, atelectasis is seen after 
exposure to 100 percent 0, a t  5 psia. For- 
tunately, most normal subjects tested have 
ratios of greater than 0.14. This would sug- 
gest that selection of astronauts for resist- 
ance So atelectasis in 100 percent Q2 space- 
cabin environments may be practical. It is 
of interestthat addition of only 5 percent 
nitrogen will alleviate the atelectatic ten- 
dency ira the most susceptible subjects. 

An atmosphere of 100 percent O2 a t  5 psia 
has a partial pressure of oxygen of 258 mm 
Hg, or  PO0 mm Hg greater than that of air 
at sea level. Use of this elevated oxygen pres- 
sure instead of the more normal 3.5 psia in 
the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo programs 
has keen dictated by the reliability and sim- 
plicity of atmosphere control and by the 
desire to  maintain a pressure high enough 
to  minim,ize the chance of pulmonary atelec- 
tasis, as well as to reduce the chance of 

decompression sickness early in the mission. 
Also, the selection of cabin pressure a t  5 psia 
allows for a backup emergency suit circuit 
operating a t  3.5 psia. This backup mode is 
automatically initiated when the cabin pres- 
sure falls below 3.8 psia. Another factor of- 
ten mentioned in the choice of the higher 
pressure is the added safety factor of a 
longer decompression time in case of punc- 
ture of the sealed cabin. 

Early studies on the toxicity of oxygen 
a t  5 psia gave equivocal results. The oxida- 
tive hemolytic anemia and urinary findings 
reported by I-Ielvey et al. (ref. 9) were not 
found in other studies (refs. 1, 7, 13, 14, 15, 
16, and 17). However, there were slight de- 
creases in hemoglobin attributed to decrease 
in exercise (refs. 18 and 19) and blood- 
letting. Recent findings in the Gemini pro- 
gram suggest that a hemolytic process was 
present during these flights. Figure 6 indi- 
cates the degree of loss of red-cell mass 
immediately postflight in Gemini 4, 5, and 7. 
In Gemini 7 there was a postflight overcom- 
pensation in plasma volume levels, but red- 
cell mass was still reduced. Hemolytic pat- 

Total blood Plasma 3ed-cell 
volume volume mass 

Gemini 
5 g o  

a 

- 20 
- 441 - 383 

2 O r  

C 

Gemini 5 
7 g o  

a 

command pi lot Pi lot 

FIGURE 6.-Blood volume studies (ref. 20) 
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terns are seen in table I showing little change 
beyond the 8-day mission. 

TABLE I.-Summary of Hematologic Find- 
ings From Gemini 4, 5, and 7 Missions 

[Ref. 211 

Days 
Hematocrit 
Ret~culocytes 
Total blood volume 
Red cell mass, percent 
Tx ("Cr) ................................. 
White blood count . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Osmotic fragility . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Serum bilirubin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Liver/spIeen scan ratio, 

...... .................... percent ... 

NOTE.-I means increasing; D means decreasing; 
N means normal. 

Spiked red cells or acanthocyte-like cells 
were seen in the plasma of astronauts in 
Gemini 7 (ref. 8 ) .  In subsequent Gemini 
flights, a decrease of more than 50 percent 
in the antioxidant, tocopherol or vitamin E 
levels of the plasma were recorded, but no 
spiked cells were found (ref. 8) .  In these 
latter Gemini flights, changes in the plasma 
lipids suggesting, indirectly, the presence of 
lipid peroxides were also noted. These pre- 
liminary data suggest that the association of 
spiked cells, the degree of hemolysis, the 
decrease in plasma tocopherol, and lipid 
changes in the plasma or red-blood cells are 
not clear cut. Much more in-flight data are 
needed on the transiency of these factors and 
on the molecular processes involved in the 
decrease in red-cell survival. 

Animal studies shed some light on the 
problem, but also indicate a vast species 
difference in this area. At the Aerospace 
Medical Laboratories of the USAF, monkeys, 
dogs, rats, and mice were exposed to 100 per- 
cent oxygen a t  5 psia for 236 days, or 8 
months (refs. 18 and 21). After about 2 
weeks, a slight but significant fall in hema- 
tocrit, hemoglobin, and red-cell count was 
seen in monkeys. This stabilized rapidly so 

that a t  90 days the average hematoerit and 
red-cell counts were essentially the same as 
a t  2 weeks. No changes were seen in dogs. 
Both types of animals had a Peukocytosis. 
After 8 months there were no changes be- 
yond those seen a t  3 months. Changes in 
the blood of rodents have been erratic, prob- 
ably because of the species and strain differ- 
ences often seen in oxygen toxicity studies 
of these animals (refs. 22, 23, and 24). 

The possible mechanism of oxidative he- 
molysis has been discussed in detail (ref. I ) .  
The recent studies of Pollack, George, and 
Crosby (ref. 25) have added to our knowl- 
edge of oxidative damage to the red cell. 
Mengel, Kann, Smith, Heyman, and cowork- 
ers (refs. 26 and 27) have demonstrated that 
the red bjood cells on only toeopheroP-de- 
ficient mice are sensitive to oxidative hemo!y- 
sis with only high pressures of oxygen. In 
vitro, cells from these tocopherol-deficient 
animals are sensitive to hemolysis by hydro- 
gen peroxide with the production of lipid 
peroxides. The red blood cells of dogs pre- 
viously exposed to several atmospheres of 
oxygen are also sensitive to subsequent he- 
molysis by hydrogen peroxide in vntro with 
the elaboration of lipid peroxides (ref. 28). 
Even though the osmotic fragility was in- 
creased, there were no signs of Heinz bodies 
or elevated methemoglobin levels. Those 
studies suggest that absence of Heinz bodies 
or methemoglobin in the blood of space crews 
does not rule out a mild oxidative hemolysis. 
It is of interest that red cells of tocopherol- 
deficient humans show greater sensitivity to 
the in vitro hydrogen peroxide hemolysis test 
(ref. 29). I t  is also of interest that in the 
human congenital disease, acanthocytosis, 
spiked cells are present in association with 
a mild hemolysis (ref. 30). The disorder is 
caused by absence or deficiency of a plasma 
protein that binds tocopherol. The anemia is 
actually reversed by feeding of high levels 
of tocopherol. The marked difference in sen- 
sitivity of experimental animals and humans 
to red-cell changes after low overpressures 
of oxygen casts some doubt on the value of 
long-term animal experiments in evaluating 
pure oxygen atmospheres in man. 
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As prev~ously mentioned, i t  is possible 
that the astronaut crews may have indeed 
been deficient in tocopherol. There is varia- 
tion found in the levels of tocopherol in the 
Gemini, diets.3 When exposed to low levels 
of oxygen, they may have suffered from a 
mild form of oxidative hemolytic damage to 
the red cell with increased fragility as the 
only visible defect, giving a syndrome similar 
$0 acanLhocytosis (ref. 30). High levels of 
tocopherol in the diet may also reverse these 
changes. The role of Og and exercise in this 
syndrome is still not clear. 

The rshe of peroxidation of lipids (refs. 25, 
26, 31, and 32) and free radical peroxides 
(ref. 33) in this oxidative hemolytic process 
is noT,.s under study. Subtle changes in the 
oxidative or free-radical environment of red 
eelijis may have profound effects on the half 
life, on the function, and, less clearly, on the 
marrow production of these elements (refs. 
1 and 21). 

Effect of prolonged exposure to 100 per- 
cent & a t 5  psia on other organs of the body 
such as the lungs, liver, kidney, and gonads 
is under study (refs. 34 and 35). 

In one r~eport, altered renal function was 
found in man but no alteration of lung func- 
tion v a s  discovered other than atelectasis 
(ref. 9 ) .  Exposure of animals to 5 psia 
of pure oxygen for periods up to 8 months 
have led to interesting electron-mieroscopie 
changes in the liver and proximal tubules of 
the kidney (refs. 36, 37, and 38). The mito- 
chondria of these organs proliferate, enlarge, 
and become distorted in shape with abnormal 
cristae. Less drastic changes in polysomes, 
golgi, and other organelles are also seen. 
After several weeks, these changes regress 
toward normal. Depending on the animal and 
the organ, minor residual alterations in the 
mitochondria and other cytoplasmic orga- 
nelles do persist. It is not clear whether 
these are adaptive changes to the slight ele- 
vation of Po, within the cell or  represent 
true patholo&cal changes with altered func- 

tion. Because air controls in these studies 
were not performed in chambers, there is 
a possibility that toxic contaminants in the 
chambers may have played a role. Studies 
of organ function under these conditions are 
presently underway. Mitochondria1 changes 
of this type are seen most clearly with toxic 
agents that tend to uncouple oxidative phos- 
phorylation. The most marked changes are  
seen with dinitrophenol and excessive thy- 
roid hormone (ref. 38). No rise in protein- 
bound iodine (PBI) has been found in the 
serum of rats breathing 99 percent 0, a t  
1 atm for up to 72 hr. In fact, a decrease 
in PBI was noted with no detectable micro- 
scopic changes in thyroid function (ref. 39). 

It is possible that cells adapt to the slightly 
elevated Po,, by uncoupling oxidative phos- 
phorylation and that the mitochondria1 
changes are a manifestation of this response. 
With time, other antioxidant defenses may 
be brought to bear and the uncoupling is 
reduced. Liver mitochondria exposed in vivo 
to 100 percent O2 a t  5 psia do indeed show 
this uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation 
(ref. 40). Studies of this uncoupling in mi- 
tochondria exposed to 100 percent O2 at 
5 psia are now ~ n d e r w a y . ~  The potentiaI 
enzymatic targets for oxygen on the energy- 
generating cycles have already been re- 
viewed (refs. 1 and 21). Recent studies by 
Chance (ref. 41) suggest that excessive con- 
version of reduced diphosphopyridine nucle- 
otides to the oxidized form and the resulting 
interference with adequate function of the 
oxidative-phosphorylating mechanism is the 
most rapid and probably the prime defect 
that can explain the rapid effects of oxygen 
on cellular energetics. Study of the relation- 
ship of these findings to the subtle effects 
of low overpressures of oxygen appears to 
offer a fruitful area of research. 

A parallel has been drawn with the mech- 
anism of tissue damage seen in oxidation 
syndromes that follow radiation (refs. 1 

4 B. E. WELCH : Chief, Environmental Systems 
3 D- CALLOWAY: Department of Nutritional Sci- Branch, School of Aerospace Medicine, Aerospace 

ences, University of California, Berkeley, Calif., per- Medical Division, Brooks AFB, Tex., personal com- 
sonal communication, 1966. munication, 1966. 
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and 6). High pressure of oxygen has been 
used to sensitize tissue to radiation during 
X-ray therapy for cancer. Protective effects 
of antiradiation drugs against oxygen toxic- 
ity have also been shown. Synergism be- 
tween low overpressures of oxygen and 
radiation is of great interest to space opera- 
tions. At present there appears to be no 
requirement in future space cabin atmos- 
pheres for the alteration of shielding calcu- 
lations because of the presence of 100 percent 
oxygen a t  5 psia. However, several studies 
suggest that some synergism may be present. 
Benjamin (ref. 42) has shown that mice 
exposed to 750 R of gamma radiation from 
cobalt-60 given a t  90 R/min have a survival 
about 10 percent lower in 100 percent oxygen 
a t  5 psia than in air. At 900 R, given a t  a 
rate of 38 R/min, the synergism was much 
less. Kelton and Kirby (ref. 43), on the other 
hand, have exposed mice to 800 R of 250 
KVP X-rays a t  only 14 R/min and have 
found no synergism with 100 percent oxygen 
a t  5 psia. These data are shown in figure 7. 
The type, total dose, and the dose rate of 
radiation may be significant variables in 
these studies of synergism. Further study 
along this line is needed. 

Presence of elevated partial pressures and 
percentage of oxygen does present a hazard 
to space operations as evidenced by the re- 
cent Apollo tragedy. A detailed analysis of 
fire and Mast hazards in space operations 
is available (refs. 2 and 44). Both ignition 

Time after irradiation, days 

----- 200 mice exposed to 5.0 ps i  o f  100 percent oxygen 
--- 50 mice exposed to 14.7 ps i  o f  air 

FIGURE 7.-Effect of 100 percent Oz a t  5 psi on ra- 
diation sensitivity (ref. 43). 

and burning rates may be altered. The most 
dramatic change in ignitability is seen in the 
case of premixed hydrocarbon vapor o r  mist 
systems. Such would occur after the disrup- 
tion of coolant or hydraulic lines. Figure 8 
represents the effect of the percent of oxygen 
in an O3-N3 mixture on the ignitability and 
flammability limits of premixed propane sys- 
tems. There are differences of several orders 
in magnitude between the ignitability of 
propane in air  and in 100 percent oxygen 
a t  several different pressures. 

Ignitability of solid materials under Earth 
gravity is seen in table I1 (refs. 46 and 47). 
There is surprisingly little difference between 
ignitability in air  and in 100 percent 02, or  
between equivalent No-O2 and He-0, mix- 
tures. The most significant anomalous points 
are those for Oa-He mixtures. It has been 
proposed that through high thermal conduc- 
tivity, these atmospheres convect away the 
heat so rapidly that a wire embedded in the 
plastic must be raised to a higher tempera- 
ture to ignite the plastic. This gives a high 
apparent ignition energy. 

Flame-spread rates are  significantly af- 
fected by atm~spheric composition. Table III 
indicates that the differences between flame 
rates in air and in 100 percent O2 at 5 psia 
vary up to several orders of magnitude. Ad- 
dition of inert gas will decrease the rate 
twofold to threefold. There is little difference 
between He-O2 and N,-O2 mixtures. On the 
whole, the rates are slightly faster in R e 0 2  
than in the corresponding N3-O1 mixtureg 
but there are situations where the opposite 
is true. 

The rate of flame spread is a cclmplex func- 
tion of the properties of the solid and suela! 
gas factors as molecular weight, thermal 
conductivity, heat capacity, and frac"tion of 
oxygen in the mixture (ref. 46). A critical 
gas factor in flame spread appears to be the 
heat capacity per mole of oxygen, The rela- 
tionship is seen in figure 9. 

This linear relationship holds for  diflerent 
materials, although slopes vary with mate- 
rial. The critical heat capacity per mole of 
O2 above which there is no flame spread is 
the y-intercept of the curve and varies for 
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FIGURE 8.-Minimum spark-ignition energies and quenching distances between flanged 
electrodes for mixtures of propane, oxygen, and nitrogen (ref. 45). 

TABLE 11.-Energy (ca l /cmz)  Required f o r  Igni t ion of Materials in Var ious  Atmospheres  
Using a Radiant  F l u x  o f  13.2 cal/em2-sec 

[Ref. 461 

Material 

* Average deviation. 
No ignition of material. 
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TABLE 111.-Flame-Spread Rates (in. see) for Materials in  Various Atmospheres 

[Ref. 461 

Material 
Air, 1 760mm Hg 1 

Plastic wire- - - _ 
Painted surface.. _ 

207% 02- 46% 0s- 46% 02- 
80% He, 1 4 I 54% H?, 1 

760 mm Hg 380 mm Hg 380 mm Hg 

Average deviation. 

each material undergoing combustion. The 
rate of flame spread a t  constant atmospheric 
composition is approximately independent of 
pressure over the range of 258 to 760 mm 
Ng. 

Studies of plastics burning in closed cham- 
bers containing 100 percent 0, a t  5 psia and 
in other gas mixtures during Og parabolic 
flight maneuvers suggest that the Og factor 
in suppressing flame propagation may more 
than compensate for the increased flamma- 
bility in 100 percent O2 (refs. 48, 49, and 
50). However, the lack of forced convection 

Flame-spread rate, in./sec 

FIGURE 9.-Flame-spread rate for paper versus heat 
capacity of atmosphere (ref. 46). 

in the closed system during simulation is 
somewhat unrealistic and may give a false 
sense of safety. On the other hand, i t  should 
be remembered that in actual space vehicles 
a nearly zero-convection state can be readily 
attained by merely shutting off eircwBaQion 
fans soon after the fire has been discovered, 
Future Og studies are being planned to in- 
clude forced convection at levels similar to 
those expected in operational space cabins. 
One must, however, always keep in mind 
the fire hazard during the positive-g phases 
of launch and reentry. 

In summary, presence of inert gas reduces 
the apparent ignitability and combustion 
rate for most solid and gaseous fuels. N,-O 
mixtures appear slightly more safe than 
equivalent He-On mixtures. However, over- 
heated wires have a significantly lower ap- 
parent ignitability in He-0, than in Nz-02. 
The overall choice between the two mixtures 
is difficult. The greater the percent of inert 
gas, the safer the mixture. 

Presence of inert gas in the atmosphere 
raises the possibility of decompression sick- 
ness (ref. 3) .  One must consider the frequent 
but less serious bends, the less frequent but 
more serious chokes, and, finally, the very 
rare but very lethal neurocirculatory collapse 
syndrome. Several theoreticaI studies sf the 
hazard of bends in space operations suggest 
that in the case of bends, Ne-0, would 
be slightly safer than either H+O, or 
N,-On, but that the latter two would be of 
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about equal hazard (refs. 3 and 51). These 
coneluslions were approached independently 
from the point of view of rate of macrobub- 
ble growth as well as initiation of micro- 
bubbles. The other inert gases appear more 
hazardous. In the case of chokes or neuro- 
circulatory collapse, Ne-O2 appears, theoret- 
ically, far  safer than the other two mixtures 
(ref. 3). Empirical data cover only He-O2 
and N,-0- (ref. 51). The former gives a 
slightly higher bends incidence than does 
the latter in decompressions simulating the 
USAF MOIL mission profile. These studies 
were performed in the unsteady state while 
the body still had significant amounts of N2 
in the slowly exchanging tissues and varia- 
ble amounts of He and N2 in the rapidly ex- 
changing tissues. No empirical data on rela- 
tive decompression hazard are available for 
steady-state gas conditions after 12 or more 
hours9 eq~ailibration in different gas mix- 
tures. Such data are sorely needed. 

Unfortunately, the halftime of tissue 
inert-gas exchange in rodents is measured 
in minutes and can, therefore, not be used 
to evaluate cabin atmospheres. Goats or 
miniature swine may be of value in this re- 
gard (ref. 3). Data are needed on the effects 
of Ne-0, in animals and man. Preliminary 
studies in the Royal Navy suggest that Ne-O2 
may be superior to N2-O2 in d i ~ i n g . ~  An 
attempt has been made to predict the inci- 
dence of bends following decompression from 
space-cabin atmospheres a t  equilibrium con- 
ditions (ref. 3 ) .  Analysis of limited World 
War II data and recent USAF studies sug- 
gest that these predictions are of the right 
order of magnitude (refs. 3 and 51). Prior 
equilibration with 50 percent O2 and 50 per- 
cent NL? atmospheres a t  7 psia and subse- 
quent decompression to spacesuit pressures 
of 3.5 psia should lead to less than 1.0 per- 
cent bends symptoms a t  rest and 7 to 10 per- 
cent symptoms with severe exercise. If 5-psia 
suits are used, there should be about one- 
third of this incidence. Prior equilibration to 

30 percent inert-gas mixtures a t  5 psia 
should lead to considerably lower symptoms 
than those quoted for the mixtures a t  7 psia. 
Unfortunately, no data are available on the 
timed denitrogenation of astronauts who are 
older than the typical World War I1 pilots 
but are possibly in better physical condition. 
Such data would allow more realistic predic- 
tion. The use of new analog computer tech- 
niques in simulation of ascent schedules in 
diving suggest their use in predicting bends 
hazards in the many different mission pat- 
terns of space operations (refs. 3 and 52). 

Another major factor determining the 
selection of inert gases in space cabins is 
the danger of explosive decompression. In 
addition to the external trauma that may 
befall a crewman following disruption of a 
spaeesuit or cabin, damage to his lungs from 
explosive decompression is poss~ble. The the- 
oretical analyses of Haber And Clamann (ref. 
53) and Luft (ref. 54) indicate that the 
mechanical effects upon the body are depend- 
ent upon the change in absolute pressure, 
the ratio of initial pressure to final pressure, 
and the rate of decomprt3ssion. The pressure 
transients during the event can be defined 
in terms of the decompression-time charac- 
teristic of the cabin or suit and the lungs. 

I t  has been demonstrated that if the time 
characteristic of the human lung and airway 
is greater than the time characteristic of the 
pressure suit or cabin in which an individual 
is confined during the decompression, a 
transient differential pressure will build up 
between the lungs and ambient atmosphere 
(refs. 54, 55, and 56). The mammalian lung 
may become disrupted by pressure differen- 
tials of over 80 mm Hg. If this pressure 
differential is exceeded during decompres- 
sion, the lungs may be damaged. Because 
the volume of the lungs varies with phase of 
respiration, i t  is obvious that the time char- 
acteristic of the lungs may also vary accord- 
ingly. The pressure differential across a lung 
and degree of hazard would, therefore, be 
maximal with a narrow glottis in full inspi- 

5 P. BENNETT: Royal Naval Physiological Labo- ration. The volume/hole area ratio of the 
ralory, Alverstoke, Hants, England, personal corn- cabin the lung 
munieation, 1966. area ratio of the crewman determines the 
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critical pressure differential. These are called 
V/A ratios. Luft has reviewed the literature 
on critical V/A ratios and found that the 
maximum cabin ratios able to cause death 
were 3 m3/m"ref. 57). In studies with ani- 
mals that have lower pulmonary V/A ratios 
than human beings, and can, therefore, toler- 
ate lower cabin V/A ratios, the LD,, (the 
dosage lethal to 50 percent) occurs a t  cabin 
V/A ratios of 1.2 m3/m"nd the LDloo at 
0.12 m3/m\ This would suggest that in the 
50-cu-ft cabin of Project Mercury, a hole 
in excess of greater than 1.0 f t q n  area 
would probably have to appear suddenly to 
incapacitate the crewman. Because the direct 
mechanical trauma by the agent causing the 
hole would probably kill the crewman, the 
lung factor will probably play a secondary 
role. Nevertheless, a comparison of the rela- 
tive hazard imposed by different gas systems 
is of interest. 

There appear to be two major factors: 
hemorrhage from the disrupted lung and 
introduction of gas emboli into the venous 
side of the pulmonary circulation with sub- 
sequent infarction or blockage of critical 
sites in the systemic circulation. It appears 
that an inert gas factor would play a role a t  

two points in the overall sequence of events. 
The inert gas may determine the flow ehar- 
acteristics through the pulmonary tree or  
the glottic orifice as  well as determine the 
size characteristic of the gas bubbles being 
sent to the peripheral systemic circulation. 
The flow of gas through the respiratory tree, 
as mentioned above, is a critical factor in 
lung damage during "explosive" decompres- 
sion. A rigid analysis of the flow factor 
has been performed by Bowen, Holladay, 
Fletcher, and White (ref. 58) in their math- 
ematical model of the fluid-mechanical re- 
sponse of the thoracoabdominal system to 
blast overpressure and deeom- 
pression. A review of the gas-dependent fae- 
tors in their model leads to the eoncXwsion 
that the rate of pressure change in the lung 
with respect to ambient pressure is a func- 
tion of the product of the reciprocal of the 
square root of the average molecular weight 
of the gas MW, and the adiabatic gas flow 
factor involving the specific heat ratio y ,  

The lower this rate of pressure change with 
respect to ambient, the more dairlgerows is 
the atmosphere. This same relationship 
would define the hazard from external blast 
overpressure resulting from meteoroid pene- 

TABLE IV.-Relative Hazards of Gas Mixtures at 7' psia, 50 percent Inert Gas, 50 p e ~ c e n t  0, 
in i'Explosive" Decompression and Blast Overpressure 

[Ref. 21 

Factor 

( M W S %  
.................. (50 percent adiabatic) 

Isothermal expansion (Y=l)  

................ Relative hazard index (NZ-02~1) 
Polytropic expansion (50 percent adiabatic) 

Relative haz,ard index (NrOL.=l) 

Gas mixture in cabin 
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tration or military action (ref. 2).  Table IV 
presents an analysis of the relative hazard 
of explosive decompression and blast hazard 
for  isothermal and polytropic expansions 
(50 percent adiabatic) of gas, thus covering 
the expected range of thermodynamic flow 
patterns (ref. 3) .  The gas mixtures were 50 
percent iniert gas and 50 percent O2 at 7 psia. 
It can be seen that there is little difference 
in hazard determined by thermodynamic na- 
Sure of the expansion. He-O,, appears to be 
about 0.5 times as hazardous as N,-0,; 
Ne-0, about 0.9 times as hazardous. These 
are, of course, the maximum differences ex- 
pected. A 5-psia cabin with only 30 percent 
inert gas wculd show far  less difference be- 
tween gases. 

Most second-order factors would probably 
tend to decrease the relative molecular- 
weight dependence. For example, the rate 
of gas escaping from the cabin is also de- 
pendent on molecular weight. However, 
when one reviews the cabin V/A ratios re- 
quired for lethality in animals, it is evident 
that the cabin pressure will have essentially 
reached ambient well before the flow of gas 
out of the respiratory tree has ceased. Any 
overlap of these flows would reduce the mo- 
Secular-weight dependence. One would, there- 
fore. predict that the smaller the cabin hole, 
the less gas dependent is the decompression 
hazard. Unfortunately, there are no direct 
experiments covering the inert-gas factors in 
explosive decompression. 

Another problem to be faced in space op- 
erations is the ebullism syndrome (refs. 3 
and 59). Exposure to altitude where the to- 
tal ambient pressure approaches the effective 
vapor pressure of fluids a t  body temperature 
gives rise to the profuse evaporation asso- 
ciated with formation of vapor bubbles in 
tissues, blood vessels, and body cavities. In 
his excellent theoretical analysis of this phe- 
nomenon, Ward pointed out the physicochem- 
ical considerations that define the site and 
nature of vapor bubbles throughout the body 
(ref. 60). Re recommended that the syn- 
drome be named "ebullism," and this name 
has been accepted by the scientific commu- 
nity. 

Body fluids begin to vaporize a t  63 000 ft. 
Selection of vapor site is determined by such 
local factors as temperature, hydrostatic 
pressure, tissue elasticity, solute concentra- 
tion ( Clausius-Clapeyron factors), and pres- 
ence of gas nuclei. As would be expected from 
these considerations, the large venous chan- 
nels a t  the center of the body-temperature 
core are sites of early bubble formation re- 
sulting in vapor lock of the heart. Subse- 
quently, vapor pockets forming in the loose 
subcutaneous tissue are often seen, as are 
vapor bubbles in the aqueous humor of the 
eye and in the brain. 

The survival and functional capabilities of 
animals exposed to altitudes above 100 000 
f t  are currently being studied in great detail 
(refs. 61-65). Decompressions up to 130 000 
f t  (2 mm Hg) result in violent evolution of 
water vapor with swelling of the whole body 
of dogs. Preliminary results indicate that 
dogs kept as long as 90 sec a t  2 mm Hg do 
not present a single fatality. The animals 
were unconscious, gasping, and had brady- 
cardias down to 10 beats/min from the 
normal rate of 159 beats/min, possibly a 
vagal response caused by distortion of the 
mediastinal structures resulting from sudden 
expansion of the thorax. Most also had pa- 
ralysis of hind limbs, but walked about nor- 
mally after 10 to 15 min a t  sea level. In 
animals exposed beyond 120 see, death did 
occur most frequently. Autopsy of surviving 
animals exposed less than 120 sec tended 
to show damage to the lung in the form of 
congestion, petechial hemorrhage, and em- 
physematous changes. Denitrogenation ap- 
peared to reduce the incidence and severity 
of lung damage. For the exposure of more 
than 120 sec, gross examinations of the brain 
and other organs showed increasing amounts 
cf congestion and hemorrhage with time a t  
altitude. Exposure of squirrel monkeys re- 
sulted in similar findings (ref. 65). Many 
of the survivors of 90-sec exposure showed 
various defects in locomotion, hearing, vi- 
sion, and food retrieval, and lost more weight 
than the control groups. Of interest, how- 
ever, is the fact that among the survivors 
there was no loss of proficiency in learning 
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set. Koestler found that  the chimpanzee can 
survive, without apparent central-nervous- 
system damage (as measured by complex 
task performance), the effects of decompres- 
sion to a near vacuum for up to 2.5 min and 
return within approximately 4 h r  to baseline 
levels of functioning (ref. 64). Further re- 
search in which the replication of longer 
duration is accomplished, perhaps with sev- 
eral different primate species, should deter- 
mine the reliability of these findings and 
suggest the degree to which animal results 
may realistically be extrapolated to man. 

What is the major cause of death during 
decompression to ebullism altitudes? From 
the animal studies, i t  can be inferred that  
cardiovascular collapse will be most precipi- 
tous. After exposure to  subebullism altitudes, 
there is a dramatic fall in blood pressure, 
followed by rebound with subsequent anoxic 
failure. At ebullism altitudes one can expect 
vapor lock of the heart to  result in complete 
cardiac standstill after  10 to 15 sec, with 
increasing lethality for exposures lasting 
over 90 sec (ref. 62). Vapor pockets have 
been seen in the hearts of animals as  soon as 
1 sec after  decompression to 3 mm Hg (ref. 
63). Analyses of the changing gas compo- 
sitions of subcutaneous vapor pockets by 
different investigators have given equivocal 
results (ref. 3 ) .  

The initial water vapor cavity is filled 
after  several minutes with CO, and inert gas. 
The inert gas does not return into solution 
after  recompression and may pass to the 
heart, lungs, and brain to give infarcts. The 
greater the permeation coefficient or  product 
of solubility and diffusibility of the gas mix- 
ture, the more rapidly the inert gas enters 
the bubbles (ref. 3 ) .  Ne would, therefore, 
have the least tendency to enter, with He 
and No as close seconds. Empirical data on 
the relative hazard of the inert gases under 
ebullism conditions have yet to be obtained. 

Man has been exposed for up to  56 days 
in a n  atmosphere of 70 percent On and 30 
percent He without significant metabolic de- 
fects noted (refs. 66 to 76). Minor respira- 
tory alterations due to low gas density were 

reported. The effects of helium on animals 
and tissue preparations have been recently 
reviewed (ref. 3) .  There are  no metabolic 
defects noted in adult animals that  cannot 
be attributed to thermal conductivity factors 
and excessive heat loss. Embryonal, micro- 
bial, and tissue-culture responses appear to 
be related to as yet unknown enzymatic al- 
terations brought about by exposure to He. 
These cellular changes may play a role in 
altering metabolism in man, but as noted 
above, there is no evidence of change under 
spacecraft atmospheric conditions of He-O2 
in man. Extension of human exposure to 
He-On beyond 56 days in spacecraft should 
probably be preceded by day-for-day simu- 
lation on the ground. Less stringent ground- 
based simulation is required for Os-Nz mix- 
tures. No data a re  available on chronic 
exposure of man to Ne-O2 atmospheres. 
There is no reason to expect any significant 
metabolic changes. 

Alteration of the thermal environment by 
addition of inert gases does require some 
consideration. Figure 10 represents the al- 
teration of thermal conductivity by different 
oxygen and inert gas mixtures a t  sea-level 
pressures and shows the significant changes 
produced by addition of helium. 

Other thermodynamic factors have also 
been recorded for proposed space-cabin at- 
mcspheres (ref. 4 ) .  The increased rate of 
heat loss in He-O2 mixtures requires a re- 
view of the thermal comfort zones. Figure 11 
compares the comfort zones in the range of 
mean skin temperature of 91° to 9 4 O  F for 
50 percent inert gas and 50 percent 0, at 7' 
psia ~tnder  l-clo insulation at different gas- 
flow rates. There is only very slight increase 
in comfort temperatures in the He-0, mix- 
ture over the N2-0, mixture. Predictions of 
comfort zones under different clo values and 
gas compositions are  available (ref. 4) .  

Empirical data obtained in the UXAF 
space-cabin simulator by recording voluntary 
thermostat settings by subjects in different 
atmospheres under about 1/, to $$ clo are  
noted in table V. Gas velocity was probably 
less than 50 ft/min. 
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Monatomic gas, percent 

FIGURE 10.-Thermal conductivity of O?-He, OrNe, 
O,Kr, and O?-Xe mixtures a t  30" C (ref. 77). 

Voice changes in the presence of helium 
do nohappear to be a significant communi- 
cation factor in space-cabin conditions be- 
cause of the high percent of O2 and low par- 
tial pressure of the gas system (refs. 3 and 
79). 

The engineer must consider several fac- 
tors in comparing different gas systems as 
atmospheres in space cabins. These are sum- 
marized as follows : 

(1) Weight : 
(ah Structure of cabin wall 
(5 j Atmospheric leakage 

Velocity over man, fvmin 
He-O2 atmosphere (370 m m  Hg) 

------ N2-O2 atmosphere (370 mm Hg) 

FIGURE 11.-Comfort lines for man seated a t  rest 
with 1 clo. The Po2=170 mm Hg  and P N ~  or  Pme 
=ZOO mm Hg (ref. 78). 

(c) Tankage for gas 
(d) Weight-power penalty for air- 

conditioning system : 
(i) Cabin ventilation fan 
(ii) Atmosphere processing fan 
(iii) Equipment cooling fan 
(iv) Cooling system pumps, res- 

ervoirs, tubes, valves, radiator, and heat 
exchangers 

(e) Reliability factors 
(2) Transient phenomena : 

(a) Decompression time after punc- 
ture 

(b) Transient overloads from envi- 
ronmental control system failure 

(3) Power-system factors : 
(a) Fuel cells 
(b) Solar cells 
(c) Nuclear systems 

(4) Economic and operational factors : 
( a )  Development time 

a See footnote 4, p. 60. 

TABLE V.-Temperatures Selected by Subjects in Space-Cabin Simulatorsa 

5 psia 
po -175 mm Hg 

PRe--74 mm Hg 

74.7 

5 psis, 
100-percent 

oxygen 

70.9 Seleeted temperature, OF 

3.7 psia, 
100-percent 

OWgen 

69.3 

7.3 psia 
Po  -150 mm Hg 

Pa,--230 mm Hg 

75.4 

7.3 psia 
Po1165 mm Hg 

P,-206 mm Hg  

72.7 
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( b )  Use of existing hardware and The more pertinent of these factors will be 
equipment discussed. 

(G) Maintenance and convertibility The relation between pressure and the 

(d) Crew acceptance weight penalty for cabin-wall structure has 

(e) Contaminant buildup 
already been covered (fig. 1). 

Atmospheric leakage through small holes 
(f) Qualification testing about seals has been reviewed by several 
(g) Environment for in-flight experi- investigators and found, on a pound basis, 

ments to favor the use of Ne and He systems over 
(h) Complexity of design and oper- N2 systems. This is seen in table VI where 

ation several independent calculations using capil- 
(i) Cost lary flow are recorded. 

TABLE TI.-Comparison of Mass Leak Rates 
[Ref. 41 

Mass leak rate, lb/day I 
5 psia I l p s i a  I 

a See footnote 1, p. 56. 

100 per- 
cent On 

70 per- 
cent O2 
30 per- 
cent N? 

50 per- 
cent 0, 
50 per- 
cent He 

70 per- 
cent 0 2  

30 per- 
cent H e  

70 per- 
cent On 
30 per- 
cent Ne 

A detailed review of tankage, power, and 
storage weight penalties for different oxy- 
gen and inert-gas systems is available but 
is beyond the scope of this presentation (ref. 
4) 

The time of useful consciousness available 
after acute cabin decompression may be a 
significant safety variable under many mis- 
sion conditions (refs. 4, 79, and 81). 
Table VII compares the time to reach hy- 
poxic levels of Po, in a specific cabin volume 
under different hole sizes and flow modes. 
The higher pressure systems and N2 gas give 
the longest times of decompression. Graphic 
solution of this problem for other V/A ratios 
is available (ref. 4) . 

Power penalties for the air-conditioning 
system must be considered. Figure 12 is a 
schematic diagram of the three types of fans 
that must be considered. Presence of the suit 

50 per- 
cent Or. 
50 per- 
cent Ne 

Study 
50 per- 
cent O2 
50 per- 
cent N2 

(Ref. 80) 
(a) 

Normalized to 5-psia 
0 2 x 1  lb/day 

in the loop has a significant role in the overall 
power weight penalty (ref. 4) .  

It can be shown that for the contaminant 

Atmosphere control fan- 
Low flow 
High AP 

Cabin temperature coiitrol fail - 

b High flow 
Low A P  

Ventilation fan - 
High flow 
Low AP 

FIGURE 12.-Typical environmental control system. 
(See footnote 1, p. 56.) 
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TABLE WI1.-Decompression Time to Minimum Tolerable Total Pressure as Determined by 
Minimum Acceptable Po2 

[Cabin volume=770 ft3; orifice coefficient=la] 

Leak mode 

3.5 psia 0 2  3.5 psia 0, 
3.5 psia N? 3.5 psia He 

7.0 psia 7.0 psia 5.0 psia 

I Decompression time, min 

Isothermal-%-in. hole ...................... 6.17 
Isen.tropie--1/2-in. hole ........................ 4.54 
Isothermal---%-in. hole ...................... 2.75 
Isentropic-%-in. hole ........................ 2.03 

See footnote 1, p. 56. 

TABLE V1II.-Power Penalties for Thermal-Control Fan Assuming Equal Convective 
Heat-Transf er Coefficients a 

1 7.0 psia 1 5.0 psia 1 7.0 psia 1 5.0 psia 1 5.0 psia 

ic, Btu/hr-f"c0"F .................... ... ........ 0.0153 0.0153 0.0386 0.0286 
ih / i t3  ............................................... 0.0365 0.0268 0.022 0.0206 E 

V, ft/min ........................... ... ......... 
Power, W ............................................. 
Relative power ...................................... 0.98 0.16 0.30 

See footnote 1, p. 56. 

removal fan of constant cubic feet per min- to the molecular weight of the gas mixture 
ute (CFM) output, the limiting horsepower (ref. 4 ) .  If 100 W are required by an 02-N2 
is roughly proportional to the density p of system a t  7 psia, the power for water re- 
the atmosphere. For the cooling fans (heat moval in the other gas systems of table V I I I  
exchangers of low A P ) ,  the power is roughly is seen in table IX. 
proportional to the reciprocal of the square 
of the density and cube of the heat capacity TABLE lx.-power ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ d  T~ R~~~~~ 
( - J I / ~ W ~ "  (refs. 4 and 7 8 ) .  Water From a Gas Stream 

Assuming equal convective heat-transfer 
coeseients for the different gas systems, the [Relative to  7-psia oxygen-nitrogen s~stem=1100 Wal 

gas stream can be shown to be a proportional a See footnote 1, p. 56. 

relative power for the temperature-control 
system can be estimated as seen in table V I I I .  System 

BL can be shown that the removal of water 
vapor from the atmosphere is the limiting 
factor for power utilization in the contami- Oxygen-nitrogen ............................ 

Oxygen-helium ........................... nant removal system. The power required Oxygen .............................. ... 
to remove a given mass of water from the 

Power, W 

7 psia 

100 
60 

.......................... 

5 psia 

72 
53 
72 
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TABLE X.-Expendable Fluid Requirements and Total ECS Weight Penalties f o r  a SO-Day, 
2-Man Orbiting-Laboratory Missiona 

[All values in lb; ref. 83a] 

7 psia I 5 psia 

Function 

Total tankage . . . . . .  

Dehumidification .............. 
Ventilation ........................ 

Aw .......................... 
- . 

a See footnotes 1 and 8, p. 56 and below. 

Because of operational and design re- 
straints, tradeoff studies for total environ- 
mental control system (ECS) weight penal- 
ties must be specific for each mission. Over- 
all weight penalties for 0,, inert diluent, 
storage of these gases; ventilating power, 
dehumidification power, and control systems 
have been compared for different gas sys- 
tems in a two-man orbiting laboratory and 
30-day mission (ref. 4) .  Calculations of 
several independent studies have been com- 

a See footnote I, p. 56. 
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE CO., Bioastronautics 

Division, Sunnyvale, Calif., private communication, 
1965. 

". MASON AND J. POTTER: AiResearch Mfg. Co., 
division of Garret t  Corp., Los Angeles, Calif., per- 
sonal communication, Mar. 1966. 

paredc-8 (ref. 82). Table X indicates the 
overall weight penalties using conservative 
and liberal (those in parentheses) values 
for He and N2 diluent and storage penalties. 
Under the limitation of a 50 ft/min ventila- 
tion rate, the 5-psia 0,-He system appears 
to have the lowest weight penalty by as 
much as 200 1b. Figure 13 represents pres- 
sure sensitivity of total weight penalties as- 
suming that the gas mixtures are set to give 
an alveolar Po, of 102 mm Hg. Flow rates 
are variable and optimized to glive a mini- 
mum power penalty for each mixture. Under 
these assumptions, the 0,-He system at 7 
psia gives a minimum weight by a factor of 
about 150 lb over the minimum weight of 
0,-N2 system. 

The saving of several hundred pounds in 
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Total atmospheric pressure, Pt, mm Hg 

Frc;u~s 13.-Total vehicle ECS weight penalty for 
differeat gas systems with gas velocity optimized 
for each system in a 2-man, 30-day orbiting lab- 
oratory mission (ref. 82). 

a 10 000-lb orbiting vehicle may or may not 
be significant in any given mission. One 
must, therefore, combine this weight savings 
with weighted factors of physiological and 
engineering hazards and mission constraints 
in choosing the ideal atmosphere for any 
space operation. 

It must be emphasized that these total 
ECS penalties are for a specific mission type 
and cannot be directly extrapolated to other 
missions. Even the weight ratios for different 
gas mixtures cannot be used for other mis- 
sions. These data have been presented only 
as an example of the interaction of biological 
and engineering variables in selection of 
space-cabin atmospheres. 
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The subject of this paper is atmospheric 
control for manned spacecraft for missions 
of longer than 60 days' duration. Atmos- 
pheric-control systems may be defined as the 
hardware systems necessary to provide a 
habitable environment for man, including 
the following : carbon dioxide removal, water 
vapor removal, oxygen and nitrogen provi- 
sion, contaminant control, and temperature 
control. This discussion is confined to the 
first three of these factors; namely, C02  
removal, water vapor removal, and 02-N2 
provision. 

Man, existing in any near-leak-free vessel, 
such as a spacecraft, must be provided with 
certain environmental controls, so that the 
atmosphere will provide both comfort and 
support for his needs. Man in a living habitat 
may be pictured crudely as analogous to a 
hydrocarbon-fueled engine; he consumes 0 2  

by the oxidation of hydrocarbons, giving off 
both CO, and water vapor from this oxida- 
tion, as well as heat energy and contami- 
nants. He operates best within a fairly 
narrow range of variables within this en- 
vironment, but has a surprising capability 
of coping, especially for short periods, with 
variables of his environment. For example, 
man is most comfortable a t  a given tempera- 
ture and relative humidity, the exact degree 
of comfort being dependent upon such things 
as  wall temperature, air temperature, water- 
vapor partial pressure, gas composition, air  
circulation rate, clothing, and workload. He 
can cope with either increased or decreased 

cooling from this environment and has adap- 
tive mechanisms that will allow @ontinued. 
functioning, for short time periods, depend- 
ing on the extent of these changes. 

In a similar fashion, man can tolerate both 
increases and decreases in other variables: 
O2 partial pressure, Coo, partial pressure, 
and water-vapor partial pressure. The 
greater the departure from normal in-these 
parameters, however, the shorter is man's 
capability of coping with them without deg- 
radation in his abilities. In the design sf 
environmental controls for manned spaee- 
craft, therefore, prudence demands systems 
that minimize departures from these norms, 
while providing this control in a reliable and 
efficient manner. 

The purpose of the present study is to  
indicate changes that must be made in at- 
mospheric-control systems, because of the 
mission goal, as a result of changes in power 
penalty, and because of the considerations 
that must be made for reliability. 

The simplest of all space missions is the 
Earth-orbital mission, because of the relative 
ease of rendezvous and resupply, and the 
relatively short abort times. The next most 
simple mission is the lunar base, wherein 
large, fixed installations utilizing nuclear 
power supplies and taking advantage of the 
1/6g of the Moon's surface may evenLualIy 
become feasible. Most difficult of the missions 
are the planetary explorations, wherein 
abort and resupply are difficult. For the first 
of these planetary missions, all materials 
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and supplies that will be requirec? must be 
provided in the initial vehicle, and unrepair- 
able system failures cannot be tolerated be- 
cause the presently envisioned booster sys- 
tems would be unable to provide an abort 
capability that is significantly shorter than 
the length of time already elapsed. 
In addition to mission orientation, the con- 

figurations of atmospheric-control systems 
are dependent upon power penalty. Regener- 
ative systems utilize considerably greater 
quantities of electrical and heat energy than 
do the nonregenerative systems. Therefore, 
the equivalent penalty that must be assessed 
against these control systems for the power 
that they use will have an effect on the rela- 
tive desirability of these systems. To cite 
an example, reduction of C 0 2  to O2 and 
carbon requires a given theoretical minimum 
amount of energy. This energy, plus any 
losses or inefficiencies, must be supplied to 
a%H processes that are expected to fill this 
function. In addition, certain techniques are 
more inefficient than others and thus require 
a greater penalty. Certain of these energies 
are more costly, in terms of weight of power 
supply, than others; heat energy, for exam- 
ple, can be provided a t  a lesser penalty than 
can electrical energy. 

These power penalties are illustrated in 
figure I. Shown are the estimated weights 
of two types of 0, provision systems. With- 
out going into details a t  this point concerning 

TIME, DAYS 

FIGURE 1:-Atmospheric control a t  different power 
penalties. 

their operational methods, i t  is assumed that 
process A consists of a regenerative 60, 
removal system and cryogenic 0, stores. 
System B utilizes a technique to reduce CO, 
to H,O and CH,, and the H,O is subsequently 
electrolyzed to O2 and Hz, which is reused 
in the COP reduction. System A requires 
about 100 W of electrical energy, per man, 
and about 30 Ib (13.6 kg) plus 2.5 lb (1.13 
kg) per day of supplies to continue its func- 
tion. System B requires about 400 W of elec- 
trical energy, and 100 Ib (45.36 kg) per man 
plus 0.5 lb (0.23 kg) per man per day of 
supplies. Given two power-provision systems 
to provide this electrical energy requirement, 
one requiring about 200 lb (90.7 kg) of 
equipment to provide a kW of energy and 
the other, of 500 Ib/kW (229 kg/kW), the 
effects of power penalty can be readily dem- 
onstrated. If the decision to utilize one or 
the other of these two systems rested solely 
on the basis of system weight plus weight 
of equivalent power required, the regenera- 
tive CO, removal and stored 0, would be 
preferred over the O2 reclamation system, 
a t  a power penalty of 500 Ib/kW (229 kg/ 
kW) ; for a penalty of 200 Ib/kW (90.7 
kg/kW), the opposite would be true. 

After the first successful lunar landings, 
lunar explorations will be undertaken for 
longer and longer times. Eventually, a per- 
manent logistically resupplied lunar colony 
will be established. The life-support systems 
for such colonies will differ markedly from 
those presently envisioned for Earth orbit, 
in that longer term usage will be expected, 
with a periodic resupply of expendables, and 
additional reliability will be necessary. In  
the design of these systems, advantage can 
be taken of the 1/6g that is present on the 
lunar surface, so that many of the systems 
that now require Og operation can be 
simplified. 

Reliability, or failure-free operation, is not 
as easily quantified as are the variables of 
power penalty. Nevertheless, this considera- 
tion can result in modification of system se- 
lection simply on the basis of the degree of 
knowledge and experience with the candi- 
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date systems, as  well as consideration of the 
relative complexities of the system. 

The following three sections of this paper 
will deal with: (1) the control of humidity; 
(2) the removal and dumping of CO, and 
the provision of 0, and N2 from stores; and 
(3) the removal and concentration of 60, 
and the reduction of this C02 and some addi- 
tional water to breathable Os, with conse- 
quent reduction in the quantity of 0, that 
must be supplied. The most attractive candi- 
date techniques for fulfilling these functions 
will be discussed, and an attempt will be 
made to show the relative merits and disad- 
vantages of these systems. In many cases, 
these techniques are undergoing fairly rapid 
changes because of the current research ef- 
forts. Certain of these efforts may uncover 
techniques that will ultimately prove to be 
better than the best shown here. One of the 
functions of the Langley Research Center 
is to encourage new research, to develop new 
techniques that have merit over presently 
known methods, and to reduce even further 
the weight and power requirements of pres- 
ently known systems, while increasing their 
efficiency and reliability. 

NUNIIDIm CONTROL 

If the engine analogy used in the begin- 
ning is again considered, man is an 0,-con- 
suming system. To acquire this 0,, he re- 
spires about 16 volumes of air for each vol- 
ume of 0, that he takes up from this air. All 
the air  passing through the lungs becomes 
saturated with water vapor. In addition, wa- 
ter is evaporated from the surface of the 
body. Therefore, about 2 lb (0.91 kg) or 
more of water are lost to the atmosphere per 
man per day, assuming about 50 percent ini- 
tial saturation. If this water vapor is not re- 
moved from the atmosphere, and a comfort- 
able environment maintained, the moisture 
level will increase to saturation, and will be- 
gin to condense on the coolest surfaces avail- 
able. A high-humidity environment is unde- 
sirable as fa r  as consideration of comfort, as 
well as  for other reasons, and uncontrolled 
condensation is to be avoided. Therefore, 

humidity-control systems (in eon j unction 
with temperature and air-moving equip- 
ment) that sustain a desired comfort level 
are a necessity. Further, the water condensed 
from the air  is a valuable waste product 
suitable for reclamation for drinking water. 

Chemical absorbers, such as lithium chlo- 
ride, and other water sorbers become so 
costly, in terms of weight, in a short period 
of time that they have never been used in 
a manned spacecraft. All systems to date 
have been of the regenerative type; that is, 
the type that performs its function withsat 
loss of capacity with time. The only way 
that humidity control has been approached 
is to cool the air to some temperahre below 
its dewpoint, condense a part of this mofs- 
ture, and separate this moisture from the 
cooled airstream. Mercury, Gemini, and 
Apollo all use heat exchanges and regenera- 
tive separators. These systems have disad- 
vantages, however, such as large pressure 
drops requiring large, power-consuming 
fans. A number of improvements have been 
proposed, including centrifugal separatorrs, 
for use in the lunar module of ApolHo. Pres- 
ently, two concepts appear to be very attrae- 
tive for future use: a technique utilizing a 
cooled, sintered metal plate; and a technique 
using hydrophobic screens to separate the 
droplets from the airstream, and hydrophitic 
surfaces to remove the separated1 water, free 
of air bubbles, to holding tanks. Bt should 
be emphasized a t  this point that the main- 
tenance of air-free water from the humidity 
control system is most desirable, because any 
bubbles that are allowed to enter the com- 
densed water stream may collect in the hold- 
ing tank, under Og, and cause a failure of 
the system or subsequent systems. 

The first of these humidity-con"cr1 sys- 
tems, shown in figure 2, was developed a t  
the Langley Research Center and consists of 
a number of sintered metal plates that are 
exposed to the airstream. The plates are 
cooled to below the dewpoint of the airstream 
by circulating cold water. The moisture, con- 
densed from the airstream by this cooling, 
is drawn through the sintered metal plate by 
maintaining the pressure within the eirculat- 
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FIGURE 2.-Humidity control by the use of porous- 
metal heat exchanger. 

ing fluid loop a t  a pressure lower than the 
airstream pressure. The condensed water is 
thus added to the volume of cooled circulat- 
ing w a k r  and may be removed continuously 
or periodically for storage or further treat- 
ment. Care must be taken with this unit to 
prevent the differential pressure across the 
face of the plate from becoming so great as  
to  break the capillary forces that tend to 
keep the pores of the metal plate filled with 
water. If the pore size of the plate is made 
small, these pressure differentials can be 
surprisingly high; in this case, a differential 
pressure of about 7 psi (4.8 x l o 4  N/m2) is 
required before air is forced through the 
plate. Sintejred metal plates can be fabricated 
in a number of configurations, and the con- 
cept possesses the desirable characteristics 
of simplicity, lack of moving parts, and a 
capability of operating under conditions of 
Og, as well as any orientation under condi- 
tions of B or  more g9s. 

TO PUMP AND COLLECTOR 

DEHUMIDIFIED A I R  OUT 

HYDROPHILIC 
COOLANT SCREEN AND SUMP 

OUT 

FIGURE 3.-Humidity control and water separation by 
use of hydrophobic and hydrophilic materials. 

The second of these promising techniques 
is that in which hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
surfaces are used to separate entrained 
water droplets downstream from the heat 
exchanger. Figure 3 shows, in cross section, 
how such a device operates. The airstream, 
moving through the separator and carrying 
the entrained water droplets, passes through 
a fine-mesh conical screen that is coated 
with a hydrophobic material, such as Teflon. 
The surface tension of the water and the 
contact angle of the air-water Teflon inter- 
face result in the prevention of the passage 
of the water droplets, and because of the 
angle of the hydrophobic cone, these droplets 
are forced to migrate into the sump. In this 
region these water droplets collect and en- 
counter a fine-meshed hydrophilic screen, 
constructed of material such as stainless 
steel. This screen and the tubing downstream 
from i t  will remain filled with water and 
will retain its resistance to air  passage with 
a differential pressure of about 0.3 psi 
(2.07x103 N/m2) between the air  a t  the 
surface and the water within the screen. 
As water from the hydrophobic cone comes 
into contact with the screen, i t  passes 
through with only a small resistance (again 
because of the surface tension of the water, 
and the contact angle of the air-water-stain- 
less-steel interface) and is eventually routed 
to a holding tank for reprocessing. 

The major advantages of a humidity-con- 
trol device of this type are its low pressure 
drop, and consequently low fan power, and 
the lack of moving parts. Tests a t  the Lang- 
ley Research Center and research under con- 
tract to the Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. 
have confirmed the operational advantages 
of this separator, and long-term testing of 
the unit is planned in manned test chambers. 
Some of the significant operational parame- 
ters of this system are: 

(1) System weight: 1y2 lb/man 
(2) Power requirement: 8 W/man 
(3) Pressure drop: 2 in. H20 a t  75 CFM 
(4) Removal capacity : 1.08 lb/hr 
(5) Capacity: 12 men 
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CARBON DIOXTDE REMOVAL AND 
OXYGEN-MTROGEN SUPPLY 

The removal of C02, as given off by man 
in spacecraft environment, requires a re- 
moval capacity of about 2.24 Ib (1.02 kg) of 
C02 per man per day, with a flow rate 
through the removal system of some 3 CFM 
(0.085 m3/min) to maintain a concentration 
of 0.5 percent of carbon dioxide in the cabin 
atmosphere, assuming near-100-percent re- 
moval of carbon dioxide per pass. If the 
removal efficiency per pass is less than 100 
percent, the airflow rate must be increased 
proportionally, to maintain this partial pres- 
sure of COa. 

There are many techniques for removing 
COz from spacecraft atmospheres. C02 re- 
moval can be accomplished by chemical 
means (lithium hydroxide), or be regener- 
ative means of several varieties : water-sen- 
sitive sorbers (molecular sieves), water- 
insensitive sorbers (modified resins, among 
others), and other means, such as the car- 
bonation cell. The first of these techniques, 
lithium hydroxide, has been demonstrated to 
be successful on the Mercury and Gemini 
flights and is scheduled for use in the Apollo 
mission. Its chief drawback, when used for 
long missions, is its weight and volume, 
because i t  is expended rather than regener- 
ated. Molecular sieves also possess an affinity 
for C02 and, furthermore, the affinity is not 
as  strong as the chemical bond formed with 
lithium hydroxide so that the application of 
moderate amounts of heat energy, or reduc- 
tion in the CO, partial pressure, or both, will 
cause this adsorbed C02 to be desorbed. 
Therefore, the molecular sieves (or other 
regenerable sorber) can be made reusable 
by removing the previously collected C02. 

Because molecular sieves possess a prefer- 
ential affinity for water over COa, i t  is neces- 
sary to protect the C02 sorption beds by 
predrying the airstream containing the COa 
with another sorber such as a different mo- 
lecular sieve, a silica gel, or some other 
sorber that removes water, rather than COP. 
This predrying system must also be made 
regenerable, and thus, by the application 

of heat energy, or a reduction in water-vapor 
partial pressure, as by exposure to space 
vacuum or both, the water is removed from 
the sorber and its predrying function capa- 
bility restored. For continuous operation, 
it is necessary to have one set of beds ad- 
sorbing water and GOa while the other is 
desorbing. A minimum of four beds are nec- 
essary for predrying and for CCP2 removal. 
As indicated, water can be removed from the 
predrying beds by exposure to space vacuum ; 
however, this process results in the loss of 
this moisture, and, unless a low penalty 
source of water is available, such ax a fuel 
cell, the penalty for this water loss is ex- 
cessive, For longer duration missions where- 
in fuel cells for electrical power are not an 
economical choice from a weight standpoint, 
most studies have utilized a heat-regenerated 
desiccant bed and a vacuum-regenerated 
60, sorber. Heat regeneration allows the 
return of the moisture that the bedn has 
adsorbed in protecting the molecular sieve 
beds. 

Before a discussion is given of the numer- 
ous ways in which these molecular sieve, 
desiccant sorbers can be operated, some brief 
mention will be made of two additional con- 
cepts that are capable of removing C o p .  
These concepts have their most promising 
application in the C02 concentration mode, 
that is, in the removal and collection of mel-a- 
bolic CO,, so that subsequent reduction of 
this carbon dioxide can be perfoirmed and 
so the stores of oxygen supplies can be re- 
duced. In one of these concepts a modified 
resin shows a capability for sorbing GO2 in 
the presence of water vapor. In fact, water 
of hydration within the resins is essential for  
their proper operation. 

These resins have shown a capacity for 
the adsorption of C02 that is slightly greater 
than the adsorption capacity of molecular 
sieves and have the capability of being com- 
pletely regenerated a t  temperatures of about 
212' F (100° C). The total quantity of heat 
energy that is necessary to regenerate these 
resins is about the same as that necessary 
for molecular sieves. The CO, that is de- 
sorbed from these resins has a high water 
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content, however, and if these resins are to 
provide C02 for 0, reclamation systems, care 
must be taken in the integration of these 
two processes to accommodate the wet Cop. 

The third type of sorption system is the 
carbonation cell. This system consists of 
three cells-the first two produce increas- 
ingly concentrated CO,, which is absorbed 
from a cabin airstream by the first cell, 
together with some oxygen, and the third 
cell provides the separation of the CO, from 
the 0,. This process operates on an elec- 
trolysis principle, the electrolyte in the first 
two cells being a potassium carbonate solu- 
tion, and the electrolyte in the third cell 
being an aqueous sulfuric acid solution. This 
process, like the resins, has its application in 
the providing of C02 for further reduction, 
as a part of an 0, reclamation system. 

The use of molecular sieves, in combina- 
tion with predrying beds, has had the most 
intensive study and testing of all of the re- 
generative CO, removal methods. The con- 
cept is capable of being used in three sepa- 
rate and distinct ways : all-vacuum desorbed, 
.#herein both the water and C02 are removed 
from the cabin airstream, and desorbed to 
space vacuum ; CO, vent, water conservation 
method, wherein the adsorbed C02 is vented 
to space vacuum, but the water that was 

adsorbed is conserved and returned to the 
cabin; and an all-conservation method 
wherein the adsorbed water and C02 are  
retained, the water being returned to the 
cabin and the C02 collected for reduction as 
part of an 0, reclamation process. These 
operating methods are shown in table I 
as "vent H,O & CO,," "vent COz, conserve 
H,O," and "conserve H20 & CO,." It should 
be noted that these three methods are in 
order of increasing mission duration. The 
venting of both CO, and water has its best 
application on vehicles that use a fuel cell, 
and the water can, therefore, be lost without 
penalty. This desorption technique requires 
the least power. The intermediate case, the 
venting of C02 and conservation of water, 
has its application on spacecraft that do not 
use fuel cells, but a t  the same time are not of 
sufficient mission duration to warrant the 
reclamation of 0,. In this case, the conser- 
vation of water adds to the complexity and 
power requirements of the system. The case 
of the conservation of both water and CO,' 
results in the most complex and power con- 
suming of these operating concepts, in that 
the water vapor is returned to the cabin, 
and the CO, is collected and stored, usually 
with the aid of a pump, for subsequent 
reduction. 

TABLE I.-Regenerable C02 Removal  

I Increasing mission duration 

Adsorption : 
Isothermal ......................................................... 

Nonisothermal .................................. 

Desorption: 
Temperature change 

Temperature and pressure change. 

Pressure change ....................... .... 

Vent 
H20 & COZ 

MOL 

H20 & COz 

.......................................................... 

.................. 

H20 & C02 

Conserve 
H20 & COz 

ILSS 

.................. 

Vent CO*; 
Conserve H20 

AAP 

H20 

COz 

HzO 

CO* 

Con- 
ventional 

H20 & C02 

Hz0 

.................. 

COZ 

GE 

........................................................................ 

.................. 

ESSO 

H20 & C02 

" 2 0  & '0% 

H20 & CO? 

.................. 

.................. :Z 

Hz0 & COz 

H20 & C02 .................. 
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On the vertical scale of this table are 
shown different operating modes for both 
adsorption and desorption; the isothermal 
and nonisothermal mode for adsorption, and 
the pressure change, temperature change, 
and both pressure and temperature change, 
for the desorption mode. The adsorption of 
water and COa by these materials results in 
the liberation of heat energy, the heat of 
adsorption. The capacity of these sorbers de- 
creases with increasing temperature. The 
sorbers may be operated in the constant 
temperature mode (isothermal) by removing 
the heat of adsorption, or may be allowed 
to "free-run," with the heat of adsorption 
raising the temperature of the bed, thus 
decreasing its capacity and raising the tem- 
perature of the airstream leaving the bed. 
In the desorption mode, two methods for 
removing the water or COP may be used, 
or  a combination of both : increased tempera- 
ture, supplying the heat of desorption and 
decreasing the capacity of the sorber; or  
decreased partial pressure of the sorbate, 
COz or water vapor. The latter can be accom- 
plished by purging the bed with sorbate-free 
gas, or reducing the total pressure within 
the bed by means of a pump or exposure to 
space vacuum. 

Currently, a t  least five different ap- 
proaches are being studied. The first of these 
is the all-vacuum desorption case, as envi- 
sioned for the Manned Orbital Laboratory 
(MOL) and in the Apollo Applications Pro- 
gram. The MOL system concept adsorbs 
water and COa in a nonisothermal mode, 
and desorbs these gases by vacuum only. 
The Apollo Applications Program concept 
uses active cooling of the water sorber to 
increase the capacity of this bed, and active 
heating of the bed, on desorption, to aid in 
its regeneration, as well as the application 
of space vacuum. 

The second approach is the best known 
of the molecular sieve concepts, wherein 
water and CO, are sorbed, nonisothermalIy, 
and the water is desorbed by the application 
of heat to the process air  entering the bed to 
be regenerated, while the CO, is vented to 
space vacuum. 

The third approach is one in which active 
cooling and heating of both the water and 
COP sorbers are used, plus a pump for the 
collection and storage of the 60,. This sys- 
tem is in use a t  the Langley Researel? Center 
as the CO, concentration unit in the inte- 
grated life support system (ILSS) . 

The fourth approach is currently under 
study by contract from Langley. This study 
involves the isothermal sorption and heat- 
assisted desorption of both water and CO, 
for molecular sieves, silica gel, and other 
materials. The study is being carried out 
using heat-exchanger surfaces coated with 
the sorber materials. Very high heat-transfer 
rates are being studied from the standpoint 
of increasing the adsorption capacity and 
decreasing the desorption time. 

The fifth operating method is "ce adia- 
batic, or "heatless," desorption, wherein the 
heat of adsorption is conserved within the 
bed, and the loading of the bed is confined 
to the linear portion of the capacity-loading 
curve. The heat of adsorption is, theref ore, 
available to supply the energy requirement 
for desorption. This operating method de- 
pends not on changes in bed temperature, 
but on increased volume flow rate of sorbate- 
free air through the beds to regenerate them. 
Both of these last two methods show some 
advantages over the more conventional ap- 
proaches, and may apply both to the eon- 
servation as well as the venting of C02 .  

In addition to the removal of CO,, it is 
necessary to provide Oa for man's consump- 
tion, as well as 0 2  and Na to make up for 
vehicle leakage, and other losses such as ailp- 
lock cycling. Cryogenically supplied Oz and 
NP appear to hold the most promise for the 
mission duration wherein Oz .is not re- 
claimed. Depending on power penalty and 
the time for which the cryogenic stores are 
to be used, the electrolysis of water may be 
used to supply part or all of the O2 supply. 
The differences in these two techniques may 
be seen in an estimate of the weight, power, 
and storage penalties : cryogenic O2 can be 
stored on a one-man basis a t  a weight pen- 
alty of about 2 1b (0.91 kg) plus about 2.4 Bb 
(1.09 kg) per day, whereas waiter storage 
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and ekeetrolysis may be accomplished for 
about 30 Ib (13.6 kg),  260 W, and about 2.3 lb 
(0.94 kg) per day for storage and container. 
Depending on the power penalty, these two 
are about equal for longer term missions. 
If some water can be derived from the water 
reclamation cycle, a t  no storage penalty, this 
will increase the attractiveness of the elec- 
trolysis method. For very long-term storage, 
and with little continuous usage to account 
for the boiloff losses, the storage and elec- 
trolysis of water are probably advantageous. 

OXYGEN RECLAMATION SYSTEMS 

As mission length increases, the use of 
systems to reduce or eliminate the O,, either 
cryogenically or as water, becomes feasible. 
These concepts, as shown in table 11, involve 
the cui;lection of CO,, its reduction to H?O 
and CH, (Sabatier), W,O and C (Bosch), 
O2 and C0 (solid electrolyte), or 0, and C 
(molten carbonate). In the case of the first 
two, the m t e r  produced must be electrolyzed 
to O2 and H,, and the N, reused in the proc- 
ess. The minimum theoretical electrical 
power necessary to reduce 60, and water 
$0 the required quantity of O,, C, and N,, 
to balance the 0, eyele is about 125 W per 
man on a continuous basis. The relative 
efieieneies of these processes are  calculated 
on the basis of the actual amount of power 

required to accomplish the overall task, in- 
cluding the collection of CO, if necessary, 
and the electrolysis of water as required. 

In  the later two cases shown in table 11, 
a small amount of water electrolysis must be 
performed separately from the basic reduc- 
tion of CO,. (The Sabatier and Bosch proc- 
esses produce water from Ha and CO,, all 
of which must be electrolyzed, along with 
some additional water, to achieve balance in 
the 0, cycle.) In the case of the solid elec- 
trolyte, the CO must undergo a dispropor- 
tionation reaction and the resulting CO, must 
be recycled to the solid electrolyte unit. Of 
these processes, the molten carbonate process 
is unique in that i t  is capable of sorbing COz 
directly from the cabin airstream, rather 
than requiring a nearly pure feed stream 
of CO, from a concentration system. 

These processes vary considerably in their 
efficiency, complexity, and ease of reduction 
to practical flight hardware. As might be 
suspected, the CH, dump Sabatier, the sim- 
plest reaction requiring the lowest tempera- 
ture, is the easiest to construct in a reliable 
operational unit, but possesses, a t  the same 
time, the greatest penalties for losses. Fig- 
ure 4 shows this concept as a part of an 
overall 0, reclamation process. Because CH4 
is vented in this process, some Hz must be 
stored to allow continued operation with a 
balanced 0, cycle. In addition to the loss of 

TABLE 11.-Oxygen Reclamation Techniques 

Resupply 
to make 

up losses, 
lb 

Sabatier : 
CH, vent .............. 

CH, crack 
Bosch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

0.4 
................................ 

Solid electrolyte 

Molten carbonate 

Requires 
C 0 2  

concen- 
tration 

................................ 

.......................... .... 

......... ............... Yes No 1 

Requires 
water 

electrol- 
ysls 

Yes .......... 
Yes, pure.. 
Yes, pure.. 

Yes ............... 
Yes ............... 
Yes ............... 

Requires 
phase 

separation 

Yes ............... 
Yes ............... 
Yes .............. 

No ............... 

Yes, high 
temperature 

............ No 

Requires 
carbon 

deposition 

Yes, 15 
percent 

No .............. 
Yes .............. 
Yes, 
C02+2H2O 
+ C+ 2H20 
Yes, 2 C 0  + 
C+C02 
Yes, on 

...... cathode 

High- 
tern- 

perature 
opera- 
tion, 
"F 

Effi- 
ciency 
(125 

W/man 
theo- 

retical), 
percent 
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FIGURE 4.-Sabatier oxygen reclamation. 

C02 t 4  Hz- 

2 H20 t CH4 

CH4 - 
C + 2  Hz 

ATER ELECTROLYSIS 

CARBON 
OUT 

FIGURE 5.-Sabatier oxygen reclamation: methane 
decomposition. 

CH4, some water vapor is lost, adding to the 
inefficiencies of the' unit. By the incorpora- 
tion of a CH4-cracking subsystem, as shown 
in figure 5, many of these drawbacks can 
be eliminated. Unfortunately, the problem of 
CH, cracking is very difficult and this addi- 
tion adds greatly to the base weight and the 
problem of the system. 

The Bosch reaction shown in figure 6 is 
accomplished a t  a somewhat higher tempera- 

RBON 

WATER ELECTROLYSIS 

FIGURE 6.-Bosch oxygen reclamation. 

ture (1250" F (680" C) ) than the Sabatier 
30O0-500" F (15O0-260' C). It is, however, 
a closed system and losses are minimized. 
The losses in this system come about prinei- 
pally because of the inclusion of N, in the 
COa feed stream, so that purging the system 
is required to maintain a constant pressure. 
The purge gases consist of those that exist 
in equilibrium in the reaction eycle, unre- 
acted hydrogen and C02, CO, water vapor, 
and other hydrocarbons. Both the Sabatier 
and the Bosch reactors are fed from a C 0 2  
concentration unit, and both require water 
electrolysis to complete the process of O2 
reclamation. 

PUMP AND ACCUMULATOR 

CARBON 
SOLID ELECTROLYTE 

FIGURE 7.-Solid electrolyte oxygen reclamation. 

Figure 7 shows the solid-electrolyte proc- 
ess, which is currently under investiga"i;ioa? 
by several research laboratories. It diflers 
considerably from the Bosch and Sabatier 
processes in that, although i t  requires a 
nearly pure CO, feed stream, the products 
that result from this high-temperature eBee-. 
trolysis process are 0, and 60. This CO i s  
made to undergo a disproportionation mreae- 
tion that, in the presence of a catalyst, re- 
sults in the deposition of carbon, and the 
formation of COa, which is recirculated back 
to the solid electrolyte. There is evidence 
that this process is capable of reducing water 
concurrently with COB, and there is also 
reason to believe that the reduction of COa 
is enhanced by the presence of water vapor. 
Thus, by separating proper amounts of H, 
from this process, and feeding a stream of 
COa and water vapor to the process, it may 
be possible to achieve a balance in the 0, 
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cycle, without resort to a separate water 
electrolysis. 

The molten carbonate process, shown in 
figure 8, is being investigated by the Hamil- 
ton-Standard Division of United Aircraft 
Corp., under a research-and-development 
contract from Langley Research Center. This 
process shows promise of reducing weight, 
power requirements, and complexity of the 
overal.1 oxygen reclamation process. It is 
unique in that i t  is capable of sorbing C02 
directly from a cabin airstream and, in a 
one-step process, of reducing this GO2 to 
carbon, which is deposited on the cathode, 
and O,, w'hieh is liberated a t  the anode and 
leaves the system along with the cabin air- 
stream. The On and Nz in this airstream are 
unaflecked and do not enter into the process 
in any way. There is evidence to show that 
large amounts of water vapor may be detri- 
mental to the process, and it is planned to 
minimize the quantities of water vapor en- 
tering the molten carbonate system by re- 
versibly adsorbing and desorbing this water 
by the use of silica gel or other predrying 
beds in much the same manner that molecu- 
lar sieves are protected by predrying beds. 

MOLTEN CARBONATE 
O2 - / 

WATER ELECTROLY S I S 
(BALANCE) 

A I R + C 0 2  A I R + 0 2  

IN OUT 

0% 

FIGURE: %.-Molten carbon oxygen reclamation. 

OUT 

The molten carbonate process takes 
place a t  relatively high temperatures, some 
l lOeBO F (600' C) and the process operates 
by the electrolysis of a molten mixture of 
Iithiurn carbonate and lithium chloride. 
Some problems are  still to be overcome in 
the application of this process; however, 

there is no reason to believe that these will 
not be solved. Laboratory demonstrators are  
now operating for relatively long time pe- 
riods, and the inherent high electrical effi- 
ciency of this process is reflected in these 
demonstrators. Current efforts are centering 
around the design of a 1/6g prototype sys- 
tem, and subsequent efforts will include the 
construction of this system and the design 
and construction of a Og system. In the 
application of this technique to O2 reclama- 
tion in spacecraft, i t  will be necessary to 
provide for a balance in the 0, cycle, by elec- 
trolysis of some water, which, according to 
present indications, must be accomplished 
separately from this process. 

These system processes that have been 
discussed represent what is believed to be 
the most attractive candidate processes for 
Oz reclamation in spacecraft. They are all 
capable, with some water input (0.33 Ib per 
man per day) of achieving a balance in the 
O2 cycle. Certainly some additional O2 must 
be stored, along with N2, to make up for leaks 
and possible air-lock cycling. However, de- 
pendent upon a number of considerations, 
such as power penalty, reliability considera- 
tions, and the like, they are capable of being 
utilized to reduce greatly the amounts of 
stores that are necessary for atmospheric 
provision and the support of man. The use 
of O2 reclamation systems for long-term or- 
bital spacecraft and lunar colonies will show 
logistic advantages by minimizing the re- 
supply of 03. 

Some mention should be made concerning 
bioregenerative systems for manned space- 
craft. Several candidate systems that are 
believed to be capable of removing C02 and 
supplying O2 have been proposed. If this 
were the only capability of these bioregener- 
ative systems, they would not be competitive 
with the electrochemical systems on the basis 
of weight and power requirements. They are 
potentially capable, however, of also provid- 
ing all or part of the nutritional require- 
ments of man, and of utilizing all or part 
of the waste products of man, When these 
factors are taken into consideration, i t  is 
apparent that for very long missions, or for 

C A 
ENERGY- 

2 H20 - 
2 H~ + 0 2  
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permanently established planetary or lunar 
colonies, these bioregenerative systems will 
ultimately be the processes of choice. A much 
longer development time will be required for 
these processes, however, than is necessary 
for the physical-chemical and electrochemical 
processes that have been discussed here. 

Several general problems can be noted 
from examination of the physical-chemical 
and electrochemical systems for application 
to long-term manned spacecraft. These prob- 
lems can be separated into two types, the 
first of which is operational problems, or 
those that can be overcome by experience, 
further knowledge of the process, and more 
knowledge of materials and the way they 
react to the environment in which they are 
applied. 

Carbon deposition, as required for the 
successful operation of the Bosch process, 
the CR,-cracking Sabatier process, and the 
disproportionation reaction of the solid elec- 
trolyte, appears to be a common difficulty. 
The trouble-free continuous deposition and 
removal of this carbon in a Og configuration 
has not been successfully demonstrated for 
long time periods; however, there is no 
reason to believe that this cannot be done. 
What is necessary is further attention to 
the problem, further knowledge of the details 
of the process, and perhaps the utilization of 
new materials. 

In the past, the separation in a Og system 
of mixtures of gases and liquids has pre- 
sented much difficulty. This difficulty appears 
to be successfully overcome, a t  least for small 
quantities of nearly pure water in air  a t  
moderate temperatures. Further attention 
and effort will undoubtedly result in success 
for other liquids and gases a t  higher temper- 
atures. These kinds of problems present no 
insurmountable difficulties; time and effort 
will provide an acceptable solution. 

Aside from operational problems, the see- 
ond problem area to be overcome is one of 
long-term reliable operation. Nere again, 

knowledge of the exact nature of the failurces 
and provisions to prevent their recurrence 
will aid in reducing failures. Systems can be 
made to operate with a high degree of free- 
dom from failure for a specified time; but 
the more complex the system and the longer 
the mission duration, the more difiealt the 
task becomes. Research is in progress to deal 
with both of these problems; fo r  longer 
missions, more complex systems will replace 
the more simple systems, and the resultant 
requirement for failure-free operation be- 
comes many times more difficult. The only 
escape from this dilemma is the allowance 
of maintenance and repair by the crewmem- 
bers, as well as applying strenuous effort t o  
the final flight hardware. Provision for this 
repair and maintenance must be incorpo- 
rated into the design of these systems and 
spares must be provided. The crewmembers 
must be familiar with the operation and 
maintenance of these systems, and they must 
be skilled in the diagnosis and repair of this 
hardware. 

SUMMARY 

In this paper, in order of increasing com- 
plexity and mission duration, candidate proe- 
esses and techniques for atmospheric control 
of manned spacecraft have been discussed, 
The processes and techniques have been 
briefly described, and some estimates have 
been given as to their weight, power require- 
ment, and required supplies. Factors that 
affect the use and attractiveness of such sys- 
tems have been discussed, and the influence 
of such factors as power penalty, mission 
objective, and so forth, have been shown. 
The intent of this paper is not so much to  
acquaint the readers with the detailed work- 
ing of these processes or to provide enough 
knowledge to allow selection of these systems 
on the basis of the variables stated, but 
rather to give an overall view of candidate 
processes for atmospheric control systems 
and to show the important factors that in- 
fluence selection, power penalty, mission 
goal, and mission duration. 
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Man's Tolerance to Trace Gont 

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Bare, Ohio  

In September 1958 a t  the First Interna- 
tional Symposium on Submarine and Space 
Medicine, I was asked to present a paper 
on threshold limit values for hydrocarbons 
and ozone in confined spaces (ref. 1) .  At 
that time i t  was quite obvious that the dura- 
tion of the space trip would be of prime 
importance in deciding how much of various 
contaminants a man could inhale. I stated 
that we would have no problem from chemi- 
cal stress, assuming that everything goes 
well with the life support system, as long 
as the exposures are a t  a relatively slow rate 
and that the mission duration does not exceed 
2 weeks. Based simply on a dose-effect rela- 
tionship, I also suggested that in this 2-week 
continuous-exposure period we could use the 
industrial threshold limit values (TLV) and 
probably be safe. (The TLV are based on a 
threefold increase in dosage and an 8-hr 
interrupted exposure experience.) 

The chemical toxicants were arbitrarily 
divided into four categories according to 
probable responses to low-level continuous 
exposure : 

(1) Equilibrium (intake= excretion) 
(2) Adaptation, desensitization, cross-tol- 

erance 
(3) Cumulative damage (summation of 

interest) 
(4) "Non-or-all" (carcinogens, sensitiz- 

ers) 

Category (1) includes all those agents that 
a t  low concentrations will equilibrate within 
the organism very quickly. If equilibrium is 
reached in a matter of hours, and a t  a level 

where physiological compensation is still ef- 
fective, continuous exposure should be sf 
little consequence. Category (2) iaacludes 
those materials to which a certain tolerance 
or adaptation can be developed. It was found 
with many chemicals that short exposures 
to relatively high concentrations can increase 
tolerance considerably up to several montl~s'  
duration. Category (3) (which I thouglit was 
the largest group) includes all materials that 
exhibit slow clearances or cumulative prsper- 
ties, and in this category are mosL of the 
hydrocarbons. Category (4) includes mate- 
rials that could be placed on an all-or-nothing 
basis. These are materials that are eareino- 
genic, or materials where even trace quanti- 
ties could be hazardous during eontinuows 
exposure, however short the duration of such 
exposure might be. These predictions were 
made without the benefit of any experimental 
data. 

The presentation taught me that we would 
have to start doing some continuous expo- 
sures in animals to get some basis to prove 
or disprove what I had said. Following that 
meeting, we started doing research on eon- 
tinuous exposure, by exposing animals f o r  
periods of up to 90 days in atmospheric en- 
vironment to various "typical" chemicals 
(table I ) .  These typical chemicals were 
propellants that could be aboard the space- 
craft, such as  hydrazine, unsymmetrical di- 
methyl hydrazine (UDMN) , nitrogen te- 
troxide, and pentaborane; typical industrial 
chemicals for which we have quite a bit of 
toxicity data, such as carbon tetrachloride 
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TABLE I.-S~~mmary of Mortality Rates 

I Monkeys / Rats I Mice 

Compounds Number 
dead/ 

Number 
used 

Controls ...................... .. . .... ............ 
.. .. NZP3I.s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. .... 

.......................... UDMH ...................... .. 
Decarborane ........................ .. ............ 
NO, .................................................. 

Number 

3/50 
25/50 
9/50 

Controls .............................................. 
....................................................... Indole 

Methyl mercaptan ................................. 
H,S .................................................... 
CCI, ............................... ... ............. 
Phenol ....................................... ..... ....... 
Mixtilre of indole, H2S, skatole, and 

Me. SH ........................................ 

Deaths, 
percent 

Number 
dead/ 

Number 
used 

Deaths, 
percent 

and phenol ; some chemicals that are the end 
products of metabolic processes, such as in- 
dole, hydrogen sulfide, and methyl mercap- 
tan ; and a mixture of indole, methyl mercap- 
tan, hydrogen sulfide, and skatole. These 
exposures were performed a t  the appropriate 
industrial TLV for each chemical, that is, 
the value that is thought to be harmless for 
daily 8-hr exposure, 5 days per week, for a t  
least 30-yr duration, in an industrial situa- 
tion. As expected, we found that this con- 
centration was detrimental to the health of 
animals in many instances, causing nearly 
400 percent mortality with some-notably 
hydrazine ; decaborane ; and the mixture of 
indole, skatole, methyl mercaptan, and hy- 
drogen sulfide. I t  then looked as if the basic 
assumption of dividing chemicals into major 
categories was right. 

Hydrazine, decaborane, and the mixture 
of indole, skatole, methyl mercaptan, and hy- 
drogen sulfide appeared to produce strongly 
cumulative toxicity. Looking a t  the rate of 
mortality during the exposure (fig. I),  one 
earl see that the majority of deaths occurred 
during the first month, which clearly indi- 
cates that continuous exposure a t  the TLV 
concentration had an early and overwhelm- 
ing toxic effect. 

In my presentation a t  the Symposium on 
Toxicity in the Closed Ecological System 
(ref. 2) ,  I also pointed out that all the experi- 
mental data on continuous exposures were a t  
ambient pressure air  environments ; this was 
fine for the Navy, but it left a big gap in 
knowledge as fa r  as toxic effects during al- 
titude flights were concerned. Obviously we 
would have to study these chemicals in the 
proper environment because the effect of 
100 percent 0 2  atmosphere a t  5 psia might 
cause undesirable pulmonary reaction, and 
such a reaction could greatly reduce the tol- 
erance to certain toxic agents. On the other 
hand, the rate of absorption of toxic gases 
and vapors may be retarded a t  lower pres- 
sures and may lower the magnitude of the 
inhalation exposure. 

Therefore, we designed an inhalation facil- 
ity to study these atmospheric contaminants 
in a space-cabin environment (ref. 3) .  As 
of this date, we have had the opportunity 
to study continuous exposure to contami- 
nants for 90-day durations, in space-cabin 
atmospheres of 100 percent O2 a t  5 psia 
and in 5-psia mixed-gas atmospheres, such 
as 68 percent 0 and 32 percent N2. To keep 
the information disseminated as fast as  pos- 
sible, we began to sponsor an Annual Con- 
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TIME VS MORTALITY 
DEAD 
USED 

MICE 
RATS 
MO. 

MICE 
RATS 
MO. 
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X X X X  X X I b/100 
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a I 
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MICE 
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MBB. 

WEEKS 

FIGURE 1.-Rate of mortality during exposure to various toxicants. 

ference on Atmospheric Contaminants in 
Closed Spaces in 1965. If you read the pro- 
ceedings of these past three conferences 
(refs. 4, 5, and 6), you will agree with me 
that we are far  from knowing enough about 
continuous exposure, and far  from knowing 
enough about the effects of space-cabin at- 
mospheres on continuous exposure to toxic 
chemicals. One has not only to define toler- 
ance and no-effect levels, but also to consider 
adaptation. And, last but not least, one must 
consider comfort levels, and levels that not 
only do not cause reversible pathology, but 
also do not affect the performance of the 
crew. 

and mixed gas a t  5 psia without contami- 
nants. We see changes, and we will! have to 
decide whether they are adaptive in nature, 
or whether they are  deleterious as a result 
of very long exposures. Our longest expo- 
sures to space-cabin atmospheres have not 
exceeded 8 months. An &month exposure is 
a far  cry from a 1000-day mission. We 
yet have to validate by animal experiments 
the 1000-day tolerance to the basic cabin 
atmospheres. 

DEFIMTION OF lMAJOR PROBLEM AREAS 

The Trace Contaminant Problen~ 

To highlight our knowledge, as of now, we The four major sources of equal impor- 
can say that we are still uncertain about the tance of contaminant generation in closed 
significance of physiological and morphologi- atmospheres are (1) man and his activities, 
cal changes that we are observing with the (2) materials and outgassing, (3) equip- 
basic atmospheres of 100 percent O2 a t  5 psia ment and processes, and (4) malfunctions 
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TABLE 11.-Gas-Of Products-Velvet Coating No. 104-C 10 Black 

Storage time, 
days 

I I Weight o,f component, m g  per 10g candidate material 

Acetone 

Atmosphere 

- 

Ethanol 
Naph- 
t h a  a 

Methyl- 
ethyl 

ketone 

0.4 
.5 
.4 
.3 
.2 

.3 

.6 

.5 
.3 
.3 

" Estimated from group of G L C  peaks characteristic o f  Cb to C, hydrocarbons. 

TABLE 111.-Gas-Of Products-Class N Silicone-Impregnating Varnish No. 997 

Air  .................................... 
Air .................................... 
Air .......................... .. .... 
Air ................................... 
Air ................................... 

5-psia O2 .......................... 
5-psia 0: ......................... 
5-psis On . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
5-psia On .......................... 
5-psia o2 .......................... 

Storage time, 
days 

0.3 
.3 
.I 
.05 
.04 

.4 

.2 

.08 

.09 

.07 

I I Weight of component, m g  per  109 candidate material 

Methane 

0.04 
.06 
.lo 

N.D. 
N.D. 

.16 

.08 

.12 
N.D. 
N.D. 

Toluene 

0.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.01 

.2 

.02 

.01 
.02 
.01 

Atmosphere 

CO 

2.8 
3.6 
4.5 
.7 
.6 

4.9 
4.0 
5.4 
1.2 
.9 

Pro- 
Ethanol pional- 1 1 dehyde 

and emergencies.' Conkle (ref. 7 )  reviews 
the complex contaminant picture found in 
a space-cabin simulator atmosphere in the 
manned and unmanned portions of a 27-day 
manned experiment. A total of 97 compounds 
were identified, out of which 21 compounds 
were noted only during the manned portion 
of the study. Most of these compounds have 
been found by us also, in outgassing studies 
on space-cabin materials, where individual 
materials are placed in a sealed atmosphere 
of ambient-pressure air, on one hand, and 
O2 at 5 psia, on the other, for periods of 30, 
60, and 90 days, after which the atmosphere 

Air . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Air . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Air ..................................................... 
Air .................................................. 
Air . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

' See pp. 107-112. 

0.1 
.02 
.04 
.01 

N.D. 

.02 

.02 

.02 

.02 

.04 

0.2 
.3 
.2 
.4 
.4 

Toluene 

0.7 
.5 
.4 
.2 
.I 

0.05 
.004 
.05 
.03 

N.D. 

.2 

.5 

.9 

.6 

.7 

Xylene 

0.2 
.01 
.01 
.1 

N.D. 

.3 

.2 

is removed through a cryogenic trapping 
system and analyzed for contaminants (ref. 
8).  Tables I1 through VII clearly illustrate 
that  the gas-off rates are  not uniform, and 
that  repeated gas-off studies on the same 
materials, subjected to three consecutive out- 
gassing periods of 30 days each, do not result 
in a reduction of contaminant generation 
rates in many instances, or, if generation 
rates are  reduced by such pretreatments, 
they still remain a t  a very significant level. 
Other salient points demonstrated in these 
tables are  a substantial amount of carbon 
monoxide production and significant amounts 
of hydrocarbons in the qualitative composi- 
tion of these mixtures. 
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TABLE 1V.-Gas-Of Products-3614 Gray Coating, XA-194 

TABLE V.-Gas-OfS Products-Silver Marking Ink No. 1448 (Cresylic Acid) 

Storage time, 
days 

30 ............................ 
60 ........................... 
90 ............................ 
30 + 30 .................. 
30 + 30 + 30 ........ 

30 ............................ 
60 ............................ 
90 .......................... 
30 + 30 .................. 
30 + 30 + 30 ........ 

-. 

1 1 Weight of component, m g  per  109 candidate material 

Weight of component, m g  per  log  candidate material 

Atmosphere 

Air ................................................... 
Air .................................................. 
Air ......................................................... 
Air ...................................................... 1.1 
Air  ....................................................... 

5 - p s i a 0 2  ............................................. 3.7 3.0 
5-psia Oz ............................................ 
5-psia Oz ........................................... 
5-psia O2 ............................................. 
5-psia 0, ................... ... .................. 
-- I ..... 

Storage time, days 
Acetone 1 . -- -- 

Atmosphere 
2-Ethoxy 

ethyl acetate 

30 ............................ 
60 .......................... 
90 ............................ 
30 + 30 .................. 
30 + 30 + 30 ........ 

Air ......................................... 
Air ................... ... ............... 
Air ............................................ 
Air ............................................ 

................... Air .................... .. 

TABLE V1.-Gas-Off Products-Latex Foam Rubber 

0.3 
.9 
.6 
.4 
.5 

Storage time, days 

30 ......................................... 
60 .......................................... 
90 ........................................... 
30 + 30 ................... ... ...... 
30 + 30 + 30 ...................... 

Atmosphere 

Air .......................................................... 
Air .......................................................... 
Air ......................................................... 
Air ....................................................... 
Air .......................................................... 

- 
Weight of component, 

m g  per 10g candidate material 

Carbonyl sulfide 

0.03 
.05 
.09 
.03 
.04 

-. 

Carbon disulficie 
. . - -. -- 

0.002 
"002 
"004 
.00L 
"001 
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TABLE VI1.-Gas-OfJ Products-Silicone Primer, EC-1694 

Storage time, days 

Carbon monoxide thus is produced by 
cabin materials, and is also produced by man. 
Conkle (ref. 7) reports a steady increase of 
carbon monoxide from 1 mg/m3 to 25 mg/ms 
during the 27-day experiment. Obviously, we 
know that we will have a problem with ex- 
posure to carbon monoxide and hydrocar- 
bons, if nothing else. 

Cabin materials are usually classified as 
metallie and nonmetallic components. At the 
present time, nobody seems to be worried 
about metallic components. Nonmetallic 
cabin construction materials are very much 
varied and depend upon each system, but 
about 600 various materials have been iden- 
tified so far. Research performed in the past 
4 $ire has clearly shown that many of these 
construction materials will gas-out various 
volatile components at an accelerated rate 
in the reduced pressure of the cabin. 

Another large group of contaminants is 
generaked by life support equipment, func- 
tioning properly or malfunctioning. By proc- 
essing the cabin air, many of the original 
contaminants will be changed, oxidized, re- 
duced, hydrolyzed, pyrolyzed, etc. One should 
also keep in mind that, with this very com- 
plex mixture of gases or volatile contami- 
nants, interaction between these in the at- 
mosphere is not only likely, but a certainty. 
So, the final spectrum of species that will be 
found in a cabin under operational conditions 
might be quite different from those that we 
observe in bench-scale laboratory tests. 

Atmosphere 

Air ........................ ... .............. 
Air ....................... ... ............... 
Air ........................................... 
Air ........................................... 
Air ............................................ 
5-psia O2 .................................. 
5-psia O2 ...................................... 
5-psia O2 ..................................... 
5-psia 'Ox ........................... .... 

5-psia O2 ..................................... 

There are, in addition to these contami- 
nants, many nonpermanently incorporated 
materials in the cabin. There are large num- 
bers of chemicals used during the construc- 
tion and checkout process that can acciden- 
tally be turned loose in a life support system. 
Examples of this are materials such as mer- 
cury used for checking out and calibrating 
pressure gages, and many solvents and de- 
greasers used in the final assembly process. 

That accident can play havoc with equip- 
ment is well illustrated by a life support 
simulator mishap that was discussed by 
Saunders a t  our second annual conference. 
As usual, one malfunction can trigger a 
chain reaction of other malfunctions, result- 
ing in a truly vicious circle, and, ultimately, 
in an acute health hazard to the crew. This 
has actually happened and led to abortion 
of a manned environmental system simulator 
mission. A catalytic hopcalite burner was 
used to purify the atmosphere from contam- 
inants. During the actual manned trial, hu- 
midity increased in the chamber because of 
occupancy by people. This caused moisture 
from the atmosphere to condense in an alu- 
minum canister containing sodium superox- 
ide. Now, the vicious circle began. The mois- 
ture generated sodium hydroxide from the 
sodium superoxide. Sodium hydroxide gener- 
ates hydrogen when in contact with alumi- 
num. To get rid of the hydrogen, the crew 
increased the flow rate through the hopcalite 
burner to a faster rate than that specified, 

Weight of component, mg per 10g candidate material 

Ethanol 

4.6 
4.6 
8.2 
1.8 
.4 

4.1 
4.6 
7.2 
2.3 
.8 

2-Propanol 

26.4 
29.6 
18.9 
15.3 
8.3 

21.7 
27.9 
25.4 
14.8 
10.5 

n-Butand 

14.2 
6.5 

10.0 
15.5 
13.8 
11.1 
10.4 
12.6 
10.7 
9.6 

Toluene 

2.7 
3.4 
7.9 
.7 
.1 

3.3 
4.2 
6.5 
2.9 
1.1 
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hoping to burn off the excess. By increasing 
the flow rate, the temperature of the cata- 
lytic bed dropped; i t  became inefficient to 
combust organic materials in the atmos- 
phere. The chamber had been cleaned prior 
to use with a relatively harmless solvent, 
trichloroethylene. Residual trichloroethylene 
vapors, passing through the catalytic bed a t  
a low temperature, were incompletely com- 
busted to dichloroacetylene, which produced 
a marked clinical sickness in the crew and 
resulted in mission abortion on the third 
day. 

This experiment has typically relied on 
control by remote sampling equipment and 
trapping out samples from the life simulator, 
which, after being collected, had to be carried 
to an analytical laboratory for testing. It was 
only many months later that some elegant 
detection work discovered the nature of the 
toxicant giving clinical illness to the crew. 
In a real flight situation, assuming a 1000- 
day mission, there is no leeway for such post 
facto diagnosis. When a crew is actually 
confronted with some troublesome contami- 
nant, it will be their job to identify i t  as soon 
as possible. Without knowing the resulting 
toxic product, i t  would be very difficult to 
correct any abnormalities in the life-sup- 
port-system function to make safe processing 
of contaminants possible. This, in turn, 
points out the need for onboard, continuous 
flow-monitoring devices with great sensitiv- 
ity and great analytical specificity for identi- 
fying various atmospheric contaminants. 

Another major source of atmospheric con- 
taminants comes from the excreta of human 
occupants. At t.he last count, there were over 
150 identified by analytical data, although 
not from a functional cabin atmosphere. The 
actual positive identification of the various 
components is an immense problem, even un- 
der laboratory conditions here on Earth. 
Many of the life-simulator runs have been 
sampled for atmospheric contaminants and 
the samples have been sent out to various 
laboratories for analysis. Depending upon 
the instrumentation used, the type of column 
materials employed in gas chromatography, 
and the circumstances under which the sam- 

ple was obtained, laboratory results have 
come up with widely disagreeing resv-Its. As 
a consequence of this low credibility of a m -  
lytical data, many of the engineering per- 
sonnel have felt that the toxicity problem 
is overamplified. Their argument is based on 
the successful completion of mainned mis- 
sions so far. A word of caution is in order 
here. Talking about a 1000-day mission is 
basically different from the present flight 
experience of 1 or 2 weeks' duration. Logis- 
tic problems dictate that oxygen will have 
to be preserved and reprocessed, and leak 
rates will have to be tightened to prevent the 
loss of oxygen. 

The Problem of Exposure to C~mplex 
Mixtures 

When man is exposed to a multitude of 
contaminants simultaneously, each compo- 
nent of this mixture, depending on its con- 
centration, may or may not exert a physio- 
logical effect. The effects of mixtures of toxic 
agents may be : 

(1) Independent 
(2) Potentiative 
(3) Additive 
(4) Synergistic 
(5) Antagonistic 

The TLV for additive components is 

The problem of exposure to mixtures is not 
new and has been encountered frequently 
in industrial hygiene control of toxic mate- 
rials. The listing of threshold limit values 
(ref. 9) devotes a special chapter to expo- 
sures to mixtures. To quote their philosophy : 

. . . when two o r  more hazardous substances are 
present, their combined effect, rather than that of 
either individually, should be given primary consid- 
eration. In the absence of information to the con- 
trary, the effects of the different hazards should be 
considered as  additive. That is, when the sum of the 
following fractions 
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exceeds unity, then the threshold limit of the mixture The Contaminant Buildup and Exposure 
should be considered as  being exceeded. Cl indicates Profile Problem 
the observed atmospheric concentration, and TI the 
corresponding threshold limit. Exceptions to the In a sealed cabin with a nominal leak rate 
above may be made when there is  good reason to be- and a constant generation of contaminants, 
iieve that the chief effects of the different harmful the buildup of contaminant concentration is 
substances are not in fact additive, but independent, quite rapid and be expressed by 
as when purely local effects on different organs of 
the body are produced by the various components of 
the mixture. 

Thus, the burden of proof rests on the 
toxicologist, and all of you who are familiar 
with biological research will agree that prov- 
ing experimentally that components in a 
highly complex mixture do not have additive 
effect is am almost impossible research task. 
To oversimplify this matter, let us take a 
theoretical situation where 100 contaminants 
are present in an atmosphere, and all of these 
contaminants happen to have the same TLV : 
100 mg/m3. According to the book, the equa- 
tion can be balanced to unity only if each of 
these individual components is present a t  
B/1OO of its TLV concentration; that is, 
1 mg/m3. This would imply, then, that any 
o f  the components known to be safe a t  100 
times this concentration cannot be tolerated 
in a mixture if any of them is present a t  the 
TLV level. 

Table VIII illustrates a case where there 

TABLE V1II.-Additive Anesthetic and 
Na~eotia: EfSects From Hydrocarbons, 

Ketones, and Alcohols 

Airborne 

mg/m3 

is positive proof of additive (anesthetic and 
narco"cc) effects from hydrocarbons, ketones, 
and a;8eohoPs. By having these present as a 
mixture, and each of them a t  below its TLV, 
a definite decrement in performance could 

Butadlene 
Ethyl ether 
Propane 
Acetone 
Ethyl alcohol 

where 
c =contaminant buildup, mg/m3 
w =contaminant generated per day, mg 
b =atmosphere leaked per day a t  x psia, 

m3 
a =total effective gaseous volume of cabin, 

m3 
t =elapsed time, days ; e = 2.718 

Another equation that is useful to us 
defines the time required to reach 99 per- 
cent of the final equilibrium concentration 
under conditions of equation (1) : 

2000 
1000 
1600 
2200 
1700 

t z 4 . 6  a/b (2) 
where 

t =time, days 
a = total effective volume, m3 
b =leak per day a t  x psia, m3 

2200 
1200 
1800 
2400 
1900 

Using equations (1) and (2), and substi- 
tuting some realistic values for effective 
volume of the atmosphere in a present-day 
spacecraft, for proper pressure and temper- 
ature, and an unrealistically low constant 
contaminant generation rate, table IX shows 

TABLE 1X.-Contaminant Equilibration Rate 

Typical Cabin Values 

.............. 

Temperature ...................... 26" C (78" F) 

Leak rate .......................... 1.0 to 0.1 lb/day 

exist, 

Leak rate, 
lb/day 

a If molecular weight is 64, 0.26 mg/m3=0.1 ppm. 

Equilibration 

Time, days Concentration 
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that with our present leak rate, which is 
approximately 1 Ib/day, the contaminant 
concentration would equilibrate as soon as 
the 30th day of the mission, a t  about 2 mg/ 
m3. If the contaminant should be a highly 
toxic material, such as ozone, although it is 
generated in quantities not exceeding its 
TLV for a 1-day exposure, a t  the end of 30 
days i t  would be present a t  10 times this 
concentration, and there would be severe 
lung irritation and death. We will be capable 
of 100-day missions in the coming years and 
we are projecting ourselves into the most 
distant future 1000-day mission area. Most 
likely, leak rates will have to be tightened 
for logistics reasons. Assuming the same 
parameters and the same very low contami- 
nant generation rates, but a tenfold decrease 
in leak rate, 0.1 Ib/day, the equilibration 
would occur a t  over 20 mg/m3, which means 
that even a less toxic contaminant could pre- 
sent a serious health hazard. 

Because nothing illustrates the point bet- 
ter than a good visual aid, figure 2 recapitu- 

t 1 I I I 1 
10 30 60 100 250 500 1,000 

DAYS - 
FIGURE 2.-Contaminant profile. 

lates the rate of exposure of the crew, with 
the present 1 Ib/day leak rate. It can be 
seen that even on a short 100-day trip, the 
crew will be exposed to a rapidly increasing 
concentration during the first 30 days and to 
a steady concentration during the remaining 
two-thirds of the trip. From a biological 
standpoint, if the area under the curve is 
taken as a measure of exposure, their ex- 
posure will be fairly constant for the entire 

missioli duration. Of course, you could live 
with this situation for 1000 days if your 
final concentration stays below the limit of 
undesirable physiological response. 

The exposure profile during the 1000-day 
mission, illustrated in figure 3, assumes a 
tenfold decrease in leak rakes as s logistical 
necessity, and shows again, from a bioiogieai 
standpoint, that the exposure will be fairly 
uniform, as related to the area under the 
curve, because equilibrium will be reached 
within the first quarter of the mission dura- 

i A K  RATE 0.1 LB/DA'IB ' 

250 500 
DAYS - 

FIGURE 3.-Contaminant profile. 

tion. The great difference, however, is the 
tenfold increase in the contaminant level, 
indicating that compounds of moderate tox- 
icity can play a significant role in determin- 
ing limiting factors for mission duration. 

Now serious this limitation can be becomes 
clear from figure 4. This is a distribution 
graph of the toxicity of industrial ehemieaQs 
that are listed in the compilation of threshold 
limit values. For the sake of simplicity, they 
were categorized by TLV's falling into four 
major ranges, from 0 tol, from 1 t o  25, from 
25 to 100 mg/m3, and those in excess of these 
values. Out of a total of approximately 370 
materials, more than 50 percent are in the 
range of 0 to 25 mg/ms, and these should be 
considered highly toxic. Almost two-thirds 
of these chemicals have a TLV not exceeding 
100 mg/m3. Notwithstanding that these are 
chemicals that had to be controlled in the 
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FIGURE 4.-Distribution of TLV's, mg/m8. 

industrial environment, there is a valid anal- 
ogy to control problems in cabin atmos- 
pheres. An overwhelming proportion of our 
gas-off' products from cabin materials are 
industrial chemicals, and the likelihood of 
a similar percentage of "bad actors" among 
all the gas-off products is not too remote. 
Thus, we can conclude that with a 1000-day 
mission, and a minimal leak rate, even mod- 
erately toxic products that must be assumed 
to  have additive effects should be removed 
from the atmosphere. 

The Prediction of Tolerance Problem 

Predict-ion of tolerance to a single toxic 
compound alone is quite difficult. Some ex- 
trapolations can be made from existing ani- 
md exposure data and human tolerance; 
Haber9s law, i.e., concentration x timen 
= eonstant effect, works fine with limited 
time durations, but in long-term continuous 
exposure, the value of the exponent n is 
uncertain, and may vary from eompound to 
compound, and with different lengths of 
exposure. 

Introduction of mixtures to space-cabin 
environments, together with the artificial 
atmospheres, causes further complications. 

At the previously cited Symposium on Toxic- 
ity in the Closed Ecological System, Dr. 
Herbert Stokinger, from USPHS, presented 
a paper entitled "Validity and Hazards of 
Extrapolating Threshold Limit Values to  
Continuous Exposures" (ref. 2) .  In his pa- 
per, he pointed out that all the environmental 
factors must be taken into consideration, 
and he introduced the following equation, 
which, using the basic TLV's and correcting 
for such changes in environment as the dos- 
age factor from ambient-pressure change to 
5-psia pressure change, toxicity from con- 
tinuous dosage, toxicity from temperature 
change, toxicity from restricted motion, tox- 
icity caused by the 100 percent oxygen at- 
mosphere, toxicity caused by fatigue, and 
toxicity resulting from interaction of all 
these factors, could possibly give an eyeball 
figure, or a target figure, to be used in set- 
ting continuous exposure limits for subma- 
rines and spacecraft : 

- a  

tox 

where 

Finteract=flXfiXfs . - . X f *  
fi=threefold dose (8 to 24 hr) 

excess toxicity 
f2 =additive toxicity of O2 
f 8  = fatigue + O2 toxicity 

While this is certainly a very attractive ap- 
proach, the individual factors must be as- 
signed numerical values if we want to  solve 
this equation. More often than not, these 
values must be determined experimentally 
because there is not much known about them. 
To further complicate the matter, many of 
the gas-off products that were identified in 
the analytical studies are  not listed in the 
threshold limit values list, but, by chemical 
structure, resemble some of their relatives 
that we can find in the listings. Toxicity 
information on these materials is nonexistent 
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and must be obtained by animal experimen- 
tation. 

VALIDATION OF HUMAN TOLERANCE TO 
TRACE COWAMIN S FOR THE 1000- 
DAY MISSION 

Admittedly, the previously listed problem 
areas are serious and quite discouraging. The 
present state of the a r t  is centered around 
some experience with 90-day continuous ex- 
posure to certain toxic agents in ambient air  
environment and in single- and mixed-gas 
5-psia cabin atmospheres. Looking a t  the 
1000-day mission, we are not yet certain that 
man could tolerate any of the 5-psia basic 
atmospheres for that duration. Much less 
can we speculate about tolerance to toxic 
chemicals in such artificial environments. 

Every toxicologist can set some limits with 
a reasonable approach, having a reasonable 
potential of success, just on the basis of in- 
timate knowledge of toxicity of that chemi- 
cal. However, even if his predictions are  
valid 999 times out of a 1000, the one in- 
stance where he missed may hurt the whole 
crew. So we are talking, really, in the case 
of these lists, about forecasts and educated 
guesses. 

Suppose we should have to submit these 
values to an Approval Board that would ask: 
How valid is your estimate? Establishing 
space threshold limit values for man's toler- 
ance to a contaminant during a 1000-day mis- 
sion will require the same amount of experi- 
mentation, justification, and documentation 
as required today for qualifying a new drug 
or a new food additive, or a new pesticide 
for use in the community. For example, in 
qualifying a new drug, the following ques- 
tions are asked: What is the effect of the 
drug itself on the central nervous system, 
on the autonomic nervous system, on the 
cardiovascular system, on the respiratory 
system, and on the gastrointestinal and ex- 
cretory system? What is the effect on special 
senses, on taste, on smell, on auditory, or 
optic function, or the composition of the 
blood ? 

The next big question asked is what is the 

effect of the new drug on the activity of other 
commonly used drugs? The duration of ac- 
tion or potency of selected common central- 
nervous-system depressants and excitants "! 
The effect on the duration of blood levels or 
the rate of urinary excretion of common 
acidic or basic drugs? After all, we way have 
to use drugs during the flight. The effect 
upon the absorption of essential minerals 
and vitamins from the gastrointestinal tract? 
Obviously, these last questions are directed 
toward potentiation and synergistic effects. 
As far  as the matter of qualifying a new 
pesticide is concerned, some other questions 
are also asked. What is the acute toxicity? 
What is the subacute toxicity? What is the 
chronic toxicity? A subacute toxicity steady, 
in this instance, is a 90-day study. In the 
chronic study, the time of elapsed observa- 
tion is 2/yr. Serial sacrifices, of course, are 
required during this period, a t  6-, 12-, and 
18-month intervals. During the whole ex- 
perimental period, each animal is considered 
as an individual, and observations are made 
of every change that affects the individmd. 
You have to take into consideration the die- 
tary effects on the toxicity of that chemical 
(just as the effects of an artificial atmos- 
phere must be considered). You have to ob- 
serve satisfactory growth and longevity. You 
have to know the target organs, and you 
have to know the mode of action. You have 
to know the intermediary metabolism, you 
have to know any adaptive processes going 
on, such as drug metabolizing enzymes. Of 
course, you also have to do reproduction 
studies and paired-feeding studies. 

After all this experimentation is com- 
pleted, i t  must prove conclusively that what- 
ever pesticide residue remains on foodstuff 
is a negligible quantity. "Negligible residue" 
for pesticides has been recently defined by 
the Food and Drug Administration as- 

any amount of a pesticide remaining in o r  on a caiv 
agricultural product that  would result in a daily in- 
take regarded as  toxicologically insignificant on the 
basis of scientific judgment of adequate safety data. 
Ordinarily, this will add to the diet an amount which 
will be less than 1/2000 of the amount that has been 
demonstrated to have no effect from feeding studies 
on the most sensitive animal species tested. 
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Finally, after all this expensive research, 
the question is : Now valid is your extrapola- 
tion to humans? I would like to quote 
Dr. Harry Hays, the former Director of 
the Advisory Center on Toxicology, from 
his speech a t  our First Annual Conference 
on Atmospheric Contamination in Closed 
Spaces, where he expounds on the problems 
of extrapolation and interpretation of ani- 
mal data to  man. 

The subject I have been asked to comment on is 
one on which, 1 think, can be found no general agree- 
ment. There are some, who feel that  the risks in- 
volved in attempting to extrapolate animal data to 
man are too great, and that  man himself must be- 
come the experimental animal. In  order to set the 
stage for this discussion, I think a brief review of 
the evolution of animal experimentation and predict- 
ability of toxicity in man lends some justification 
for the pessimism that  has prevailed on the value of 
animal studies. 

In: the beginning, i t  was customary to use a r a t  
or  two, an odd rabbit, and a few mice. Before long, 
R was clear that toxicity in man could not be readily 
predicted in this way. So the number of rats  in- 
cfeased, and before long, someone started statistics 
-so the number of ra ts  increased still further. Dogs 
came in, rabbits went out. Cats became scarce. Well, 
predictions improved, but still there was a long way 
to go. So the number of rats  increased again, so did 
the dogs; so did the mice. More species were added 
-monkeys, chimps, marmosets, quail, frogs, and 
pigs. Longer tests were required, 10 days, 2 weeks, 
6 months, 2 years, 1 whole lifespan. Still no closer 
to predictability in man. Once i t  was just toxicity 
and then it was multigeneration tests. Carcinogens 
came in, and cocarcinogens; and if you couldn't find 
a carcinogen, you looked for a mutagen. If you 
couldn't find a mutagen, you looked for a teratogen. 
We used not one species, but many species. Not one 
strain, but many strains. Out-bred, in-bred, brother- 
sister mated, random mated. Still nc better predict- 
ability. Once you counted just the dead. This pro- 
cedure w-as charged with fallacy, so everything that  
could be weighed was weighed, and everything that  
could be removed was sliced and examined histologi- 
cally. The function of every organ was looked into. 
From the cellular, we went to the subcellular. Radio- 
isotopes became a must. Physiology gave way to 
psychologgi. And now, not even the r a t  doubts the 
results P 

This may sound humorous, but i t  is also 
a very serious and sad aspect in validating 
tolerance criteria for a 1000-day mission. 
Compare these things with our present ex- 
perience, For example, 8 months' continu- 

ous exposure to 100 percent oxygen a t  5 psia 
alone seems to be definitely toxic to the dog, 
but there is practically no change in the 
monkey and in the rat. The question is, Will 
the other species also show changes if this 
exposure were extended to 1000 days? And 
the ultimate question is, Will man show any 
changes? And if he does, will we be astute 
enough to observe them? Will we look a t  
subcellular morphology? Will we do punch 
biopsies after the flight? There might not 
be any gross clinical changes. Our animals 
did not show anv abnormal clinical labora- 
tory tests. To observe these changes, you 
have to look a t  the cellular level in the tis- 
sues. But this is exactly the requirement 
in qualifying a drug in animal toxicity 
tests-the cellular changes, the subcellular 
changes are the earliest indication of any 
effect, good or bad. You may well ask, then, 
even if you go through these animal studies, 
how do you extrapolate to man, ultimately? 

From many pharmacological studies lead- 
ing to the qualification of a drug, taking the 
no-effect value in an animal, some extrapo- 
lations from animal to man have been de- 
veloped. It is always assumed that man is 
about 6 times as sensitive as  the dog, 10 
times as sensitive as the cat, and 10 times 
as sensitive as the rat. The next philosophi- 
cal question is, Will we take the no-effect 
level in animals and then put this 6 to 10 
times safety factor on i t?  Or will we settle 
for a level that causes no irreversible pa- 
thology, coupled with no change in perform- 
ance? This, obviously, is a decision that we 
will have to make. It is a decision that is 
both philosophical and mission oriented, and 
still, we must consider that man is not 
expendable. 

Considering these great difficulties, i t  be- 
comes fairly obvious that the chemical insult 
perhaps could be spared the crew during the 
long mission. There are other insults that 
cannot be avoided. The chemical insult most 
probably could be avoided by engineering 
methods or by proper handling of the atmos- 
phere. If i t  cannot be avoided, i t  should cer- 
tainly be minimized to the greatest possible 
extent. We should never engineer to a given 
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tolerance limit; we should t ry to get zero 
concentration of a particular contaminant 
in the atmosphere. 

This, then, should be our general approach 
in developing man's tolerance to cabin con- 
taminants. There is a great danger of being 
overconfident based on present experience 
in manned space flight. This overconfidence 
is multiplied by the apparent safety of nu- 
clear submarine atmospheres. Table X points 

TABLE X.-Important Factors Influencing 
Atmospheric Contamination 

out the basic differences between submarine 
and space-cabin environments that aggravate 
the atmospheric contamination problem dur- 
ing the long space mission. We should also 
remember that all these ventures are new, 
and that not enough time has elapsed yet 
to evaluate objectively the true occupational 
medicine significance of prolonged confine- 
ment to a closed atmosphere on the crew. 

The same overconfidence in validity of 
data has resulted in many tragedies in the 
drug development area-at one time we 
thought thalidomide was safe! Our margin 
for error is very small. In a 1000-day mis- 
sion, the point of no return is reached quickly 
and dramatically. Choices for corrective ac- 
tion to control contaminants may be limited, 
or only partially effective. 

Aggravating 

Continuous generation and 
exposure 

Reduced pressure a 
Volume/man ratio a 

Power and weight limi- 
tation a 

Filter characteristics 
Complexity of contaminants 
Mutlistress environment a 

Escape leadtime a 

TRADEOFFS IN EXTENDING HUMAN 
TOLERmCE TO TRACE CONTAMINAN?rS 

Beneficial 

Leak rate of cabin 
Materials selection 
Preconditioning of ma- 

terials 

By now it should be pretty clear to every- 
one that we are hamstrung by two major 
obstacles in the quantitation of human tol- 

a Not significant in nuclear submarines. 

erance. The first one is in the area of ex- 
perimental verification of tolerance and ex- 
trapolation of animal data to humans; the 
second is that even if we would have a better 
grip on man's tolerance to long-term expo- 
sure to trace contaminants, we probably 
would find in the process of our attempt to  
fully exploit his tolerance (whatever mami- 
tude it might be) that we would be taking 
an unreasonable amount of calculated risk. 

Tradeoffs in Biological Research 

HOW can we proceed relative to the toxi- 
cological studies on space-cabin material and 
atmospheric contaminants in the cabin? Ob- 
viously, we are talking now about the bio- 
logical research leadtime area, which is a 
real bottleneck. If we assume, as we did 
previously, that we will have to set some 
tolerance limits with a reasonable degree of 
validity and safety, we will have to do animal 
experimentation. Moreover, we will ha& t o  
do this experimentation in the proper basic 
cabin atmosphere, which is characteristic of 
the mission. It is bad enough that we cannot 
simulate readily many of the other stresses 
present, such as  weightlessness, psyehslogi- 
cal stress, and so on, although there are 
some hopeful signs of simulating psychologi- 
cal stress in animals by utilizing eonfiict 
techniques in performance measurements. 
Clearly, then, with the present state of the 
art, if we would like to  set fairly valid to]- 
erance limits for a 1000-day mission, we 
would have no choice but to run the animal 
experimentation for a t  least the full 1000- 
day duration. Depending on our success a t  
picking the right concentration (or dose) of 
the chemical a t  which we would run the 
experiment, we might find an effect level 
that is marginal, and then we would have 
to find the no-effect level. So, we are talking 
here of a t  least two or possibly three or  
four 1000-day runs. 

Frankly, this is unrealistic, simply because 
the facilities for such volume of work in 
this country, or anywhere else in the world, 
are just nonexistent. Whatever capability 
we have now cannot be tied up indefinitely 
in 1000-day runs because the rate of prog- 
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ress will be so slow as to be useless to the 
engineering people who are  designing these 
systems. Clearly, the state of the a r t  needs 
rapid advancement. Presently, there is a 
great degree of uncertainty in the overall 
experimental approach to delineate the ef- 
fects of multiple contaminants on the over- 
all human tolerance, primarily because of 
"ce potential synergistic and additive effects. 
Predictive equations are needed that can 
extrapolate the integrated toxic effect of a 
certain concentration of a single toxic agent 
or  a fixed concentration ratio of multiple 
toxic agents from a minimum-duration ani- 
mal exposure capable of causing typical 

duced by the judgment factor in assigning 
numerical values to a great number of 
"fudge" factors. On the basis of such a math- 
ematical model, a computing device must 
be designed, first for test purposes to enable 
more economical and expedient planning of 
sequential and comparative toxicological ex- 
posure studies in the laboratory, and, ulti- 
mately, to be used in decisionmaking on 
mission abort, should an unexpectedly high 
contaminant concentration develop during 
flight. 

Tradeoffs in Engineering Design 

chronic effects. Otherwise, the medical au- The greatest potential tradeoffs are in the 
tkoritiies cannot predict the ultimate com- areas of life support system design. More- 
pounded summation of toxic damage with over, these tradeoffs are inherently more 
progressive increments of exposure time. effective than biological tradeoffs. 
Also, to avoid toxic effects, such equations 
should predict a reduced level of concentra- Testing of  Life Support Systems 
tion that, for a certain length of exposure, 
although longer than that used in animal 
experiments, would be without adverse bio- 
logical. effects. 

This clearly puts us into the area of math- 
ematical model design. The equations pre- 
viously discussed, if interrelated, are a good 
start. Careful analysis of animal experimen- 
tal data, with the aid of regression equations 
and advanced probability statistics, applied 
to all of the criteria of toxicity (death, 
growth curves, laboratory data, gross and 
histopathology findings, and the perform- 
ance data from trained animals) will cer- 
tainly lead do a dose-dependent proportional 
increase in the magnitude of the exponent 
power of time in Haber's law. Once this 
relation of the exposure length to toxic 
effects has been defined mathematically, and 
verified experimentally over and over again, 
the model should be further widened by the 
inclusion of Stokinger's equation. This will 
require experimental verification of the up- 
per and lower limits for each factor in the 
equation, Thus, the development of the 
mathematical model, aside from being the 
only tool to shorten the leadtime involved 
in the biological experimentation, will also 
eliminate the human error that is intro- 

Because i t  is clear that we must make 
every effort to supply the purest possible 
atmosphere for our crew, this implies that 
our air-purification equipment should be not 
only oversized but also redundant. Coupled 
with that, we must have a quick diagnostic 
capability for malfunctions and their effects 
on the constitution of atmospheric contami- 
nants in the cabin. 

Fortunately, malfunctions can be simulat- 
ed and studied during the development cycle. 
Therefore, it is absolutely imperative that 
each life support system (with its complete 
assembly of subsystems) undergo a "mode 
of failure" analysis that detects the impli- 
cations of one malfunctioning subsystem on 
the functions of the other subsystems. This 
should be verified by experimental studies 
during which complete information must be 
collected on atmospheric contaminant com- 
position, both quantitatively and qualita- 
tively. This is the only way that the crew 
will be able to predict the effect of various 
malfunctions during the trip, and will be 
able to find the correct procedures for re- 
pair, which will not result in the production 
of unknown or unexpected atmospheric 
contaminants. 
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Effsctive Oaseous Volume of Cabin: 8.49 n? (300 d) 
Total Pmasuror 253 m Hg (5 psia) 
Tampsmture: 260C (78.89) 
Atmosphere: Single gas O2 
Contaminant ~ane ra t i on '~a t e :  0.1 ppm/day (0.26 me~n?/day) 
Amrage Molecular Weight: 64 
Leak Rate expressed in lba/day 02 

FIGURE 5.-The effect of leak rate on contaminant equilibrium times and levels in sealed 
cabins without air-purification equipment, assuming constant contaminant genera- 
tion rate. 
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Leak Rates I 

In the previous discussion, the effect of 
cabin-atmosphere leak was demonstrated to 
have a major effect on equilibration time, 
level of equilibration of contaminants, and IME INCREASING 
thus on the overall exposure profile of the y 
crew. Figure 5 illustrates graphically the tre- 
mendous decrease of the contaminant prob- 
lem as the leak rate is increased to 5 Ib per 0 DISTANCE ALONG BED L 
day, and the dramatic increase in contami- CONTAMINANT CONCENTRATION ALONG TIME BED 
nant conce~ltrations as the leak rate is de- 
creased to 1/10 lb per day. The tradeoff in 
leak rates is a very attractive contaminant- 
control procedure that can be designed into -- 
the system from the very beginning. It is 2 
a far  more convenient and a safer procedure $ 
than a forced emergency measure of dump- $ 
ing the entire cabin atmosphere and repres- g 
suriaing during the mission. This latter 3 
procedire, of eourse, requires interruption 
of the shirt-sleeve condition. Depending on 0 TIME T 
the number of EVA'S planned, an optimum CONTAMINANT CONCENTRATION IN GAS LEAVING BED 

cabin leak rate could be selected that would FIGURE 6.-Contaminant concentration. 
keep the contaminant concentrations low 
enough between depressurization periods. 
( I t  is questionable whether such complete performed with extreme care, so that con- 
vehicle depressurizations will be performed taminants stripped off from the filter do not 
in the multicompartment, sophisticated ve- reenter the atmospheric circulation. 

hicles planned for the 1000-da~ mission.) Very likely, there are extraterrestrial 
sources for absorbents for toxic chemicals. 

Filtering Devices Many of the materials found on extrater- 

Filtering devices have two basic problems : 
(4) They all reach a saturation point and, 

$0 be useful on a long mission, they either 
must be replaced or regenerated. Figure 6 
illustrates the contaminant concentration 
along the bed and the contaminant concen- 
tration on the atmosphere leaving the bed 
as time of the filter usage increases. 

(2) As the composition of the atmos- 
pheric contaminant mixture changes (and 
it win change during the mission), the lower 
boiling-point materials, which were gener- 
ated a t  a slower rate from cabin materials, 
will increase in concentration and will re- 
place the more volatile materials from the 
filter bed, thus returning them to the cabin 
atmosphere. Regeneration of such filter beds, 
if feasible during such a long trip, must be 

restrial bodies, which have been in vacuum, 
should be able to absorb quite a considerable 
quantity of gaseous or particulate contami- 
nants. Processing such materials to increase 
surface adsorption characteristics and max- 
imize absorbent capacity is within the state 
of the art. Most likely, materials can be 
found that are of geological origin and can 
serve as trickling media or filtering beds 
for process vessel fillings. This would im- 
mensely aid our solid- and liquid-waste 
disposal. 

Replenishment of Oxygen Supply and 
Power Sources 

There is even distant hope that, by some 
process, water or oxygen can be extracted 
from extraterrestrial material. This would 
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mean an increased atmospheric supply of 
fresh, uncontaminated oxygen. Another 
area where extraterrestrial supplies could 
become useful is in power generation for the 
life support system. (Power is required to 
operate our pumps, compressors, gas ex- 
changers, and even our instrumentation.) I t  
is entirely plausible that materials may be 
found that are combustible, or that materials 
could be found that may be directly used 
for batteries and fuel cells. And, one step 
further, the existence of radioactive mate- 
rials has been frequently postulated. Even 
solar energy might be useful. Farfetched as 
they may sound, resupply en route might be 
the only solution to solve atmospheric con- 
tamination problems on a 1000-day mission 
when the point of no return has been 
reached. 

TradeoRs in Human Tolerance 
in Emergendes 

The final question of course is: Given a 
set of unfavorable circumstances and un- 
foreseen problems, can we extend man's tol- 
erance itself in an emergency situation? I 
think the most obvious, and maybe partial, 
solution to the problem would be to remove 
man from the contaminated atmosphere, to 
interrupt his continuous exposure. Perhaps 
this could be accomplished by supplying ab- 
solutely clean atmosphere for the duration 
of his rest and sleep cycles. Perhaps the 
crew quarters should be isolated into opera- 
tional and rest areas. In the rest area there 
would be a minimum volume of sleeping 
space and the atmosphere would be clean. 
Perhaps the airlock, after each EVA, with 
its fresh atmosphere, could be used for such 
a purpose. This would mean that we have 
interrupted the vicious circle of continuous 
exposure and reduced i t  to an exposure of 
12 hr  a day, rather than continuous 24 h r  
a day. With all the adaptive processes and 
repairability of the human body, such a 
break might be lifesaving and might mean 
the difference between failure or success of 
the mission. Other ways to accomplish such 
abruption of continuous exposure would be 
to use gas masks, filters, oxygen masks, etc. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The state of the a r t  for predicting man's 
tolerance to trace contaminants for t h e  1000- 
day mission is not here. It must be developed 
so that it will be present within the next 
10 yr. It will take an all-out effort of our 
scientific talent and of our research facilities. 
Suitable mathematical models of chronic 
toxicity during long-term continuous expo- 
sure must be developed for single and mixed 
contaminants to increase the prophetic value 
of animal experimentation and subsequent 
extrapolation to man. 

Because we are dealing with unknown 
quantities, both in the toxicologicali stress 
and in the combined stress areas, o u r  design 
philosophy must be that we will not impose 
a chemical health hazard by contamination 
of the cabin atmosphere. 

We should set tolerance limits only for 
those contaminants that we cannot eliminate 
by any method a t  our disposal, asscnmiw a 
best effort on the part of our engineers. 
Examples for such contaminants may very 
well be carbon monoxide and voIatilc 
hydrocarbons. 

If we are to set group tolerance limits 
for a multitude of similar contaminants 
(e.g., hydrocarbons), we should remember 
that we must assume that their toxic action 
is additive, unless we are willing t o  accept 
the burden of experimental proof to the 
contrary. 

The types of limits that will be needed 
are (1) ceiling limits that are valid for the 
entire mission duration, and (2) two types 
of emergency limits: the alert limit, which 
should have sufficient latitude in time dura- 
tion so that maintenance and repair work 
can be accomplished without overexposure; 
and an abort limit, which is clearly appii- 
cable only within the initial phase of the 
mission. 

Tolerance to trace contaminants should be 
studied in a combined stress environment. 
Mission equivalent length biosatelltte pro- 
grams, where animals could be exposed in 
the atmosphere of an orbital station do actual 
contaminants in a cabin atmosphere, simul- 
taneously with all the combined stresses Ghat 
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cannot be simulated in our earthbound lab- 
oratories, are highly desirable to advance 
our knowledge. The state of the a r t  to main- 
tain these animals by only periodic visits of 
scientists and technicians from Earth is 
clearly here. Without this type of animal 
testing, any tolerance limit set for 1000-day 
missions wiIl remain a highly speculative 
figure. If a separate program is not feasible, 
the manned orbital laboratories should con- 
sider animal complement to the crew. By 
leaving the animal population in orbit for 
substantially longer periods than the astro- 
nauts, valuable histopathological information 
could be developed on adaptive and incipient 
degenerative changes a t  the cellular level. 

Life support system components, subsys- 
tems, rand the integrated system should un- 
dergo a rigorous mode of failure analysis 

to avoid catastrophic toxic exposures as a 
result of malfunctioning equipment or the 
application of stopgap emergency procedures 
and in-flight modifications or servicing. The 
effect of proper and feasible corrective ac- 
tions on the contaminant spectrum should be 
verified experimentally. 

The study of the potential resources for 
life support systems in the extraterrestrial 
environment must be pursued. On the ma- 
terial resources side of the extraterrestrial 
environment rests the only hope for truly 
interplanetary missions and the exploration 
of the planets. Our best prediction is that 
on such missions, toxic manifestations from 
trace contaminants could become the true 
limiting factor to mission duration if re- 
supply of oxygen and filtering media is 
impossible. 
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Space-Cabin Cont inants: Sources and Control 
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Insofar as  human requirements are con- 
cerned, the primary objectives in the design 
of the space capsule are to provide an en- 
vironmental work area in which the mission 
can be carried out in comfort, with maxi- 
mum efficiency, and without significant in- 
jury to the occupants. 

Safely sustaining man in a closed system 
for a relatively long period of time is not 
particularly new or unique. This problem 
has been handled by the Navy for years, 
and many successful missions have been per- 
formed in which prolonged periods of 
submergence in nuclear-powered subma- 
rines have been required. The experience 
and data compiled on submarine-contami- 
nation problems have direct application to 
space-cabin function. While the problems in 
the two systems are similar, the environ- 
mental control problems in spacecraft are 
greatly accentuated by the internal and ex- 
ternal environments of the vehicle. There 
have been no major difficulties with regard 
to trace concentration of toxic contaminants 
in missions of up to 14 days. The major 
problems, then, appear to be associated with 
missions lasting longer than 2 weeks and 
those that could not be easily aborted into 
the friendly atmosphere of Earth or, pos- 
sibly, from acute failure of systems and 
equipment. The major needs in regard to 
trace contamination, then, are as follows: 

(1) Prevention, as much as possible, of 
contamination by trace concentrations of 
toxic substances. This involves determina- 
tion of the origin of trace contaminants, 
identification of the nature of possible con- 

- * 
taminants, selection of materiak with re- 
gard to their offgassing and degradatioc 
products, and selection of systems and eqwip- 
ment with regard to toxic products of mal- 
function or failure. 

(2) Rapid detection of trace contaminants 
in confined spaces. 

(3) Adequate removal (or other meth- 
ods of returning to nontoxic levels) of the 
contaminants from the closed environment. 

(4) Adequate knowledge of mian's long- 
term tolerance to various trace contami- 
nants. 

(5) Evaluation of the effects of problems 
peculiar to the space vehicle on the toxicity 
of contaminants. 

Possibly because of its high leakage? rate, 
no significant trace contamination of the 
Gemini vehicle has been noted. Hotpiever, be- 
cause near-zero leakage is necessary to  con- 
serve the atmosphere on extended manned 
missions, the buildup of contaminants from 
the equipment and from man himself could 
become a serious problem. Some eonlami- 
nants may be irritating but not life threaten- 
ing, while others, by a cumulative? effect, may 
actually be life threatening. Some eontam- 
inants may be directly irritating t o  the skin, 
eyes, or upper or lower respiratory tract, 
while others may produce a systemic toxic 
effect after being absorbed into the body, 
Although many of the possible contaminants 
have no effect on respiration, they are im- 
portant in relation to respiration because 
the majority of them are in the gaseous 
phase and are most commonly taken into the 
body by that means. 
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Although much is known about the 
toxicity of various trace contaminants, the 
deficiency .is that most of the knowledge has 
been obtained on the basis of industrial ex- 
posure. The threshold limit value (TLV) 
represents the upper limits of toxic con- 
centration to which nearly all workers can 
be exposed day after day without ill effect 
and is designed to be used for only 8-hr ex- 
posures in a 5-day workweek for a 30-yr 
or  more work span. In addition, much of the 
information on contaminants has been ob- 
tained from animal studies and extrapolated 
to  man. 

OMGIN AND SOURCES 

Trace contaminants present a formidable 
challenge in space vehicles. I have already 
n~entiomned a basic approach to resolving the 
problem. First, the problem must be defined 
in teems of the contaminant, theoretical or 
present, in the closed system. Second, after 
the theoretical or actual contaminants have 
been delineated, defined, and described, in- 
strumentation must be designed for qualita- 
tive monitoring of the substances. Third, 
methods of removal or control must be prac- 
tical. 

A great deal of knowledge has been ac- 
cum~iPated concerning the origin of trace 
contaminants. In a closed ecologic system, 
many contaminants will appear in the im- 
mediate environment of the astronaut. 
Under normal conditions, most would be of 
no eancerfi, but because of the vehicle's 
closed eeologic system, input is continuous 
and outflow is limited. Therefore, gradual 
accumulation occurs over a period of time. 

It is generally agreed that there are six 
possible sources of contaminants : man, ma- 
terials, machines, equipment and systems 
failure, extravehicular, and secondary gen- 
eration. 

Man 

From man, the principal sources of these 
substances would be expired air, urine, 
feces, and perspiration. Saliva and desqua- 
mated skin could also contribute. Carbon 
dioxide is the principal contaminant of ex- 

pired gas and is a normally present con- 
stituent. Its removal is, of course, an abso- 
lute necessity in a closed system, but this 
has been accomplished in many other situa- 
tions in the past and, therefore, is a prob- 
lem with which scientists are familiar. I t  is 
well known that carbon monoxide is pro- 
duced endogenously and excreted primarily 
in expired gas. Over 100 individual elec- 
trolytes, nitrogenous substances, lipids, car- 
bohydrates, organic acids, vitamins, and 
hormones have been identified in the urine. 
Nitrogenous substances account for the 
greatest part of these. Feces amount to 
about 150 g per day and contain many sub- 
stances. Fecal odor is due primarily to the 
presence of aromatic substances, chiefly in- 
dole and skatole, derived from the deamina- 
tion and decarboxylation of tryptophane. 
Flatus will also be introduced. Its principal 
gases are carbon dioxide, methane, organic 
sulfides, hydrogen, and mercaptans. This 
will vary with changes in the diet. Chroma- 
tograms of saliva indicate the presence of 
ammonia, acetone, methanol, ethanol, 
methyl ethyl ketone, acetonitrile, and vola- 
tile amines. Sweat has urea, phenols, am- 
monia, and electrolytes. Coexisting with 
man within the space vehicle cabin will be 
micro-organisms, fungi, and algae. These 
may also produce noxious gases. 

Materials 

Until the precise nature of the structure 
of the space capsule and the materials to 
be used are described, i t  is not possible to 
state with certainty all of the possible con- 
taminants. Hodgson and Pustinger have de- 
scribed a program to establish the offgassing 
and oxidation products from individual 
cabin materials. They have tested 150 ma- 
terials and over 1500 gaseous environments 
to identify and estimate concentrations of 
gas-off products. They also found that a t  
25' C, little increase in gas-off products oc- 
curred after the first 30 days if there was 
no purging and if the chamber was not re- 
charged; but if the chamber was purged 
and recharged, additional gas-off products 
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accumulated after the first 30 days. Thomas 
and Beck have noted the problems of "boil- 
off" induced through operations inside space 
capsules a t  low pressures. ReIease materials 
will be derived from surfacing materials, 
adhesives, plastics, plasticizers, oils, solvent 
fluids, and metals. Based on submarine ex- 
perience, careful avoidance must be made of 
such common substances as polishes, paints, 
lighter fluids, shaving soaps, and hair tonics 
to avoid air  contamination. Carbon mon- 
oxide is not only produced endogenously 
but is also a degradation and offgassing 
product of many materials. 

Machines 

Air contamination may result from 
normal operation of some machines. Study 
of the gaseous contaminants originating in 
submarines is not entirely applicable, but it 
does provide a useful approach to deter- 
mining possible sources of contaminants. 
These have resulted from operations of de- 
vices controlling C02 levels, batteries, and 
electronic and electrical equipment. The 
Navy has also been very careful about 
equipment that might smoke and foam under 
normal operating conditions, such as tape 
recorders, duplicating machinery, etc. The 
volume of submarines, however, will permit 
more leeway than the smaller space cabin 
insofar as allowable contaminants are con- 
cerned. More than 50 different gases from 
the several hundred believed to be present 
in the sealed environment of nuclear-powered 
submarines have been isolated. This com- 
plex mixture of gaseous atmospheric con- 
taminants comes from many sources. 
Neither the acute nor chronic symptoms of 
intoxication attributable to exposure to any 
of these compounds has been reported in 
submarines; it would appear that such con- 
trol methods should be sufficient in the 
sealed environment of the future space ve- 
hicle, but the small volume of the space- 
craft would permit a quick rise in concen- 
tration from a small contamination leak. It 
has been estimated that only 0.0005 of the 
amount of contaminant is needed to reach 

similar concentration in the air of the space 
capsule as compared to the submerged 
submarine. 

At least 46 contaminants were identified 
in the internal environment of the Mercury 
spacecraft as a result of stripping the at- 
mosphere of contaminants by means of ac- 
tivated charcoal for postflight analysis by 
Saunders. The major constituents, account- 
ing for 99.5 percent of the totah, were 
COB and Freon-114. The pattern of the con- 
taminants was similar in all flights analyzed, 
and practically all evolved in the outer 
cabin atmosphere as distinct from the sep- 
arate atmosphere of the astronaut's pres- 
sure suit. 

Equipment and Systems Failure 

It is possible to have equipment and sys- 
tems that produce no contaminastion at all 
when functioning properly, but that, with 
malfunctioning or failure, produce toxic 
trace contaminants. On occasion, selenium 
rectifiers have given problems in aircraft. 
In a simulated space cabin, nitrogen dioxide 
and ammonia were reported as being gen- 
erated through malfunction of the water 
recovery system. Carbon monoxide is one 
of the most common trace contaminants. Its 
commonest source in small amounts is or- 
dinary smoking. Carbon monoxide and alde- 
hydes are frequent breakdown products of 
equipment failure. In a systems failure re- 
sulting in fire in a confined space., large con- 
centrations of carbon monoxide, possibly 
lethal, may be produced. Toxic environments 
result from thermal decomposition of elec- 
trical equipment, hydraulic fluid, and oil. In 
1966, Saunders reported that the crew of 
manned environmental systems assessment 
developed symptoms of appetite decrease, 
nausea, vomiting, itchiness around the eyes, 
headaches, sore gums, and painful jaws. 
This was in the first few days of a 30-day 
study with five men in a closed system. The 
mission was aborted on the fourth day. The 
trace contaminant producing these symp- 
toms was determined as dichloroaeetylene 
that possibly resulted from some systems or 
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equipment malfunction. There are many 
other possible contaminants that we could 
mention as being breakdown products in 
equipment malfunction or failure-this is a 
very prominent possible source of toxic con- 
tamination and one that must be given much 
consideration. 

Extravehicular 

This -is an unknown quantity because no 
vehicle has been exposed to long-term space 
flight or to the simulated conditions of such. 
Since the condition of Og cannot be simu- 
lated, only postulations can be made prior 
to actual long-term manned flight. Ac- 
tually, movement of external contaminants 
into the spacecraft is unlikely because the 
pressure gradient will be such that escape 
from the capsule into the external environ- 
ment is much more likely. Radiation in 
space may create new decomposition prod- 
ucts from cabin materials, however. 

Secondary Generation 

It has been suggested that electromag- 
netic radiations may enter the capsule from 
without or be generated from lighting 
aboard. These wavelengths may catalyze 
formation of aerosols similar to the photo- 
chemical reaction that occurs in Los 
Awgeles. 

Additional Comments 

In a study designed to describe the effects 
on man of a mixture of oxygen and helium 
a t  258 rnm Hg total pressure (02:  175 mm 
Hg ; We : 74 rnm Rg) , four human volunteers 
were exposed to this atmosphere for 56 days. 
The dmosphere was then analyzed for 
major and minor constituents by Adams and 
coworkers. Sixty-eight minor constituents 
were detected and Eoncentrations were be- 
low "ce level thought to cause physiological 
effects. Another study with four men in a 
closed system for 30 days showed the maxi- 
mum eoneentrations of carbon monoxide, 
carbon dioxide, ammonia, sulfur dioxide, 
hydrogen sulfide, nitrogen dioxide, chlorine, 
hydrocarbons, aldehydes, cyanide, and phos- 
gene to  be well below alert values. But these 

investigations have not, in general, been 
specifically designed to study contamination. 
Conkle and coworkers have conducted a 
study to define the contaminants associated 
with human occupancy of a sealed environ- 
ment in an oxygen-nitrogen atmosphere a t  
760 mm Hg total pressure with an oxygen 
partial pressure of 165 mm Hg. The study 
consisted of an 11-day background (un- 
manned) and a 14-day manned period. A 
total of 97 compounds was identified, with 
22 noted only during the manned portion of 
the study. Methane production was within 
the limits of flatus production. Carbon mon- 
oxide was produced a t  the rate of 0.37 ml/ 
man/hr and was the only compound pro- 
duced by man a t  such a rate that i t  clearly 
would require removal in long-term sealed 
atmospheric habitation. 

In many other closed environment studies, 
including submarines, simulated flights in 
various test chambers a t  such places as 
SAM and Langley, and Mercury and Gemini 
vehicles, numerous trace contaminants have 
been identified, although the sources of some 
of these hqve not been identified. 

In summary, then, so far  as the origins 
go, numerous trace contaminants have been 
identified in the atmospheres of confined 
spaces. Their origins have been found to be 
primarily from endogenous production 
within the body, degradation and offgassing 
of materials within the closed space, or some 
breakdown or malfunction of equipment or 
system. Other possible origins of contami- 
nants have been discussed. Some trace con- 
taminants have been identified and others 
have been recovered but not identified. I t  is 
likely that a great many others will be noted 
as further studies proceed. 

CONTROL 

Manned spacecraft are faced with a 
unique problem in the need to measure con- 
fined, continually recycled atmospheres and 
the contaminants therein for, as I previously 
mentioned, after the theoretical or actual 
contaminants and their sources have been de- 
lineated, defined, and described, instrumen- 
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tation must be designed for qualitative and 
quantitative mogitoring of the substances. 
The detection system must be rapid enough 
to prevent the occurrence of significant con- 
tact with toxic levels of contaminants. These 
minute samples present a problem, for al- 
though initially they may have little signifi- 
cance, they will probably have a cumulative 
effect on the astronaut. As they are com- 
pounded, the problem becomes more perplex- 
ing. The cabin materials that give rise to 
noxious gases and vapors may not be too 
different from those found in undersea 
craft. The differences that will be present, 
however, have been mentioned. There are 
payload limitations requiring a closed eco- 
logical system for supplying a habitable en- 
vironment during prolonged manned space 
flight. The cabin will most likely be oper- 
ated a t  less than 15-psi pressure, thus en- 
hancing greatly the problems of boiloff from 
such common substances as paints, var- 
nishes, adhesives, plastics, oil solvents, 
fluids, and even metals, to mention only a 
few. Zero-g conditions will also give rise to 
problems with particulate matter such as 
dust and aerosols, which will have a tend- 
ency to clump into larger and larger aggre- 
gates and be harmful to both man and filter- 
ing systems. 

Another, and possibly the most important 
limitation, is the electric and mechanical 
power supply. Submarine engineers were 
able to deal satisfactorily with most of the 
problems mentioned as a result of the advent 
of nuclear power, which allowed almost un- 
limited power for air-conditioning systems, 
air-filtering beds, air-pollution instrumen- 
tation, and contaminant warning systems. 
Even then, cabin air became contaminated. 
The requirements for space-cabin design are 
thus very stringent. 

To reiterate, then, the first step in control 
is an attempt a t  prevention of contamination 
with toxic substances by determining the ori- 
gins, identifying the contaminants, and se- 
lecting materials, equipment, and systems 
with regard to degradation products and 
products of malfunction and failure. The next 

step is rapid detection of toxic eontamina- 
tion when i t  does occur. Most of the studies 
previously mentioned have been carried out 
in chambers or environments where the con- 
centration of the contaminant can be rigidly 
controlled. Identification of many of the 
contaminants has been made by remoiiing all 
the noxious gases from the atmosphere by 
means of activated charcoal-analysis and 
separation being carried out later. Detection 
of the contaminant and determination of its 
co;zcentration have been carried out primar- 
ily by gas chromatography and mass spee- 
trometry, but the ability to sense the 
complete spectrum of the spacecraft con- 
taminants has not yet been achieved. If 
contamination, even the most remote sign 
of contamination, cannot be prevented 
(and i t  is highly likely that i t  cannot), 
then i t  is obvious that a detection sys- 
tem is an absolute necessity. As already 
mentioned, the primary objectives in the de- 

" an sign of the space capsule are to provid- 
environmental work area in which the anis- 
sion can be carried out in comfort, with max- 
imum efficiency, and without significant in- 
jury to the occupants. We must be aware, 
then, of the possible contaminants to which 
the occupants may be exposed over arr indefi- 
nite time, singly and in multiple combination, 
without adverse effects and aware of those t o  
which they cannot be exposed for any length 
of time. The presence of any in this Patter 
group must be detected early, and they must 
be removed or preparations must be made for 
their levels to be continuously monitored and 
controlled, such as must be done with carbon 
dioxide. 

The next step, then, is adequate removal 
of contaminants; that is, a method for re- 
turning the atmosphere to a nontoxic level 
in the closed environment. Conventionally, 
activated carbon has been used to remove 
aerosols, and a catalyst is used to remove 
contaminants such as carbon monoxide. Cry- 
ogenic trapping systems are being studied. 
Air from any source can be made accept- 
able and pleasant if sufficient equiplnent can 
be used for the removal of condaminants, 
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freshening, and purification. The basic prob- 
lem is to provide a safe atmosphere within 
the limitations imposed by the restrictions 
in the weight of machinery necessary to a o  
comp%ish the task. It is important to know 
about the theoretically possible contaminants 
and PI-obable acceptable T'LV values for con- 
tinual oceupancy. Even though predictions 
care made of possible contaminants and meas- 
ures taken to assure control within accept- 
able TLV's, provision must still be made for 
the emergency solution to the problem of 
the sudden accidental appearance of toxic 
material in high concentrations. These would 
probably best be countered by using the 
emergency self-containing air support and 
dumping the cabin gas. 

The problem of toxicity of substances oc- 
curring in a closed ecologic system has been 
the subject of a number of symposia and 
reports, and lists of possible contaminants 
have been. compiled. A National Academy of 
Sciences ad hoc committee is now in the 
process of establishing and making recom- 
mendations on air  standards for long-term 
manned space flight. These are all necessary 
steps before final methods for control can 
be established. The problems peculiar to the 
space vehicle and their effects on the toxic 
actions of air contaminants must also be con- 
sidered. These include weightlessness, in- 
creased oxygen tension, increased radiation 
levels, electromagnetic energies, increased 

particulate load, reduced pressures, vibra- 
tion, noise, and acceleration. 

In summary, then, the theoretically pos- 
sible sources of contaminants are man, 
machines, materials, equipment failure, ex- 
travehicular, and secondary generation. The 
major needs are  prevention, as much as pos- 
sible, of contamination; rapid detection of 
toxic substances ; adequate knowledge about 
TLV's for continual occupancy; and methods 
to maintain nontoxic levels of contaminants. 

As I visualize the situation, the problem 
areas and gaps in knowledge are: 

(1) Adequate identification of the con- 
taminants. 

(2) Prevention of the production of con- 
taminants by system failures or release from 
materials. In selecting materials to be used 
aboard the spacecraft, it is valuable to have 
a toxicological checklist to determine the 
potential problems anticipated from the off- 
gassing or degradation of the product. 

(3) Knowledge of the effects of special 
space vehicle factors, such as Og, on accu- 
mulation and toxicity of contaminants. 

(4) Development of appropriate instru- 
mentation to sense the complete spectrum of 
spacecraft contaminants. 

(5) Further development of systems to 
remove a variety of trace contaminants from 
the closed environment of the space vehicle. 



Nutrition and Food Requirements 
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The subject of nutrition and food management for space flight is a very broad one. 
The problems of short-term and extended flights require separate solutions. 

The short-term flights, up to 14 days, actually do not present a serious nutritional 
problem because man can survive without food for this period. In this period of time, 
work and performance degradation are not very great and no serious metabolic mal- 
functions occur. The problem that has occurred in the short-term flights has been de- 
hydration. This is a separate problem and will be discussed individually. The discussion 
of the possibilities of the longer term flights, up to 1000 days or more, presents an 
entirely different problem. Man must be supplied with adequate calories and all ths 
other necessary nutrients. This will be the major part  of this discussion. 

GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT PROBLEMS 

In addition to the problems of nutrient and 
water intake in space, there is the associated 
problem of the functional integrity of the 
gastrointestinal tract. I t  has been pointed out 
several times that contamination of the cabin 
atmosphere increases the toxicity of the 
closed environment. One source of such con- 
tamination is flatulence, hence foods that in- 
crease the intestinal gases increase contami- 
nation of the air. In addition, there are the 
problems of nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea. 
Vomiting in Og atmosphere where particles 
remain suspended can be disastrous. One can 
visualize how vomiting can contaminate the 
atmosphere both with the particulate matter 
and with the aromatics. Diarrhea, which 
could be the result of bacterial contamination 
or of allergies to the food, would be an equally 
great disaster to the astronauts in a closed 
environment. The management of fecal waste 
has been minimized by the use of low-residue 
diets. Bowel movements occur every 3 to 5 
days and consist of solid inspissated fecal 
masses that are comparatively easy to handle. 

Diarrhea is a problem that could be lbrought 
about by improper food handling or by the 
improper choice of food for the situat: -aoa or 
the conditions involved. 

EFFECT OF Og ON METABOLISM 

Even primitive man knew tha"$,wheir a 
body was warm the man was alive and when 
it was cold he was dead. This obviously 
meant that heat or energy was an integral 
part of the maintenance of life and that a 
human being, as long as he is alive, gives off 
heat. This heat has to be supplied by some 
form of energy. This energy comes from the 
food that we consume. Some environments 
have a greater demand on energj require- 
ments than others. In cold environments 
where the heat dissipation from the body is 
great, when a,dequate protective clothing is 
not provided, metabolic rates increase t o  pro- 
vide this increased heat loss. In warmer cli- 
mates, if the body temperature does not rise, 
heat dissipation is lower because of the equil- 
ibration between the body heat and the ex- 
ternal temperature. The replacement heat 
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demands are lower and metabolic rates drop. 
The food requirements of man under any and 
all eonditions in which he is going to work 
sho~ald be determined. The orbital environ- 
ment is unique and to date there have not 
been any adequate measurements of the food 
or energy requirements of man under these 
conditions. This is not because i t  has not been 
tried o r  because the people in charge of the 
program are not aware of the problems. It 
is because the difficulties have been so great, 
acd under the constraints of the development 
of the programs, this type of physiological 
measurement or medical program has not 
been completed. At the present time, the en- 
ergy requirement of the astronaut is not 
known exactly. The stresses to which he is 
subjected in the capsule a t  liftoff, and subse- 
quently, create certain demands or change 
the demands on these metabolic require- 
ments. The effect of 0g on metabolic or work 
require-nnents is unknown. There are indica- 
tions as to what some of these effects will 
be, but there are  no quantitative definitive 
measurements available to date that can give 
the data from which the proper calculations 
could be made. The food requirements for the 
astronauts in space under the current condi- 
tions a r e  a matter of guesswork; however, i t  
is educated guessing, and I am sure that no- 
body is going to suffer for want of calories 
in these short-term flights. 

What happens to the basal metabolic rate 
a t  Og? Is the muscle relaxation such that 
oxygen or caloric requirements decrease ap- 
preciably or is relaxation insufficient to be a 
major faetor in oxygen or caloric require- 
ments? This is completely unknown. The 
Soviets have presented some data that would 
indicate that in the case of the female astro- 
naut, there was a decrease of about 30 per- 
cent in her oxygen requirements after 3 days; 
in the ease of a 5-day astronaut, there was a 
decrease of about 35 percent in his oxygen 
requirements that subsequently returned to 
normal, This is not incompatible with the 
theoretical anticipation of the changes that 
could occur with the relaxation associated 
with 05;" Some of Dr. Don Wheadon's analysis 

of the urine from Gemini 7 carried out a t  
the National Institutes of Health give an  
indication of a nitrogen loss that could be an 
indication of muscular atrophy. This is com- 
patible with the concept that there may be a 
decrease in the resting metabolic rates a t  
Og. During the periods of mechanical work 
the problem is entirely different. There has 
been a fair  amount of work carried out on 
the terrestrial surface in connection with en- 
ergy expenditures in pressurized suits. Ener- 
gy expenditures as expressed in kilocalories 
(kcal) are quite different in a spacesuit than 
in ordinary clothing. Walking a t  the rate of 
1 mph a t  sea level in light clothing requires 
about 100 kcal. This is for the "standard 
man" of 154 Ib, 5 f t  10 in., walking a t  the rate 
of 3 mph. If this man pats on an unpres- 
surized spacesuit, which is heavily insulated, 
then his cost of walking per mile jumps from 
100 kcal to approximately 250 kcal. This is 
really the penalty he pays for wearing cloth- 
ing that is somewhat binding and certainly 
prevents adequate heat dissipation. If the 
spacesuit is pressurized at about 3.5 psi (as 
are the current models), the astronaut is 
forced into an abduction position because of 
the ballooning of the suit. The cost of walk- 
ing a mile becomes 400 to 500 kcal instead of 
the original 100 kcal. It is apparent that un- 
less improved pressure suits become avail- 
able, extravehicular activities are going to 
cost a lot in terms of food and oxygen. 

FOOD FOR LONGDURATION FLTGNTS 

In the long-term flights, the total weight. 
of the foold system becomes critical. It be- 
comes essential to know the requirements 
exactly to couple the engineering constraints 
of weights and volume with the metabolic 
requirements of the man and the design of 
the optimum system for the situation evolved. 
Up to now, the short flights of both the 
American and Soviet astronauts have served 
to solve certain basic problems. Man can 
chew a t  Og and there is no problem in de- 
glutition. The peristaltic motion of the gas- 
trointestinal tract proceeds on essentially a 
normal mechanism, and the food bolus is pro- 
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pelled through. Digestion is normal. Before 
man had the opportunity of spending time 
in space, there were many people who said 
there would be problems in the gastrointes- 
tinal tract. The lack of definite interface be- 
tween the fluid and the gas a t  Og will create 
problems in the stomach with the normal gas 
bubble and in the intestines with peristalsis. 
Fortunately, these predictions did not prove 
to be true, and the gastrointestinal functional 
problems have not been a major part of any 
of the difficulties concerned with the flights 
to date. 

The concept of Mars or Venus flybys or 
planetary stations makes i t  necessary to plan 
for life support systems capable of keeping 
a man up in this environment for periods of 
3 to 5 or more years. Reliable life support 
systems must provide oxygen, water, and a 
complete diet. Not only must this diet be ade- 
quate in terms of nutrients, macro and micro, 
and water, but i t  must be acceptable to the 
man. He must consume i t  and not develop 
nausea or anorexia. The metabolic require- 
ments must be known exactly so that the 
diet can be designed to be adequate for the 
conditions under which the man will work, 
but not enough is known about the conditions 
under which he will work to define the basic 
requirements. The designers are working 
with several unknowns and attempting to 
come up with answers that will be close to 
the truth. For planning purposes, one must 
proceed but one must be prepared with sev- 
eral contingency plans in case the situations 
change or information is developed that will 
allow one to make more exact plans. 

For flights extending beyond 60 days, the 
weight and space requirements are such that 
the penalty is too great to bring food from 
the surface of the Earth. Regenerative sys- 
tems both for food and oxygen will have to 
be developed. If such a system could do both 
a t  the same time, it would be ideal. The ques- 
tions of the tradeoffs as to the various pos- 
sibilities will be discussed very briefly as we 
go along. Such systems that can probably 
regenerate oxygen from carbon dioxide and 
reclaim some of the wastes from the urine 

and the feces are related to the growth of 
certain unicellular plants such as the various 
types of algae and bacteria. There are some 
types of bacteria, as for instance, the hydro- 
genomonas, where one would require a power 
source to electrolyze the water to provide 
hydrogen. The organism can survive on hy- 
drogen plus urea as a source of nitrogen. 
(Urea is available in the urine.) The use of 
this type of organism, however, presents 
many difficulties. Let me just point ou t  some 
of the problems that would be present if one 
were to use this type of organism as a total 
source of calories. These organisms are about 
80 percent protein by weight. They col~tain 
about 10 percent lipid and trace amounts of 
carbohydrates. The biological value of the 
protein of this type of organism compared to 
egg whites is about 77 percent. It is quite a 
good protein and would be very adequate for 
human nutritional requirements. They will 
supply about 400 cal per 100 g of dried orga- 
nism. Four cal/g is a very concentrated 
source of nutrition, and, from this 
point of view, they look quite ideal. 
If a human were to consume this 
hydrogenomonas as the sole source of 
calories and proteins, then many other 
problems would arise. To meet the caloric 
requirements would require about 750 g of 
the organism.= This would mean that the man 
would be taking in about 500 g of protein a 
day because you will recall that this organism 
is approximately 80 percent protein. This 
could be a tremendous waste of energy. First, 
there is the ener-gy required to synthesize the 
protein, and second, the fact that one cannot 
metabolize proteins completely because urea 
(the end product) is still a potential source 
of energy. This imposes a great burden on 
the total system. What is more important is 
the burden it poses on the kidneys. 500 g of 
protein a day increase the obligatory water 
requirements to a point more than triple that 
which would be required under a more aver.- 

' I wish to thank Dr. Doris Calloway, o f  the Uni- 
versity of California in Berkeley, f o r  making these 
data from her COSPAR 1967 paper available to me. 
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age protein intake. Water is the limiting 
factor under some conditions in the space- 
craft, and certainly the burden on the kid- 
neys of having to wash out this amount of 
metaboiic nitrogenous end product becomes 
a i,ossible source of serious danger, particu- 
larly if any dehydration does develop. The 
f ~ c k  of sensation of thirst has been reported 
in short-term flights. We have no concept as 
to  what Iiappens to the thirst mechanism 
when a steady state is reached on the long- 
"elem flights. Suppose that the low-thirst 
meciianisrn exists later as i t  does earlier. 
The accumulation of nitrogen in the blood 
would be sufficient to create a serious prob- 
lem. The water requirements would increase 
to over 5 liters a day. In addition, there is 
another problem that large amounts of these 
organisms bring about-the nucleic acid con- 
"cent of baeteria.Normally, in our daily diet, 
we consume about 2 g of nucleic acids a day, 
and we do know that under certain conditions 
if as mueh as 8 g of nucleic acid a day are 
consumed by an individual, the concentration 
of bI~?oGi uric acid will rise as high as i t  does 
inn people with gout. If people are going to 
consume the 750 g of bacteria to supply the 
daily caloric requirements, there would be 
about 50 g of nucleic acid in this dietary in- 
take. If i t  does raise the blood uric acid con- 
tent in normal people to the level that can be 
anticipated, then deposits of the urates in the 
tissue and crystals that are painful and dis- 
abling can be expected in the urine. Theoret- 
icai'%y, this is a good source of protein that a t  
the same time is capable of helping regener- 
ate an oxygen system, but its drawbacks in 
the area of water requirements and the renal 
systems are such that it appears impractical 
for  long-term flights. I think we will have to 
go to other types of regenerative systems, 
and use these as a supplement rather than 
as a principal source. One may have to use 
more than one system because, if the amino 
gram requirements are not fulfilled by the 
proteins from the algae, a small amount of 
protein from the bacterial system would sup- 
ply the amino acids that would fulfill the 

amino gram requirements of the algae. We 
have to work with the engineers and supply 
them with the biological data to select the 
method that would result in the optimum sys- 
tem for the weight, volume, and power re- 
quirements. The utility of the system must 
be such that it can be used for the specific 
mission. I question whether a system can be 
devised that will work for all missions. I 
think that each mission will have to have its 
own system to supply the individual require- 
ments of the individual astronauts because 
the protein requirements of each individual 
are somewhat different. It will be necessary 
to titrate these requirements to fairly minus- 
cule differences on account of these volume, 
weight, and time limitations. Certainly we 
will have to design the system to meet the 
demands of the size of the crew, the dura- 
tion of the flight, and the individual members 
of the crew themselves. 

Dietary recommendations must be very 
practical. Some of you may remember the 
biscuits that came with the K-rations in 
World War 11. They were eventually re- 
named the "K-9 biscuits." These were ideal 
for nutrition and had the nutrients that man 
needed in them, but they were not acceptable 
to the troops. Let us not design diets for the 
astronauts that are nutritionally optimum 
but practically worthless. These secondary 
problems may arise from too sharp a focus 
on the nutritional optimum. We cannot ex- 
pect to optimize each one of the systems. 
We will have to optimize the total voyage 
rather than any one individual system or 
individual component in the mission. 

The diet itself should be simple, with em- 
phasis, if possible, on natural foods that will 
supply the nutritional components. I believe 
that a liquid diet should be used during those 
missions where metabolic measurements are  
being made. We must get the measurement of 
the true metabolic requirements of these in- 
dividuals. We know from our standard met- 
abolic work that these liquid dietary mixes 
are easy to handle. They are uniform in com- 
position, and we, therefore, can measure the 
dietary intakes simply by the simple tech- 
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nique of measuring the volume of liquid-diet 
intake. Certainly for the first voyages some 
type of liquid homogenized diet should be 
preferred, for this very basic reason of sup- 
plying data, but this does not mean that 
liquid diets would be used entirely and will 
be used eventually for the long-term voyage. 
These studies of the metabolic requirements 
and metabolic degradations are extremely 
important because to date there have been no 
satisfactory metabolic measurements. Urine 
collections have been inadequate, not because 
the people have not wanted to do it, but be- 
cause the difficulties of the situation have 
been such that the urine collections have not 
been complete and the analytical work on the 
few urines that have been collected have 
shown that the problem of collection is a 
major obstacle. The problems of balance pre- 
clude the use of stews and other types of 
mixed foods a t  the present time. If a stew is 
served, one may pick out a picce of meat and 
leave the vegetables behind. This makes i t  
difficult to calculate the intake, and, for this 
reason, the homogenized mixture is pre- 
ferred. 

The composition of the diet should be ap- 
proximately 12 percent protein, 50 to 55 
percent carbohydrate, and 30 to 35 percent 
fat. You will recall the work of Johnson and 
Sargent a t  the University of Illinois over the 
period of many years on optimum food ratios 
for survival diets. They found under all con- 
ditions and over a variety of caloric intakes 
and expenditures that this particular ratio 
was the one that served the purpose best. 
During certain periods of the flight, however, 
it becomes apparent that the sodium and po- 
tassium requirements are going to change 
because of adrenal response to stress. It may 
well be that we will have to supply up to 15 
g of sodium chloride a day and a t  the same 
time we will have to minimize the potassium 
to about 1 g a day to satisfy this adrenal 
response to stress. Approximately 2.5 liters 
of drinking water a day will be required if 
the protein intake is not allowed to get to 
the point of increasing obligatory water re- 
quirements. Water intake can be based on a 

very simple measurement : specific gravity 
of the urine. This must be kept below 1015 
to avoid hemoconcentration. The pH of the 
urine will vary with the composition of diet, 
This can be determined preflight. 

The weight of the food, water, and bottled 
oxygen or chemical sources of oxygen for 
each man each day is 14 or 15 lb (6 t o  7 kg). 
In terms of the 1000-day flights, this is about 
2500 kg per man per year. Fifty-five hundred 
Ib, or 2.5 tons of food, oxygen, and water, are 
required a t  launch for each year that the man 
is in space. For the three-man flights, this 
would be 6 to 7 tons for each year. This is a 
tremendous weight penalty and is the reason 
regenerative systems must be employed. The 
biological quality of the protein in algae can 
be adjusted quite easily to serve the purpose. 
The chief difficulty with algae ats a food 
source is poor ceII-wall breakdom and re- 
sulting gastrointestinal disturbance. In &on- 
don, 2 or 3 weeks ago a t  the COSPAR meet- 
ing, a Soviet speaker stated that the gastro- 
intestinal disturbance brought on by the 
chlorella (a type of algae) intake was so bad 
that they do not anticipate using it in their 
long-term space voyages. 

I t  may be necessary to change the ratio of 
carbohydrates to fats under certai.rz eondi- 
tions. The measurement of man's metabolic 
activities usually includes his respiratory 
quotient (RQ); that is, the ratio of oxygen 
to carbon dioxide in his exhaled air. This is 
an indication of the type of food that is being 
metabolized. An RQ of 1, meaning 60, and 
0, are equal, indicates that only carbohydrate 
is being oxidized. Burning fats result in an 
RQ of 0.7. The RQ from proteins is some- 
where in between, a t  about 0.85, because the 
carbon matrix of the various amino acids is 
mixed. The unicellular regenerative systems 
have an assimilation quotient corresponding 
to the RQ. Most of the algae under study 
have an assimilation quotient of 0.89. It be- 
comes obvious that if the respiratory qu~t ien t  
of the man deviates very greatly from 0.89, 
the regenerating system will fail in the 
course of time because the O2 regeneration 
will not be compatible with 602 production, 
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The metabolic mixture for the man should 
he d e s i ~ e d  so that his respiratory quotient 
at  feastapproximates the assimilation quo- 
tients of the regenerative system and, 
thereby, avoid major changes that can lead 
to  bad results. I have not mentioned the cal- 
cium problem. One can say from the reports 
that in some of the early short-term flights, 

there was apparently X-ray evidence of ex- 
tensive bone demineralization. During the 
long-term flights, where procedures and ex- 
ercise were carried out, the demineralization 
problem apparently was not as severe as  
i t  was during short periods. Preventive or 
corrective measures are certainly available 
and can be developed. 
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Water Management for Extended-Duration 
Manned S~ace Missions* 

This paper describes the first two water-management techniques that  the Douglas 
Aircraft Co. is  evaluating in manned chamber tests for application to extended-duration 
space missions. The two techniques are the open-cycle air-evaporation system in which 
humidity control and water recovery from urine are accomplished in a single, combined 
system; and the multifiltration technique for wash-water purification and filtering of 
humidity condensate and urine distillate. The tradeoff considerations that  influenced 
the selection of these techniques are discussed. The paper also discusses the chemical 
pretreatment of urine and the control of odors, trace contaminants, and microbes. Data 
on water quality are included. 

INTRODUCTION total residue. These four are probably the 

This paper discusses open-cycle air evap- most significant of the many standard meas- 

oration and multifiltration, the first two urements (ref. 2) that can be made. (pH is 

spacecraft water-management systems that a measure of N+ and OH- ions. Usuakly, in 

Douglas is evaluating in manned-chamber the case of urine distillate, low pH is caused 

tests. The two systems have the following by volatile organic acids and high pH is 

goals : caused by ammonia.) 
(1) Recovery of drinking water from 

approximately 1 liter/man-day of humidity 
condensate (ref. 1) 

(2) Recovery of drinking water from 
approximately 134 liters/man-day of urine 
(ref. 1) 

(3) Cleanup of 2 liters/man-day of wash 
water used to maintain personal cleanliness 

The relative purity of urine, wash water, 
and humidity condensate, before and after 
processing, is indicated in table I by four 
quantitative measures : pH, specific conduc- 
tivity, chemical oxygen demand (COD), and 

"The work reported in this paper was conducted 
by the Douglas Missile & Space Systems Division, 
Advance Biotechnology and Power Department, un- 
der independent research and development (IRAD) 
funds, IRAD nos. 81641-002, 81241-003, and 80641- 
002. 

Specific Conductivity 

Specific conductivity is a functiioa of the 
ionic species present in water. If the amount 
and identity of each ionic solute is known, 
then the specific conductivity of a so&ution 
can be calculated, as there is a definite rela- 
tionship between ion concentration and spe- 
cific conductivity for individual species. The 
specific conductivities per unit concentration 
for several salts and ions a t  infinite dilution 
and a t  77' F are as follows : 

p,m ha -c?m-' 
Salt or ion: mg/liteT- 

H+ ......................... .. ............................................ 349.7 
OH- .................................................................... EE,6 
NH,' ................................................................... 4.06 
NH,+OH- .......................................................... 7.74 
NHaCl ..................... .. ....................................... 2.80 
(NH4) zCO3 ........................................................... 2.92 
NHIHCOs .......................................................... 1-49 
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In figure 1, the relationship between pH 
and specific conductivity is shown assuming 
that only H+ and OH- ions are present. 

TABLE 1.-Typical Contamination Levels of Several Types of Spacecraft Water 

The oxidation of most organic compounds by 
dichromate is 95 to 100 percent of the theo- 
retical value. Ammonia, benzene, toluene, 
and pyridine are not oxidized (ref. 2). 

- -  

Item 

p H _ _  _._.__.. -_.- 

Spe-ifie condue- 
tivity, vrnbo- 
cm- l__ ._ .___- -_-  

Chemical oxygen 
demand, mg/ 
I l t e r . _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . -  

'kohl  residue, mg / 
liter- _ _ _. _. _. - - -  

Total Residue 

Total residue, when determined as out- 
lined in reference 2, is the total concen- 
tration of relatively low vapor-pressure sol- 
utes, because in the determination, the water 
sample is dried in a steam bath followed 
by oven baking a t  103O to 105O 6. Thus, 
high vapor-pressure solutes like NH,, C02, 
HC1, formic acid, and phenols are driven off. 
The remaining residue is composed primar- 
ily of the low vapor-pressure solutes. Such 
solutes get into the distillate, not by phase 
change or gaseous diffusion, but by physical 
entrainment and mechanical transport to 
the condenser (carryover) or by dissolution 
of materials in contact with the condensed 
phase. 

The difficulty in processing contaminated 
water for reuse is related to the total weight 
of the contaminants, the number of different 
contaminants, and the nature of each con- 
taminant. In decreasing order of difficulty, 

Fiwnc 1 , ~ s ~ ~ ~  of H+ and OH- ions on specific the spacecraft waters rank as follows: hu- 
conductivity. man urine, used wash water, humidity 

Human 
urine 
(no 

treatment? 

4.6 to 8.0 

16 000 to 20 000 

12000to l5000  

38 000 to 47 000 

Urine 
distillate 
from air 
evapora- 
tion with 
chemical 
pretreat- 

ment 
(with air 
charcoal; 

with post- 
treatment) 

6 . 5 t o 7 . 5  

<5  

<4 

<2 

Used 
wash 
water 

(no 
treatment) 

4 . 5 t o  5.5 

500 to 700 

200to1200 

1300 to 2500 

Wash-water 
distillate 
from air 
evapora- 
tion with 
chemical 
pretreat- 

ment 
(no air 

charcoal; 
no post- 

treatment) 

6 . 0 t 0 7 . 0  

4 to  10 

10 to 20 

2 to 10 

Humidity 
condensate 

with air 
charcoal 
in purge 
stream 

(no post- 
treatment) 

5 .9 t08 .0  

150 to 300 

200to1300 

2 to 35 

I 
Urine 

distillate 
from air 
evapora- 
tion with 
chemical 
pretreat- 

ment 
(no air 

charcoal; 
no post- 

treatment) 

4 . 5 t 0 8 . 8  

9 to  90 

20to350 

2 to  12 

Urine 
distillate 
from air 
evapora- 
tion with 
chemical 
pretreat- 

ment 
(with air 
charcoal; 
no post- 

treatment) 

4 . 5 t 0 8 . 8  

9 to 90 

2 0 t o 8 0  

2 to  12 
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condensate, urine distillate, and wash-water 
distillate. 

SYSTEM SELECTION 

Efforts to develop reliable water-process- 
ing systems with low launch and resupply 
weights have been in progress since the mid- 
1950's. Every known purification technique 
and variation thereof has been examined, 
including phase change, filtration, adsorp- 
tion, chemical alteration, electrolysis, pyrol- 
ysis, electrodialysis, and reverse osmosis. 
There have been many' different processes, 
systems, and components proposed, based on 
one or more of these techniques, that incor- 
porate various novel features to achieve 
adequate performance in the unfamiliar, Og 
spacecraft environment. A considerable ef- 
fort has been expended comparing rival sys- 
tems (refs. 3 to l o ) ,  and most investigators 
agree that the more promising systems are 
vacuum distillation, vapor pyrolysis, electro- 
dialysis, vapor compression, air  evaporation, 
and multifiltration. This paper discusses 
only air evaporation and multifiltration, the 
first two water-recovery systems that Doug- 
las plans to evaluate in manned-chamber 
tests. 

The decision to evaluate air  evaporation 
and multifiltration first was based on the 
simplicity and advanced state of develop- 
ment of the concepts and on tradeoff studies 
that considered operation in null gravity, 
degree of reliability, fixed weight, expend- 
able weight, power requirements, percentage 
of water recovered, availability of waste 
heat, and system volume. In addition to these 
considerations, the following important 
points, discussed in reference 11, favor air 
evaporation : 

(1) The system has high reliabiIity that 
derives from a minimum number of dynamic 
components and controls. 

(2) There are no solid heat-transfer sur- 
faces in contact with urine, hence there are  
no scaling problems. 

(3) Because of the use of wicks, no arti- 
ficial gravity in the form of spinning parts 
is required in the evaporation step. 

(4) Air evaporation is a nonboiling proc- 

ess ; therefore, carryover, promoted by foam- 
ing and boiling, is not a problem. 

( 5 )  Essentially 100 percent of the water 
in urine is recovered because eachwiek 
evaporator is taken to a dryness of approxi- 
mately 40° F dewpoint. 

(6) Separation and venting of urine 
gases occur naturally in the wick evapora- 
tor. 

(7) Urine temperature remains Pow in 
air evaporation (equal to the airstream 
adiabatic saturation temperature), there- 
fore, there is less contamination of the dis- 
tillate with high vapor-pressure urine 
solutes. 

(8) The air-evaporation technique does 
not require vacuum. Therefore, housing 
weights are less, leakage is not critical, and 
special auxiliaries such as vacuum pumps, 
traps, dynamic seals, and high-head water 
pumps are not required. 

(9) Because of the simplicity of air evap- 
oration and the relatively small number of 
components, the predicted time and cost 
to develop flight-qualified hardware is less 
than for other systems. 

Published tradeoff studies (refs, 1 and 4) 
confirm Douglas conclusions that the air- 
evaporation technique is compe"cikive for 
purification of urine and wash water, and 
that the multifiltration technique is compet- 
itive for wash water, humidity condensate, 
urine distillate, and wash-water distillate. 
The only overlap in application for  these 
two techniques is in respect to wash water; 
in this case, the choice is influenced t o  a 
large extent by mission length: shorter mis- 
sions favor multifiltration and longer mis- 
sions favor air evaporation. Because there 
is little doubt that an open-cycle air-evapsra- 
tion system that can successfully process 
urine can also process wash water, it was 
felt that the maximum information would 
be obtained in a manned chamber run by 
choosing multifiltration to process the wask 
water. 

The open-cycle version of air evaporation 
was selected for evaluation over the closed- 
cycle configuration because proof of f easi- 
bility of the former also establishes feasibil- 
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i ty of the latter, while the reverse situation 
is not true. Also, open-cycle air evaporation 
is superior do the closed cycle in all tradeoff 
aspects. In the open-cycle air-evaporation 
system, urine processing is integrated with 
cabin air-conditioning and humidity control, 
so that the only components required in ad- 
dition to those already needed for humidity 
control are a urine evaporator, a full-flow 
charcoal filter, and an air  heater. 

Figure 2 is a flow diagram of the open- 
cycle air-evaporation system that will be 
evaluated in a proposed 60-day manned 
space-cabin simulator test. It shows typical 
values for temperature, relative humidity, 
airflow, pressure drop, evaporation and con- 
densation rates, and water-purity levels. A 
fan circulates filtered cabin air through a 

heater, wick evaporator, activated charcoal 
filter, condenser, and water separator, and 
discharges dehumidified air back to the 
cabin. The condensed water is pumped 
through a multifiltration unit consisting of 
a bacteria filter, an ultraviolet light, and 
activated charcoal and ion-exchange beds, 
and is stored a t  pasteurization temperature 
to be used for drinking and food prepara- 
tion. A more detailed description of each 
component and of the urine feed-control sys- 
tem is included in reference 11. 

Figure 3 is a flow diagram of the wash- 
water multifiltration system that will also 
be evaluated in the proposed 60-day space- 
cabin simulator test. The system purifies 
used wash water sufficiently for reuse as 
wash water. 

CONDENSATE 

CHILLER 

HOT WATER COLD WATER 

FIGURE 2.-Open-cycle air-evaporation system for urine distillation. 
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USED WASH 
WATER 
2 LITERSIMAN-DAY 

RECEPTACLE 

PARTICULATE 
FILTER 

'--MICROBIAL PARTICULATE 
FILTER FILTER 

I BENZALKONIUM 
CHLORIDE 
1500 r n g l ! )  

HOT WASH 
WATER 

FIGURE 3.-Multifiltration system for wash-water purification. 

Potability Considerations 

In urine distillation systems, the primary 
source of possibly toxic contaminants is the 
urine itself. Human urine contains more 
than 140 different substances (ref. 12) that 
are broadly categorized as electrolytes, ni- 
trogenous substances, vitamins, metabolites, 
and hormones. Its composition differs con- 
siderably from individual to individual and 
with variation in diet. 

On the average, a liter of urine contains 
about 967 g of water and 41 g of solutes. 
About 70 percent of the species present in 
urine are nonelectrolytes and nearly all are 
in true solution. 

Normal human urine from healthy indi- 

viduals is considered nontoxic to  animals 
and man (refs. 13 and 14),  provided tho 
urea has not been decomposed by bacteria 
or heat. Decomposition of the urea content 
raises the ammonia concentration in urine 
from a nominal 550 mg/liter to 14 000 mg/ 
liter, rendering i t  toxic. The consumption of 
freshly voided urine in survival snduaa.l;rons, 
such as mine cave-ins and war prison camps, 
is reported to have saved many lives. Now- 
ever, raw urine can be recycled only for 
short periods because the solutes quickly 
build up to intolerable levels. 

Nearly all of the processes that have been 
proposed for separating the solutes and 
water of urine require some form of urine 
pretreatment. In reference 15, eight rules 
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for the successful production of potable 
water from human urine by distillation are  
defined. Three of these rules are concerned 
with chemical pretreatments : (1) Insure 
urine sterility by chemical addition or other 
means, thereby precluding bacterial decom- 
position of urea; (2) fix the free ammonia 
in urine by adding a chemical that  forms a 
stable ammonium salt; and (3) oxidize the 
odoriferous volatiles in urine with a chemi- 

The resulting pH of the treated urine is 
from 1.9 to 2.8. 

The chromium trioxide serves as a germi- 
cide and an oxidant. As a germicide, i t  pre- 
vents the growth of most micro-organisms 
and thereby precludes the bacterial produc- 
tion of the enzyme urease, which, if present 
in sufficient quantity, would catalyze the de- 
composition of urea to ammonia and carbon 
dioxide : 

cai oxidizer. Urease H,NCONH2 + R 2 0  A 2NH, + CO, 
Urine distillation differs from the more 

commonly understood distillation of sea 
water in many respects, the most important 
being that urine has a high organic fraction 
as  compared to sea water and nearly 100 
percent of the water in urine must be re- 
covered, whereas only 50 to 75 percent of 
the water in sea water is normally recovered 
in sea-water conversion plants. Because 
much of the water in urine is evaporated 
Prom a highly concentrated brine that  con- 
tains 'nigh vapor-pressure organic solutes, 
urine distillate has a considerably higher 
fraction of dissolved species than does sea- 
watee-n. dislLillate. 

In the Douglas open-cycle air-evaporation 
system, the raw urine is treated chemically 
to  stabilize i t  in respect to microbes, free 
ammonia, and certain volatile organics. This 
processing serves to maximize the retention 
of urine solutes as residue in the wick evap- 
orator and thereby relieve the burden on 
downstream activated-charcoal and ion-ex- 
change beds. 

The current choice of chemicals fo r  pre- 
treating urine is an aqueous solution 
(density=B.42 g/ml) of 39.8 percent sul- 
furic acid, 9.8 percent chromium trioxide, 
and 3.1 percent copper sulfate. Each liter of 
urine is treated with 4 ml of this solution, 
which results in the following amounts: 

Amount 
used, 
sm/ 

Item : liter 

R2SOI ..................................................... 2.26 
...................................................... @rOCi .56 

CuSO,, ........................ .... ....................... .18 -- 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.00 

The ammonia that  would be produced in 
this fashion is about 14 000 mg/liter, most 
of which would outgas in the evaporator 
and be-absorbed in the distillate, rendering 
i t  nonpotable. Because urease-producing 
bacteria are prevented from growing by the 
germicidal action of CrOs and because the 
natural decomposition of urea is slow a t  the 
evaporation temperature being used, most 
of the urea in urine remains intact in  the 
wick evaporator. 

As an  oxidant, CrOa converts many of 
the odoriferous volatile organics to less vol- 
atile or nonodoriferous forms, thereby con- 
siderably reducing the odor level of the 
distillate and the loading on the downstream 
adsorption beds. Also, CrOs is capable of 
destroying organic poisons. 

Copper sulfate is a recent addition to the 
pretreatment solution and was added to ef- 
fect a better and longer control of mold. 
In  recent long-term bench tests, Penicillium 
sp. was found growing in urine treated with 
a solution similar to the one above, but con- 
taining only N,S04 and Cr03. In 3 to 4 yr  
of preceding bench testing with this pre- 
treatment, no similar occurrence was ob- 
served, and frequent microbiological assays 
of treated urine were always negative. This 
instance is a good example and underscores 
one fundamental aspect of the microbiologi- 
cal problem : the amazing ability of microbes 
to adapt to almost any situation. 

Sulfuric acid is used to fix approximately 
the 550 mg/liter of ammonia, which would 
otherwise be evolved from the decomposition 
of ammonium carbonate and ammonium 
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bicarbonate as the distillation proceeds. 
When H2S04 is added to urine, the sulfate 
radical replaces the carbonate and bicar- 
bonate radicals that normally buffer the 
ammonium ions : 

The most important question in an open- 
cycle air-evaporation urine-processing sys- 
tem has been whether urine odors and trace 
contaminants introduced into the airstream 
during the evaporation process can be ade- 
quately removed by filtering before the air- 
stream is returned to the cabin. In theory, 
filtration of the airstream through activated 
charcoal filters, subsequent to evaporation 
and prior to return of the air to the cabin, 
should accomplish the desired cleansing 
action. 

In a manned test (ref. 16),  it was demon- 
strated that for a period of 5 days such fil- 
tration was effective. No odor breakthrough 
was observed during the test period, and 
the reactions, behavior, and medical con- 
dition of the four-man crew were in no 
way different from those observed in space- 
cabin tests that omitted the open-cycle air- 
evaporation method of urine processing 
(ref. 17). In recent bench tests a t  Douglas, 
a total of 387 liters of urine was processed, 
which is 27 liters more that the total urine 
expected from four men in the proposed 
60-day run, with no odor breakthrough. On 
the basis of these tests, there is no reason 
to believe that filtration of the airstream 
will not continue to be effective for sub- 
stantially longer periods. 

Because human urine is nontoxic (refs. 
13 and 14),  except as previously qualified, 
it would intuitively seem that urine distil- 
late, which contains only one-thousandth as 
many solutes as urine, would also be non- 
toxic. Of course, there is a possibility that 
toxic materials added to urine as stabilizing 
pretreatments might get into the distillate 
or cause chemical changes that might find 

their way into the distillate. This fear ap- 
pears unwarranted in light of toxicity ex- 
periments, which include long-term con- 
sumption tests with rats (refs. 18 and 1!9), 
56-day and 36-day consumption tests with 
primates (ref. 20), two 2-man space cham- 
ber tests lasting 17 days and 30 days (ref. 
21), and a test a t  Douglas in which a subject 
consumed 55 liters of water reclaimed from 
urine by use of an air-evaporation system. 
A typical analysis of the water consumed 
in the Douglas test is shown in table II. 
This sample did not benefit from filfxra- 
tion and is representative of the lowest 
grade half of the 55 liters consumed in the 
toxicity test. Both USPHS standards (ref. 
22) and the recently recommended AMRL 
standards for aerospace (ref. 23) are listed 
for comparison. 

To preclude the introduction of toxic. com- 
ponents into nontoxic urine distillate, caw- 
tion must be exercised in the design, con- 
struction, and the selection of materials for  
distillate handling and storage systems. 
Special attention must be given to possible 
contamination by dissolution of construction 
materials and seepage from external sources, 
To obtain water with the high purity of the 
filtered water shown in table I, activated 
charcoal and ion-exchange beds must be 
thoroughly washed prior to use to remove 
residual ionic and organic materials, which 
are normally present in the as-received con- 
dition. For example, distilled water from 
most charcoals has an initial specific com- 
ductivity between 100 and 1000 ,~rn~ho-crn-l~ 
and the initial effluent from most ion-ex- 
change resins has a chemical oxygen demand 
up to 100 mg/liter. 

Microbial contamination of urine distil- 
lates and humidity condensates, especially 
in an open-cycle air-evaporation system, is 
of some concern. The ultimate microbe popu- 
lation will depend, to a large extent, on the 
initial cleanliness of the system and space 
cabin, provided airborne bacteria are main- 
tained a t  low levels. 

The highest microbe level that can be 
permitted anywhere in spacecraft water- 
management systems has not yet been re- 
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TABLE 11.-Typical Analysis of Unfiltered Urin.e Distillate F r o m  Air-Evaporation Sys t em  

Item 

pH a t  70" F ............................................................... 
Specific conductivity a t  70" F, pcn.ho-crn-l ............ 

............................. Color, mg/liter ........................ .. 
Turbidity, mg/liter ................................................ 
Odor ............................................................ 
Wet-chemical analysis, mg/liter : 

................... Total residue ........................... .. 
Volatile residue ............................................... 
Fixed residue ................................................. 
Nitrogen, ammonia ............................... ...... 
Nitrogen, albuminoid ................................. 

........................... Nitrogen, total ................... .. 
Nitrogen, organic ............................................ 
Nitrogen, nonprotein ..................... .. ......... 

...... ............................................. Nitrite .... 
Nitrate ......................................................... 
Chlorides ....................... ..... .......................... 

......................................................... Alkalinity 
...................... Total hardness ....................... .. 

Free COr ......................................................... 
Iron ................................. .. ........................... 
Slanganese ............................. ... ...................... 

................... Chemical oxygen demand ...... 
Sulfate .............................................................. 
Copper ............................................................... 
Chromium, hexavalent ...................... ...... 
Fluoride ............................................................................... 
Pl~enols .......................... ....... ..................................... 

Metal analysis, pg/litter: 
Ag ................................................................. 
.A1 .......................... ... ..................................... 

Unfi1;tered 
urlne 

distillate 

................................ .................................... I.... 

USPHS 
recommended 

maxlmums 
(ref. 2 2 )  

AMRL 
recommended 

maxlmums 
(ref. 2 3 )  
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TABLE 11.-Typical Analysis of Unfiltered Urine Distillate F r o m  Air-Evaporation System- 
Concluded 

Metal analysis, ,wg/liter-Continued 
Na .................................................................. .... 11 .......................... .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ni .. ................................... ......................................................................... 

- - -- --- -- -- 

I Unfiltered 
Item urine 

distillate 

- -- 

a Not detected. 

-- 

USPHS AMRL 
recommended recommended 

maximums maximums 
(ref. 2 2 )  (ref. 23) 

A -- - - -- 

solved. Although there appears to be no evi- 
dence that the presence of moderate bacteria 
counts in drinking water prior to its pas- 
teurization is grounds for rejection, the pru- 
dent course is to maintain microbe levels 
as low as practical. 

The Douglas goal is to keep microbe 
counts throughout all water-processing sys- 
tems close to zero. This is achieved by thor- 
ough initial cleaning and decontamination 
of all components, by use of microbe filters 
and ultraviolet light in the multifiltration 
systems, and by storage of the processed 
water a t  pasteurization temperature. The 
effectiveness of ultraviolet light in killing 
bacteria and viruses is reported in reference 
24. These results have been confirmed by 
independent work a t  Douglas (ref. 25) using 
spores of Bacillus subtilis, var. niger in dis- 
tilled water to simulate highly resistant bac- 
teria, and Escherichia coli B/T2 bacteri- 
ophage to simulate human viruses in size 
and susceptibility to ultraviolet exposure. 

On the basis of 67 days of closed-chamber 
tests, Douglas has found that microbes in 
a four-man space-cabin simulator can be 
controlled to acceptable levels by attention 
to the following points : 

(1) Reduction of nutrient materials in 
the cabin to minimal levels 

(2) Thorough initial cleaning and decon- 

tamination of the cabin interior, ii~ciuding 
machinery and systems 

(3)  Prevention of accumulation sf debris 
by having adequate debris collection and 
storage techniques 

(4) Maintenance of airborne bacteria at 
low levels by continuous sterilization of a 
bleed airstream 

In a 5-day, four-man space-cabin simu- 
lator test, which included processing urine 
by open-cycle air  evaporation (ref. 161, air- 
borne bacteria levels, as determined by the 
Anderson sampling method, compared favor- 
ably to clean, well-ventilated buildings in 
which the bacteria levels are usually from 
1 to 2 organisms/ft3 of air. For comparison, 
levels as high as 700 bacteria/ft3 have been 
recorded in dusty, poorly ventilated school- 
rooms. Microbe surface populations obtained 
within the cabin by the Rodac plate method 
were within normally observed limits. Air- 
borne microbes were continuously removed 
by action of the catalytic burner, which oxi- 
dizes many trace contaminants to harmless 
gases. Airborne microbes and trace eondam- 
inants were also removed by deposi"con in 
the open-cycle air-evaporation system and 
by adsorption in charcoal, molecular sieves, 
and silica gel beds. 

The proposed 60-day, four-man space- 
cabin simulator test is expected to  establish 
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Yne adequacy of the air-evaporation and 
multifiltration water-management systems 
as ~7ell as other life support systems. Before 
starting the 60-day chamber run, more 
water recycling experiments will be con- 
ducted in which four men will consume 
urine distillate and humidity condensate 
processed by the open-cycle air-evaporation 
systern for a period of 5 days. These tests 
will serve as baselines for the 60-day test 
and are expected to confirm previous chemi- 
cal, microbial, and toxicity findings that 
indicate that the open-cycle air-evaporation 
system does indeed produce high-grade 
drinking water from urine and humidity 
condensate. 

SUMMARY 

The open-cycle air-evaporation and multi- 
filtration systems described herein have been 
extensively investigated in bench tests that 
have resulted in improvements in urine pre- 
treatments, evaporator design, urine-feed 
control, charcoal-bed design, posttreatment 
filtration, and microbial-control techniques. 
The next step is to evaluate the systems in 
manned chamber tests. If these are success- 
ful, then a Og test should be undertaken. 

Wick Life 

With viscose rayon felt wicks, the amount 
of wick material required in l g  tests is be- 
tween 1% and 2 lb of wick per 100 Ib of 
urine processed. An improvement in this 
figure is expected, because in Og, urine resi- 
dues should effect a more equal distribution 
and not clog the bottom portion of the wick 
firs% as happens a t  lg. Several interesting 
ways of prolonging and improving wick life 
have been proposed : 

(1) Wick regeneration 
(2) Impregnation of wick material with 

an agent to counter the natural decrease in 
surface tension that occurs in urine concen- 
trates 

(3) R~eduction in the amount of urine 
solutes by chemical or electrochemical pre- 
treatment techniques 

(4) Use of improved wick materials 
(5) Use of a wick material, such as car- 

bon felt, in which many of the urine solutes 
could be heat degraded and driven off as 
gases without decomposing the wick 

(6) Removal of urine residues from the 
wick as a concentrated brine 

(7) Use of nondegrading, permeable 
membranes instead of wicks 

Activated Charcoal Life 

The ultimate life of the airstream acti- 
vated charcoal bed has not yet been deter- 
mined, but bench-test data show that the 
required amount of charcoal is less than 
$" lb of charcoal per 100 lb of urine proc- 
essed. Charcoal life can be improved by 
improving bed design, using better char- 
coals, and regenerating charcoal. 

Optimum Configuration 

The overall weight and power penalties 
of the open-cycle air-evaporation system 
can be improved by optimum integration of 
the system with humidity and thermal-con- 
trol loops and by optimization of the wick- 
evaporator geometry, including considera- 
tion of wick length, width, and height; wick 
spacing; wick spacers ; and overall size and 
number of evaporator units (for example, 
the use of one large evaporator as opposed 
to a number of smaller units). 

Water Separation 

There are many Og water separators 
under development. The hydrophobic-hydro- 
philic separator shown in figure 2 will be 
tested during the 60-day chamber test. Other 
separator options include the elbow, the 
motor-driven centrifugal, the turbine-driven 
centrifugal, the integral-wick, and the por- 
ous-plate condenser types. 

Fan Power 

The overall fan and motor efficiency of 
the fan shown in figure 2 is 44 percent, 
which leaves some margin for improvement. 

Urine Feed and Feed Control 

The improved urine-feed and feed-control 
system, described in reference 11, is not 
optimized nor is i t  necessarily the best ap- 
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proach to the feed problem. There is room be attractive from an expendable weight 
for considerable improvement in this area. point of view and warrant further investi- 

Urine Collection and Transfer 
gation. 

Volatile Organics 
Many improvements can be made in the 

systems that have been built to collect, pre- Positive identification of the urine odors 
and volatile organics in humidity condensate treat, transfer, and feed urine. 
and urine distillate, as represented by COD, 

Urine Pretreatment 

Although the chemical urine pretreatment 
described in this document appears to be 
close to the stoichiometrlc minimum weight 
for the general pretreatment approach of 
fixing free ammonia, oxidation of volatile 
organics, and microbial control, there is 
quite possibly a more attractive combination 
of chemicals than the one mentioned here 
and in reference 15. Also, there are other 
valid approaches to the pretreatment re- 
quirement ; for example, electrochemical oxi- 
dation of urine eliminates many urine sol- 
utes by converting them to useful cabin 
gases (ref. 1). Such approaches appear to 

would enable accelerated tests on charcoal 
beds. 

Microbial Control 

The problem of long-term microbial con- 
trol in space vehicles should receive coatin- 
uing attention. Complete sterilization of 
spacecraft and crew is probably unreason- 
able, even if i t  could be achieved and maim- 
tained. The spacecraft and its systems must 
be designed to cope with microbes. No situ- 
ations should exist that would result in 
rampant microbial growth should inadvert- 
ent contamination occur. Propositions are 
needed for practical approaches, methods, 
and techniques. 
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Man, His Environment, and Microbiological 
Problems of Long-Term Space Flight 

NASA Langley Research Center 

Man's decision to travel in outer space has challenged the ingenuity and resources 
of the scientific community. The field of microbiology has responded to this challenge in 
three broad areas: (1) Spacecraft sterilization-sterile unmanned flights to Mars; 
( 2 )  exobiology-search for extraterrestrial life; and (3 )  manned flights-man in closed 
environments. 

Many investigators in universities, industry, and the Government are developing 
techniques and operational procedures to meet the NASA regulation that  unmanned 
flights to Mars be sterile (ref. 1 ) .  I t  is recognized that terrestrial contamination would 
make investigations in exobiology or the search for extraterrestrial life difficult, if not 
impossible. 

The Space Science Board has repeatedly and publicly pointed out the importance of 
the search for extraterrestrial life and in 1964 stated: "Its importance and the conse- 
quences for biology justify the highest priority among all objectives in space science- 
indeed in the space program as  a whole" (ref. 1). Because the requirements for sterility 
and the search for extraterrestrial life involve primarily microscopic forms of life, i t  is 
only natural that  microbiologists are deeply involved in these programs. 

In manned space flight, microbiologists are concerned with a wide spectrum of pos- 
sible problems associated with placing man in a closed environment for long periods of 
time. Progress is being made in many areas toward the goal of long-duration manned 
space flight. A considerable portion of this effort is focused on the total space-cabin 
environment, including research and development on life-support subsystems (ref. 2).  
Microbiological investigations in support of this entire program are  now underway at 
NASA and other institutions. This paper summarizes the current status of this research 
and identifies some potential problem areas; the last section outlines the research needed 
to fill the gaps in our knowledge. 

LIFE SUPPORT REQUIREMEWS ments (data reprinted from ref. 3) : 
Before man is able to explore the solar sys- Intake: I b / d ~ y  

........................................................ tem, provisions must be made to serve his Oxygen 2.0 
.......................................................... life needs and to insure his safe return to Water 6.6 

............................................................ Earth. It will be necessary to provide food, Food 2.0 

water, "climate control,'? protective clothing, Total ..................................................... 10.6 

and waste removal. It is apparent that for 
Output: 

long-duration missions, stored supplies, if Carbon dioxide ........................................... 2.5 
used, would require enormous weights. Near- Water: 

. . . . . . . . . .  Earth missions can rely on resupply, but Perspiration and respiration 3.3 
................................................... planetary missions cannot, and for such mis- Urine 4.0 

.................................................... sions recycle systems are necessary. Another Feces .4 
Solids (fecal) .......................................... .4 

way of looking a t  the same problem is to con- 
sider man's basic intake and output require- Total ......................................................... 10.6 



Man consumes the equivalent of h;s weight in 
about 15 days. In only 6 months, he takes in 
about a ton of oxygen, food, and water. 
Therefore, i t  will be necessary to use some 
of man's output for developing an input. 
Urine appears to be one of the first wastes 
that will be reclaimed because i t  can readily 
be made drinkable (urine is 93 percent 
water). Another area that can result in con- 
serving weight and space is to produce oxy- 
gen on board. One way to supply a portion of 
oxygen is to recover i t  from water and/or 
carbon dioxide. Recovery of oxygen from 
water can be accomplished by electrolysis 
(ref* 3). 

C~arrently under investigation a t  the Lang- 
ley -pesearch center in ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ,  va., is a FIGURE 2.-Exterior view of the ILSS test bed. 

research test facility to study and test criti- 
cal life s~ l i~por t  subsystems for long-duration - 
space missions. ~ h ;  integrated life support 
system (ILSS) is a cylindrical chamber with 
domed ends as shown in figure 1. The cham- 

FIGURE 1.-Cross-section view of the ILSS test bed. 

ber has a diameter of 18 f t  2 in. and a height 
of 18 ft. The interior volume (4150 ft3) is di- 
vided into two levels to accommodate the 
various requirements the crew. FIGURE 3.-Flow diagram of the ILSS regenerative 
An airiock chamber is attached to the exter- processes. 
nal shell of the test bed a t  the lower level to 
permit access to the test bed when the cham- 
ber. is a t  pressures less than atmospheric. shown in figure 3. In this system, water is 
Figure 2 is an exterior view of the ILSS recovered from urine, humidity condensate, 
test facility. and wash water using a wick-evaporator 

The ILSS regenerative processes are concept. Oxygen is recovered through eleo 
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trolysis with the hydrogen reacting with the ture to 100 percent Oo and pressures from 
oxygen to generate more water. The carbon 14.7 to 3.5 psi; the number of test subjects 
from carbon dioxide is collected as a solid. In varied from two to six and the loagest 
this system solid wastes are stored. manned test was 56 days. Further, the depth 

and sophistication of the microbiological 
MICROBIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS studies varied from test to test. Nevertheless, 

a number of interesting microbiological re- During the past 5 yr, a number of micro- 
biological studies have been conducted on the sults emerge from these studies. In three of 

the five tests there was clear evidence of a effect of space-flight conditions on man and 
transfer of micro-organisms between sub- 

experimental animals. This section surnma- 
jects (refs. 4 and 7 to 10). In one test, not rizes these efforts and also refers to studies 
only did a transfer take place, but it resulted made in Antarctica and on nuclear subma- 
in a replacement of the normal mixed flora rines for a comparison with different types 
of the nose with a pure culture of the trans- of closed environmental systems. 
ferred bacteria (ref. 4).  These results are in 

Space-Environment Test Chambers marked contrast to studies conducted in Ant- 
arctica on small groups of men cut off from 

A limited number of microbiological physical contact with other communities fo r  
studies has been conducted in manned space- long periods of time. Here it was shown that 
environment test chambers and some of the persistent carriers of Staphylococcus aureus 
characteristics of these chambers are sum- kept their own strains, as determined by 
marized in table I (refs. 4 to 11). The impor- phage typing, despite living in very close 
tant point in this table is the wide range of contact with each other (refs. 12 to 14). 
test conditions and objectives. Atmospheric On the surface, i t  would appear that spaee- 
conditions ranged from a normal gas mix- cabin conditions more nearly resemble the 

TABLE I.-Characteristics of Space-Environment Test Chambers 

Location of chamber 

USAF School of Aerospace 
Medicine 

Republic Aviation Corp - - - -  _ _ _ _  

Aerospace Medical Research 
Laboratories, Air Force 
Systems Command 

The Boeing Co- - - _ - _ -______._ 

- 

Dimensions 

12 ft long 
8 ft high 
5 ft wide 

19 f t  long 
8 ft wide 
Double wall 
3 compartments 

30 f t  long 
13-ft diameter 
2 compartments 

1100 ft3 
controlled activity 
facility (CAI?) 
(20 ft-20 ft) 

2400 ft3 
20 f t  long 
10 f t  wide 
8 ft high 

Atmosphere 

Ambient to essentially 
100 percent oxygen, sea 
level to 33 500 f t  

Oxygen-helium 
258 mm Hg total: 

175 mm Hg Po, 
74 mm H g  Prie 
1.9 mm Hg Px2 

100 percent oxygen, 
total pressures of: 

3.8 psi, 5.0 psi, 7.4 psi, 
14.7 psi. 

Atmospheric 14.7 psi: 
20 percent 0 2  

80 percent Nz 

Atmospheric 14.7 psi: 
20 percent Oz 
80 percent Nt 

Number 
tests 

11 

L 

4 

5 

I 

Number 
test 
crew 

2 

4 

6 

4 

5 

- -- 

Length of 
test, 
days 

14-30 

56 

14 

11-15 
(CAI") 
28-35 

(chamber) 
30 

- 
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present problem in hospitals regarding the 
ease with which staff and patients pick up 
strains of staphylococci. Alterations in skin 
microflora occurred and space-type dies pro- 
dueecl changes in the number and types of 
fecal bacteria (refs. 5, 9, 11, 15, and 16).  In 
one chamber test involving five men for 30 
days, there was such a marked reduction in 
the number of airborne micro-organisms that 
the subjects were breathing microbiologically 
clean air (ref. 4) .  Although data were not 
available for examination, Soviet investiga- 
tors found in a 120-day chamber test that the 
number of microbes per unit volume of air 
rose considerably (ref. 17). These differences 
highlight tlie difficulties associated with at- 
tempting to compare results between cham- 
ber tests. 

Wclear Submarines 

The Naval Biological Laboratory has con- 
ducted a number of studies on respiratory 
infections and airborne microbiological con- 
tamination during the course of eight 
nuclear (Polaris) submarine cruises. The 
epidemioiogieal features were unique and 
consisted of about 110 men living in a closed 
environmental system for periods up to 7 
weeks, As a rule, herd infection, herd immu- 
nity took place with infection occurring the 
first week and group immunity by the fourth 
week. One patrol, no. 5, followed the usual 
herd-infection, herd-immunity pattern, but 
at the sixth week they took on three new 
crewmembers and upper respiratory infec- 
tions rose almost immediately. Air counts 
were relatively low, less than 10 bacteria/ft3 
of air  and counts were related to station ac- 
tivity. I t  was the general impression that up- 
per respiratory infections were not caused 
by airborne bacteria but by close contact 
(ref. 18). 

On one patrol an outbreak of Mycoplasma 
pneumoniae occurred that had a long latent 
period of 26 days. I t  was assumed that the 
disease was contracted from the civilian 
population of West Scotland before the 
patrol commenced (ref. 19). 

Space-Flight Studies 

Only a limited number of microbiological 
studies have been reported on space flights 
in the United States and the Soviet Union. 
In a recent U.S. study, Gemini crewmembers 
and flight hardware were sampled before 
and after flight. The data indicated a simpli- 
fication of the indigenous microflora of the 
crews with a decrease in the type and in- 
crease in total numbers. There was evidence 
that a transfer of micro-organisms between 
crewmembers took place. Samples from the 
flight hardware indicated a buildup of mi- 
cro-organisms, but a simplification as to 
types was observed (ref. 20). 

Studies conducted by Russian investiga- 
tors before and after certain Vostok flights 
showed interesting immunological changes 
and alterations in the auto or indigenous 
microflora. For example, with some crew- 
members there was an increase in lysozyme 
activity, a natural antibacterial substance, 
in the cosmonaut's saliva during the pre-t 
launch period. I t  was concluded, however, 
that the bactericidal properties of the body 
as measured on the skin and neutrophil 
activity were generally within normal limits. 
Increased neutrophil activity was noted af- 
ter the flights with certain of the cosmo- 
nauts. The autoflora of the four cosmonauts 
remained more or less within normal limits 
during preflight training. On postflight ex- 
amination, two of the astronauts had an 
increase in the number of throat micro- 
organisms; that is, approximately 10 times 
higher than the physiological norm. In one 
case, there was an increase in the number 
of bacteria recovered from the deeper layers 
of the forearm skin (ref. 21). 

Experimental Studies 

Several experimental studies have been 
conducted on the effect of space-flight con- 
ditions on infectious agents and disease. 
This effort has produced a new term in mi- 
crobiology, "parabarosis," or altered baro- 
metric pressure and atmospheric composi- 
tion on susceptibility to infection. In gen- 
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eral, these studies have shown that altitude briefly review some of the factors involved 
stress lowers resistance to infection with in the classical epidemiology of infectious 
Klebsiella pneumoniae, Pasteurella tularen- diseases. A comparison of these factors with 
sis, and salmonella (refs. 22 to 24) and pro- the space-cabin environment migEi.t cast 
duced larger skin lesions with Staphylococ- some light on the types of microbial diseases 
cus aureus, which healed a t  a slower rate to expect in space flight. 
than those in mice maintained a t  ground 
level before challenge (ref. 2 5 ) .  On the other Exogenous Versus Endogenous Disease 
hand, resistance of mice to mengovirus was 
related to changes in experimental condi- 
tions. In other words, altitude stress alone 
did not influence resistance to infection, but 
changes from space-cabin conditions to 
ground level, and vice versa, did result in 
increased susceptibility to the virus (ref. 
2 6 ) .  

Giron and Schmidt (ref. 27) found that 
acclimatization of rabbits to normal Po, a t  
18 000 f t  for 7 days was without demonstra- 
ble effect on production of antibody against 
vaccinia virus. Huang (ref. 28) was able 
to show that parabaric conditions markedly 
inhibited interferon production. Mice main- 
tained either a t  a simulated depth of 213 f t  
in sea water (95 psig), or a t  a simulated 
altitude of 37 000 f t  (3.1 psig) for 2 weeks, 
showed approximately eightfold depression 
in the level of serum interferon compared 
to the control mice kept in a similar chamber 
but maintained a t  1 atm with air  from a 
tank. 

Soviet investigators have found that dogs 
exposed to space-flight factors exhibited a 
wavelike fluctuation of the phagocytic index. 
During the first week after flight, the phag- 
ocytic index was low. Moderate immunologi- 
cal changes persisted in all dogs for months 
and sometimes years. It was concluded that 
the appearance of Escherichia coli in the 
oral cavity in the immediate postflight pe- 
riod reflected a drop in the immunological 
activity (refs. 29 and 30). 

SPACE-FLIGHT FACTORS A m  
MICROBIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS 

Before considering some of the microbio- 
logical problems that might occur in space 
cabins, it is worthwhile a t  this time to 

The usual modes of transmission of in- 
fectious agents are food, water, air, and 
contact (including both direct and indirect 
through fomites and vectors). The ingestion 
of water contaminated with the typhoid 
bacillus, inhalation of air containing tuber- 
culosis, or the bite of a mosquito harboring 
yellow fever are classical examples of the 
exogenous type of microbial disease. On the 
other hand, an examination of the factors 
peculiar to space flight-sterile water, 
"clean7' air and food, constant t a p e r a l u r e  
and humidity, altered gas atmosphere, corn- 
finement, cosmic radiation, altered bio- 
rhythm, and weightlessness-shows that 
several of the factors usually involved 
in exogenous microbial diseases will be miss- 
ing, or a t  least downgraded in effectiveness. 
For example, even though the astronaut will 
drink water recovered from urine, humidity 
condensate, and wash water, the water -will 
be sterile. Therefore, one can eliminate 
water as a source of concern in the trans- 
mission of microbes inside the space cabin. 
In all probability, the space-type diet will 
be treated in such a manner as 'to prevent 
spoilage on long missions. Such food may 
not be sterile, but i t  will probably have a 
low bacteria count and certainly be free of 
the classical foodborne pathogens sue11 as 
staphylococci, shigella, and salmonella. A 
highly efficient circulating and filtration sys- 
tem including catalytic burners will tend to 
reduce the number of airborne micro-orga- 
nisms. In addition, three other factors will 
have a tendency to downgrade air  as a mode 
of transmission inside the space cabin. First, 
i t  can be assumed that during preflight iso- 
lation the astronacts will exchange upper 
respiratory tract micro-organisms and, in 
general, equilibrate in regard to a common 
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immunity. Second, as outside individuals 
will not be introduced into the space cabin, 
there will be little chance for a new source 
of upper respiratory pathogens. Finally, in 
the absence of gravity one may anticipate 
that the particles normally deposited in the 
respiratory tract by sedimentation, princi- 
pally those particles of 1-8,~ in diameter, 
will be exhaled again with no deposition 
(ref. 31). 

Some factors that could alter host resist- 
ance to infection are nutrition, hormones, 
normal flora, weather, disease state, and 
stress. The precise means by which these 
abnormal states influence the host-parasite 
conflict are, in most instances, understood 
poorBy, or not at  all. Two factors-indige- 
nous or normal flora and weather-are 
worth considering in some detail because 
of their possible implications in space-cabin 
environments. 

Indigenous Flora 

Strictly speaking, the normal flora cannot 
be classified as a host resistance mechanism 
because the microbes are outsiders living 
with but not part of the host. I t  is felt, 
however, "chat the flora does interfere with 
colonization by outside parasites because 
they only support a finite number of micro- 
organisms. There is also the possibility that 
the normal flora affects general host physi- 
ology by a continuous stimulation of the 
immune system. I t  is known, for instance, 
that alteration or elimination of the host 
flora can produce drastic results as seen in 
patients on long-duration antibiotic therapy 
(refs. 32 and 33). 

Evidence is already available from 
ground-based simulator studies, experimen- 
tal animals, and space flight that alterations 
occur in the indigenous flora. Subjects on 
long-term space-type diets have shown 
changes in the numbers and types of intes- 
tinal flora (refs. 11 and 16).  I t  is thus be- 
coming apparent that alterations in the in- 
digenous or normal flora will be important 
on long-duration missions. This subject is 
discussed again in the section on "Research 
Needs.'" 

Weather 
It is known that many infectious diseases 

display a regular pattern of seasonal inci- 
dence. For example, Streptococcal pharyn- 
g i t i s  is most frequent in early winter, and 
diarrhea resulting from coliform and other 
organisms prevails in the summer. These 
seasonal patterns are usually explained by 
a variety of factors, such as prevalence of 
insect vectors, temperature, and humidity, 
and crowding of the host. Seasonal fluctua- 
tions may also be caused a t  least in part by 
the effects of the weather on host physiology 
and resistance mechanisms. However, for 
many infectious diseases, seasonal patterns 
are completely unexplained (ref. 33). As the 
space cabin will be maintained under con- 
stant temperature and humidity, one can 
rule out the influence of weather or seasonal 
variation as a factor in the epidemiology or 
spread of exogenous microbial diseases on 
long-duration missions. In addition, the ob- 
vious lack of any insect vectors inside the 
space cabin plus the above-mentioned factors 
all tend to downgrade the role of exogenous 
diseases on Iong space missions. 

Endogenous Microbial Diseases 

Therefore, if one accepts the concept that 
the truly infectious type of microbial disease 
with an exogenous origin will be down- 
graded in the space-cabin environment, i t  
would appear that the microbial diseases 
of endogenous origin will become important. 
The expression "endogenous microbial dis- 
eases" refers to any pathological condition 
caused by micro-organisms acquired a t  some 
prior time that have persisted in the body 
as part of its indigenous microbiota. Micro- 
bial diseases caused by these types of micro- 
organisms include the coliform and other 
Gram-negative bacilli, staphylococci, non- 
hemolytic streptococci, various kinds of 
yeasts and fungi, and probably many viruses 
still unidentified (ref. 32). 

It is known that endogenous microbiaI 
infections can become activated by many 
different kinds of changes either in the host 
or in the environment. For example, persons 
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who carry the virus of herpes simplex com- 
monly have a high level of neutralization 
antibodies for this virus in their serum; 
however, they can experience transient epi- 
sodes of virus multiplication under the in- 
fluence of nonspecific stimuli-as varied as 
certain types of fever, fatigue, exposure to 
the Sun, or section of the trigeminal nerve. 
The result is then the production of herpes 
blisters even in the presence of humoral 
antibody to the virus (ref. 32). 

Many other similar examples could be 
cited, but the important point is that en- 
dogenous microbial diseases are, to a large 
extent, indirectly the expressions of envi- 
ronmental forces. Although nonspecific 
stresses increase the vulnerability of the 
host to endogenous micro-organisms, i t  can 
be cited there is little, if any, understanding 
of the mechanisms through which these ef- 
fects are exerted. 

It thus becomes clear that if one accepts 
the hypothesis of the role of endogenous 
microbial diseases in space-cabin environ- 
ments, i t  becomes equally important to un- 
derstand the factors that precipitate such 
diseases. 

In addition to the major problem area of 
endogenous microbial diseases that could 
develop on long-duration missions, space- 
flight conditions could also be felt a t  differ- 
ent biological levels within the space cabin. 
These have been divided into mi,cro-orga- 
nisms and host effects. The final outcome 
of these effects could very well be expressed 
in the general problem of endogenous mi- 
crobial disease. 

Micro-Organisms 

It is well known that viruses, bacteria, 
and other micro-organisms can undergo mu- 
tations affecting most of their characteristics 
including virulence and immunologic speci- 
ficity. One well-known mutagenic agent is 
radiation and one can assume that long-term 
exposure, albeit a t  low levels, to cosmic ra- 
diation will produce changes in both micro- 
organism and host population of a space 
cabin. What specific changes, if any, will 

result from such an exposure are  impossible 
to predict a t  this time. One can visualize, 
however, a combined effect in which radia- 
tion depresses host response through the 
phagocytic system and a t  the same time 
selects a mutant with increased virulence. 
The end result could be the selection of an 
organism from the indigenous flora with the 
capability to divide in a host with a weak- 
ened defense mechanism. Although specific 
cause-and-effect relationships will be difficult 
to establish for such situations, i t  is this 
type of problem that one could very well 
encounter under long-term space flight. 

Host Effects 

Reference has already been made to the 
possible deleterious effects of cosmic radia- 
tion on host response to infectious agents. 
Another factor peculiar to space flight that 
could affect the astronaut's ability to cope 
with exogenous or endogenous infections is 
the overall stress imposed by long-term 
space missions. There is one experimental 
study that might cast some light on this 
potential problem area. In this experiment, 
the stress induced by taking mice from 
ground-level conditions to high altitudes, 
and vice versa, was sufficient to lower the 
animal's resistance to the mengovirus. Al- 
though more data will be needed before 
definitive conclusions can be reached, i t  is 
possible that space-flight stress could be 
mediated a t  the cellar level. If this is the 
case, then the role of viruses in the precipi- 
tation of endogenous infections could be 
extremely important on long-duration mis- 
sions. Again, cause-and-effect relationships 
will be difficult to establish, but research 
should be directed toward a more complete 
understanding of space-flight stress factors 
on this problem. 

RESEARCH NEEDS 

In a science as young as space, i t  is not 
surprising that a lack of data exists on 
the microbiological aspects of manned 
flight. As a matter of fact, until man decided 
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to explore outer space and the ocean depths, 
there was very little motivation or reason 
to study the effect of these environments 
on man and the associated microbiological 
problems. Now, as  man prepares for long- 
duration missions, i t  becomes important to 
know that man with his micro-organisms 
can survive in these types of environments. 
Therefore, it becomes important not only 
to identify problem areas but also the gaps 
that exist in our knowledge and the research 
needed to fill these gaps. It should also be 
pointed out such programs are not only im- 
portant to our space program but such in- 
formation could very well be applied to a 
better understanding of the health and wel- 
fare of man on Earth. 

The remainder of this paper discusses 
some of the research needed in support of 
long-term manned space flight. It should 
be pointed out that these programs are based 
on speculations developed in the previous 
section and represent limited thinking; this 
list is far  from exhaustive--other areas will 
also require examination and as data de- 
velop, shifts in program emphasis will take 
place. Finally, it should be pointed out that 
the research needs identified are those that 
can be conducted in ground-based facilities. 
The study of other factors, i.e., cosmic ra- 
diation, weightlessness, and altered bio- 
rhythms, affecting microbiological problems 
of man in closed environments, will have to 
be conducted in Earth-orbiting space labora- 
tories before interplanetary missions are 
attempted. 

Space-Cabin Environment Studies 

To date, only a limited number of studies 
have been conducted in ground-based space- 
cabin simulators. It is evident that more 
work is needed in this area before man 
attempts interplanetary travel. First, these 
studies should be of long duration and dupli- 
cate in time the length of anticipated space 
missions. Such studies may be a year or 
longer, in duration. It is anticipated that 
many of the microbiological problems dis- 
cussed in this paper will not appear, or a t  

least will not be major problem areas, under 
the conditions of short-term missions. Sec- 
ond, there is a need to conduct these studies 
under the conditions of an integrated life 
support system. This means that the sub- 
jects will drink water recovered from urine 
or humidity condensate, consume space-type 
food, and breathe the space-cabin atmos- 
phere. Last, the microbiological studies must 
be inclusive enough to cover not only man 
and his total environment, but i t  must in- 
clude all major groups of micro-organisms 
including viruses. 

Indigenous Flma Studies 

The indigenous flora or microbiota of man 
has been extensively studied by numerous 
investigators and these results have been 
summarized in books and reviews by Rose- 
bury (ref. 34), Marples (ref. 35), Dubos 
(ref. 36), and Gall (ref. 37). Yet the exact 
role of the microbiota in man's health and 
welfare is not known. Further, i t  is felt that 
a large percentage of indigenous micro-or- 
ganisms cannot be identified, let alone enu- 
merated, for lack of adequate cultural tech- 
niques. These facts plus the observations 
that changes occur in the indigenous flora 
under space-cabin conditions highlight the 
need for extensive studies in this area. Of 
paramount importance to such a program 
will be a clear understanding of the numbers 
and types of micro-organisms indigenous to 
man under "normal" or  non-space-cabin con- 
ditions. Special attention should be paid to 
the intestinal flora because of the close re- 
lationship between host nutrition, physiol- 
ogy, and intestinal micro-organisms. During 
this program new isolation techniques will 
have to be developed to insure recovery of 
the host microbiota. 

Immune Response Studies 

The possible influence of the space-cabin 
environment upon the astronaut's immune 
mechanisms should be investigated. Signifi- 
cant alterations of the immune mechanisms 
may produce prejudicial effects upon normal 
physiological processes and, in particular, 
may result in increased susceptibility to in- 
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fection. The following immunological studies 
should be conducted on astronauts before, 
during, and after exposure to space-cabin 
environments : determination of total serum 
proteins, serum elect~ophoresis, serum im- 
munoelectrophoresis, serum ultracentrifuga- 
tion, and single radial immunodiffusion for 
quantitating of serum immunoglobulins. 

Endogenous and Exogenous Microbial 
Diseases and Chemotherapy 

If bacterial infections do occur under 
simulator test conditions, i t  will be impor- 
tant to determine if the causal agent is one 
transmitted by classical means or if the dis- 
ease is endogenous in origin. It is equally 
important to determine if the infection will 
respond to accepted antibacterial therapy 
or if severe reactions will be generated in 
a subject who has an altered flora as a result 
of the space-cabin environment. Again, de- 
termining the role of the indigenous micro- 
bial flora in the ecology of space-cabin en- 
vironments becomes important. 

Airborne Micro-Organisms 

As a part  of the total microbiological 
picture of man in a space-cabin environ- 
ment, i t  will be important to determine the 
numbers and types of micro-organisms in 
the circulating air. This is particularly im- 
portant in regard to alterations in the in- 
digenous flora, the transfer of micro-orga- 
nisms between subjects and the immune 
response. An important part of such a study 
will be a careful characterization of viral 
isolates. 

Experimental "Parabaric"Studies 

Although a start has been made on exam- 
ining parabarosis under laboratory condi- 
tions, much more work is needed in this 
area. In contrast to space-cabin simulator 
studies, which are expensive to conduct and 
limited in number, much meaningful data 
can be obtained in the laboratory using small 
animals and scaled-down test chambers. 
Studies similar to those proposed for man 
should be conducted plus further examina- 

tion of the effect of space-flight conditions 
on resistance to exogenous infections. 

Theoretical Studies 

It is also recommended that the microbio- 
logical problems of closed systems be exam- 
ined through the use of appropriate mathe- 
matical models. Although this technique has 
not been widely employed in biology, its 
usefulness in dealing with other complex 
multifactorial problems suggests i t  has a 
role in bioastronautics. Through this ap- 
proach, a number of factors closely inter- 
related yet constantly changing in a some- 
what predictable manner are identified. If 
appropriate mathematical models can be 
found, or developed, their fluctuations can 
be reduced to mathematical formulation and 
can thus be subjected to simultaneous study. 
With computer aid, the change produced by 
one variable present in the system or intro- 
duced at will can be compared with the 
change resulting from another variable. The 
fact that many large variables such as tem- 
perature, humidity, and diet are  under con- 
trol in a space cabin suggests such models 
may be a practical way to approach this 
problem. If progress could be made in this 
area, i t  would encourage the use of such 
models in examining the multivariable situa- 
tions found in nature (refs. 32 and 38). 

Life Support Subsystem Development 

Water Management 

One of the most critical subsystems in any 
integrated life-support system is water man- 
agement or the recovery of potable water 
from urine, humidity condensate, or wash 
water. A number of physical-chemical ap- 
proaches for water recovery are being ac- 
tively pursued and the status of this effort 
was recently reviewed by Poprna and Collins 
(ref. 39). Although considerable progress 
has been made on the engineering side of 
the program, there are still many unsolved 
microbiological problems. For example, only 
recently were bacteriologic standards set for 
water-recovery systems. Although still ten- 
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tative, these standards state that the bac- 
terial counts must not exceed 10 micro-or- 
ganisms/ml in any part of the system. When 
one considers the source of the recovered 
water and the constraints of closed ecologi- 
cal systems for long-duration missions, i t  
soon becomes apparent that public health 
standards would not be acceptable. The in- 
troduction of these new standards places 
before the microbiologist a broad set of 
questions that require answers. For example, 
what is the best method for online sterili- 
zation of the system? What are the online 
monitoring requirements to insure that the 
standards of no more than 10 micro-orga- 
nisms/ml are being met? Also, what are the 
long-term effects on the person who con- 
sumes water with these standards? It is 
anticipated that numerous other problems 
will develop as work progresses in this area. 

Waste Management 
It is anticipated that on short-duration 

missions, solid wastes will be stored on board 
the spacecraft. For long-duration missions, 
for example, interplanetary travel, i t  will 

be necessary to treat and dispose of the 
waste in a microbiologically safe manner. A 
number of prototype systems for both short- 
and long-duration missions have been devel- 
oped; to date none of them meet all the 
requirements for an  esthetically acceptable 
and microbiologically safe system that will 
operate under Og conditions. It is obvious 
that the microbiologist will have to work 
very closely with the engineer in all phases 
of design, development, and testing of any 
waste-management system. - 

Personal Hygiene 
For a number of reasons, including psy- 

chological, i t  will be necessary to provide 
the ast-ronaut on long-duration missions with 
acceptable and microbiologically safe per- 
sonal hygiene measures. I t  may be necessary 
to provide full-body shower facilities, and 
certainly day-to-day face and hands cleans- 
ing must be acceptable and safe. Again, close 
working relations must be established be- 
tween the engineer and microbiologist to 
insure that all design requirements a re  
being met. 
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Life Support Systems Integration 

WARREN D. HYPES 

NASA Langley Research Center 

Achieving an  optimized design of regenerative environmental control and life sup- 
port (EC/LS) systems requires integration a t  three levels: subsystem, system, and 
total spacecraft. 

Two types of subsystem level integration are desirable. One type is process inte- 
gration that interfaces mass transfer, reaction-rate control, and phase-separation tech- 
niques. A second type is operational mode integration that interfaces selected techniques 
and design schemes for producing system operational flexibility. 

System-level integration is paced by thermal-balance considerations. These con- 
siderations involve the techniques of supplying heat to the endothermic processes and 
coolant to the system hardware and cabin environment. 

At the total spacecraft level, integration occurs most intimately between the EC/LS 
system, the power system, and the thermal-control system. The common denominator 
for these three systems is energy in the form of heat. 

Tests have been conducted on a full-scale research model integrated system. The 
tests have indicated that  the regenerative processes are feasible but that extensive 
development of subsystem hardware is necessary before regenerative systems can be 
applied to flight vehicles. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past 10 yr, Government re- 
search laboratories and private industry 
have been cooperating in research efforts 
directed toward finding techniques and proc- 
esses that can regenerate useful products 
from the waste products available in manned 
spacecraft. Most of these research efforts 
have consisted of a study of a promising 
physicochemical technique, followed by the 
development of a laboratory model that was 
used to demonstrate feasibility of the tech- 
nique. The majority of the laboratory models 
were individual units designed for specific 
inlet conditions of mass flow, purity of flow, 
pressure, and temperature. These inlet con- 
ditions were accurately controlled and, 
therefore, the process efficiencies were not 
subject to frequent change caused by varia- 
tions in inlet conditions. This type of re- 

search is necessary to uncover and evaluate 
new approaches to regenerative life-support 
processes; however, the true feasibility of 
the technique and embodying component 
cannot be established until i t  has been inte- 
grated into a total system where its inlet 
conditions are established by the output of 
a previous component. To demonstrate feasi- 
bility as  a part of an integrated EC/LS 
system, the component must be integrated 
into such a system for functional checkout. 
Integration within regenerative EC/LS sys- 
tems and between EC/LS systems and other 
systems aboard a spacecraft has been studied 
and discussed many times during the past 
5 yr. Several excellent reports and papers 
(refs. 1 to 4) treat the subject in technical 
depth ; however, actual integration of hard- 
ware into working models has been accom- 
plished on a very limited scope. One such 
accomplishment was the cooperative pro- 
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gram between NASA and General D~ lam-  . these levels of integration must occur if the 
ics/Convair that led to the research model resulting EC/LS system is to be truly 
integrated life support system (ILSS) now integrated. 
being researched a t  the Langley Research 
Center in Hampton, Va. This research tool THE LANGLEY INTEGRATED LIFE 
is a valuable aid in an ongoing research pro- SUPPORT SYSTEM 
gram to isolate, define, and solve the techni- An artist's concept of the ILSS is shown 
cal and practical problems associated with in figure Figure is a photo- 
integration of regenerative EC/LS systems 
a t  the subsystem, system, and total space- 
craft level. Observations made during the 
conceptual design, detailed design, and fab- 
rication phases and experiences gained dur- 
ing experimental phases of the ILSS pro- 
gram have provided the baseline for this 
discussion of life support systems integra- 
tion. 

DEJ?INITION OF INTEGRATION 

Webster's Dictionary gives several defini- 
tions of the word "integrate." The first three 
definitions given can be taken as a combined 
definition of the word when applied to re- 
generative EC/LS systems. The definitions 
are (1) to form into a whole, (2) to unite 
with something else, and (3) to incorporate 
into a larger unit. 

Each of the definitions describes a sepa- 
rate level of the total integration procedure. 
The first definition, to form into a whole, de- 
scribes integration a t  the subsystem level. 
At this level, components and units are 
integrated into subsystems that have specific 
functions, such as the recovery of oxygen 
from carbon dioxide and recovery of potable 
water from waste water. The second defini- 
tion, to unite with something else, describes 
integration at the system level. At this level, 
subsystems, such as  those for water recov- 
ery, oxygen recovery, and waste manage- 
ment, are integrated into a complete EC/LS 
system that has the broad function of sus- 
taining life. The third definition, to incor- 
porate into a larger unit, describes integra- 
tion a t  the total spacecraft level. At this 
level, the EC/LS system and other systems, 
such as the electrical power and thermal 
control systems, are integrated into the over- 
all optimized spacecraft concept. Each of 

FIGURE 1.-Artist's concept of the ILSS-interior 
of the test bed. 

graph of the regenerative EC/LS system 
within the carbon-steel test bed. The system 
was designed to support a four-man crew 
in a Og environment for a period of 1 yr. 
Resupply a t  60- to 90-day intervals was 
assumed. This design point mission model 
was chosen as typical of the missions likely 
to evolve in the NASA manned space pro- 
gram. Studies also revealed that the regen- 
erative EC/LS system required to support 
the mission model would embody techniques 
applicable to a wide range of extended 
missions. 

Because the ILSS technology has a broad 
application and because its development and 
testing represent a unique step in the evo- 
lution of integrated EC/LS system technol- 
ogy, i t  will be used as  a focal point for the 
following discussion. 

INTEGRATION AT SUBSYSTEM LEVEL 

Atmosphere Control Subsystem 

The atmosphere control subsystem is one 
of the major integrated subsystems in the 
ILSS. It is withili this subsystem that 
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FIGURE 2.-Composite photograph of the EC/LS system. 

oxygen is recovered from carbon dioxide, carbon dioxide and 0.82 lb/day of makeup 
makeup gases are added, and the atmosphere water. The theoretical balance is based on 
is purified to maintain a habitable environ- 
ment. The oxygen recovery portion of this O2 EXCESS Hz TO VACUUM 
subsystem is a good example of process in- ~ ~ ~ A B B / ~ N A y  p2/DAy I - 0.1 LB/DAY 
tegration a t  the subsystem level. t H- 

Figure 3 is  a schematic of the oxygen 0.84 LB/DAY 

regeneration process in the Bosch mode of 
operation. A general, but summarizing, anal- 
ysis of the integration problem can be made 
by observation of the materials balance 

8,4z LBIDAy 2.53 LB/DAY CABIN A IR  
depicted on the figure. According to the 
theoretical materials balance, i t  is possible [i;FL--l 
to recover 7.48 lb/day of oxygen (four-man $;g$;;;F- requirement a t  an average of 150 percent 7.6 LB/DAY 

basal metabolism rate) from 9.28 l b / d a ~  of FIGURE 3 d x y g e n  regenerationlBosch mode. 
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the stoichiometry of the two basic chemical 
reactions involved, carbon dioxide reduc- 
tion : 

COz + 2H2+2Hz0 + C 

and electrolysis of water : 

The integration problem is one of con- 
trolling the chemical reactions and hard- 
ware operational sequences to achieve the 
theoretical yield of oxygen. Some of the 
details of the general integration problem 
can be pointed out by - a  discussion of the 
units that make up the oxygen recovery 
loop. 

Carbon Dioxide Concentration Unit 

The first unit in the loop is the regenerable 
carbon dioxide concentrator shown in figure 
4. The concentrator receives a continuous 
flow of approximately 30 ft3/min of air 
direct from the cabin air-conditioning unit. 
The flow to the concentrator exits the air- 

conditioning unit immediately downstream 
of the heat exchanger and air-water sepa- 
rator. At that location, the air is a t  its 
lowest temperature and dewpoint. These are  
favorable conditions for the following ad- 
sorption phenomenon. Adsorption occurs in 
silica-gel and artificial zeolite beds. The 
silica-gel beds remove remaining traces of 
moisture to a low dewpoint of approximately 
-70° I?, and the zeolite beds selectively 
adsorb 40 to 60 percent of the carbon dioxide 
in the airstream. During operation, one silica 
gel and one zeolite bed are adsorbing, while 
a second pair of beds is being desorbed. The 
silica-gel bed is being desorbed back into 
the cabin airstream to prevent loss of water. 
The desorbed carbon dioxide is stored in an  
accumulator tank from which i t  is available 
for reduction in the carbon dioxide reduc- 
tion unit. The energy for desorbing the 
molecular sieve beds is being supplied as  
heat by a waste heat process circuit originat- ' 
ing from a simulated radioisbtope Brayton- 
cycle power system. The hot fluid enters the 
desorbing zeolite bed a t  approximately 
375O F. The concentration unitaiso contains 
a cooling fluid circuit for maintaining proper 
thermal conditions in the adsorbing beds 
and associated heat exchangers. 

There are two primary integration inter- 
faces between the concentrator and other 
units within the oxygen recovery loop. The 
air  exiting the air-conditioning unit and en- 
terin the concentrator must not contain 
moisare in excess of that present in satu- 
rated air  a t  55O F. If excess moisture is 
present, the silica-gel beds will become over- 
saturated and they will pass moisture into 
the zeolite beds. If this occurs, it will destroy 
the capacity of the zeolite bed to adsorb 
carbon dioxide. Therefore, the temperature- 
moisture relationship of the a i r  exiting the 
air-conditioning unit must be closely con- 
trolled when an air-conditioning unit is in- 
tegrated with a zeolite-type carbon dioxide 
concentrator. Another integration interface 
involves the purity of the carbon dioxide 
desorbed from the concentrator and avail- 
able for chemical reduction. The most com- 

FIGURE 4.-Carbon dioxide concentrator. mon impurity in the 'carbon dioxide accumu- 
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lation tank is nitrogen, which is present in 
the air trapped in the free air  spaces of the 
canisters containing the zeolite. There is also 
some unconfirmed evidence that the zeolite 
material may be adsorbing nitrogen; how- 
ever, the majority of i t  can be attributed 
to residual air. If the carbon dioxide purity 
in the accumulator falls below approximately 
98 percent, sufficient nitrogen can be intro- 
duced into the carbon dioxide reduction unit 
to require remedial action. The purity in the 
accumulator tank is affected by both adsorp- 
tion and desorption cycles but perhaps most 
directly by the initial portion of the desorp- 
tion cycle. The residual nitrogen (air) in 
the free air  spaces of the desorbing canister 
is driven off first and if desorbed to the 
accumulator, a low carbon dioxide purity 
would result. It is, therefore, necessary to 
desorb the canister back to the unit intake 
during early minutes of the desorption cycle. 
As the desorbing gas becomes essentially 
pure carbon dioxide, it is desorbed to the 
accumulator tank from which i t  is made 
available to the reduction unit. 

Carbon Dioxide Reduction Unit 

The second unit in the oxygen recovery 
loop is the carbon dioxide reduction unit 
shown in figure 5. Carbon dioxide is delivered 
to the unit from the accumulator tank 
through a solenoid valve that is actuated 
based on measurement of carbon dioxide 
concentration in the reactant gas stream as 
sensed by an  infrared analyzer. It is mixed 
with hydrogen from the water electrolysis 
unit and passed into a reactor where i t  is 
reduced over iron catalyst plates a t  a tem- 
perature of approximately 1100' F. The 
reaction is the Bosch process represented by 
the chemical equation 

CO2 + 2H2+2H20 + C 

The carbon that results from the reaction 
is a waste product and is collected in a filter 
that must be periodically replaced. The 
product gases are then cooled, and the steam 
produced by the reaction is condensed and 
separated from the gas stream by means of 
a passive capillary-action-type separator. 

FIGURE 5.-Carbon dioxide reduction unit. 

The gas stream contains unreacted carbon 
dioxide and hydrogen, uncondensed water 
vapor, and carbon monoxide and methane 
from secondary reactions. After being en- 
riched with additional carbon dioxide and 
hydrogen when -necessary, the gas stream 
is recycled to the reduction unit. The recycle 
flow is an advantage of the Bosch process 
because unreacted gases and uncondensed 
water vapor are not lost. Consequently, the 
completeness of the reduction and water 
condensation processes during any short in- 
terval of time is not critical. 

Integration interfaces between the reduc- 
tion unit and other units in the oxygen re- 
covery loop and the overall atmosphere con- 
trol subsystem are numerous. One previously 
mentioned is the purity of carbon dioxide 
from the carbon dioxide concentration unit. 
The common impurity, nitrogen, will de- 
crease the process rate when introduced into 
the reactor by lowering the partial pressures 
of the reactants. To remove. the nitrogen, 
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a flow of approximately 2 cc/min is bled 
from the recycle loop back into the cabin. 
Because the bleed flow will also contain 
carbon monoxide and methane from second- 
ary reactions, i t  must be bled through a 
high-temperature catalytic oxidizer. It was 
also expected that additional carbon mon- 
oxide and methane would be introduced di- 
rect into the cabin air  through leaks in the 
plumbing and seals of the reduction unit. 
Test experience has confirmed the expected 
leakage. The leakage, however, has been 
much greater in magnitude than expected. 
Leakage rates as high as 130 to 170 cc/min 
have been experienced. Because of the leak- 
age, i t  has been necessary to periodically, 
operate two catalytic burners simultaneously. 
This situation is undesirable because of the 
increased demand for oxygen in the oxida- 
tion process and the increase in requirements 
for electrical power. 

Another integration interface involving 
reactant gas feed is present between the 
reduction unit and the water electrolysis 
unit. It involves the movement of hydrogen 
between the two units. According to the 
theoretical materials balanee shown in fig- 
ure 3, maintenance of a stoichiometric Bosch 
process a t  the four-man oxygen regeneration 
level will produce excess hydrogen, the ex- 
cess being supplied in the makeup water that 
is required for oxygen generation. The ex- 
cess has not been confirmed by actual tests 
to date because units of the oxygen recovery 
loop have not mechanically functioned for 
long enough periods of time to permit an 
attempt a t  a materials balance. The antici- 
pated problem of controlling the hydrogen 
feed to the reduction unit in stoichiometric 
ratio with the carbon dioxide feed does not 
appear to be a severe integration problem 
as expected. Tests of the reduction unit re- 
ported by Clark and Holmes (ref. 5) indi- 
cate that the rate of water formation is 
relatively insensitive to recycle gas hydro- 
gen/carbon dioxide volume ratios ranging 
from 3.0 to 9.0. This observation has led 
to the development and testing of a n  auto- 
matic feed gas approach that uses simple 
control techniques. Carbon dioxide from the 

accumulator is delivered a t  3.5 psig to  a 
solenoid valve that opens and closes on sig- 
nal from a low and a high setting on an  
infrared carbon dioxide analyzer. The ana- 
lyzer is detecting the amount of carbon diox- 
ide in the recycle loop and, thus, a specific 
amount (ratio of carbon dioxide to total 
gas) of carbon dioxide is maintained in the 
recycle gas. Hydrogen is delivered from the 
electrolysis unit to a pressure regulator set 
a t  3.0 psig. When the recycle gas loop pres- 
sure falls below 3.0 psig, indicating the need 
for additional reactants, the valve opens and 
admits hydrogen until the pressure again 
reaches 3.0 psig. This technique assures suf- 
ficient quantities of gases for the reaction 
that will take place stoichiometrically over 
a long period of time, although for any given 
short period of time, an exact stoichiometric 
feed is not necessary. 

The inclusion of an alternate reduction 
unit in the oxygen recovery loop is an inte- 
gration feature of the ILSS. If trouble oc- 
curs in the Bosch reactor, the reactant 
gases can be directed to a low-temperature 
Sabatier reactor that shares some common 
plumbing with the Bosch reactor. Figure 6 
is a schematic of the oxygen regeneration 
process in the Sabatier mode. In the Saba- 
tier reactor, the carbon dioxide is reduced 
by hydrogen over a nickel catalyst a t  a 
temperature of approximately 500' F. The 
reaction is represented by the chemical 
equation 

CO, + 4H,+CH, + 2H,O 

O2 
7.48 LB/DAY 

ELECTROLYSIS 

CH4 OUT 
'42 LB/DAY 1.87 LB/DAY - ----- TO VACUUM 

I WATER I 
I MANAGEMENT p- 1 SUBSYSTEM 1 4.21 LB/DAY 

EXCESS C02 TO VACUUM 

3.13 LB/DAY 

t 
C02 CONCENTRATION 57 

FIGURE 6.-Oxygen re&neration-~abatier mode. 
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There is a basic difference between the Bosch 
and Sabatier process materials balance. The 
Bosch permits reduction of all the available 
carbon dioxide, but, because of the increased 
use of hydrogen in the Sabatier, only a por- 
tion of the carbon dioxide can be reduced. 
From an integration standpoint there are 
some additional differences. Although accu- 
rate control of the hydrogen-to-carbon- 
dioxide-feed ratio was not a problem with 
the Bosch method, i t  is a problem with the 
Sabatier method. The Sabatier reactor does 
not have a recycle loop because of the need 
to continually vent the methane. Thus, reac- 
tant gases that are not converted on a single 
pass and uncondensed water vapor are lost 
overboard along with the methane. Loss of 
carbon dioxide less than the 3.13 Ib/day 
excess shown in figure 6 does not create a 
severe penalty but loss of the hydrogen and 
water vapor does penalize the Sabatier proc- 
ess. Compounding this problem is the ex- 
perimental evidence that better water yields 
are obtained with feed ratios that are hydro- 
gen rich. If the process is hydrogen rich, the 
unreacted hydrogen will also be lost over- 
board. 

The integration problem of generation and 
control of carbon monoxide has not been 
experienced with the Sabatier. The genera- 
tion problem is inherently less with the 
Sabatier process and the leakage problem 
is alleviated because of the lack of a re- 
cycle gas loop and rotating catalyst drive 
mechanisms. 

Fater Electrolysis Unit 

The third unit in the integrated oxygen 
recovery loop is the water electrolysis unit 
shown in figure 7. The unit includes three 
modules, each of which contains 16 cells. 
The cells contain a 25-percent solution of 
sulfuric acid electrolyte and water between 
two ion-exchange membranes. The electrodes 
are made by coating the outer surfaces of the 
membranes with a platinum black catalyst 
powder in contact with a current-distributing 
screen. The oxygen produced a t  the positive 
electrodes is released into the cabin for crew 

FIGURE 7.-Water electrolysis unit. 

consumption. The hydrogen evolved a t  the 
negative electrodes is used in the reductiozr 
unit. The integration interface of hydrogen 
flow between the water electrolysis unit, and 
the reduction unit has been described previ- 
ously. Another integration interface between 
these two units involves the purity of the 
water as generated by the reduction versus 
the purity requirement as dictated by the 
electrolysis unit. The water management sub- 
system also interfaces into the purity prob- 
lem because of the makeup water that i t  adds 
to the total required for electrolysis. This 
water purity integration interface has not 
been defined. To date, all feed water to the 
electrolysis unit has been distilled water. 

Water Management Subsystem 

The ILSS water management subsystem is 
a good example of integration of operational 
modes a t  the subsystem level. It is within this 
subsystem that usable water is recovered 
from urine, wash water, and humidity con- 
densate. This subsystem also serves as a col- 
lection, holding, and dispensing function for 
water throughout the entire system. The 
complete subsystem is shown in figure 8. 

Wick-Type Evaporation Units 

The water recovery process occurs in the 
wick-type evaporation units, one of which is 
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FIGURE 8.-Water management subsystem. 

shown in figure 9. A flow of air heated to - 
temperatures between 120' to 180' F is 
passed over a wick saturated with waste 
liquids. The water in the liquids is vaporized, 
condensed, and separated from the airstream. 
The separation is accomplished by a turbine- 
driven centrifugal separator. The water is 
then pumped to the holding tanks for purity 
analysis. The waste solids remain in the wick. 
The airstream is reheated and passed into 
the wick for another cycle. Chromic and sul- 
furic acid pretreatment chemicals are added 
to the waste water prior to processing to 
lower pH, to fix ammonia, and to prevent the 

FIGURE 9.-Wick-type evaporation unit. growth of micro-organisms. 
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Multifiltration Unit 
A multifiltration unit is included in the 

system as a standby for emergency mode 
operation. This unit uses activated charcoal 
filters and ion-exchange resin beds to process 
humidity condensate to potable water. The 
unit is sized for a 17-day capacity. 

Operational Mode 
The two types of recovery units discussed 

are capable of three modes of operation. In 
the normal processing mode, the total sys- 
tem water balance is as follows: 

Water required : 

Quantity, 
lb/dav/ 
4 men 

Drinking and food preparation ................. 30.0 
Wash water .............................................. 13.2 
Electrolysis makeup ...................................... .8 

Total ........................................................ 44.0 

Water recovered: 
Urine water ................................................. 13.2 
Wash water ................................................... 13.2 
Humidity condensate .................................... 19.6 

Total ........................... 46.0 

A schematic of the normal processing mode 
is shown in figure 10. One evaporation unit is 
pro,cessing urine to wash water, while the 
other is processing wash water and humi,dity 
condensate to potable water. Thus, to process 
urine to potable water, two process cycles 
are required. 

A secondary mode, the minimum continu- 
ous mode, shown in figure 11, is provided by 
slightly oversizing the evaporation units so 
that each unit can process all three types of 
waste waters. In this mode of operation, one 

FROM BOSCH REACTOR TANK -TO ELECTROLYSIS 

EMERGENCY 
FILTER UNlT 

STANDBY 

TANK 

WASH - C O L L E C ~ O N ~  L TANK ---I EMERGENCY 
CONDENSAE 

AIR 
STORED 

-COLLECTION- EVAP. 
URINE UNIT LTANK rwAsH - TO 

PERSONAL 
HYGIENE 

FIGURE 10.-Normal processing mode. 

FROM BOSCH REACTOR -TANK 1 -TO ELECTROLYSIS 

EMERGENCY 1 
FILER UNlT 

STANDBY 

FAILED lANK I TO NUTRITIONAL 
SUPPORT 

-COLLECTION-i WASH AfN:yP POTABLE- 

EMERGENCY 

CONDENSAE 

-COLLECTION 
URINE UNIT 

TO PERSONAL 
HYGIENE 

FIGURE 11.-Minimum continuous mode. 

evaporation unit has failed and the other 
unit is processing urine, humidity conden- 
sate, and a portion of the wash water. There 
is only one process cycle from urine to pota- 
ble water, and the amount of water for 
personal hygiene is reduced. 

The third mode of operation, the emer- 
gency mode, is represented in figure 12. In  
this mode, only the humidity condensate is 
processed by the emergency multifiltration 
unit and makeup water is added from the 
stored supply. Water for washing is no 
longer available. This design concept and ar- 
rangement of the water management sub- 
system is an example of integration of opera- 
tional modes to provide redundancy, step 
degradation, and emergency capability. 

FROM BOSCH REACTOR TANK - TO ELECTROLYSIS 
A 

TANK 
FAILED 

-COLLECTION AIR EVAP. I UNIT WASH 

-COLLECTION J 
CONDENSATE TANK EMERGENCY _] 

FAILED STORE0 

-----LCOLLECTION A I R  EVAP. 
URINE UNIT WASH 

TANK 

FIGURE 12.-Emergency mode. 

Other ILSS Subsystems 

The remaining subsystems are  not good 
examples of integration within themselves 
but are a necessary part of a discussion on 
integration a t  the system level. Therefore, in 
preparation for the later discussion, they are 
described briefly. 
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Nutritional Support Subsystem pulled into and through the collection cones. 
Nutritional support is provided by freeze- The flow transports noxious odors to acti- 

dried, stable-conventional, and frozen foods. vated charcoal filters where the airflow is 
The foods are stored, prepared, and dispensed cleaned prior to returning i t  to the main 
with the aid of the console (fig. 13) and a cabin airstream. The collection cones Con- 

taining the fecal material and cleaning tissue 
are manually transferred to. a processing 
canister in which the fecal material is vac- 
uum dried by a simulated space vacuum 
aided by waste heat from the process heat 
circuit. The dried material is then placed in 
a nonpermeable bag and stored in one of the 
large storage containers placed adjacent t o  
the collection unit. The vacuum-drying can- 
isters and the storage containers are  also 
used to process solid waste materials from 
the nutritional support and personal hygiene 
subsystems. 

The functions provided and the quantity 
of wastes handled by the waste management 
subsystem are given in table I. 

FIGURE 13.-Nutritional support console. TABLE I.-Waste Management System 
I I 

supplementary freezer not currently a part  
of the system. Preparation of the food re- 
quired warm water a t  180° F and cool water 
a t  40" F for reconstitution of the dried 
foods. The reconstitution takes place in small 
plastic packages that are  used as dispensing 
aids. 

Waste Management Subsystem 

The waste management subsystem pro- 
vides for the collection of all wastes, the 
processing of solid body wastes, and the stor- 
age of waste solids for the entire system. 
The current configuration of the waste col- 
lection and processing unit is shown in figure 
14. Urine is collected in a relief tube with the 
aid of a small flow of cabin air. After being 
separated from the airstream by a motor- 
driven centrifugal separator, the urine i s  
pumped to the water management subsystem 
for processing. The airstream is returned to 
the cabin. Fecal material is collected in a 
conical paper filter backed by a permeable 
hydrophobic polymer fabric. During the col- 
lection process a small flow of cabin air is 

Waste 

Feces ................ 

Urine ................ 
Refuse : 

Food and 
packaging. 

Personal hy- 
giene. 

Carbon .......... 

System function 

Collection, processing, 
and storage. 

Collection and transfer 

Processing and storage 

Quantity 
handled, 
lb/day/ 
4 men 

1.3 

13.2 

1.6 

... Processing and storage I 
Storage ............................... 1 2.5 

Personal Hygiene Subsystem 
The personal hygiene subsystem provides 

sponge bathing and conventional dental and 
shaving facilities. Warm water treated with 
benzalkonium chloride a t  a dilution of 1: 2000 
is furnished for body cleansing and rinsing 
of personal hygiene aids. A cylindrical cham- 
ber with a thumb-operated removable piston 
provides a container for wetting, drying, and 
cleansing the sponges. Dental cleansing is 
provided by a conventional toothbrush and 
ingestible dentifrice. Shaving is accomplished 
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FIGURE 14.-Waste management unit. 

with an electric razor. In a flight system, the overall integration procedure. There is one 
razor would be modified to include a small subsystem, however, that is the key to sys- 
induction blower and whisker collection bag. tem-level integration. That subsystem is the 

Thermal-Control Subsystem 
thermal-control subsystem. It includes three 
integrated fluid circuits: the process heat cir- 

The thermal-control subsystem includes cuit, the primary coolant circuit, and the 
three integrated fluid circuits. They are the cabin air  circuit. A highly simplified sche- 
process heat circuit, the primary coolant cir- matic of the integration of these three cir- 
cuit, and the cabin air circuit. They are dis- cuits is shown in figure 15. 
cussed in more detail in the next section of 
the paper. Process Heat Circuit 

INTEGRATION AT SYSTEM LEVEL One of the candidate power systems for 
use on extended mission spacecraft is the dy- 

A complete treatment of integration of the namic Brayton-cycle radioisotope system 
ILSS a t  the system level would involve a dis- The ILSS was designed around a typical ex- 
cussion of every component in every subsys- tended mission spacecraft concept that in- 
tem. Each contributes to some extent to the cluded this type of power system. During 
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MCHANGER 1- ,+, 
EQU l PMENT 

FIGURE 15.-Integration of the thermal-control 
circuits. 

operation of the power system, large quanti- 
ties of waste heat must be rejected. By using 
the waste heat to supply energy for the re- 
generative physicochemical processes, the re- 
quirement for energy supplied directly by 
electrical power from the spacecraft power 
system can be reduced. In the ILSS, a com- 
mercial heating cart delivers a simulated 
waste heat load to the EC/LS system by 
means of a silicone fluid a t  a temperature of 
375O F a t  the inlet to  the system. Approxi- 
mately 15 800 Btu/hr (4.6 kW) of waste 
heat energy are delivered to the EC/LS sys- 
tem by the process heat circuit shown sche- 
matically in figure 16. In t.he circuit, the EC/ 
LS system components are arranged for the 
most effective utilization of the waste heat 
by placing components requiring the highest 
fluid temperatures upstream of the others 
and by placing components with cyclic heat- 

C A R B O ~  CAR'BON 
DIOXIDE DIOXIDE 
CONCENTRATOR REACTOR FLU ID--- HEAT 

+I+ 400' F --+EXCHANGER 

WATER WATER OXYGEN 
RECOVERY RECOVERY 
EVAPORATOR EVAPORATOR NITROGEN 

1 STORES 

t 
t 

WASTE NUTRITIONAL 
MANAGEMENT S U P P r  

t 
PERSONAL FILTER 
HYGIENE 1 

t I I 
FIGURE 16.-Process heat circuit. 

ing requirements, such as the carbon dioxide 
concentrator, on separate branch circuits. 
Although cryogenic stores heat exchangers 
were not installed in the ILSS, provisions 
were made for them in the system design. 
These heat exchangers were located on a 
separate branch of the process heat circuit 
to permit the total heat transport fluid to be 
diverted to them if needed for  emergency 
repressurization. 

The utilization of the waste heat is an 
example of optimization by integration; how- 
ever, i t  also creates integration problems 
that have not been completely solved. Abso- 
lute containment of the hot fluid is a difficult 
task. Containment is further complicated by 
the need to repeatedly break and remake fit- 
tings when components are  removed for 
maintenance. Another problem with the inte- 
grated process heat circuit is the one of con- 
trolling the flow through the EC/LS system. 
Balancing valves, orifices, and bypass lines 
must be provided to insure proper fluid dis- 
tribution through all units when single or 
multiple units are turned off or adjusted. 
Control in the ILSS is accomplished man- 
ually and requires considerable attention. 
If waste heat process circuits are  to be used 
in flight systems, a technique for automatic 
control must be developed. 

Primary Coolant Circuit 

A primary coolant circuit utilizing a mix- 
ture of propylene glycol and water further 
integrates the EC/LS system. A schematic 
of the circuit is shown in figure 17. An ex- 
cerpt from NASA CR-614 (ref. 6) describes 
the integration: 

The water chiller, cabin air heat exchanger A, and 
COz reduction unit all require low-temperature cool- 
ant for condensing or chilling operations and were 
located in parallel circuits immediately downstream 
of the fluid cooling and pumping unit. Heat ex- 
changer B was installed in the fluid circuit immedi- 
ately downstream of heat exchanger A so that heat 
exchanger B receives full coolant flow at a maximum 
temperature of 46" F. 

The electrolysis unit was located in a bypass cir- 
cuit downstream of heat exchanger B. This location 
permits the unit to receive a constant coolant flow 
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FIGURE 17.-Primary coolant circuit. 

WATER 
CHILLER 

a t  a temperature of approximately 65" F. A fixed 
orifice was installed in the main circuit parallel to 
the electrolysis unit to divert the required coolant 
flow to the unit. 

The water recovery units and the coolant-fluid 
heater (electronic equipment simulator) were in- 
stalled in series downstream of the water chiller to 
take advantage of the low-temperature coolant 
leaving the chiller. 

The COz concentration unit, which has large cyclic 
cooling requirements, was located downstream of the 
COa reduction unit to minimize its effect upon the 
remainder of the circuit. 

This distribution circuit permits each component 
to receive coolant a t  the lowest available tempera- 
ture without producing excessively high circuit- 
pressure drop or increasing the total fluid-flow rate 
above that required to satisfy the cooling require- 
ments of the low-temperature units. ' 

Balancing valves are installed in all parallel 
branch circuits to allow flow rate adjustment. 
Enough calibrated flow-measurement orifices have 
been installed to permit direct or indirect (sum-and- 
difference) determination of the coolant flow rate to 
each key component in the circuit. 

Integration problems experienced with this 
circuit are similar to those experienced with 
the process heat circuit. Originally the pri- 
mary coolant circuit used a fluorocarbon 
liquid that was difficult to contain. Upon leak- 

ing, i t  would quickly evapurate. Thus, the 
point of leakage was difficult to locate. After 
changing to glycol and water, the leakage 
problem was reduced. Experience has indi- 
cated that the entire problem of maintaining 
an automatic balanced flow of heating and 
cooling fluids throughout an integrated sys- 
tem with cyclic thermal conditions will be a 
difficult one for which to find an optimum 
solution. 

Cabin Air Circuit 

The cabin air circuit, shown schematically 
in figure 18, provides a transfer function for 
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FIGURE 18.-Cabin air  circuit. 

many of the materials associated with the 
process loops; however, as part of the ther- 
mal control subsystem, its primary function 
is to transfer sensibJe and latent heat loads 
from the cabin atmosphere to the cabin air- 
heat exchanger. The cabin environment is 
maintained at  a selected temperature in the 
range from 68' to 80' F and a t  a relative 
humidity between 40 and 60 percent. Con- 



redundancy. The final arrangement of a 
32 528 Btu/hr-11080 Btu/hr (electronics heat 

load) +19 444 Btu/hr-3600 Btu/hr (lime losses) single or modular EC/LS system will un- 
=37 292. Only electronic and process heat are doubtedly affect Configuration of the total 
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charged to process heat. (See fig. 39.) spacecraft. 

densation and removal of excess humidity is 
accomplished in the cabin air  circuit with the 
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mission profile; however, the best example FIGURE 19.-Heat load summary, maximum. 
of integration a t  the total spacecraft level is 
the interface between the EC/LS system, reduced by reducing the weight and size of 
the Power generation system, and the ther- the power system, or the savings in power 
ma1 control system. This interface can be can be used for other purposes, such as 
observed by an examination of 'gure conducting onboard scientific experiments. 
which is a summary of the ILSS heat load. All integration interfaces between the 
Note that the regenerative EC/LS system EC/LS system and the total spacecraft can- 
demands considerable energy, 37292 Btu/ not be as clearly defined or so quickly re- 
hr,l to drive the processes. In a noninte- duced to a numerical tradeoff as can the 
grated the energy be EC/LS system-power system-thermal con- 
delivered to the regenerative processes as trol system interface. The reliability require- 
heat from resistance heaters. In an  inte- ments for extended-mission make 
grated spacecraft with a dynamic radioi- in-flight maintenance necessary. EC/LS sys- 
sotope power system, a large portion of the tems must, therefore, be designed and ar- 

'an be supplied b~ heat that is waste rnnged for access. One to this 
the Power system. Thus, the endother- problem that is currently receiving study is 

mic EC/LS system can act as  a heat sink for the one of modularizing the $C/LS system. 
the system. As a the In addition to easing maintenance problems, 
weight and size of the spacecraft can be modularizing may provide reliability through 

water separator that utilizes Capillary action 1 
-800 

,429 

15,300 

5 2  

8,520 

19,301 

3,983 

across porous plates as  the phase-separation 
technique. 

INTEGRATION AT TOTAL SPACECRAFT 
LEVEL 

The integration of a regenerative EC/LS 
system with the total spacecraft is an action 
that does not occur independently or a t  any 
specific time during the spacecraft design. I t  
occurs simultaneously with the development 
of the total spacecraft concept. Many of the 
design requirements that are imposed on 
the EC/LS system are established by the 
mission model, gross features of the space- 
craft model, and crew model that are  ini- 
tially fixed by the mission to be flown and 
the capability of propulsion systems. The 
elements of the models include interfaces 
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TEST RESULTS an immediate and significant effect on the 

The ILSS used as  a focal point for the 
discussion of life support system integra- 
tion has been used to isolate and define some 
of the technological and practical problems 
that must be solved before regenerative sys- 
tems can be applied to flight vehicles. It is 
not within the scope of this paper to pre- 
sent and discuss all of the test results ob- 
tained to date; however, i t  is appropriate 
to present a few of the most significant 
results. The cumulative engineering test 
hours on the ILSS units are as  follows: 

Unit : 
Total 
hours 

COz concentration ....................................... 1441 
CO* reduction: 

Bosch ................................................ 869 
Sabatier .............................................. 436 

HzO electrolysis ............................................ 1300 
Catalytic burners .......................................... 2178 
Evaporation (water) ................................. 760 

The cumulative times include periods of 
independent operation and periods of opera- 
tion as part of the integrated system. Four 
integrated system tests have been conducted: 

(1) 24-hr functional evaluation-un- 
manned, doors open 

(2) 7-day integrated system-intermit- 
tently manned, doors closed 

(3) 3-day integrated system-manned (3 
crews, four men in each crew), doors closed 

(4) 4-day integrated system-manned (3 
crews, four men in each crew), doors closed 

Some of the most significant results are dis- 
cussed briefly in the following pages. 

Carbon Dioxide Concentration Unit 

This unit has functioned well. It has con- 
tinued to maintain the cabin carbon dioxide 
percentage near the 0.5-percent design point. 
During periods when the unit is functioning 
properly, the purity of carbon dioxide de- 
livered to the accumulator tank has reached 
99 percent. The majority of the difficulties 
experienced with the unit have been me- 
chanical failures of valves and valve actua- 
tors. When valve failures occur, they have 

performance of the unit. Only one bed poi- 
soning has occurred. Early in the subsystem 
checkout program, coolant flow to the cabin- 
air  heat exchanger was erroneously bypassed 
around the heat exchanger. This permitted 
excessive moisture to enter the silica gel 
beds, allowing them to become oversatu- 
rated. Attempts to dry the beds failed, and 
the silica gel had to be replaced. 

Bosch Carbon Dioxide Reduction Unit 

The performance of the Bosch reduction 
process and the resulting water yield has 
been encouraging. In addition, the antici- 
pated htegration problem of controlling 
feed-gas ratios has not proved to be a dif- 
ficult problem. A satisfactory solution to 
this problem was developed and has been 
discussed in an  earlier section- of this paper. 

The successes, however, have been over- 
shadowed by two problem areas. 

(1) Carbon transport and removal.-The 
problem of removal of elementary carbon 
from the recycle gas stream was anticipated 
and was taken into account in the unit de- 
sign; however, the problem is not limited 
to removal of carbon from the recycle gas. 
Repeated difficulty has been experienced in 
getting the carbon off the catalyst plates, out 
of the reactor, and to the lower end of the 
heat exchanger when carbon removal by a 
filter bag is to take place. Figures 20, 21, and 
22 illustrate the carbon transport and re- 
moval problem. Figure 20 shows a clean 
catalyst plate assembly. Figure 21 shows a 
catalyst plate assembly after the plate scrap- 
ing mechanism failed. This permitted carbon 
buildup causing failure of the assembly drive 
mechanism. Figure 22 shows carbon build- 
up in the neck of the heat exchanger. Details 
of the carbon transport and removal prob- 
lem and development efforts to find solutions 
to the problem are reported by Clark and 
Holmes (ref. 5). 

(2) Carbon monoxide generation and 
leakage.-During the design of the Bosch 
reactor, i t  was anticipated that when the 
unit was heated to the 1100° to 1300' F op- 
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FIGURE 20.-Catalyst plate assembly. 

FIGURE 22.-Carbon buildup in heat exchanger. 

of recycle gas with a carbon monoxide con- 
centration of 20 percent. The catalytic ox- 
idizer was sized accordingly and was de- 
signed to maintain a cabin carbon monoxide 
concentration of 10 ppm with the oxidizer in 
the normal flow mode; however, during a 
3-day, closed-door test of the ILSS, evidence 
was gained that the leakage rate of recycle 
gas into the cabin air approached 150 cc/min. 
This leak rate overloaded the single catalytic 
oxidizer and caused the cabin total hydrocar- 
bon and carbon monoxide concentrations to 
rise. A second catalytic oxidizer had to be 
placed into operation and both units fre- 
quently had to be operated in the boost mode 
of flow. At one point in the test, the carbon 
monoxide concentration exceeded the red-line 

F~GURE 21,Carbon buildup on plates. value of 50 ppm. This occurred when the 
Bosch reactor was shut down and opened for 

erating temperature, a small amount of the maintenance because of carbon blockage of 
recycle gas would leak into the cabin. The the recycle gas flow through the heat 
original estimate was a leakage of 2 cc/min exchanger. 
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Water Electrolysis Unit 

Prior to the most recent integrated system 
test, a Cday test completed in July 1967, op- 
eration of the electrolysis unit had been 
plagued with difficulty. The most severe 
problem encountered was the popping out of 
portions of the Hypalon rubber spacers b& 
tween cells in a stack. One of the Hypalon 
spacers with embedded coolant tubes is 
shown in figure 23. Very little force is re- 

nitrogen from the module housing leaked 
into the coolant tubes and entered the entire 
system coolant circuit. In  the current con- 
figuration, the coolant tubes are  enclosed in 
a polyethylene shrink tubing and they do 
not contact the fiber-glass reinforcing strips. 
Additional testing is necessary to determine 
the long-term result of the fix. 

Problems more specifically related to the 
electrochemical phase separation processes 
have also been encountered. Liquid carryover 
through the liquid-gas separation membranes 
has occurred -to the extent that additional 
separators have been added to each of the 
product gas outlets. The problem has been 
more severe in the hydrogen side of the cells 
than in the oxygen side. The problem has 
not been completely defined to date ; however, 
preliminary tests, using color-marked elec- 
trolyte and visual observation of the carry- 
over, have indicated that the carryover is 
due to electrochemical phenomena rather 
than to capillary movement. Tests have also 
indicated that the carryover rate may be a 
function of cell temperature and electrolyte 
concentration, a higher carryover occurring 

FIGURE 23.-Electrolysis cell spacer. with increasing temperature and decreasing 

quired to pop out a flexible spacer. This was 
evidenced many times during stack assembly 
when normal compression required to seal 
the stack would pop or squeeze the spacers 
out in a direction perpendicular to the com- 
pression force. When spacers pop out of the 
stack, liquid containing the electrolyte can 
leak into the cell stack housing, thus requir- 
ing shutdown of the assembly. A satisfactory 
fix may have been found to this problem as 
evidenced by the successful operation of the 
water electrolysis unit during the bday  test 
in July. Fiber-glass strips were placed across 
the cell stacks to support the spacers. Unsup- 
ported spans were limited to a distance of 1 
in. A previous fix that utilized fiber-glass 
strip reinforcers placed along the edges of 
individual cells helped prevent spacer pop- 
out but may have contributed to another 
problem. The metal tubes carrying coolant 
to and from the cells corroded through a t  
the interface with the fiber glass. As a result, 

- 

electrolyte concentration. 
An encouraging but unexplained event 

was the recent 4-day test during which the 
water electrolysis unit performed without 
difficulty. Spacers did not pop, liquid carry- 
over did not occur, and cell voltages stabi- 
lized a t  approximately 2.0 V. Additional anal- 
ysis of the test data may uncover the reason 
for the success. 

Water Management Subsystem 

To date, there have not been a sufficient 
number of controlled tests nor have they 
been of sufficient duration to produce con- 
clusive results on the quality of the re- 
covered water. Preliminary analysis of wa- 
ter samples from the 7-day test of February 
1967 does indicate trends that will be in- 
vestigated in more detail. Water recovered 
from humidity condensate and wash water 
appears to be of good quality based on chem- 
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ical analysis. Electrical conductivity has been 
low ranging, between 13 and 19 slmhos/cm. 
No odor or color has been detected. Water 
recovered from urine, however, has not been 
of equal quality. Electrical conductivity has 
ranged between 127 to 300 pmhos/cm and 
has a detectable odor and color (turbidity). 
Traces of urea have been detected and total 
alkalinity has been relatively high, ranging 
between 58 to 118 mg/liter reported as  
calcium carbonate. The system is very dif- 
ficult to decontaminate biologically. After 
decontamination, i t  is also difficult to main- 
tain in a clean condition. Biological analyses 
of the recovered water verify the presence of 
a biological contamination problem. 

The technique of feeding waste water to 
the wicks has presented a problem. A single 
thermistor is placed vertically into the wick. 
The thermistor senses wick operating tem- 
perature, which is a function of the com- 
bined temperature of the process airstream 
and cooling effect of evaporation. As the 
wick dries, the temperature increases until 
it reaches a set point a t  which time a new 
batch of waste water is fed to the wick. 
Because the batch feed is based on tempera- 
ture sensed by the thermistor, the accuracy 
of the signal from the thermistor is critical. 
Difficulty has been experienced in getting an 
accurate signal from the thermistor because 
small changes in its location with respect to 

TABLE 11.-ILSS A t m o s p h e r i c  Analyses, Summary of Averaged Values 
with Highs and Lows 

a As methyl mercaptan equivalent. 
As methyl alcohol equivalent. 
As methane equivalent.. 

Method of analysis 

Process GC, percent: 
02-- - - . ._- - . . - - - -_-__ 
Nz-----------------  
COr - - - - -  - - - -  - - - - - - - 
CO - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
H2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
CHn - - - - - - _ _ _ - - - - - _  
Hz0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Pressure,torr - - - - - _ - - - - -  
Wet chemistry, ppm: 

NH3 - _ - - _ - - - - - - - - - _  
SO2 -----------_---. 
H2S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
NO - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
NO2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Mercaptan* - - _ _ - _ _ -  

Trace GC, ppm: 
Acetone _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Alcoholb - - - - - - - - - - -  
Benzene - - - - - - - -_ - - -  
Trichloroethylene--.. - 
CO - - - - _ - _ - - - - - - - - _  
CH4 - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ -  
Hz - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Total hydrocarbons,~ 
ppm-------..-..------- 

CO analyzer, ppm, - - - - - -  

7 

Low 

21 
74 

.60 
0 
0 
0 
1.4 

750 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 

2.5 
0 

day 

High 

23 
80 
1 .OO 
0 
0 
0 
2.5 

769 

0 
<1 

0 
.1 
.1 

0 

< .1 
10 
0 
0 
2 

12 
160 

15 
6 

Jan. 
31 

22 
78 

.79 
0 
0 
0 
1.7 

766 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
7 

3 
4 

Feb. 
5 

21 
75 

.75 
0 
0 
0 
1.7 

757 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

<.l 
<1 

0 
0 

< .5  
1.5 

48 

6 
1.5 

Feb. 
1 

22 
76 

.80 
0 
0 
0 
2.0 

764 

0 
<1 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
4 
0 
0 
1.5 
1.5 

100 

4 
2 

Feb. 
6 

21 
76 

.74 
0 
0 
0 
1.8 

758 

0 
.3  

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
3.5 
0 
0 
1.2 
4 

59 

6 
1.8 

Feb. 
7 

21 
77 

.78 
0 
0 
0 
1.9 

753 

0 
0 
0 
.1 

0 
0 

0 
<1 

0 
0 

<.5 
1 

50 

6 
2 

Feb. 
2 

21 
74 

.78 
0 
0 
0 
2.0 

759 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
5 
0 
0 
1.5 
1 

58 

6 
1 

Averaged 

Feb. 
3 

21 
74 

.73 
0 
0 
0 
1.9 

766 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
< .5  
0 
0 

.3 
1 

52 

5 
1.5 

values 

Feb. 
4 

21 
74 

.75 
0 
0 
0 
1 .9  

761 

0 
0 
0 
0 
.1 

0 

<.l 
<1 

0 
0 

< .5  
1 

52 

5 
1.5 
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wick and wick spacer materials produce 
large differences in sensed temperat.ures. If 
the thermistor senses a temperature higher 
than the overall representative wick tem- 
perature, batching is too frequent and flood- 
ing results. If the thermistor senses a 
temperature lower than the overall represen- 
tative wick temperature, batching is not fre- 
quent enough and the wick dries out and 
causes changes in the chemical makeup of 
the product water. 

Trace Contamination 

Some results of contamination studies as 
related to operation of the Bosch reactor 
have been discussed in a previous section of 
the paper. As was stated, high carbon mon- 
oxide and significant total hydrocarbon level 

concentrations were d e tec t e d. How ever, 
studies made during the 7-day test of Febru- 
ary 1967 as reported by Pearson and John- 
son (ref. 1) indicate a clean atmosphere 
when operating with the Sabatier reactor. 
Table I1 (ref. 7) is a table of contaminants 
looked for and found by online monitoring 
equipment. Note the low, 0 to 6 ppm, carbon 
monoxide and low, 2.5 to 15 ppm, total hy- 
drocarbon concentrations. 

Other trace contaminant identification 
work using multistaged cold traps for  Sam- 
pling and gas chromatography and mass 
spectrometry for analysis is being conducted 
but results are still preliminary. A typical 
preliminary analysis of samples from the 3- 
day test of June 1967 has identified 34 trace 
compounds making up a combined total of 
18 mg of sample. 
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Space Mission Modeling and 
Simulation Techniques 

General Dynamics 

N?!-28539 
A rapid growth is occurring in the use of computerized simulation techniques and 

modeling in the planning and development of advanced space missions and systems. The 
analysis, planning, and integration of total man-system missions offers a great challenge 
to the space-systems analyst, the program planner, and the operations researcher. This 
paper contains a description of a methodology and mathematical model developed and 
used in meeting such a challenge. Specific problems of mission planners are addressed, 
and study results that are illustrative of the utility of such simulation and modeling 
techniques are presented. 

A mathematical model of a simulated space station mission is described and em- 
phasis is placed on the handling of crew-related factors in the model logic and library. 
The model i s  especially suitable for use in parametric analyses or in the evaluation of 
alternatives (tradeoff studies). Thus, in the early stage of mission planning, when 
data are inadequate or accuracy is suspect, use of the model is particularly advan- 
tageous. Because of the flexibility of the model, a determination can be made of the 
sensitivity of mission effectiveness to a number of crew-related factors: e.g., crew task 
times, crewman proficiency, overtime allowables, work-shift lengths, work policies, crew 
rotation profiles, work-rest-sleep cycles, life support requirements, and crew illness. 
There is a discussion of a computerized methodology for use in comparing and balancing 
capabilities of astronauts versus the requirements and the demands of the total space 
mission. The methodology is illust~ated a s  a planning tool in establishing requirements 
and capabilities of long-duration space stations. 

The utilization and role of simulation models as management-decision aids in re- 
solving key issues in the planning of space programs are set forth, and future needs 
and challenges are delineated. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the course of this conference, dis- 
cussions have been directed a t  detailing the 
many elements and problems of long-dura- 
tion space flight, the role of man in space 
flight, and the various new and advanced 
technologies that have been or will be 
brought to bear on these space undertakings. 
Harnessing these dynamic technologies, fit- 
ting the x a n y  elements together into a 
meaningful and successful space program, 
and completing a successful set of space 
missions present a formidable challenge to 

the management capabilities of the United 
States. 

It seems fitting that there should be a few 
comments offered on the technologies, meth- 
ods, and procedures that are being mar- 
shaled to meet this management challenge. 
The systems analysis approach will be out- 
lined and a sample of a space mission simu- 
lation model that can be used to analyze the 
total elements of a space mission will be 
given. The models, the analysis procedure, 
and the simulations to be discussed a t  this 
time are directed toward the total space 
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mission ; this comprehensive perspective will* recognized that the basic steps are the fun- 
differ from views presented from the stand- damental ones normally described in the 
point of one or more elements of a space basic scientific method. 
mission. There are essentially four basic steps: 

first, the observations by which the basic 
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS APPROACH problem is defined, the goals of the analysis 

Fundamental to the understanding (and, 
certainly, to the application) of space mis- 
sion modeling and simulation techniques is 
an  understanding of the systems analysis 
approach. There are  many varied definitions 
of systems analysis and there are many 
practitioners of the systems analysis proce- 
dure; needless to say, systems analysis has 
not become an established and completely 
recognized science despite the many success- 
ful applications of this vital technical 
process. 

The Meaning of Systems Analysis 

For purposes of this discussion, systems 
analysis will mean : "The process of quanti- 
fying the elements of a space mission, with 
particular emphasis on measuring the inter- 
relationship of the elements and their impact 
on the total space mission." 

The intent of any worthwhile systems 
analysis is a t  least twofold: to approximate 
the real world and to focus the attention of 
management on the major problems and, 
thus, to aid in the management-decision 
process. 

A schematic of the systems analysis ap- 
proach is presented in figure 1. It will be 

established, the ground rules delineated, the 
feasible alternatives offered, and an  ap- 
proach to problem solution outlined. With 
these basic questions and ground rules es- 
tablished, the second step may be begun. 
It involves the taking of measurements 
wherein the key variables, the key assump- 
tions, and the basic data required for the 
analysis are collected from historical and 
similar experiences. These new data are  
generated during engineering analysis and 
tradeoffs among the key parameters. This 
measuring process results in the establish- 
ment of the effectiveness criteria and the 
measures of goodness. The third step in the 
systems analysis approach is the construc- 
tion of a model, usually a model that can 
be programed on a high-speed computer. 
Through the model and its assemblage of 
mathematical relations, a variety of simula- 
tions can be made; these simulations must 
be as  "real world" as possible with emphasis 
on the key elements. The next step, often 
thought of as the final step in the basic 
scientific method, is the making of predio 
tions and sensitivities that relate the major 
variables and, hopefully, isolate the major 
problems and issues of the situation being 
analyzed. In the real world, however, for a 
systems analysis to be useful to the manager, 
a fifth step is necessary: that of putting the 
results into a form that is useful to the 
management; this formating exercise con- 
sists of making various recommendations 
and comparisons of the alternatives initially 
established. The basic sensitivities, the con- 
fidence that relates to the basic input and 
output data, a delineation of the key trade- 
offs, and, in particular, the breakeven points 
or the points of indifference-all of these 
are important to the manager so that he 
may make clear and rapid decisions relating 
to a complex space mission or  to a particular 

FIGURE 1.-The systems analysis approach. space program. 
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Need for Systems Analysis 
At least three basic items have contributed 

to the need for systems analysis in the space 
mission and space program field: (1) an  
explosive technology ; (2) the many alterna- 
tives available to meet a space objective; and 
(3) the resource constraints in the form of 
dollars, men, key material, and the various 
other forces that compete for the dollar. 

As has been described in the upper part 
of figure 2, the technology explosion that 
began around 1950 is evidenced in almost 
all fields of human endeavor. Speed regimes 
have been hurdled by transportation sys- 
tems; range is increasing; the trend for 
effective weight is downward; altitude has 
been increasing; the reliability levels that 
are  achievable have been improving a t  a 
rapid rate; and the cost has been spiraling 
upward. These trends in technology have 
been carried over into the space field, and 
space efforts have, in many cases, further 
accelerated the trends. Along with the steady 
advances in technology, many alternatives 
for meeting space objectives are presently 
available or are rapidly becoming a reality. 
For example, it might be economical, desir- 
able, and, in fact, necessary to invest in 
probes prior to a manned mission or to 
undertake an unmanned or even a manned 
flyby prior to a long-duration mission. 

In this dynamic environment, there is a 
marked increase in the number of resource 
constraints to be considered and in the com- 

petition for these resources. The available 
money, skilled men, key materials, compe- 
tition for the dollar, etc., must be factored 
into any space program planning exercise. 
In this environment, systems analysis offers 
a means of bringing all of the essential 
elements of the problem together in a timely, 
integrated manner, so that systematic, effec- 
tive decisions may be made. 

Systems analysis applied in space pro- 
gram planning brings into proper perspec- 
tive all of the key elements, such as systems 
performance, cost, environmental factors, 
human factors, mission elements, reliability, 
operations, schedules, logistics requirements, 
and personnel; analysis focuses these ele- 
ments. As has been illustrated in the top 
of figure 3, these elements may be thought 
of as  a master jigsaw puzzle wherein the 
objective of systems analysis (and, in turn, 
the job of the manager) is to put the pieces 
together as adroitly and economically as 
possible. 

Initially, many alternatives may be identi- 
fied in the problem statement. These alter- 
natives are then reduced through the appli- 
cation of stated policies, assumptions, 
and constraints to those dternatives that are 
reasonably feasible. Through more sophisti- 
cated systems analysis techniques, frequently 
employing simulation models, alternatives 
for the operational phase may be selected. 
It should be noted that the systems analysis 
approach is dynamic with time. Time is an  

FIGURE 2.-The need for systems analysis. FIGURE 3.-Key elements and dynamics. 
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important factor; any alternatives are  avail- 
able in the initial planning stages, and these 
may be systematically reduced to feasible 
alternatives and then further refined into a 
selected alternative for use in the operational 
phase. It should be noted, also, that systems 
analysis and the use of modeling and simula- 
tion techniques is not constrained to the 
planning stage entirely but can be a useful 
tool throughout the design phase; these tech- 
niques often can be carried into the opera- 
tional phase of a long-duration space vehicle. 

THE ADVANTAGES OF SIMULATION FIGURE 4.-Advantages of simulation. 

Simulation is sometimes referred to  as a 
generator of synthetic experience; present 
knowledge can be blended with intuition in 
simulation to gain new knowledge without 
experiencing the actual conditions. Obvious- 
ly, the benefits derived from this attribute of 
simulation are many. An economical means 
is provided for rapid synthesis of situations 
encountered when comparing alternatives. 
Problems may be petitioned for systematic 
analysis with the technological experts 
brought to bear and responsible for the in- 
puts in key areas; these can then be recom- 
bined to obtain total program understanding. 
Many pitfalls, such as  suboptimization, bot- 
tlenecks, or improper alinement between key - - 

areas, may be recognized before expensive 
and time-consuming operations a re  put into 
effect. The basic advantages of simulation 
are  summarized in figure 4. These advan- 
tages can be categorized as follows: (1) rap- 
id assessment of alternatives, (2) problem 
petitioning for systematic analysis wherein 
major problem areas are isolated and basic 
technology can be focused for the solution of 
the problem, and (3) reduction or elimina- 
tion of opportunities for suboptimization or 
overemphasis of a particular segment or part 
of the problem. By means of these three fac- 
tors, total program understanding is pro- 
moted. In addition, the benefits accrue to the 
entire space program family: manager, proj- 
ect engineers, analyst, and the entire techni- 
cal community. 

A dynamic experience of growth is being 
realized by the family of users of simulation; 
an enthusiastic and growing number of man- 
agers, project engineers, analysts, and, in- 
deed, most segments of the technical com- 
munity are exploring the advantages offered 
by simulation. In some of the more familiar 
fields (particularly in the design of military 
vehicles), simulation has often been thought 
of as a luxury because it is possible, without 
resort to simulation, to design a vehicle, fly 
it, and then work out the bugs; in the space 
program world, however, this luxury has be- 
come a necessity-because the first attempt 
must be a success. 

LEVELS OF MODELING 

Modeling activity encompasses all levels of 
the space program; representatives are de- 
picted in figure 5. At the total space pro- 
gram level, models are  directed toward 
problems involving the return from the total 
space effort and toward the effective alloca- 
tion of resources to the total space program. 
At the next level, program planning may be 
performed in one of the major areas of a 
proposed space program activity such as 
lunar, planetary, Earth orbital, or deep 
space. At this level, it is of primary interest to 
find the most appropriate mission sequences 
to accommodate a stated objective. At an  
individual mission or program level, mission 
effectiveness and simulation models are used 
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FIGURE 5.-Levels of modeling. 

in an attempt to gain further insight into 
operational conditions, thereby problems or 
inefficiencies may be anticipated. Models a re  
also available a t  the module level and some- 
times may be combined into total mission 
models; some models, however, may not be 
physically combinable, but outputs are com- 
patible for  manipulation by analysts a t  the 
higher levels. 

SPACE STATION MISSION SIMULATION 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The space station mission simulation math- 
ematical model was developed for NASA's 
Langley Research Center by the Operations 
Research section of General Dynamics, Fort 
Worth, under contract NAS1-5874. The 
model was put in operation at Langley R s  
search Center in April 1967. Additional re- 
search is currently underway to expand the 
capabilities and capacities of the basic model. 

In  the discussion that follows, the basic 
highlights of the model will be summarized 
under four headings: objectives, model con- 
cept, typical model applications, and three 
major submodels. These selected examples 
are included to provide a clearer understand- 
ing of the benefits to be derived from the use 
of the model. Particular emphasis will be 
placed on how the model can be used. It 
should be emphasized that the examples to  
be demonstrated are  typical of model usage 
and are offered for ease of understanding of 
the model. Certainly, the answers will vary 

with changes in  input parameters, such as 
extent and type of experiment program, mis- 
sion duration, and mission objectives. 

Objectives 

A Manned Orbital Research Laboratory 
(MORL) system concept, capable of ful- 
filling basic space-related research and de- 
velopment objectives, was derived through 
previous studies. In an earlier paper in this 
conference, Dr. Wolbers of Douglas Aircraft 
Co. discussed the basic details and the design 
features of the MORL c0ncept.l A need was 
thus generated for a detailed mathematical 
model that would, by effective utilization of 
previously developed space station data and 
data to be generated in the future, serve as 
an  implementation of a MORL program or 
another future longirange space program. 

The key considerations and provisions 
that were factored into the model are  de- 
picted in figure 6. The model is structured 
for easy updating and flexible operation to 
accommodate the new data and the new 
concepts that will be generated as the space 
station program evolves. In  addition, the 
particular needs of the model user have been 
considered. Numerous options, both program 
and input, have been provided to reduce 
peripheral output and unnecessary opera- 
tion. Care has also been taken to insure that 

' See p. 21. 
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FIGURE 6.-Program objectives. 
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the presence of these aptions does not com- 
plicate model usage. 

The model is suited to the solution of 
problems that involve mission concepts, sys- 
tems analysis, resource analysis, and mis- 
sion planning. Comparative studies are  gen- 
erally performed by controlling problem 
input; for example, an alternative experi- 
ment program can be compared and evalu- 
ated by reading in the applicable data in 
lieu of the baseline experiments library. 
Special library is used only when required 
for a particular problem; however, a com- 
plete baseline library was provided in the 
model. 

The model was developed in seven basic FIGURE 7.-~odel study plan, 

steps: (1) analysis of the model application 
and utilization requirements that were ac- Model Concept 
complished thrmgh detailed and intense dis- 
cussions with the NASA personnel who were 
going to use the model; (2) delineation of 
the desired output and, in turn, the input 
requirements; (3) an intensive data collec- 
tion, collation, and analysis effort; (4) de- 
tailed analysis and development of functional 
relationships for various categories, such 
as experiments, missions, systems, crew 
operations, logistics, scheduling, reliability, 
cost, and effectiveness parameters; (5) de- 
velopment of the basic model structure, in- 
cluding programing concepts, and the devel- 
opment of model routines and required data 
libraries; (6) basic data preparation and 
checkout of the model ; and (7) model im- 
plementation and training of NAS-4 person- 
nel in model usage. The basic model study 
plan is depicted in figure 7. 

Perhaps the most important featwe in 
the above steps was the provision that the 
model application and utilization require- 
ments be thoroughly defined early in the 
model development program so that a model 
more responsive to the needs of the user 
could be provided. An equally important 
feature was the provision for extensive data 
library storage that can be changed, modi- 
fied, and extended with minimal ease, thus 
avoiding time-consuming and expensive 

The space station mission simulation 
mathematical model consists of three com- 
puter programs or submodels, each appli- 
cable to a different phase of the operation. 
The basic model concept is illustrated in 
figure 8. Preliminary analyses are performed 
with the preliminary requirements model 
(PRM) ; mission plans are developed by 
the space station model in the planning 
mode; and mission simulation is accom- 
plished by the space station model in the 
simulation mode. The PRM generates output 
data and prepares libraries for use by the 
planning mode ; the planning mode provides 
a data tape for use in the simulation mode 
and also produces its own printed output. 

model changes as new iIIformation becomes FIGURE *.-space statioq mission simulation mathe- 
available. matical model concept. 
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The simulation mode, in addition to receiv- 
ing output from the planning mode, prepares 
a data tape for input to other simulation 
mode runs. 

By dividing the model into three pro- 
grams, run time and user time are conserved 
because the model user may select various 
levels of refinement through choices of 
models or  model modes to be used. For 
example, in the early stages of mission plan 
evaluation, the PRM can be used to make 
a gross evaluation of the mission parameters 
and to delineate the relationships that exist 
between these parameters. The requirements 
for many studies in which little detail is 
not needed can be satisfied within this one 
phase. Such data can be used in assessing 
the feasibility of various mission concepts 
and in making an  initial determination of 
mission requirements, such as  preliminary 
cost, crew safety provisions, operational re- 
quirements, logistics vehicle, mission dura- 
tion, facilities required, principal resources, 
experiment requirements, maintenance de- 
mands, and crew man-hours. 

The planning mode can be used to obtain 
a refined estimate of the mission parameters 
and to provide detailed data for assessing 
the effectiveness of the various station ac- 
tivities. The data provided in this phase will 
satisfy many additional studies; thus the 
model user may select a more refined level 
of detail to suit his problem needs. Addi- 
tionally, computer run time and operation 
are minimized in these first two phases by 
the fact that the PRM and planning modes 
are  highly efficient deterministic models. 

Findly, the simulation mode provides a 
means for determining the effects of con- 
tingencies on the mission plan; this allows 
a highly sophisticated evaluation of the mis- 
sion parameters to be made. The extent of 
deviation by the simulated mission from the 
mission plan may be assessed. Data obtained 
from this mode of operation can be used 
to determine contingency procedures and 
requirements and to estimate the degree 
of confidence that can be achieved in realiz- 
ing mission goals. 

It should be noted that, particularly in 

man-related capabilities, this simulation 
mode could be used to define the needs for 
certain specific training programs, especially 
those related to the training of astronauts 
and scientific personnel aboard the space- 
craft. The basic schematic of the model uti- 
lization sequence is illustrated in figure 9. 
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FIGURE 9.-Model utilization sequence. 

Typical Model Applications 

The need for decisions will exist in all 
phases of the space station program: from 
design to operations. Access to the space 
station model will allow management to 
establish the consequences of the alterna- 
tive courses of action prior to making the 
decision. This will allow selection of the 
best course of action consistent with avail- 
able information. 

As has been depicted in figure 10, the 
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FIGURE 10.-Model applications' and utilization. 
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nature of the decision to be made, precision 
and accuracy requirements, and the admis- 
sible response time for the decision are 
necessary characterizations to the formula- 
tion of management's response. Once the 
factors used to describe the decision needed 
are specified, the decisionmaker can evaluate 
the available alternatives and proceed to a 
decision. The model is called into use to 
determine the consequences of various alter- 
natives, although management retains the 
responsibility for the final decisions. The 
element that is changed through use of the 
model is the degree of uncertainty within 
which management functions. 

Many of the space station problem areas 
are  interacting and must be evaluated as  
an entity; a number of these areas of con- 
sideration are depicted in figure 11. A pri- 
mary application of the model is to de- 
termine the relationships between various 
experimental groups and station resources, 
crew skill mixes, logistics cost, etc. By using 
the model to process the possible programs, 
an  effective balance of experimental return 
and available resources may be established. 

A typical problem might be to develop a 
logistics schedule that would provide the 
necessary crew skills, station supplies, and 
experimental equipment to complete a 
planned experimental program with a mini- 
mum number of launches. To accomplish 
this, effective use of available experimental 
man-hours must be made by proper experi- 
ment scheduling. At the same time, one must 

FIGURE 11.-Typical model applications. 

be concerned with constraints, such as  crew 
skill and station resource availability. 

Another example, requiring a greater level 
of detail, would be the study of spare-parts 
inventories. Although onboard maintenance 
is considered necessary, i t  is contingent upon 
having the proper spares available. Obvi- 
ously, there is a limit to the number of 
spares that can be stored aboard the space 
station or supplied by the logistics vehicle. 
The effects of various mixes of onboard 
spare parts on mission effectiveness could 
be measured by the simulation mode if the 
spare-parts inventory was systematically 
varied. 

In  general terms, the model can be used 
to study problems in which consideration 
is given to the effectiveness aspects of a 
medium-sized space station. Many of the 
problems can be resolved by using libraries 
supplied with the model-a feature that 
greatly simplifies the input burden. These 
libraries have been prepared from MORL 
or MORL-related study reports. If the prob- 
lem requires the use of other libraries, these 
may be substituted for those supplied with 
the model by following the instructions con- 
tained in the model instruction manuals. 

Experiment-related studies may be viewed 
either from the standpoint of changes in 
experimental accomplishment that result 
from differences in experiment programs, 
or from the standpoint of changes in ex- 
perimental accomplishment caused by dif- 
ferences in levels of resources necessary to 
the experiment program. 

In the first instance, the initial model was 
designed to accommodate up to 150 experi- 
ments, but has recently been modified to 
consider 400 experiments. The composition 
requirement for an experiment package that 
will utilize the capability of the planning 
mode or simulation mode is described in 
reference 1. When the PRM is used inde- 
pendently, only the total experiment hours, 
skill requirements, and total duration need 
be known. 

An alternate set of experiments for study 
purposes may be derived through variations 
in an  initial set of experiments, such as  those 
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provided with the model, or through the 
definition of a new set. Variations in an 
experiment set may occur through rear- 
rangement of experiments (priority, inves- 
tigational areas, etc.) , deletions, additions, 
or revision of experiment requirements 
(descriptions). 

The majority of the model structure was 
developed for resource management and ac- 
counting, and the most prominent resource 
consists of man-hours categorized by skill 
classification. The PRM can be used to eval- 
uate the effects of varying the degree of 
crew specialization, or it can be used to ap- 
praise other factors that relate to crew 
versatility, or performance; these include 
crew rotation plans, overtime allowables, 
proficiencies, allowable shift lengths, and 
variations in  crew size (up to nine men). 

The crew skill and initial assignment 
philosophy factored into the preliminary 
analysis continues into the mission planning 
and simulation phases. In the mission plan- 
ning phase, performed by the planning mode, 
additional crew-related factors are intro- 
duced; these are primarily related to an 
increase in scheduling detail in which checks 
are  made to ascertain that the appropriate 
crew types and man-hours are available for 
the timely execution of an experiment. In 
the simulation mode, additional crew-related 
factors are considered, including crew illness 
effects, contingency task assignments, task 
interruptions, and a more detailed consider- 
ation of overtime policy. Although the model 
is structured to select and efficiently utilize 
the crew, resource checks are made on power, 
communications, equipment, system outputs, 
and 10 classifications of expendables. In  the 
planning and simulation modes, additional 
checks are made of resources utilized. 

In  its assessment of experimental accom- 
plishment, the PRM considers an  additional 
resource : the logistics payload capability 
(weight and volume) provided by planned 
logistic launches. The logistics routine is 
common to the PRM, planning mode, and 
the simulation mode. However, the consid- 
eration of unscheduled events, such as  ve- 

hicle failures or launch delays, occurs only 
in the simulation mode. 

Relationships between experimental ao 
complishment and resource utilization may 
be constructed in all phases of model opera- 
tion. The inherent flexibility in changing 
resource levels, policies, etc., enables the 
formulation of many problems o-f a para- 
metric nature. 

Further details of the basic description 
of the model may be found in references 1 
to 5. 

The remaining pages in this section will 
be devoted to presenting in more detail some 
of the basic characteristics of the three 
basic submodels and to providing some typi- 
cal examples that are particularly pertinent 
to the subject of this conference. 

Major Submodels 

Preliminary Requirements Model 
The PRM is a computer program designed 

to perform the scheduling, subject to the 
constraints imposed by crew training, avail- 
able crew time, and logistics capabilities, of 
activities involved in a space station mission. 
This program receives input data describing 
the resource requirements of the experi- 
ments to be performed and the station 
operations policies to be followed. Then, in 
accordance with these policies, the model 
assigns tasks from the experiment program 
to the members of the crew and prints out 
the results of the mission. 

The fundamental purpose of the model is 
to provide a means for obtaining a rapid 
evaluation of the results of proposed mis- 
sions. The large number of program options 
available in the PRM makes i t  a useful de- 
vice for studying Earth-orbital missions. Al- 
though the PRM is similar in function to 
the planning mode (both models essentially 
are deterministic scheduling devices), the 
modeling techniques used in the PRM are 
less detailed and, therefore, less time con- 
suming. Its simpler input requirements and 
shorter running time make the PRM par- 
ticularly useful in cases where mission re- 
sults are  required on a gross*basis only or  
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during the early stages of mission planning 
when input data are  relatively inexact. 

The operational sequence of the PRM is 
depicted in figure 12. In general, the PRM 
operates on a logistics cycle that conforms 
(subject to some modifications resulting 

from launch constraints) to the crew rotation 
cycle plan. The logistics routine is used to 
determine the width of the launch interval 
and the payload capacity available for ex- 
perimental equipment. Based upon the skill 
mixes possessed by candidate crewmen, a 
crew is selected and assignments are  sched- 
uled for each crewman. The program con- 
tinues until the next launch interval, or  
until the mission is completed. At the end 
of the mission, a summary is made of the 
above parameters and of other effectiveness 
measures. 

crews of various sizes during a 540-day mis- 
sion. Three crewmen were rotated and sub- 
jected to skill optimization a t  the end of 
each 90-day interval. Both crewmen were 
"skill optimized" in the case of the two-man 
crew. 

TYPICAL RESULTS I 
WPERIMENTS ASSIGNMENTS 
WORK U)AD POuCIES 
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CREW PROHCIW 
CREW 6m \ EXPERIMENT PRORIIIES 
€XI? ACCWPLISMENTS' 

6W98PAYLOADS 
UUlNffl COWRflNTS 
L O B N U  REQUIREMENTS 
B R O S  MIS9KN PARAMETERS 

(-7iEin FIGURE 13.-Preliminary reauirements model studies. 

PRM example 1: crew cross-training.-A 
typical example might be the task of deter- 
mining to what extent astronauts should be 
cross-trained for performing scientific ex- 
periments (fig. 14). Previous studies have 
indicated that many of the experiments 
planned for a scientific research space sta- 
tion will require high crew-skill levels for 
the members to make the necessary judg- 
ments concerning the experiments. If these 
skills are provided by astronauts with a high 

FIGURE 12.-PRM operational sequence. degree of specialization in singular fields, 
then work schedules for a program consist- 

The two key features of the PRM are its 
ability to select crewmen based on skill cross- 
training considerations and to make initial 
crew assignments. This information is sub- 
sequently used by the planning mode. 

Examples of some of the types of studies 
in which the PRM could be applied are 
shown in figure 13 and some typical results 
obtained by using the model are given. The 
upper graph illustrates the sensitivity of 
the rate of completion of a given experiment 
package to various degrees of crew cross- 
training. The lower graph shows the por- 
tion of an experiment package completed by FIGURE 14.-Crew cross-training. 
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ing of experiments from several fields may 
be low in efficiency. This results in longer 
missions, and thus, higher mission costs. On 
the other hand, the necessary training to 
acquire and have astronauts with a high 
degree of cross-training in readiness 
throughout a long-duration mission is also 
expensive. The problem then is to find the 
level of cross-training that results in the 
lowest mission cost. For the particular ex- 
periment program that was considered, a 
medium cross-trained crew was determined 
to be the most cost effective. A medium 
cross-trained crewman possesses the ability 
to perform with a high proficiency in his 
basic field and those fields that are closely 
allied. A highly cross-trained crewman is 
one who can perform with a high proficiency 
in any field included in the experiments 
program. A low cross-trained crewman is 
one who has high proficiency in only one 
major field. 

PRM example 2: experiment program 
stratification.-Another typical question that 
managers might desire to answer would be 
the issue of total crew requirements change 
as  activity patterns for major areas of 
scientific research are varied. Occasionally it 
is desirable to sequence these experiments 
according to utility ranking and other con- 
siderations, such as  availability of special 
equipment. If planners of experiments mix 
groups in satisfaction of these considera- 
tions, a penalty in overall program may re- 
sult. An investigation was performed using 
the PRM to determine if this was an issue 
of major concern. Three plans of experiment 
program stratification were analyzed and 
are  depicted in figure 15. It was determined 
that the amount of accomplishment was 
relatively insensitive to the experiment pro- 
gram stratification plan chosen. 

PRM example 3: crew rotation.-Another 
typical question that might be asked by pro- 
gram manager is this one: how sensitive 
is mission accomplishment to crew-rotation 
plans? Long-duration space missions will 
require periodic resupply and crew rota- 
tion. Excluding those situations in which 
man is a part of the experiment (i.e., bio- 

FIGURE 15.-Experiment program stratification. 

medical experiments), benefits are gained 
from this opportunity to select crewmen 
more appropriately trained for the highly 
skilled tasks in the next supply interval. 
The PRM has been used to test numerous 
rotation plans. Three plans shown in fig- 
ure 16 are indicative of the results which 
have been obtained. It may be noted that 
rotating six men each 90 days reduces total 
mission duration by 17 percent over a rota- 
tion scheme of one astronaut each 90 days. 

FIGURE 16.-Crew rotation. 

It should be recognized, however, that a 
final decision is not warranted a t  this point. 
Rotation of six men will require the devel- 
opment of an  entirely new crew carrier, 
the cost of which may more than overcome 
the economic advantages gained. The role 
of the model in this, as in most cases, has 
been to provide the analyst' with the para- 
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metric relationships whereby he can proceed 
with his evaluation to a suitable conclusion. 

Planning Mode 

The planning mode of the space station 
simulation model has been designed to de- 
velop a mission plan that approximates the 
plan for an  actual program. The planning 
mode is deterministic and uses expected 
values for system parameters. In the plan- 
ning mode, as in the PRM, the entire mis- 
sion is viewed as a single problem. Although 
its operational sequence is relatively simple, 
as  shown in figure 17, the planning mode 
offers considerable sophistication over the 
PRM. Initially, the station expendable re- 
quirements are  determined for 10 catego- 
ries; this is accomplished by use of the sta- 
tion operation routine. Next, the logistics 
schedule is established by the use of the 
logistics routine. The scheduling routine is 
then employed to schedule the station-keep- 
ing and personal requirements. Experiments 
are  then scheduled until the remaining re- 
sources or experiments are exhausted. The 
evaluation routine provides a summary of 
the mission requirements, cost, and effec- 
tiveness; in  addition, the routine includes a 
capability to indicate confidence versus num- 
ber of launch vehicles or program c0sQ-e- 
quired. Such an  estimate is based upon the 
reliability of the logistics launches and pro- 
vides an indication of the results to be ob- 
tained in the simulation mode. 

Data used by the planning mode are  
obtained from three sources : problem data, 
PRM-prepared libraries, and libraries within 
the planning mode; these sources are  de- 
picted in figure 18. This model is relatively 
simple to input because much of the infor- 
mation is input in the form of prepared 
libraries. The problem data define mission 
calendar start date, duration of mission, 
libraries to be used, orbital parameters, and 
experiment priorities (if this option is 
used). The experiment priority option allows 
the model user to express a preference in 
the order in which experiments are consid- 
ered for scheduling. 

INPUTS 

Start data *mratlon 

ticperiment pioriUes /-) W N I N S  ME 

FIGURE 18.-Operating the planning mode. 

The PRM libraries include crew task as- 
signments, experiment assignments, crew 
description (such as  number of crewmen, 
skill type, and rotation), and a logistics 
library. 

 he planning mode libraries provide 
values for the descriptions for the labora- 
tory, subsystems, station operation, tasks, 
and experiments. Because these libraries are  
not subject to frequent change, they may be 
called in block form. However, most of the 
entries may be changed by changing a few 
cards, if such changes are  desired. 

The planning mode is suited to a wide 
range of studies involving logistics require- 
ments, crew analyses, resource analyses, and 
mission evaluations. Results for three typi- 
cal studies are indicated in figure 19. The 

FIGURE 17.-Planning mode. data for these studies were obtained from 
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FIGURE 19.-Planning mode studies. 

a run of the planning mode in which the 
mission duration was 450 days, the crew 
size was 6 men, and an experiments package 
consisting of 131 experiments was used. 

The planning mode has extensive output 
of effectiveness measures and utilization 
efficiencies. This type of output capability 
makes i t  ideally suited for use on problems 
involving comparison between mission plans. 

Planning mode exawqde I: station size.- 
A typical example of the use to which the 
planning mode can be put is that of answer- 
ing questions such as  the following: where 
is the breakover point between a six-man 
and a nine-man station? 

The planning mode of the space station 
model was utilized in an analysis to deter- 
mine the point (in a large mixed experiments 
program being performed in low Earth or- 
bit) a t  which i t  would become profitable to  
have developed a nine-man station rather 
than a six-man station. Tke results in fig- 
ure 20 indicate that the breakover point for 
this case would be a t  32 000 experiment 
man-hours. Of course, the results obtained 
would be sensitive to such factors as type of 
laboratory, assumptions as  to development 
requirements, types of logistics systems con- 
sidered, and mission parameters. 

Work is presently in progress with the 
planning mode to systematically evaluate 
the influence of these parameters on the 

FIGURE 20.-Station size. 

is most useful early in a program when 
basic sizing decisions are being made. 

Planning mode example 2: program ef- 
ficiency.-Another typical example for the 
use of the planning mode would be to deter- 
mine how to improve program performance 
to improve utilization efficiency. 

Two candidate areas for improving opera- 
tional efficiency were uncovered in some of 
the planning mode runs. It was found that 
the utilization efficiencies of some crewmen 
were significantly lower than overall crew 
averages. A closer inspection of the case 
illustrated in figure 21 revealed that crew- 
man 13 was poorly utilized in the program 
because of the deficit of tasks suitable for 
him. This condition could possibly be im- 
proved by cross-training crewman 13 so that 
he may assume some of the burden of the 

breakover point. ~nformation of this type FIGURE 21,Program efficiency. 
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other crewmen; increasing cartographic 
work (his specialty) ; or eliminating carto- 
graphic tasks requiring a high skill level so 
that other crewmen or automated equipment 
may perform these functions, thus replacing 
this astronaut. 

Another area that appeared fruitful for 
improvement was in logistics vehicle utili- 
zation. Unused capacity was approximately 
40 percent of total capacity. An investigation 
should give consideration to other resupply 
logistics systems or to better utilization of 
the vehicle capacity. 

Models are well suited to studies of this 
nature. They provide an efficient, expedient 
means of isolating areas where improvement 
is most likely to be achieved. 

Simulation Mode 

The event controller noted in figure 22 is 
the central coordinator for the simulation 
mode. Because event-to-event simulation is 
applied in this model, the event controller 
advances to each event, processes it, and pro- 
ceeds to the next event. The routing is some- 
times rather extensive and, hence, the major 
subroutines are supplied with their own con- 
trol programs. 

FIGURE 22.-Simulation mode. 

After the last event (the arrival of a sched- 
uled crew vehicle) is processed, if the mission 
has not been aborted prior to this time, the 
evaluation routine is called to supply a sum- 
mary of the accounting and effectiveness 
measures. 

It is necessary that the planning mode be 

run prior to the simulation mode. The plan- 
ning mode prepares a tape of the mission 
plan along with data describing the mission, 
system, experiments, crew, expendable levels, 
etc. Whereas the planning mode treats the 
entire mission as a problem, the simulation 
mode examines each interval defined by crew 
arrivals as a problem. These intervals may, 
if i t  is so desired, be connected. Because most 
of the information is generated in other 
modes or in library storage, the problem deck 
for the simulation mode consists of only five 
cards (fig. 23). These cards describe five as- 
pects: the output options, the probability 
of success of unmanned checkout, the probac 
bility of failure from miscellaneous causes, 
the delta efficiency allowed between present 
station efficiency and that which would be 
provided by a special logistics launch before 
ordering one, and the time differential from 
the end of a supply interval until crew safety 
would be threatened provided a supply was 
not effected. 

PROBLEM DATA 

OUTPUT OPTIONS 

AER ALUM 
AT MFETY 

CREWSTATLJS 1 
EXPENDABLE LEVEL!? 

FIGURE 23.-Operating the simulation mode. 

Events whose occurrence may be ex- 
pressed probabilistically are  accommodated 
by the simulation mode. The impact of sys- 
tem failures, crew illnesses, longer than ex- 
pected task times, etc., may be viewed in a 
resulting mission history, which may be com- 
pared to a mission plan developed prior to 
simulation. 

The examples shown in figure 24 were 
taken from a checkout problem in which four 
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FIGURE 24.-Simulation mode studies. 

and could be changed by most of the entries 
in the probabilistic phenomena libraries. 
However, on the basis of information of this 
nature, areas are now visible that offer 
promise of mission improvement. 

HOW FREQUENTLY WILL LCGISTIU SCHEDULES BE 
ALTERED W E  113 ON-BOARD STATION CAUSES ? 
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system failures and one minor crew illness 
occurred during the first PO mission days. 

Simulation mode example 1: unscheduled 
logistics launches.-Because logistics resup- 
ply intervals will be selected to provide the 
best experimental return for the investment, FIGURE 25.-Unscheduled logistics launches. 

subject to safety and other mission con- 
straints, a reduction in the interval of time 
between logistics launches will directly re- 
duce cost effectiveness as  well as  disrupt 
program timing. Unscheduled logistics 
launches may occur because of failures in 
critical systems without replacement parts, 
premature depletion of expendables attrib- 
uted to random events, major crew illnesses 
that require that the crewmen be returned 
to Earth, or  declines in station efficiency 
brought about by one or more contingencies. 

Unscheduled logistics launches are con- 
sidered to be of two types in the simulation 
mode: the next scheduled launch is moved 
to an earlier date, or a special launch is 
scheduled. The difference between the types 
rests in the payloads; the special launch 
carries only the critical items. 

An examination of the plot containing the 
distribution of launches in figure 25 indicates 
that 76 percent of the time launches will fall 
within the regular scheduled interval, 10 
percent of the time requirements-may be 
satisfied by slipping the launch to an  earlier 
date, while 14 percent of the time an  addi- 
tional launch must be superimposed on the 
logistics launch calendar. These results are, 

AREAS TO INVESTIGATE FLIRTHER 

FEASIBILITY OF INCREASING SPARES/EXPENDABLES STATION CAW\CITlEG 
REVISE SPARKS COMPLEMENT CONG(MR AW'L SUW6. EDUNWES 

Simulation mode example 2: unscheduled 
crew time requirements.-Various unsched- 
uled events may be expected to occur during 
a long-duration mission that will remove one 
or more crewmen from their experimental 
duties for a period of time. An assessment 
of the extent of scheduled experimental ac- 
tivity that can be expected to be interrupted 
during an  interval allows adjustments to be 
made in mission plans. If the number of in- 
terruptions appears to be excessive, remedial 
actions may be incorporated after more p e n s  
trating analyses have been performed. For 

of course, indicative of a singular situation, FIGURE 26.-Unscheduled crew time requirements. 
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the case illustrated in figure 26, i t  is shown 
that the crew usually spent between 100 and 
400 hr  in unscheduled activity during an in- 
terval of 90 days of mission time. These un- 
scheduled activity requirements were caused 
by unscheduled maintenance, extension to 
scheduled experiment durations, or illnesses. 
Although several hundred hours of unsched- 
uled activity may be accrued, the experiment 
hours lost a re  not of equal correspondence. 
For example, the simulation mode assigns 
repair tasks to alternate crewmen if the pri- 
mary crewmen are occupied, or if necessary, 
assigns limited overtime to maintain sched- 
ules. 

The data in figure 26 indicate that mission 
planners may 'be  highly confident that 
greater than 95 percent of the scheduled ex- 
periment work will be accomplished under 
this plan. 

FUTURE OF SPACE MISSION MODELING 
AND SIMULATION TECHNIQUES 

The Need for Growth 

In summation, i t  may be helpful to re- 
iterate some of the prime factors that  pro- 
vide the impetus behind the growth of sys- 
tems analysis in the space management field: 
technology continues to grow a t  a rapid rate; 
the number of alternatives to accomplish an 
objective are  increasing; and more funda- 
mental constraints on resources are apparent 
in terms of available men, material, skills, 
and in terms of the competition for  the 
dollar. In such an intensifying environment, 
management technology and capability for  
improved decision processes must continue to 
be developed and must be better utilized. 

To meet the increased management bur- 
den, the use of scientific procedures and 
methods must be accelerated; systematic 
procedures must be developed and utilized; 
organized and effective employment of sys- 
tems analysis procedures and methods is a 
must. Management as  an art has long dom- 
inated the managerial field; now i t  is neces- 
sary that management as  a science have an  

MORE VARlABL6S - MULTbDIl4WWNAL 06C19KM19 

FIGURE 27.-Need for growth. 

becomes both a science and an art. This ne- 
cessity is depicted in figure 27. 

More research in management methods 
must be accomplished to relieve and assist 
the management-decision process. We are  
sure to see a growth in  systems analysis 
methods and procedures, and, in partie-. 
ular, we are certain to witness an increase 
in the use of mission modeling and simula- 
tion techniques. 

Future Challenges 

Insofar as they relate to space program 
planning and management, some of the prin- 
cipal needs of the future and t.he possible 
approaches to  meet the challenges in the 
systems analysis field are  summarized below 
and illustrated in figure 28. 

accelerated growth so that managerial skill FIGURE 28.-~hture challenges. 
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(1) Greater visibility of the total pro- 
gram must be provided to the' manager. 
Stacks of computer sheets are not satisfao 
tory. The manager must be able to actually 
see the dynamics of the program and must 
be able to actually see the effects of changes 
and alternatives. With increased computer 
speeds, storage capacity, time-sharing im- 
proved modeling techniques, and improved 
communications and display devices becom- 
ing available, the results of large-scale simu- 
lations may be visually displayed to the man- 
ager. The impact of changes, comparisons of 
competing alternatives, and delta effects of 
alternate plans may be quickly and system- 
atically displayed. 

(2) Real-time computer operations with 
simplified input/output devices must be ac- 
complished to make it possible to compare 
design and operational concepts in a timely 
manner. These operations will assist in prob- 
lem visualization, cut down on analysis 
turnaround time, and provide a rapid assess- 
ment of key problems. All can be accom- 
plished in the context of total program plan- 
ning with minimized fear of suboptimization 
through large-scale mission models. 

(3) Improved data, both in quantity and 
quality, must be generated in all technologi- 
cal fields. For example, detailed simulations 
of man's activities and his capabilities to 

accomplish specific tasks in the space en- 
vironment must be accomplished. Such sim- 
ulation can be justified on the basis of 
creating the need and understanding the re- 
quirements entailed in a realistic training 
program, not to mention the value to be 
realized from improved data banks for use 
in large program-level simulation to improve 
the management-decision process. Some par- 
ticular areas of concentration are : 

( a )  Establishment of nominal astronaut 
workload 

( b )  Derivation of extended work policies 
(c) Specifications for rest and recovery 

following periods of stress 
( d )  Selection of maximum tours of duty 
(e) Prediction and quantification of crew 

efficiency throughout the mission 
( f )  Specification of crew habitability re- 

quirements 
( g )  Definition of man-machine relation- 

ships 
(h) Establishment of crew safety policies 
(i) Quantification of psychological and 

physiological factors in work scheduling 
Quantified information from these and 

other areas of endeavor by the bioas- 
tronautics researchers will be effectively 
utilized by simulation technologists as i t  
becomes available. 
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ADVANCES IN SPACE SINCE 1958 

One of the most healthy aspects of our 
democratic society is the participation of 
universities with industry and Government 
agencies in dealing with society's problems. 
In this country, we face new problems unlike 
any faced before. It is natural to turn to 
our universities for the lcnowledge, advice, 
and assistance needed. The space program 
is an excellent example of this. In February 
1958 an experiment designed by James Van 
Allen of the State University of Iowa was 
flown in the first U.S. satellite. It led to the 
discovery of the band of energetic particles 
surrounding the Earth now known interna- 
tionally as the Van Allen belt. This experi- 
ment, which involved the combined efforts 
of university scientists, industrial manufac- 
turers, and Government agencies, set a pat- 
tern that has become standard. 

Since 1959, the progress made by the 
university-industry-Government t e a m  i n  
space exploration has been phenomenal. At 
that time, our technological experience was 
so limited that we had to endure several 
embarrassing failures before finally orbit- 
ing a comparatively small satelite. 

Today, however, our technology is taken 
for granted. Meteorological satellites have 
been developed that produce photographs, 
used by 39 nations of the world, that reveal 
the cloud cover. This service contributes sig- 
nificantly to daily weather prognostication. 

Communication satellite technology has 
developed to the extent that it is now a 

commercial venture, providing not only for 
continent-to-continent private phone conver- 
sations but also live global television trans- 
mission. The Comsat Corp. in 1965 inaugu- 
rated commercial 24-hr, transoceanic satellite 
communications capable of voice, Teletype, 
and TV transmissions. Comsat satellites 
have been used to provide TV coverage of 
such activities as the President's 1966 visit 
to Guam, the Russian May Day parade in 
Moscow, and the Australian Day demonstra- 
tion from Expo '67. 

Lunar orbital vehicles have provided ex- 
cellent photographs of 99 percent of the 
Moon's front face and 89 percent of the 
backside. These pictures have a resolution 
10 times better than that available with 
Earth telescopes. They have provided a 
hundredfold increase in discernible detail. 
Two Surveyor spacecraft have been soft 
landed on the Moon, and one has sampled 
the lunar surface to check its composition 
and to determine whether i t  will support 
Apollo astronauts and their spacecraft. 

In 1964, a Mariner spacecraft flew close 
to the rlxrface of Mars and sent to Earth 22 
photographs of the Martian surface. This 
spacecraft is now approaching Earth after 
having been in flight for more than 33 
months. It has traveled more than 1.3 bil- 
lion miles in its orbit around the Sun, and 
its onboard controls and electronic systems 
are still operating. 

Mariner 5, launched June 14, 1967, is 
proceeding toward Venus without compli- 
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cations. A midcourse correction on June 19 
was successful. At 1 :34 p.m. e.d.t., Octo-. 
ber 19, the spacecraft will pass within about 
2000 miles of the surface of Venus. 

In 1958 and 1959 there were many in the 
space industry who seriously doubted that 
extended manned space flight would be pos- 
sible within less than several decades. Yet 
we saw John Glenn's three-orbit flight in 
February 1962, the completion of the Mer- 
cury program, and the successful comple- 
tion of 10 two-man Gemini launches. Over 
1900 astronaut-hours-almost one man 
work-year-have been spent in space. These 
flights have successfully demonstrated the 
rendezvous and docking of two spacecraft, 
the ability of astronauts to work outside 
their spacecraft, and the possibility of 
manned space flight for up to 2 weeks' dura- 
tion. These flights have also demonstrated 
the reliability of life support systems capable 
of providing oxygen and water and handling 
waste for support of two men in the hostile 
0g vacuum environment of space for  periods 
of 14 days. 

We have also seen space technology 
adapted to nonspace needs. 

Improved X-rays.-A computer technique 
that was used by the Jet Propulsion Labora- 
tory to enhance television pictures of the 
Moon and Mars from the spacecraft is being 
developed to clarify and sharpen medical 
X-ray photographs. 

Walking chair.-A six-legged vehicle pro- 
posed as  an instrument carrier for un- 
manned exploration of the Moon has been 
adapted by a California company as a walk- 
ing chair that can carry crippled children 
over terrain and obstacles that would stop 
an  ordinary wheelchair. 

Biosensors.-Small biosensors used to 
monitor the astronaut's physical condition 
during flight are now being used in hospitals 
to permit one nurse, seated a t  a console, to 
monitor the condition of many patients a t  
the same time. 

Spray-on electrodes.-At the NASA 
Flight Research Center, a new technique for  
applying electrocardiographic electrodes to 
test pilots was developed. A liquefied, con- 

ductive mixture is sprayed over the ends 
.of lead wires onto the patient's chest. The 
coating, which dries quickly, is thin, flexible, 
not uncomfortable, and can be easily re- 
moved but will keep the electrodes in contact 
with the skin during exercises causing per- 
spiration. Clinical groups are now using the 
technique to gather data on patients and 
medical test subjects during exercise. 

Thermocouple.-A doctor in a New York 
hospital is now using a commercially avail- 
able microthermocouple probe in cryosurgery 
for patients with dystonia, Parkinson's dis- 
ease, and other diseases causing abnormal 
muscular motion. Two doctors in a Boston 
hospital are  using the same instrument in 
surgery to repair lesions of the eye by "weld- 
ing" tissue a t  cryogenic temperatures. The 
microthermocouple probe was originally de- 
veloped under contract to the NASA Lewis 
Research Center. 

Such advances are notable primarily be- 
cause they are indicative of what can be 
accomplished by a university-industry-Gov- 
ernment team in a free nation where scien- 
tific knowledge and technical competence are  
combined in a cooperative effort and sup- 
ported by the taxpaying citizen. 

UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY-GOVERNIMENT 
TEAM 

You may be interested in some statistics 
that reflect the investment and resources of 
the university-industry-Government space 
exploration team. Since 1959 the Nation has 
invested about one-half of 1 percent of the 
gross national product in the national space 
program managed by NASA. Over 20 000 
firms and more than 200 universities have 
been involved in the effort, which a t  its peak 
employed about 420 000 persons. This num- 
ber is now down to about 250 000 and is 
decreasing a t  the rate of about 5000 per 
month. 

Over 90 percent of the total investment 
has gone to industry, but over $1/2 billion 
($I% billion if we include Caltech's J e t  
Propulsion Laboratory) has gone to univer- 
sities. Our records show that about 10 000 
university people "(excluding JPL) are  re- 
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ceiving some direct support from the space 
program, and we estimate there are a t  least 
twice this number who are associated with 
the program in one way or another. 

Nearly 3700 predoctoral students in 153 
universities are receiving direct support for 
their studies through the NASA Sustaining 
University Program; 49 universities have 
sustaining research grants that allow them 
to undertake space-related research that s u p  
ports and strengthens the university. In 
addition, 35 research facilities have been 
built, or are being built, on university cam- 
puses across the country. During the past 
6 or 7 yr, a n  additional $350 to $375 million 
has gone to support specific research projects 
or scientific experiments of university 
researchers. 

As to the Government part of the team, 
NASA has about 40 000 scientists, engineers, 
technicians, and support personnel in 10 
major Government laboratories and NASA 
Headquarters concerned with planning and 
managing the entire space program. They 
also carry out a substantial in-house research 
and development program. 

THE UNIVERSITY'S ROLE 
There is a wide diversity of opinion on 

the university's proper role in the space 
program. The major questions hinge on 
whether, or to what extent, universities 
should become concerned with immediate 
real-world problems. The question is not a 
new one-throughout history universities 
have been concerned about their proper role 
in society, whether they have a responsibility 
for dealing directly with society's problems 
or whether they should stand aside to re- 
main unbiased in their search for  knowledge. 

Clark Kerr, in his book "The Uses of the 
University," reviewed some of this history. 
Bacon, in the 17th century, complained that 
men had withdrawn too much from the ob- 
servations of experience ; he believed that 
knowledge should be used for the benefit of 
men. On the other hand, in 1853, Cardinal 
Newman of the University of Dublin dis- 
agreed. He advocated careful and close pro- 
tection of all knowledge in science, and ex- 

pressed the view that useful knowledge was 
a "deal of trash." 

Over the years, a t  various times and in 
various places, the pendulum has swung 
from one extreme to the other; there is his- 
torical support for both arguments. Kant, 
Hegel, and Newman would have sided with 
those who feel that the university must re- 
main apart from the world of business, agri- 
culture, or politics. Bacon, Franklin, Jeffer- 
son, and Einstein would support those who 
argue that universities have a direct respon- 
sibility for dealing with problems of their 
time. 

In this country, advocates of the service 
role have had the better of the controversy. 
The Land Grant Act of 1862 was certainly 
aimed a t  creating universities to deal with 
real-world problems-teaching farming and 
manufacturing skills to farm boys (and city 
boys as well) who wanted to become more 
than country gentlemen. Kerr says this was 
"a dramatic break with early American tra- 
dition in higher education . . . which created 
a new social force in world history." He goes 
on to say that "the cloister and the ivory 
tower were destroyed by being thrown open 
to all qualified comers." 

In any case, the rapid change in our so- 
ciety during the past two decades, paced by 
unprecedented advances in science and tech- 
nology, and the national and international 
situation in 1967, are more relevant to the 
situation than all of university history and 
previous philosophy. 

Because man is learning more about his 
universe, and stands to learn more about i t  
in the next few years than in any other 
period of history, i t  would seem that if uni- 
versities are to remain on the cutting edge 
of knowledge, they must become deeply and 
directly involved in the processes that are 
generating it. 

This, of course, relates to the balance be- 
tween the university's three roles : teaching, 
research, and service. The university's pri- 
mary responsibility and, indeed, its reason 
for being, is education. However, research 
and service are  vital because they are  so 
closely associated with, and essential to, good 
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teaching. Without continuous updating, re- 
vitalizing, and sharpening of knowledge 
through research, the process of teaching 
becomes stale; the teaching role becomes 
sterile. Similarly, research can become in- 
sipid or meaningless if directed toward arti- 
ficial problems, if it mostly involves the hon- 
ing and polishing of old familiar problems 
that have already been "researched to 
death," or if i t  consists merely of restating 
old knowledge in different or more com- 
plicated terms. 

There is an unquestionable need for con- 
stant vigilance to see that a university's 
teaching responsibility, particularly a t  the 
undergraduate level, is not allowed to be- 
come degraded because of an overemphasis 
on research or service. Nevertheless, there 
is not only a place for, but also a clear need 
for vigorous research and service that bal- 
ance and support teaching. 

University participation in space explora- 
tion is essential to the space program and 
universities have much to gain. Our dealings 
with universities are based on recognition 
of the fact 'hat the university's primary 
mission is teaching, and that research and 
service done on behalf of the space program 
should enhance and strengthen the university 
as a trusted and unbiased source of knowl- 
edge. 

NASA's university programs are planned 
and managed to strengthen rather than 
weaken $he universities participating in the 
space program. NASA's aim is that any uni- 
versity that does business with NASA should 
become a stronger university through the 
process than i t  would have been otherwise. 

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES IN SPACE 

If three-way university-industry-Govern- 
ment cooperation is continued, the future ac- 
complishments of space exploration will be 
more spectacular than those of the past. For 
example, following the manned landing on 
the Moon, universities, Government agen- 
cies, and industrial firms working together 
can build the electrical power supplies, the 
life support systems, the surface vehicles, 

and the other systems necessary for long- 
term lunar visits and extensive exploration 
of the lunar surface. Semipermanent or per- 
manent colonies can be established on the 
Moon. By so doing, greatly increased knowl- 
edge of the origin of the Moon can be an t i c  
ipated: whether i t  was captured by Earth 
after being formed somewhere else in space 
c r  whether i t  was originally a part  of the 
Earth that was thrown off and became a 
satellite. 

With the cooperation and ingenuity, cre- 
ativeness, and intellectual resources of its 
people, the Nation can develop the space 
vehicles and the life support systems that 
will permit men to land on the surface of 
Venus or Mars, to explore those planets and 
to return safely to  Earth, even though many 
of the technical problems that must be solved 
may now appear insurmountable. 

Further, in manned flight, future techno- 
logical developments will enable men to take 
off in a more or less conventional manner 
from conventional airports, accelerate to 
orbital velocities, move into weightless space 
flight for various missions, and, upon com- 
pletion of these missions, to return to land- 
ing fields of their choice on the Earth. 

I am not advocating that all these things 
necessarily should be attempted, nor that 
they are the most important things that 
should be undertaken by the Nation. There 
are other important matters that are compeb 
ing for national resources and demand the 
serious attention of our university-industry- 
Government forces. The choice of goals to be 
pursued is not a decision to be made by sci- 
entists or engineers alone. I am convinced, 
however, that the kinds of advances in space 
I mentioned, not only can be made but will 
be made in the future-if not by the United 
States, then by the Soviet Union or  some 
other nation. 

MACROSCOPIC PROBLEMS AND THE 
NEED FOR MULTIDISCIPLINARY 

APPROACH 

There are other problems of serious conse- 
quence to the   at ion in which scientists and 
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engineers have considerable interest and to 
which they owe a measure of responsibility. 
These include the problems of water and air 
pollution, urban transportation and housing, 
control of crime, and the conditions that 
lead to riots in our cities. These problems I 
term macroscopic problems, to differentiate 
from the microscopic problems that usually 
confront engineers and scient.ists. The uni- 
versity-industry-Government combination 
that has shown the capability to deal effec- 
tively with problems of space exploration 
might also deal effectively with these macro- 
scopic problems. 

NASA is primarily responsible for the cre- 
ation and maintenance of a national capa- 
bility to operate in near and outer space, 
and for the advancement of aeronautics. 
The space effort is having a fa r  greater im- 
pact upon the country and upon international 
affairs than are the mere technical accom- 
plishments of sending men and machines 
into space or of landing men on the Moon. 
The agency is aware of and concerned with 
the second- and third-order effects of the 
space program upon society. I have already 
noted that we are concerned with not just 
what universities can do for NASA but also 
with what the NASA program does for uni- 
versities. I have already noted some of the 
space-developed spinoffs identified by the 
Technology Utilization Program as being 
useful for applications outside the space ef- 
fort. I would like to suggest, however, that 
the major and most important spinoff of the 
entire space program may be the demon- 
strated effectiveness and basic strength of 
the university-industry-Government mode of 
operation for dealing with complex multi- 
disciplinary macroscopic problems. If we 
can develop a mode of operation that effecr 
tively deals with society's macroscopic prob- 
lems, i t  will ultimately be of f a r  more value 
to the Nation and to mankind than the more 
direct scientific and technical returns from 
space exploration. 

These problems are heterogeneous, multi- 
faceted, or multiparametered, as are systems 
engineering design problems. All the param- 

eters must be explored to deal with the 
problem. Technical problems cannot be solved 
reliably or phenomena understood com- 
pletely if important parts of relevant infor- 
mation are missing. For example, Mariner 5 
could not achieve its objective if precise data 
had not been gathered and applied on hun- 
dreds of specific parameters, such as rocket 
motor thrust., burning time and fuel con- 
sumption, the gravitational constants of 
Earth and Venus, relative velocities and 
positions of Earth and Venus, aerodynamic 
drag coefficients, moments of inertia, in- 
strument cdibrations and 'drift rates, and 
even the effect of solar radiation pressure in 
altering the course of the space vehicle. Had 
any-one of those important parameters been 
neglected, i t  is obvious Mariner 5 would 
never arrive a t  Venus. In prelaunch count- 
down, days were spent checking and recheck- 
ing thousands of instrument readings. 

Our macroscopic real-world problems to- 
day are similar: they are complex,+ hetero- 
geneous, and depend upon a large variety of 
closely interrelated but sometimes poorly 
defined parameters. And they cannot be dealt 
with successfully if we ignore those non- 
technical aspects of the problem that are 
difficult to understand. 

Unless all parameters of macroscopic prob- 
lems are identified and their interactions 
with one another analyzed by groups of ex- 
perts from many disciplines with experience 
in all facets of the situation, this Nation 
cannot hope to cope successfully with the 
problems of air  and water pollution, urban 
housing, urban transportation, or  control of 
crime. 

Macroscopic problems are multidiscipli- 
nary in nature; they cannot be solved by sci- 
ence and techno10,gy alone. They are  of a 
scope and complexity beyond the reach of 
one professional or scientific discipline-be- 
yond the reach of either natural sciences or 
the social sciences. Society can no longer 
expect breakthroughs made by individuals or 
even groups of individuals within a single 
discipline to suddenly solve any one of these 
problems. They are not singly engineering 
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problems, or sociological problems, or  politi- enthusiasm for working as part  of a team 
cal problems. They are a most difficult com- effort on some of these problems, and who 
bination of all of these. Neither can they be should be equally encouraged and rewarded 
dealt with by any one industrial firm, or by universities. Possibly more of these peo- 
any one national industry, or any one Gov- ple would be attracted to graduate schools 
ernment agency. today if universities would provide recogni- 

Perhaps such problems will yield to the 
combined efforts of engineers, scientists, law- 
yers, doctors, sociologists, economists, an- 
thropologists, psychologists, and philoso- 
phers, as well as managers, administrators, 
and politicians working together. That is, 
they might if we can develop the attitudes 
and administrative skills necessary to  com- 
bine these efforts. 

Some progress is being made. Universities 
especially have an opportunity to give facul- 
t y  and students more of the attitudes, train- 
ing, and experience necessary for 'dealing 
with complex multidisciplinary macroscopic 
problems as well as microscopic ones. 

Many university scientists are  by nature 
not interested in applying themselves in team 
efforts on large system problems; they are  
much more inclined to  pursue knowledge in 
specialized fields. While this is true for many 
individuals, and their work has been, and 
should continue to be, supported by univer- 
sities, there are many ot3her creative and in- 
novative people today who want to  tackle 
some of the macroscopic problems we have 
discussed, who display an eagerness and an  

tion, promotions, and rewards for them on 
a par with the rewards offered to scientific 
research specialists in the classic disciplines. 

The Nation must seek to develop minds 
that can apply to the human social prob- 
lems of today the same kind of innovative 
thinking that made space flight possible. It 
must develop minds that can bridge the gap 
between technological solutions, on the one 
hand, and sociological problems, on the other, 
to solve the problems of air  and water pollu- 
tion, urban housing, urban transportation, 
and crime control. Universities, industries, 
and Government agencies must recognize 
that new attitudes and new approaches a re  
needed to cope with current national and in- 
ternational situations. 

President Johnson has said, "The test of 
our generation will not be the aocumulation 
of knowledge. In that, we have surpassed all 
ayes of man combined. Our test will be how 
well we apply that knowledge for the better- 
ment of all mankind." Or, as  Einstein put 
it, "The concern for man and his destiny 
must always be the chief interest of all tech- 
nical effort. Never forget i t  among your dia- 
grams and equations." 
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As we approach the time of space flights lasting months or years, problems begin 
to loom up that have not yet. been subjected to any sort of direct test. These must be 
considered, therefore, as potential hazards that require advance investigation. We must 
know everything to be known about the possible physiological contingencies that may 
arise, let us say, when the flight is 6 or 12 months from Earth, should an emergency 
arise that could not be handled by the crew. There will always be some unknown 
hazard, but we need not make each flight unnecessarily experimental. 

There are three main sources of information available to us that can be utilized 
in reducing the uncertainties. One of these, used extensively in anticipation of the 
Gemini flights, is ground simulation of conditions aloft. The second is the mass of physi- 
ological data accumulated from the Gemini flights themselves. The third is the use of 
experimental flights with animal subjects that provide the opportunity to observe re- 
actions directly under actual conditions, without human risk, This paper will review 
these briefly, attempting to evaluate information that relates to projected flights of 
several months or more, to point out the gaps in our knowledge that would lead to 
guesswork, and to suggest how the animal-experimentation approach may be utilized to 
handle certain crucial questions that cannot be answered in any other way, short of 
using human astronauts as experimental subjects, under conditions during which we 
cannot honestly promise they will be secure from unwarranted physiological peril. 

INTRODUCTION 

The space program has made possible 
great contributions to our basic physiologi- 
cal knowledge. Even greater contributions 
can be made by continuing the research sup- 
ported by that program. The NASA program 
is, as i t  must be, essentially mission-oriented 
or applied research, but i t  is a well-known 
fact that programs that begin as strictly 
applied research inevitably a re  expanded as 
i t  becomes evident that many aspects of the 
applied problem cannot be solved without 
first filling the gaps in the underlying basic 
scientific information. 

The physiological systems that seem to be 
mainly in question are  the cardiovascular 
and the vestibular, and the questions revolve 
primarily around the enigma of prolonged 

weightlessness. The possible effect of truly 
extended periods in the weightless condition 
of space flight is the one great question that 
remains unsolved and unsolvable except by 
the direct test of prolonged flight itself. For 
this is a condition that cannot be replicated 
or simulated in all respects within the 
Earth's near-gravitational field, except for 
a very brief period of time. The Gemini 
flights and the imminent Apollo flights pro- 
vide or will provide the answers to some 
questions, but there remain certain open, 
educated suspicions of effects that could not 
appear within the time limits of those flights. 
These are effects that present so much un- 
predictable hazard, both to success of mis- 
sions and to  well-being of the astronauts, 
that every effort to anticipate them by ap- 
propriate animal experiments must be made. 
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF SPACE FUGH'fS 
TO PHYSIOLOGICAL ICNOWLEDGE 

Physiological performance data from the 
Gemini orbital missions leave us with a gen- 
erally optimistic feeling about man's ability 
to survive in space and in the weightless 
condition, for periods of time up to a t  least 
twice that of the longest flight, or about a 
month, and probably somewhat longer. The 
records of heart rate, respiration, and bloold 
pressure show no significant deviation from 
the benign patterns expected or demon- 
strated in simulation experiments. In the 
longer flights, the heart rate and sleep cycle 
tended to settle into a clearly defined circa- 
dian rhythm, as  the increase in heart rate 
associated with the excitement of liftoff grad- 
ually subsided. This was broken only by a 
gradual increase associated with prepara- 
tions for returning to Earth. Blood pressure 
likewise showed no significant deviations 
from normal range, allowing for particular 
times and circumstances, such as exercise 
periods. 

One of the consistent circulatory changes 
found in the Gemini astronauts was a time- 
related loss in red-blood-cell mass. The re- 
duction in red-cell mass has been attributed 
to the high oxygen tension in the cabin at- 
mosphere, a view that has received some sup- 
port from laboratory data and experiments, 
although the observations are less than con- 
clusive, and there remains an element of 
doubt. It seems unlikely that all of the facts 
can be explained as  oxygen effects, or cor- 
rected by adjustment of the cabin atmos- 
phere. 

Similarly, decreases in plasma volume, a 
consistent finding among the Gemini astro- 
nauts, are not easily explained away by any 
simple, singlefactor hypothesis. It seems 
probable that the weightless state contrib- 
utes to both phenomena; therefore, there 
is an unpredictable element that can be re- 
solved only by the actual experiment of pro- 
longed weightless flight. 

In the early phases of the space program, 
there was great concern about the possible 

effects of overstimulation, on the one hand, 
and, on the other, of partial deafferentation 
of the sensory input from the vestibular end 
organs. This concern centered initially on 
the expectation that astronauts would ex- 
perience more or less severe handicaps be- 
cause of vertigo and loss of equilibrium. It 
gave great impetus to research on the vestib- 
ular system and phenomena related to ex- 
cessive or bizarre stimulation, on the one 
hand, or understimulation, on the other. Re- 
search on the activity of human vestibular 
sense organs has utilized the reflection of 
this activity in compensatory movements of 
the eye, in motion sickness, and in a few 
more lesser known phenomena that may be 
evoked by appropriate patterns of vestibu- 
lar stimulation. The primary ocular mani- 
festation, nystagmus, has been exhaustively 
studied with respect to fast  and slow com- 
ponents, duration, and other factors, in r e  
sponse to stimulation of the three semicircu- 
lar canals and otolith organs of either or 
both ears, in all the ways the ingenuity of 
the experimenters can contrive. Experimen- 
tal subjects have been spun rapidly on a short 
radius and whirled rapidly or slowly on 
longer radii; external ear canals have been 
irrigated with hot water and ice water; sub- 
jects have experienced brief periods of Og; 
they have been tilted, centrifuged, acceler- 
ated, decelerated, and generally disturbed 
by every means a t  the disposal of many in- 
genious investigators. They have been made 
sick by all of these methods, and also by 
rapid oscillation in the vertical axis and ex- 
perimental voyages in round-bottomed ships 
deliberately guided into stormy seas. Every 
stage of motion sickness has been pitilessly 
scrutinized, photographed, and reduced to 
quasi-mathematical equations. The results of 
this kind of experimentation form a vast 
literature and lore of nystagmography, mo- 
tion sickness, and related subsciences. The 
literature demonstrates the impressive de- 
gree of adaptability of the organism to much 
of the foregoing maltreatment and makes a 
number of material and procedural contribu- 
tions to space-capsule design, astronaut 
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equipment, and astronaut training. Perhaps 
the greatest of these contributions is that to 
the basic understanding of vestibular func- 
tion. This is not to say that mission-oriented 
funds were improperly diverted to the sup- 
port of amusement for scientists in their 
laboratories, but rather illustrates the point 
that applied research pro'duced its inevitable 
byproduct in the form of contributions to 
basic knowledge. It may even be that this is 
as important a justification of the space 
program as would be the arrival of astro- 
nauts on the Moon in good health. 

With respect to the mission contribution 
of vestibular research, thorough preflight 
examinations, functional testing, in-flight 
monitoring, observation, and postflight re- 
examination and reports have shown that 
the equilibratory consequences of the g- 
stresses of launching, weightless flight, and 
reentry were much less troublesome than 
had been feared as a consequence of wise 
planning, use of research data, and a prior 
knowledge of the realities of the situation. 
In fact, a t  present they pose no problems 
that are not rather easily offset. The Soviets 
have apparently been more impressed than 
we with the difficulties to be expected from 
this source, although the experience with 
Mercury and Gemini flights tend specifically 
to contradict the Soviet experience, perhaps 
as the result of more adequate planning, de- 
sign, training, and related factors in the 
Mercury and Gemini programs. 

Possible Physiological Problems 
of Long-Duration Flight 

Much is known about man's immediate 
reactions and adaptability to brief over- 
stimulation and brief partial-vestibular 
deafferentation. "Brief," in this case, means 
the timespan from 1 sec or less to 3 weeks 
in the laboratory and from a few seconds to 
14 days in orbital flight. Although no insur- 
mountable difficulties became apparent with- 
in these time limits, it must be questioned 
whether any would ever develop if weight- 
less flight were extended to the time re- 
quired, for example, for flight to Mars or 
Venus. It would be justifiable to assume that 

none would develop only if i t  were certain 
that there were not some point in time be- 
tween 14 days and this limited infinity (time 
required for the long-duration flight) at 
which an endpoint would be reached in a 
physiological or anatomical deterioration 
process, beyond which what had been true 
before would no longer be true. Extrapo- 
lation is a mathematically valid process, only 
when dealing with a continuum in which 
there are no such breakpoints or thresholds. 

Weightlessness, sufficiently prolonged, 
may produce effects that, while having no 
premonitory manifestations, once the criti- 
cal point is reached, would be irreversible, 
a t  least for the subsequent duration of the 
weightless state. One such effect would be 
the direct result on the vestibular system of 
prolonged deafferentation of the otolith or- 
gans. The other would be an  indirect result 
on autonomic and somatic mechanisms hav- 
ing to do with vascular function, and in- 
duced by the prolonged interruption of the 
vestibular input to spinal and visceral tonic 
motor control. 

The direct effect on vestibular structure 
and function is one for which there is little 
direct evidence from vestibular studies but 
several significant lines of information from 
other neural systems. These have to do with 
a curiously neglected area of neuropatholog- 
ical research; namely, that of the anatomi- 
cal effect on synaptic mechanisms of func- 
tional deprivation of afferent input. Two 
phenomena are  involved, presumably se- 
quentially: retraction of axonal endings and 
degeneration of the second neuron in a se- 
quential chain, a process known as  trans- 
synaptic or transneuronal degeneration. One 
of the clearest examples of this is found in 
studies of the lateral geniculate body after 
severance of the optic tract or  enucleation of 
an eye. In this system in primates, the optic 
tract is made up in nearly equal proportions 
of the axons of retinal ganglion cells from 
the ipsilateral halves of the two retinas. The 
lateral geniculate body is the nucleus of ter- 
mination of the optic tract, and is bilateral; 
i.e., one lateral geniculate body for each 
optic tract, which means for the opposite 
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half of the visual field. It is made up of six 
layers of cells. The odd-numbered layers re- 
ceive axons from the ipsilateral eye; the 
even-numbered layers from the contralateral 
eye. Destruction of the ipsilateral retina or 
optic tract results in degeneration of the 
cells of the odd layers of the lateral genicu- 
late body, whereas destruction of the con- 
tralateral retina or optic tract leads to 
degeneration of the even layers of the genic- 
ulate cells. 

I n  a somewhat different sort of neural sys- 
tem within the brain, experiments in our 
own laboratory have shown that destruction 
of a tract called the fornix produces about a 
10-percent depopulation of cells in the nu- 
cleus of its termination, the mammillary nu- 
cleus of the hypothalamus. It is to be noted 
that this example represents a partial de- 
population. 

Experiments on animals have shown that 
destruction of the cochlea (hence, of the cells 
of the spiral ganglion, the cells of origin of 
the axons that compose the auditory nerve), 
followed by survival periods of 60 to 359 
days, results in degeneration of certain cells 
in the dorsal and ventral cochlear nuclei. An 
incidental finding in one animal was that 
inadvertent damage to the vestibular nerve 
produced degeneration in the medial and de- 
scending vestibular nuclei. These experi- 
ments provide evidence that the cells of the 
cochlear and vestibular nuclei that receive 
synaptic terminations from the primary af- 
ferent fibers of the auditory and vestibular 
nerves respond to anatomical deafferenta 
tion by selective degeneration. The question 
of whether similar reactions would occur in 
response to functional deafferentation re- 
mains to be answered. The degenerative re- 
actions seen in the auditory brainstem nu- 
clei, in their similarity to those of the lateral 
geniculate body, in the case of the visual 
system suggest that degeneration after funo  
tional deafferentation would be likely. The 
experimental conditions that would test this 
hypothesis in the laboratory are extremely 
difficult if not impossible to design. Pro- 
longed weightless flight should provide the 

crucial test in the case of the vestibular sys- 
tem. 

The process by which this kind of cell de- 
generation is produced has come to be called 
transneuronal or transsynaptic degenera- 
tion. It occurs when a neuron is deprived of 
its input from the axons of neurons that 
precede it in a synaptic chain. It is not 
known what proportion of input to multi- 
connected neurons must be destroyed to 
cause their degeneration nor what propor- 
tion retained to maintain their integrity. 
Complete deafferentation of nerve cells, 
wherever this phenomenon has been 
searched for, causes their degeneration. This 
phenomenon is most likely to be observable 
in situations where certain neurons receive 
all, or virtually all, of their input from a 
single source, and when that source is dis- 
connected or functionally silent. Neuronal 
degeneration caused by deafferentation is 
not detectable in much less than 6 months, 
nor complete in much less than 12 months, 
which is of crucial importance in the present 
context. 

Putting together all of these facts, i t  is 
apparent that the vestibular system and the 
temporal scale of projected long-term 
weightless flight become a logical field in 
which to anticipate possible trouble. The 
widespread pattern of secondary vestibular 
projections, both anatomically and physio- 
logically, gives us many hints of the possible 
consequences of vestibular deafferentation. 
All must be explored and included in calcula- 
tions for future extended flights. 

VULNERABLE ANATOMICAL SITES 

The first locus of vulnerability is in the 
vestibular receptor organs themselves, the 
hair cells of the maculae of the utriculus and 
sacculus and of the cristae of the semi- 
circular canals. (Anatomical descriptions of 
the microscopic structure and ultrastructure 
of the inner ear are available in many stand- 
ard texts and in publications of several re- 
cent symposia.) The hair cells are in syn- 
aptic contact with the endings of afferent 
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nerve fibers of the vestibular ganglion and 
nerve. It is especially in the ultrastructure 
of these synaptic contacts that the earliest 
effects of functional deafferentation may be 
manifested.  Some early indications of 
change in synaptic junctions between audi- 
tory hair cells and afferent nerve endings in 
response to noise exposure have appeared. 
Even though this is an inversion of the cir- 
cumstances envisioned for vestibular hair 
cells in prolonged flight, i t  seems to provide 
reasonable basis for the hypothesis that such 
synaptic regions are sensitive to modifica- 
tion of functional input. 

The second locus in which pathological 
change might be expected is in the cells of 
the vestibular nuclei of the medulla. This is 
the site of the first interneuronal synapses 
(as distinguished from sensory-neural syn- 
apses) in the vestibular system. It is well 
established that the comparable second-or- 
der neurons of the auditory pathway under- 
go transneuronal degeneration upon being 
surgically separated from their input. There 
is a lesser, but nevertheless significant, 
amount of evidence that the same rules ap- 
ply to the vestibular system as well. It is 
apparent that this is an area that urgently 
requires further research within the limita- 
tions of the laboratory situation prior to 
possible future testing in a prolonged flight 
experiment. This is, in fact, one of the lines 
of research currently being studied. 

Beyond the second-order neurons, any fur- 
ther pathological changes in the vestibular 
system resulting from deafferentation are en- 
tirely conjectural. There is no evidence to 
support a hypothesis that transneuronal 
change beyond the vestibular nuclei would 
have an input limited to that from the 
vestibular end organs or primary nuclei; 
therefore, i t  would be reasonable to assume 
that any physiological effect of vestibular 
deafferentation beyond the primary vestibu- 
lar nuclei would be the result of a physiolog- 
ical deficit in vestibular contribution, but 
not to extension of the transneuronal degen- 
eration to motor nudei that receive sec- 
ondary projections from that system. 

METHODS FOR COUNTERING 
THESE PROBLEMS 

The effects of irreversible changes in vas- 
cular constituents and in neural systems 
that are, directly or indirectly, important to 
circulatory physiology may interact with 
other factors in such ways as  to prevent 
astronauts from functioning or even surviv- 
ing on flights of a year or more unless these 
are anticipated and appropriately neutral- 
ized. The way to offset the Og condition is to 
provide an artificial gravity. This entails, 
under present circumstances, a substantial 
sacrifice in payload. There are  those who 
believe that prolonged weightlessness poses 
no problems that have not already been an- 
swered by the Mercury and Gemini experi- 
ence. They feel that i t  is unnecessary to con- 
sume weight allowance with the elaborate 
equipment for providing artificial gravity. 
That these same people, however, are not 
quite sure is bespoken by their contention 
that an incremental approach to longer 
flights will provide a hedge against the pos- 
sibility that there may still be some unsolved 
problems. 

The incremental approach is indeed the 
basic pattern followed through the Mercury, 
Gemini, and Apollo phases. Basically it is 
a sound plan that has paid off in terms of 
safety and in showing the way for each suc- 
ceeding flight. But, like all plans, i t  has its 
limitations. The time has come when, to 
make further progress on a feasible time 
schedule, the increments must become suc- 
cessively and rapidly greater. An incre- 
mental pattern is often used in research, but 
only if the research is of such nature that 
there is no possibility that one increment 
will reach and go beyond some threshold or 
breaking point that spells disaster. So long 
as human subjects are used a s  elements in 
an experiment, there must be no such in- 
crement. This paper has indicated areas 
dealing with thresholds of irreversible physi- 
ological failure. To approach these incre- 
mentally with human astronauts is an  invi- 
tation to trouble. Fortunately, there is an  
alternative that not only avpids this dif- 
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ficulty but also offers acceleration of the 
whole program. This consists of inserting 
animal flights of suitable duration and ap- 
propriate plan into the program so that pro- 
longed weightlessness constitutes the sole 
variable. Such flights and the experimental 
subjects should provide for exhaustive pre- 
flight testing, in-flight observation, parallel 
ground simulation of all features except Og, 
and complete postflight physiological and 

pathological examination of the subjects and 
ground controls. The flight-duration incre- 
ments in such experiments can reasonably be 
pushed beyond the hypothetical breaking 
points and so may identify these unmis- 
takably before risking human astronauts. 
There is no other way to give these people 
the assurance they are entitled to expect be- 
fore they are launched into prolonged 
weightless flight. 
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Existing biomedical information, in terms of 1000 days in space, is  insufficient for 
extrapolation.. This paper discusses the need for realinement of research and develop- 
ment and the need for data that have significance for vehicle design. The roles of Earth 
and orbiting laboratories in qualifying man for long-duration missions are presented. 
Finally, fault-tree analysis is introduced as  a means of orienting biomedical research in 
the direction of mission parameters. 

THE SPACE PROGRAM FOR THE 1970's ters over long-enough periods of time to ob- 

The achievements of Mercury and Gemini 
have been remarkable in every sense; yet, 
in terms of 1000 days in space, especially in 
terms of biomedicine, they might almost 
never have been; we are starting nearly 
from scratch. Until now, the best utilization 
of man in the spaceship environment has 
not been a major consideration; i t  has been 
more important just to get him into and out 
of orbit safely. Previous missions have 
shown the drawbacks of certain atmospheres 
for breathing and safety, the handicaps of 
spacesuits, and the difficulties of feeding and 
hygiene. The areas of metabolic process and 
contamination control have been identified 
as areas in which there is insufficient infor- 
mation for extrapolation. In short, the pres- 
ent state of biomedical a r t  is principally 
based on qualitative data from a few pilots 
under limited conditions of every kind- 
time, novelty, and confinement. 

Some of the information needed in plan- 
ning long-duration missions can be provided 
by quantitative measurements in ground- 
based laboratories. It is quite possible, for 
instance, to keep enough people a t  bedrest, 
in mixed-gas environments, or in close quar- 

tain reasonable data with which to make 
safe predictions. Other questions will most 
certainly be answered empirically as flights 
of longer and longer duration occur. Yet, in 
preparation for each specific mission, there 
occur the mixed problems of engineering 
design, safety, performance, and utilization 
of crewmen as well as the inevitable trade- 
offs to be made in solving these problems. 

In recent months, the President's Science 
Advisory Committee and other bodies have 
reported the need for intensive biomedical 
research, the urgency of the need, and their 
criteria for such research. There is general 
agreement on the need for new techniques of 
prediction in relation to flights of long dura- 
tion and, in particular, the need for data 
that have significance for vehicle design. 
This is a different problem from that of 
planning experiments that contribute quan- 
titative data toward a better understanding 
of human physiological and behavioral 
mechanisms. 

In this paper, the need for predicting the 
effects of long space flight on man is dis- 
cussed, and two different approaches to the 
collection of data, in terms of vehicle and 
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mission parameters, are outlined. The con- (1) Exercise : 
cept of fault-tree analysis, a method for Grn- Isotonic 
ing qualitative objectives into quantifiable Isometric 
requirements, is also presented. Ergometers 

(2) Pressure : 

QUALIFICATION OF MAPI 

Both Government and industry spend con- 
siderable effort in the analysis and study 
of systems a t  the conceptual level. The pur- 
pose of these studies is to help select those 
few systems that will be carried through 
development and added" toi' the inventory. 
Normally, these studies are of a parametric 
nature and are directed toward showing the 
optimum of many possible system configura- 
tions for achieving mission objectives. In 
making such studies, man's capability is 
frequently a critical factor. Obviously, the 
system analyst cannot factor the human re- 
quirement unless data are presented quan- 
titatively and in terms of vehicle and mis- 
sion parameters. One such study, now in 
progress, concerns the need for artificial 
gravity and how i t  is to be provided. 

The search for assurance that man can 
weather long-term space flight without car- 
diovascular adaptation to Og is producing a 
variety of gravity substitutes. These sub- 
stitutes are directed toward increasing tis- 
sue pressure; increasing arteriolar and ve- 
nomotor tone, maintaining blood volume, and 
maintaining cardiac work capacity. Ele- 
vated tissue pressure can be achieved by use 
of elastic garments and by increasing mus- 
cle tone with exercise. Maintenance of ve- 
nomotor tone is being attempted through the 
use of lower body negative pressure, the 
oscillating trampoline, the short-radius 
centrifuge, pressure cuffs, exercise, and 
drugs. Antidiuretic hormones (Vasopres- 
sin), a ldos  te rone  (9-a-fluorohydrocorti- 
sone), exercise, hypoxia, and lower body 
negative pressure are  being used in attempts 
to maintain plasma and red-cell fractions of 
blood volume. An increase in cardiac work 
capacity can be brought about by exercise. 

Substitutes for gravity may be summa- 
rized as follows : 

Positive-pressure cuffs 
Lower body negative pressure 
Pressure breathing 
Hypoxia 
Elastic leotard 
Cardiovascular suit 

(3) Acceleration : 
Space-station rotation 
Centrifuge 
Trampoline 

(4) Drugs: 
Aldosterone 
Antidiuretic hormones 
Plasma expander 

This cornucopia of substitutes poses an  
impossible problem for the system analyst 
in that weight, power, volume, and cost 
cannot be brought into perspective. Yet, in 
the near future, a decision must be made be- 
tween purchasing a pair of elastic leotards 
and financing the rotation of a space sta- 
tion. The problem of financial resources pro- 
hibits proceeding along two or more 
approaches simultaneously. The lack of a 
solution clearly shows that research and 
development must be realined and directed 
toward vehicle and mission parameters. 

DATA COLLECTION 

The Basic Approach 

At the present time, the biomedical spe- 
cialist is in possession of quantities of as- 
sorted data about man and his requirements 
in the space environment. In the early stages 
of space achievement i t  has been necessary 
to build studies in areas of suspected im- 
portance. For example, reams of tilt-table 
data defining orthostatic tolerance are avail- 
able, but the usefulness of these data is ques- 
tionable. The crewman of the 14-day Gemini 
mission who lost the least weight and whose 
blood volume was normal was the one who 
fainted on the tilt table and took as long as  
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3 days to return to his preflight status. 
There are many other examples that raise 
serious question as to the relation between 
some of our physiologic tests and the op- 
erational demands faced by the flightcrews. 
Left to welter on this sea, one may choose to 
either proceed on intuition or to direct one- 
self to mission objectives. 

The next generation of atmospheric entry 
systems will impose an exacting and dif- 
ficult task upon flightcrews. The trajectory 
of a lifting-body vehicle is very sensitive to 
crew performance. Any guidance error pro- 
duces a higher-than-nominal acceleration or 
lengthens the time spent a t  a lower accelera- 
tion. In the final analysis, the skill of the 
crew determines the point of hard touch- 
down. The system analyst's paramount 
interests concerning crew safety are the 
ability of the crew to tolerate a nominal ac- 
celeration-time profile without blacking out 
or exceeding a medically established maxi- 
mum heart rate, and the guidance precision 
that can be expected of the crew if their last 
reentry practice was' 6 to 12 month earlier. 
Answers to these questions dictate the de- 
gree of automatic control to be designed 
into a vehicle and the type of onboard re- 
fresher training needed to maintain crew 
proficiency. In the proposed realinement of 
research and development, much more atten- 
tion must be given to answering design 
questions and to presenting data useful to 
the engineer and system analyst. 

On the Ground 

A space laboratory is no substitute for 
the versatility and precision of a ground 
laboratory. The choice among gravity sub- 
stitutes (or perhaps even the determination 
of the need for such substitutes) will come 
from a series of bedrest studies performed 
on the ground in a space-cabin environment 
with human subjects performing realistic 
mission tasks. Considering the present state 
of knowledge, it is not unreasonable to plan 
for progressively longer periods of bedrest 
(with a maximum of 1000 days) in the 
space-cabin simulator. Primates are not an 

adequate subs t i t u t e  f o r  m a n  in these 
studies; for instance, the difference in length 
of hydrostatic column precludes extrapola- 
tion of cardiovascular data from such a 
source. There are no sophisticated shortcuts 
in the qualification of man for long-dura- 
tion flights. 

Although the conduct of these studies is 
of national concern, the first goal should be 
an assessment of the effectiveness of gravity 
substitutes in preventing cardiovascular 
adaptation to Og. Some indication of the po- 
tential of gravity substitutes can be given 
now, but i t  must be remembered that large 
variability in data collection, dosage pat- 
tern, and experimental conditions character- 
ize such judgments. For example, diametri- 
cally different approaches have been taken 
in the study of two gravity substitutes: the 
rotating space station and the onboard cen- 
trif uge. 

The major biomedical problem with sta- 
tion rotation is "canal sickness." Many 
ground-based studies have been made of the 
design parameters for a rotating space sta- 
tion (fig. 1 ) .  Because any level of artificial 
gravity can be achieved by regulating the 
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radius and velocity of rotation, suggestions 
have been made as to the lower and upper 
limits for effective human performance. 
Reasonable lower and upper limits for the 
operating envelope are 0.3g and lg. The 
most recent data show that 6 rpm would be 
tolerable for trained crews making nominal 
head movements (225 deg/sec head rotation) 
in a rotating vehicle. These estimates would 
result in a vehicle with a 48-ft radius, rotat- 
ing a t  6 rpm and providing 58 percent of 
Earth gravity. Although the concept of par- 
tial acceleration is advanced as a means of 
maintaining homeostasis, there are no 
studies to show what level of partial accelera- 
tion is required to minimize cardiovascular 
adaptation. 

The potential of the centrifuge in this 
regard is better studied. With as  few as  
four 7.5-min rides on a short-radius cen- 
trifuge, the symptoms of orthostatic intol- 
erance are largely prevented. Oddly enough, 
the steep heart-to-foot acceleration gradient 
of 256 percent created by this measure did 
not preclude movement of the head, arms, 
and legs, and motion sickness was not a 
problem for the well-trained individual ex- 
posed to high angular rates and modest head 
or limb movements. Also, exposure to lower 
body negative pressure appears to be a fea- 
sible measure for restoring orthostatic tol- 
erance while in space. However, the 8-hr- 
per-day dosage pattern for this measure is 
a serious limitation on crew time. It is ap- 
parent from this discussion that "figures of 
merit" need to be established for the effec- 
tiveness of gravity substitutes. The result- 
ing biomedical and engineering trade studies 
would show the adequate system for achiev- 
ing mission objectives. 

In Space 

There is, on the other hand, no substitute 
for space. Within the decade, current 
manned spacecraft programs will provide an  
opportunity for comparing the actual effects 
of space flight with predictions of these ef- 
fects. NASA's Langley Research Center is 
currently studying the engineering feasibil- 

ity of a centrifuge experiment for the Apollo 
Applications Program. The purpose of the 
centrifuge is to reproduce, in Og environ- 
ment, a valid physiological stimulus to study 
tolerance to acceleration, threshold levels of 
sensitivity to acceleration, oculogravic il- 
lusions and eye counterrolling, semicircular 
canal stimulation, measurement of body 
mass, reentry simulation, and cardiovascu- 
lar countermeasures. Repair and mainte- 
nance functions and hygienic functions that 
require elaborate airflow devices in a 
weightless environment may also be studied. 
Various methods of installing a modular 
centrifuge, transverse and axial, are being 
studied in terms of roll-and-yaw dynamics 
(fig. 2).  When treated as an  experimental 
device, i t  is just this kind of approach that 
will permit the biomedical community to 
state, without reservation, the level a t  which 
man can function effectively during ex- 
tended time in space and still fully readapt 
to terrestrial conditions on return. 

FAULT-TREE ANALYSIS 

Crew safety and mission performance are  
twin criteria for the allocation of resources 
in the design, development, and operation 
of a space system. A singularly effective, 
analytic method is evolving for turning 
qualitative objectives into quantitative re- 
quirements. "Fault-tree analysis" was de- 
veloped by Bell Telephone Laboratories for 
the Minuteman missile system; it has been 
used for assessing an undesirable event (a 
safety hazard, for example) and providing 
a mathematical treatment for estimating the 
probability that such an event will occur. 
Bell engineers discovered that the method 
used to describe the flow of "correct" logic 
in data-processing equipment could also b e  
used to analyze the "false" logic that re- 
sulted from component failure. Moreover, 
such a format was ideally suited to the ap- 
plication of probability theory to numeri- 
cally define the critical fault modes. 

The starting point in the development of 
a fault-tree diagram is the identification of 
the undesirable event. Subevents contribut- 
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FIGURE 2.-Saturn IVB intratank installations. 

ing to this event are  identified, and Boolean 
algebra is used to formulate precise equa- 
tions that express the relation of fault- 
producing events to each other. The ar- 
rangement of the diagram shows the events 
that coexist and those that exist on an either/ 
or basis: the OR gate ( + ) indicates that 
the output event will exist if any or all of the 
input events are present; the AND gate ( ) 
indicates that the coexistence of all input 
events is required to produce the output 
event. A rectangle (17) encloses an  event 
that results from the combination of fault 
events through logic gates; the diamond 
(0) encloses an event that is basic in a 
given fault tree. 

In  the analysis, probability values must be 
budgeted among the events to establish a 
failure goal for each of the subevents con- 
tributing to  the end or top event. The hypo- 

thetical analysis diagramed in figures 3 and 
4 assumes an equivalence of probabilities for 
each mission phase. Point-by-point budget- 
ing of probabilities is continued throughout 
the tree. An interesting facet of the analysis 
is the budget-assigned events for which cor- 
rective or repair action is possible. In  the 
example diagramed in figures 3 and 4, the 
analyst depends more on correcting a criti- 
cal event than on prevention. A recent de- 
velopment that reflects correction of critical 
events is the constant repair or "lambda- 
tau" method of fault-tree evaluation. This 
method considers t h e  probability of coexist- 
ing failures in repairable items and defines 
the time that a function can be inoperative 
without impairing crew safety (fig. 5). The 
Boolean and probability equations resulting 
from the analysis introduce a solid engineer- 
ing basis to the field of crew safety. 
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FIGURE 3.-Top-level fault tree. 

Another requirement of the analysis is 
that of applying predicted or empirical fail- 
ure probabilities to the Boolean equations 
describing the tree. Ultimately, the analysis 
consists of comparing the budgeted and pre- 
dicted probabilities a t  each branch through 
to the top of the tree. When the predicted 
probabilities are less than the budgeted 
probabilities, a fault is considered accept- 
able. If the predicted value a t  the top is 
greater than the budgeted value, there is 
cause for concern and corrective measures 
are  required. Thus, a method for computing 
and controlling quantitatively the safety of 
any system is realized. 

SUMMARY 

There is agreement within the biomedical 
community regarding the need for research, 

techniques of prediction, and data that have 
significance for vehicle design. The problem 
for the systems analyst in evaluating the 
different methods of qualifying man for 
flights of long duration is complicated by 
considerations of weight, power, volume, 
and cost. Further, there is the question of 
the relations between our current physio- 
logic tests and the operational experience 
or demands of flightcrews; much more at- 
tention must be given to relating these fac- 
tors to each other. 

It is mandatory that we look to new an- 
alytic methods for turning qualitative ob- 
jectives into quantitative requirements. 
Fault-tree analysis in its present application 
on manned systems has proved to be a n  ef- 
fective means of specifying crew safety, 
mission performance, and vehicle and mis- 
sion parameters. 
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Man's Role in Mission Reliability 

Navy Department 

For centuries man has been building ma- 
chines to be operated by man. As technology 
has advanced, he has built more and more 
complex machines and equipment that have 
required the performance of more complex 
roles or functions by man. In some machines 
man has a very simple role and performs 
that role without training or instruction. 
Other equipment is being built that may re- 
quire years of training and preparation be- 
fore a particular man is qualified to operate 
it. The case of the highly complex man/ma- 
chine system is nowhere better demon- 
strated than by manned space flight. Man 
has a similar role in modern aircraft, ships, 
submarines, and other equipment used in 
the military and industrial world. 

Prior to World War 11, designers were 
concerned primarily with the hardware 
characteristics of the system or equipment 
that they were designing. Since that time 
there has been an increasing tendency for 
designers to consider man as a component 
of the systems they are designing and devel- 
oping. They now consider man in the same 
way they consider hardware elements of new 
systems. Frequently the question is asked, 
"Should this be asmanned or an unmanned 
system?" This is not the proper question. 
Designers and planners should ask, "What 
system or equipment output or performance 
is called for, and which system functions can 
equipment perform best and which f u n c  
tions can man perform best to improve sys- 
tem output?" Frequently the problem is 
oversimplified by saying that man should be 
assigned those functions that require plan- 

ning, reprograming, and rational processes; 
equipment should be assigned those f u n c  
tions that require routine and repetitive 
actions. 

In  the space-flight community and the De- 
partment of Defense, we now operate un- 
der a design-and-development philosophy 
that requires a t  least two things: (1) At any 
time in the design-and-development process 
we must be able to assess and predict the 
cost and effectiveness of the equipment and 
manned aspects of the systems that we are  
developing; and (2) as the equipment or  
hardware is being planned and developed, 
there must be a concurrent effort to select, 
train, and prepare those personnel who will 
man, operate, and maintain it. These two re- 
quirements assume that we have the same 
capability to quantify and predict the cost 
and effectiveness and the technical contribu- 
tion of man as a component of the system 
under development. Unfortunately this is not 
often the case. 

PURPOSE 

The intent of this paper is to  examine the 
results of several studies that demonstrate 
the role that human performance contributes 
to system reliability and effectiveness. Keep 
in mind the fact that human reliability as a 
concept is an aid to the system planner a t  
the time of the selection of a system concept 
and is also an aid to the designer and de- 
veloper as he makes decisions concerning 
specific man/machine functions. In  addition, 
it can be an aid to the manufacturer of the 
system as he establishes and~carries out the 
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FIGURE 1.-The learning curve and human reliability. 

fabrication of the system. The major mes- 
sage of this presentation is summed up in 
figure 1. This is the well-known learning 
curve and underlies the concept of human 
reliability. Human performance is indicated 
by the ordinate, and in the man/machine sys- 
tem context this can represent human per- 
formance ranging from the highly skilled 
performance of the pilot in an aircraft or 
space-flight system or i t  can be the very 
simple and untrained performance of an in- 
dividual following t.he written instruction 
on a coin-operated vending machine. Al- 
though these are skilled performances at ex- 
tremely different levels, they represent the 
same logical problem to the man/machine 
equipment planner and designer. The distri- 
bution curves that are .  turned 90° and are 
superimposed on the learning curve portray 
the improvement in level of performance and 
the decrease in variability a s  training pro- 
gresses and reaches or approaches the 
asymptote. Simply stated, this means that 
when a system planner or designer is assign- 
ing system functions to be performed by 
man, the level of expected performance dur- 
ing system operation should rest well below 
the range of performance represented by the 
distribution curve describing performance a t  
the end of training. Let us now look a t  the 
results of some studies of the contribution 
of human performance to overall system per- 
formance and operation. 

STUDIES OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
RELIABILITY 

One of the best known studies in the area 
of malfunction data collection was conducted 
by Shapero, Cooper, Rappaport, Schaeffer, 
and Bates (ref. 1). They surveyed the mal- 
function and hold data of nine operational 
Air Force missile weapon systems. They ex- 
amined all of the available malfunction and 
hold reports to  determine whether human 
performance initiated the series of events 
that led to a failure or a hold in missile check- 
out or launch. Their analytic study involved 
reviewing all types of failure reports, in- 
cluding coded failure reporting systems and 
failure reporting systems in which cogni- 
zant personnel reviewed the individual fail- 
ures in a verbal report. The first step in their 
study was to separate those equipment or 
systern failures clearly not initiated by hu- 
mans. Examples of such failures include 
those initiated by events such as microphon- 
ic, fungus effect, or loss of residual magne- 
tism. Examples of reports that were 
identified as human initiated include those 
identified as human error, reversed leads, 
wrong part, torque incorrect, etc. An overall 
summary of their data is included in figure 2, 
and i t  can be seen that of a total of 3829 
equipment failures, 1092, or 29 percent, were 
human initiated. Of the 419 equipment holds, 
75, or 20 percent, were human initiated. Fig- 
ure 3 shows part of this information sub- 
divided into human-initiated errors per par- 

FIGURE 2.-Human-initiated equipment failures and 
unscheduled holds as a percent of total equipment 
failures and unscheduled holds during missile 
launch and prelaunch activities for seven missile 
systems. 
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ticular missile system. It can be seen that 
human-initiated failures per missile system 
range from 53 percent for missile system F 
to 20 percent for missile system B. In the 
case of holds, information was available for 
only two of the missile systems. In figure 4 
it can be seen that 23 percent of the unsched- 
uled holds for missile system I were human 
initiated and 16 percent were human initi- 
ated for missile system H. Figure 5 demon- 

KISSILE F 

MISSILE C 

MISSILE D 

NISSILE J 

MISSILB K 

MISSILE C 

MISSILE E 

MISSILE A 

MISSILE B 

FIGURE 3.-Human-initiated equipment failures as a 
percent of total equipment failures during missile 
launch and prelaunch activities. 

strates different operations during which hu- 
man-initiated failures occurred. The authors 
of the study felt that this classification was 
incomplete because it did not include pro- 
cedural failures that were detrimental to sys- 
tem performance but did not lead to system 
failure. In  most failure reporting systems, 
such procedural failures are not reported. 

One of the very important findings of this 
study was the f a d  that the forms and re- 
porting procedures for identifying human-. 
initiated failures point the finger of guilt at 

FIGURE 4.-Human-initiated unscheduled holds as a 
percent of total unscheduled holds during missile 
launch and prelaunch activities. 
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S W U R Y  

FIGURE 5.-Human-initiated equipment failures dur- 
ing missile launch and prelaunch activities, classi- 
fied by operation, for seven missile systems. 

system personnel; and, therefore, there is re- 
luctance to report human-initiated failures 
when the operator is "guilty." This was true 
even when the human-initiated failure was 
caused by faulty design of equipment or pro- 
cedure. In interviews with contractor per- 
sonnel, i t  was found that a t  least one disas- 
trous launch or  flight failure occurred in 
each of the missile systems investigated. 
However, to avoid the implication of guilt, 
this fact was seldom reflected in failure, mal- 
function, or hold reporting systems. Al- 
though this study was completed several 
years ago, we have no reason to believe that 
this characteristic of failure reporting sys- 
tems has changed. 

This has been reviewed in this discussion 
for three reasons: i t  is a classic study of the 
effect of human performance or  human reli- 
ability contribution to system performance; 
i t  (demonstrates a method that can be used 
to determine these effects in operational sp- 
terns; and although these missile systems are  
not manned space-flight systems, it demon- 
strates that all human components of the 
ground-support system must be evaluated as 
well as the flightcrew to determine the over- 
all effectiveness of that system. 

Expert Judgments of Human Reliability 

During Project Mercury, analyses were 
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performed by Grober, Jones, Felker, and 
Glaenzer (ref. 2) and Walman and Okano 
(ref. 3) on the effects of an astronaut upon 
the reliability of the Mercury spacecraft 
mission. The Mercury system was originally 
intended to be an automatic system and man 
was included as a backup only. In  these 
studies the approach was to make a thor- 
ough analysis of possible system failures, de- 
termine the sensory cues by which an  astro- 
naut would detect such failures, determine 
t,he corrective action required, determine the 
environmental conditions under which the 
corrective action would be taken, and evalu- 
ate the applicability of existing experimen- 
ta.11~ derived human-performance data to 
this problem. 

On the basis of this information, a group 
of five experts made judgments of the proba- 
bility that the astronaut would perform the 
necessary corrective actions when called for 
under conditions of flight. These estimates 
were then entered into reliability nets that 
included estimates of equipment reliability 
and information concerning the alternate 
paths that would be followed in case of 
failure. 

This approach indicated that the inclusion 
of man in a spacecraft can increase reliabil- 
ity of performance of certain systems. How- 
ever, these studies left two elements open: 
They did not address the entire set of mission 
tasks that the astronaut must carry out dur- 
ing the duration of the space mission (only 
identification of failures and their correc- 
tions) ; and they did not satisfactorily estab- 
lish that expert judgment of crew perform- 
ance can be accepted as  a valid predicter of 
actual performance. 

Two other studies using the judgment of 
experts to assess flightcrew reliability were 
carried on by Boobar (ref. 4) and Grodsky 
(ref. 5).  These were parallel studies carried 
on concurrently and independently to assess 
the relative effect of human reliability upon 
overall system performance for lunar land- 
ing by direct flight versus lunar landing by 
the lunar orbit rendezvous mode. In other 
words, the problem was to determine 

whether human aspects of reliability would 
affect the overall reliability of the two modes 
differently. The direct flight mode is one in 
which the astronauts go directly from Earth 
to Moon, land on the Moon, launch and re- 
turn to Earth in the same spacecraft or com- 
mand module. The second mode, which was 
the selected mode for the Apollo mission, is 
one in which three astronauts launch from 
the Earth and travel to lunar orbit in a com- 
mand module. Two astronauts then descend 
to the lunar surface in a lunar excursion 
module, land, launch from the lunar surface, 
and rendezvous with the third astronaut who 
has remained in lunar orbit in the command 
module. Then the three return to Earth in 
the command module. 

Although Boobar and Grodsky used study 
approaches that were different in detail, they 
used similar research strategies. Each went 
through the following steps: 

(1) Determination of crew tasks for the 
entire mission for both modes. These tasks 
ranged from flight-control tasks through 
switching, monitoring, communications, and 
systems management. 

(2) Assessment of the difficulty of various 
tasks and the accuracy with which they had 
to be performed. 

(3) Determination of the various condi- 
tions that would be acting upon the a s t m  
nauts a t  the time of the performance of each 
of the specified tasks. Included and consid- 
ered, and of varying degrees of importance, 
were such factors a s  display and control 
characteristics ; available volume and its uti- 
lization; visual problems of landing, rendez- 
vous and docking; psychological stress; task 
complexity; workload, and sensory depriva- 
tion. 

(4) Judgment by experts of the likeli- 
hood that the astronauts would perform the 
tasks a t  the required level of accuracy. 

(5) Entrance of the judged reliabilities 
into mission sequences to determine overall 
mission reliability. 

One last step in the Boobar study included 
a computer reliability analysis employing a 
Monte Carlo technique that by means of dig- 
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ital simulation "flew" 5000 missions in each 
configuration. 

The results of these two studies disagreed, 
one indicating that a manned lunar landing 
by direct flight was more reliable t<han a 
landing by the lunar orbit rendezvous mode. 
Subsequent comparison of the two studies 
shows that the difference in their conclusions 
rested upon assumptions regarding the ef- 
fects of restricted volume upon flightcrews. 
In other respects, the studies were in general 
agreement as  to the effects of space flight 
upon crew performance. 

The studies of judged human reliability 
show clearly that the generalizations and 
judgments that are  necessary to estimate 
crew reliability are not satisfactory because 
there is no way to ,determine the discrepancy 
between judged crew reliability and actual 
reliability. 

Assessment of Crew Reliability by Manned 
Simulation 

Manned simulation of crew performance 
can provide reliability data of higher validity 
than that provided by expert judgment by 
utilization of displays and controls as similar 
as possible to those planned for the actual 
mission, by performance of tasks in  the ap- 
propriate temporal sequence for the mission 
under study, by utilization of a subject 
population similar to the actual astronauts 
who will be involved in the mission, and by 
performing the mission in real time with all 
the operations in normal sequence. This a p  
proach can provide improved estimates of 

flightcrew reliability for lunar and other 
space missions until actual space-flight data 
are recorded in a form usable for reliability 
prediction. 

Such a study was conducted by Grodsky, 
Mandour, Roberts, and Woodward (ref. 6). 
They trained five flightcrews composed of 
three pilots each. Each crew was trained for 
a 5-week period, after which i t  participated 
in a 7-day real-time manned simulation of a 
lunar landing mission. Characteristics of the 
teams are noted in table I. All of the sub- 
jects were graduates of the U.S. Air Force 
Aerospace Research Pilots' School a t  Ed- 
wards Air Force Base, and each held a t  
least a baccalaureate degree in either engi- 
neering, physical science, or military sci- 
ence. All but two were married; their 
average age was 31.7 yr ;  they averaged 
368.6 h r  of bomber flight time and 2292.6 
h r  of fighter flight time; and they had an 
average of 10.03 yr  of military service. 

One crew a t  a time was trained. Each 
crewmember was trained on all mission flight 
tasks during the 5-week training period. 
Training was carried on 8 hr  per day, and an 
additional 2 h r  were spent daily in physical 
conditioning. The approach utilized during 
the training period was to lecture each crew 
on the system concepts and the operation of 
the system, demonstrate the operation of the 
simulator, perform part task training of in- 
dividual phases of the mission, perform 
whole task phases, and then perform an inte- 
grated fast-time mission (the complete 7-day 
mission with coast phases was eliminated to 

TABLE I.-Pertinent Data on Pilots 

Average 
college 
time, yr 

5.0 
4.0 
4.1 
4.3 
4.0 

4.3 

Crew 

1 .................................................... 
2 .................................................... 
3 .................................................... 
4 .................................................... 
5 .................................................... 

Total average ................ 

Average 
age, F 

33.6 
32.0 
31.8 
30.5 
30.6 

31.7 

Marital 
status 

3M 
3M 
3M 
3M 
lM, 2 s  

13M, 2 s  

Average 
military 
time, yr 

11.8 
10.5 
10.2 
9.0 
8.6 

10.03 

Average flight time, hr 

Bomber 

336.6 
786.6 
635.0 
33.3 
51.6 

368.6 

Fighter 

2498.3 
1905.0 
2608.3 
2040.0 
2411.3 

2292.6 
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FIGURE 6.-Simulation laboratory. 

shorten time required). During the course of 
the training period, the crews were also re- 
quired to participate in the physical condi- 
tioning program, learn in-flight checkout and 
maintenance procedures, and attend lectures 
and training for simulated lunar-surface ex- 
ploration tasks. 

The mission performed was the lunar land- 
ing mission as planned by NASA at  the time 
this study was conducted (1964-65). There 
were two deviations from mission realism 
during the 7-day real-time simulation : 

(1) All dynamic phases were repeated 
three times (except Earth launch and mid- 
course corrections) to collect data from each 
pilot for performance of each phase. In  this 
way as much data as possible were collected 
from each crew. 

(2) Because the purpose of this study was 
to obtain pilot performance data, it was nee- 
essary to put the pilot into the system loop 
in as many systems and mission phases as 
possible. Therefore, some of the mission 
phases and operations that would normally 
have been automatic were flown or operated 
in manual mode to collect data on human 
performance of those operations. 

The basic experimental facility for this 
study (fig. 6) included a simulator room, 
hougng simulators of the Apollo command 
module and the lunar excursion module, a 
mission control room, and an analog com- 
puter facility that provided signals for the 
flight instruments and out-the-window dis- 
plays. 

The interiors of the command module 
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(CM) and the lunar excursion module the Apollo mission (fig. 7). The CM had 
(LEM) (including i n s t r u m e n t s  a n d  con- three-abreast seating for the command pilot, 
trols) were essentially like those designed for the navigator, and the systems engineer. It 

also included a navigation station (fig. 8). 
The LEM simulator seated two abreast in 
harnesses in semierect position as in the 
Apollo LEM. 

The control room contained the following 
consoles : 

(1) The flight director's console, which 
contained duplicate displays and control 
monitors for all of the primary flight systems 
in the CM and the LEM. 

(2) The capsule communicator's console, 
which contained communications equipment 
to allow the capsule communicator to main- 
tain constant surveillance over and communi- 
cation with the flightcrew during mission 
simulations. 

(3) The system operation console, which 
contained displays and controls that allowed 
control-room personnel to monitor crew and 
system performance and to insert system 
responses (other than flight control) or mal- 
functions according to prepared scenarios of 
the missions. 

(4) The data recording console, which in- 
cluded four 100-channel brush recorders that 
were used to record switch position and 
warning light status. It also included three 
50-channel oscillographs, which were used 
for recording of motion of navigation optics. 

The computing facility included three ana- 

FIGURE 7.-Interior views of command module 
instrument panels. FIGURE 8.-Navigatioq station. 
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FIGURE 9.-Simulator room. 

log computers with a total of 360 operational 
amplifiers to drive instrument displays and 
to solve spacecraft moving base simulator 
dynamics. Recorders and plotters for record- 
ing flight performance and terminal condi- 
tions were also included. 

With this simulation complex, all subjects 
were trained to perform all mission flight 
tasks for the entire lunar mission, for CM 
and LEM (fig. 9). 

After 5 weeks of individualized training, 
during which each pilot was able to review 
his performance daily, each three-man team 
"flew" an integrated "fast-time" mission that 
included all mission dynamic phases with all 
coast phases eliminated. Then the integrated 
7-day real-time lunar landing mission was 

flown. The three men remained in the CM 
and performed all flight tasks for Earth 
checkout, Earth launch, Earth ascent, Earth 
orbit, translunar insertion, transposition of 
the LEM, position determination, midcourse 
corrections, and lunar-orbit insertion. Then 
two men entered the LEM and performed 
LEM separation and deorbit, coast descent, 
brake, hover, touchdown, l una r - su r f  ace 
tasks, lunar launch, coast ascent, and rendez- 
vous and docking. Then mission procedure 
was altered so that all pilots performed all 
tasks of all dynamic phases-the pilot who 
had remained in lunar orbit completed the 
lunar landing phases up to rendezvous and 
docking in company with one of the pilots 
who had already completed those phases. Fol- 
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lowing this, transfer was made to the CM 
and all pilots completed the transearth entry 
and landing phases of the mission. 

All out-the-window displays were as real- 
istic as possible. There was a star-field pro- 
jector and Earth and Moon models, driven 
appropriately to simulate all optic and space- 
craft controls used by the pilots during nav- 
igation tasks and midcourse correction. The 
lunar horizon and star field were projected 
on a clamshell screen in front of the LEM 
to simulate spacecraft attitude and position 
during lunar orbit and coast phases. During 
rendezvous, a simulated CM beacon flashed 
on that same screen and increased in size as 
position of the CM and LEM closed. When 
they were calculated to be approximately 12 
f t  apart, the clamshell screen opened. The 
CM model, moving in three degrees of trans- 
lation, and the LEM, moving in three degrees 
of altitude, simulated the six-degree-of-free- 
dom visual-docking problem and allowed 
physical docking of the LEM and CM model. 

The flight-control performance measures 
that were taken on each pilot and analyzed 
for each training trial and mission phase 
are : 

(1) Translunar insertion, l u n a r  o r b i t  
insertion, and transearth insertion : 
(a) Imparted velocity increment er- 

ror,l AV, 
( b )  Average pitch error: 8, average 
( c )  Pitch error standard deviation, 

8, SD 
(2) LEM transposition : 

( a )  Closing rate,l x 
(<b )  Reaction control system 

(RCS) fue1,l Am RCS 
( c )  Displacement a t  docking,l D 
{ d )  Displacement rate a t  docking,l D 

(3) Midcourse correction: 
( a )  Imparted velocity increment er- 

ror,l AV, 
( b )  Pitch error,l 8, 
( c )  Yaw error,l I++, 

(4) Separation and deorbit: 
(a) Imparted velocity increment er- 

ror,I AV, 
( b )  Pilot roll error,l 4, 
( c )  Local pitch angle error,l E ,  

(5) Break and hover: 
( a )  Percent main engine fuel remain- 

ing,l percent MEF 
( b )  Pilot roll error,l+, 
(c) Local pitch angle error,l 6, 
(d) Distance from landing site,l SR 
( e )  Vertical touchdown rate,l S,  
( f )  Lateral touchdown rates in X and 

Y planes,l S,, 
(6) Lunar-powered ascent : Imparted ve- 

locity increment error,l AV, 
(7) Rendezvous : Percent RCS fuel used,I 

percent RCS 
(8) Docking: 

( a )  Closing rate,l Sa 
( b )  Displacement a t  docking,l D . 
( c )  Displacement rate a t  docking,l D 

(9) Earth entry : 
( a )  Distance from landing site,l D 
( b )  Average altitude error,l H, aver- 

age 
( c )  Altitude error standard devia- 

tion,l H,SD 
( d )  Average cross-range error,l Y, 

average 
( e )  Cross-range error standard de- 

viation,l Y ,SD 
(f) RCS fuel used, a m  RCS 
( g )  Pitch error a t  0.05g, 8, 0.05g 
( h )  Average pilot roll error, 4, aver- 

age 
(i) Pilot roll error standard devia- 

tion, 4,SD 
Analyses of these data first required divid- 

ing the training trial performance into two 
parts : training trials in which performance 
was improving significantly and baseline or 
asymptotic trials in which improvement had 
dropped to very low increments between 
trials. 

This was done through statistical tests (F 
tests) of variability between all possible cuts 
between training and baseline trials on each 
flight parameter. In this way baseline trials 
represented those in which variance was as 
low as  possible in comparison to the training 
trials. 

A determination also had to be made as  to 

Displayea to the pilots each day during training. 
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criteria of successful performance on each 
flight parameter. For analysis purposes, two 
such criteria were established : (1) baseline 
mean + 3~ and (2) mission or gaining goal 
criteria based on Apollo system limits. 

After accomplishing the above, i t  was then 
possible to simply count those cases in which 
performance criteria were exceeded and de- 
termine discrete reliabilities therefrom by 
simple computation of numbers of errors 
made versus the number of possible errors. 
On this basis, determination of baseline per- contml: mission and baseline 
formance reliability and real-time mission reliability, by crew. 
reliability was accomplished. As shown in 
figure 10, mission reliability fell off signifi- 
cantly for crews 2, 4, and 5 when successful 
performance was considered to be the base- 
line mean + 3 ~ .  

The use of the baseline mean + 3 ~  is a 
much more stringent criteria than the train- 
ing goal criteria. This is shown in figure 11. 
When using the mean + 3 ~  criteria, both 
crews 4 and 5 indicated significant degrada- 
tion of performance reliability during the 
mission, whereas only crew 5 displayed such 
degradation when the comparison was made 
on-the basis of the training goal criteria. 

The effect of the use of the two different 
criteria is further demonstrated by compar- 
ing normalized reliabilities (mission reliabil- 
ityhaseline reliability) on the basis of mis- 
sion phase or mission time (fig. 12). 

Switching data were simple but tedious to 
analyze. It merely required a count of the 
two kinds of incorrect switch operations pos- 
sible, including switches thrown when not 
required and switches not thrown when re- 
quired. 

The same assumptions were used in the 
analysis of switching data that were used 
with flight control data; namely, that vari- 
ance would decrease and performance would 
improve as  trials progressed. Therefore, the 
same technique of comparison of variances 
was used to  determine the cut points between 
training and baseline trials. Having deter- 
mined baseline reliabilities for switching 
performance, normalized reliabilities were 
computed and were plotted by mission time 
and phase in figure 13. These plots indicate 
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FIGURE 11.-Flight control: .effect of criteria on 
crew reliability. 
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FIGURE 12.-Flight control : mission reliability 
normalized to baseline mission time effect. 

general improvement in switching perform- 
ance up to about the 70th hour, with slight 
degradation after that point. 

Further analysis of these switching errors 
indicated that only 59 of 326 (18.1 percent) 
of mission switching errors occurred in sys- 
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FIGURE 13.-Switching performance. 
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tem or circumstances that could have caused 
abort or catastrophe. However, there were 
no aborts or  catastrophic errors. 

Grodsky, Roberts, and Mandour (ref. 7) 
conducted many other analyses of the data 
we have reviewed and other data they col- 
lected. However, for our purposes the major 
point to be gained by review of this study 
has been t a  demonstrate the use of real-time 
manned simulation as a technique for assess- 
ing human or flightcrew reliability. It has 
application for both ground control and flight 
personnel, if we truly become serious about 
man/machine and man/man comparisons of 
reliability. This study demonstrates that, for 
the mission defined, there was only a mini- 
mal loss of crew-performance reliability dur- 
ing missions and that this reliability loss 
can be interpreted in terms of operational 
needs as  was done here by comparing two 
forms of criteria (i.e., training goal criteria 
and Apollo mission criteria). This technique 
(that is, comparing man and equipment reli- 
ability) offers an analytic technique to inte- 
g r a t e  h u m a n  performance criteria into 

*-*--*@c *&--* *4/J\C*/*\*i\.r/\* .bvk *-\ *++.&-.-- 

space-flight vehicle development by verifying 
that crew performance will meet mission ob- 
j ectives. 

0.99 , , 1 , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 1 , 1 , , , , , 1 1 , , , , , , ,  * Y* 

Crew Performance in Long-Duration Missions 

In the realm of human performance, one 
of the major questions for both NASA orbit- 
al, lunar, and planetary missions and DOD- 
USAF orbital missions relates to the reten- 
tion of flightcrew skills to perform critical 
flight-control tasks after long periods away 
from training facilities or performance of 
specific operational tasks. 

To test this question relative to missions 
of up to 3 months, the U.S. Air Force spon- 
sored a follow-on study to the one described 
above, using the same facilities and already 
trained flightcrews (refs. 7 and 8) .  They re- 
turned four of the five crews to the training 
facility a t  such a time as  to provide 4, 8, 9, 
and 13 weeks of skill retention or  forgetting 
time. 

In their review of the Grodsky data and 
in their analysis of the retention data, Cot- 
terman and Wood develciped a less optimistic 
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position regarding performance reliability in 
the training described previously. Simply 
stated, they computed the mean and standard 
deviation for the last four training trials on 
each of the mission applicable parameters 
for each mission phase. The distributions 
thereby described were used to make likeli- 
hood statements as to whether the pilot or 
crew could meet or surpass predetermined 
performance criteria for each mission param- 
eter. These reliabilities were combined to 
assess the joint reliability of performing ade- 
quately on all mission parameters of a par- 
ticular phase. The reliabilities for a particu- 
lar parameter (p) and for all parameters 
(p) for all phases of an entire mission are 
shown in figure 14. Results are  combined for 
the crews whose retention performance was 
assessed a t  4 an,d 9 weeks I c 4  and c-9, re- 

I ( I I I I I I I I O 
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FIGURE 14.-Crew reliabilities for single parameters 
a d  ssmbwed p a w s e k ~  by rnkskm *. 
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spectively) after completion of the initial 
training. They were combined because their 
performance on final training trials was 
judged (on the basis of variation in predicted 
performsnce) to represent comparable end- 
of-training skills. The two crews with reten- 
tion assessment at 8 and 13 weeks (0-8 and 
c-13, respectively) were combined on the 
same basis. 

Figure 15 demonstrates two points that 
Cotterman and Wood consider important in 
evaluation of crew reliability: End-of-train- 
ing skill can be translated directly into re- 
liability terms, and, in this case, indicates 
that crews c-4 and c-9 were better trained, 
i.e., more reliable than crews 0-8 and c-13; 
and this difference in performance reliability 
represents a difference in training levels, not 
capabilities. 

To clarify what actually happened to  a 
pilot's reliability as training progresse3 and 
during periods of nontraining or rest from 
training, Cotterman and Wood plotted the 
performance scores (x) , means of perform- 
ance scores by four trial blocks (53, and 
based on those four trial blocks the predicted 
limit within which 95 percent of all perform- 
ance measures would fall ($). Selected plots 
for one pilot in selected mission phases in 
the 13-week retention group are shown in 
figures 16 through 21. These figures indicate 
that actual mission performance parameters 
can be used as measures of crew perform- 
ance levels (therefore, as measures of pilot 

FIGURE 15.-Transposition: fuel consumed. FIGURE 16.-~rans~osition: impact rate. 
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FIGURE 17.-Transposition : displacement rate. 
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FIGURE 18.-Brake and hover : percent fuel consumed. 

or crew reliability). By superimposing mis- 
sion performance criteria on these figures, 
it would be possible to state the likelihood 
that system limitations or reliability limits 
would be exceeded because of human per- 
formance. 

FIGURE 19.-Docking: displacement rate. 
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FIGURE 20.-Docking: displacement. 

FIGURE 21.-Docking: impact rate. 

CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS 

In planning for future space-flight sys- 
tems, groundcrew and flightcrew reliability 
must be addressed, not just as an  interesting 
aspect of human performance, but as an  
important system characteristic. Humans 
who perform in space-flight systems are 
scarce national resources and should be 
evaluated and assigned accordingly. 

Objective data, not expert opinion, on 
flightcrew or groundcrew performance 
should be used as the basis for crew selec- 
tion, mission mode decisions, and design 
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concepts. Engineers do not usually select 
materials on the basis of individual judg- 
ment; instead, they rely on trade studies 
regarding materials that may meet the sys- 
tem need. We should do the same where 
decisions regarding human components or 
subsystems are concerned. 

The Department of Defense now demands 
cost and effectiveness analyses, and steps 
a re  being taken a t  that level which will re- 
quire analyses of human contribution to 
system reliability and system effectiveness. 
When this program reaches maturity, pre- 
diction of cost and effectiveness for the en- 
tire life cycle of DOD systems will include 
and require measures of human-performance 
reliability. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
To this author's knowledge no studies are  

being conducted in manned space flight to 
follow up the studies of human-initiated 
failures and holds in missile systems. Fur- 
thermore, none are being conducted follow- 
ing the crew reliability for lunar landing 
study or the studies of pilot skill retention 
for longer period missions. 

Therefore, i t  is appropriate that the 
space-flight community should develop data 
banks of flightcrew and groundcrew relia- 
bility for application to future generations 
of space-flight systems and verify and up- 
date these data by collection of performance 
data on crews in flight and on operational 
groundcrews at manned launches. 
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Capsule Society-New Problems for Man 

Space on Long-Duration Missions* 
S .  B. SELLS 

Texas Christian University 

In the last decade, the course of powered 
Aight has advanced to new dimensions of 
altitude and speed, inaugurating the aero- 
space era. The major focus of this conference 
is on life support and human adaptation in 
space flight in this era, which will reach a 
significant goal in the Apollo-class mission. 
However, further goals lie ahead, in the solar 
system and beyond, and the next important 
transition will involve missions of such dis- 
tance and duration that they may very well 
identify the beginning of the next era, that 
of space travel. This paper is concerned with 
new problems peculiar to space travel, in 
which emphasis will be placed not only on 
navigation and operation of the vehicles, as 
a t  present in the relatively short missions 
in Earth and lunar space, but also on living 
for significant periods, initially 1 or 2 yr, 
under unprecedented conditions of isolation 
and close confinement. Early missions to 
Mars and Venus may be attempted in the 
1980's ; it is not too early to give them serious 
consideration. 

Our area of concern is human behavior, 
which involves the composition and organi- 
zation of the crew, matters of individual 
adjustment and satisfaction, group coordina- 
tion and effectiveness, management of reac- 
tions to stress, and a host of topics related 
to these fundamental issues. There are, of 
course, other .problems, in engineering, ce- 
lestial mechanics, life support, programing, 

*In the preparation of this report, data and files 
were used from NASA grant NGR 44-009-008. 

and mission planning, that are  beyond the 
scope of this discussion. The focus of this 
paper will be on problems of interpersonal 
interaction of crewmembers on board the 
long-duration spaceship. 

Popular discussions of these problems 
have tended to exaggerate or  distort the 
putative effects of isolation and confinement 
on sanity, self-control, and social adaptabil- 
ity. Such accounts too frequently represent 
rank speculation or uncritical acceptance of 
vague, anecdotal, or imagined happenings 
involving persons and situations remote from 
those to which they are generalized. Isola- 
tion and confinement are believed to be im- 
portant sources of stress, but these are  gen- 
eral terms and the scientific information on 
their role in the present problem is limited. 
At this time, i t  is necessary to identify the 
important questions, to find relevant data 
in the literature, to plan significant research 
where information is not available, and to 
get on with the research. An indication of 
the importance attributed to this problem is 
the recent creation by the National Academy 
of Sciences, a t  the request of NASA, of a 
committee on long-duration space missions. 

A SOCIAL SYSTEM MODEL FOR CAPSULE 
SOCIETY 

Because the crew of the spaceship is a 
small group and there has been extensive 
research on small-group behavior, i t  is nat- 
ural that scientific investigators seeking 
data to extrapolate to the spacecrew would 
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turn to the small-group literature., There are 
also significant literatures on human behav- 
ior in shipwrecks and disasters, remote-duty 
stations, prisoner-of-war camps and other 
prisons, mental-hospital wards, ships, sub- 
marines, bomber crews, and still other hu- 
man situations involving aspects of isolation 
and stress. 

Our staff spent considerable time search- 
ing these literatures and put together a vast 
array of empirical information, much of 
which is interesting and important. As ex- 
perience accumulated, i t  became increasingly 
apparent that the appropriateness of gener- 
alization depends on the degree of similarity 
between the situations used as sources of 
information and those to which the informa- 
tion is extended. Objections could readily be 
raised against the artificiality of many lab- 
oratory situations and their unsuitability, in 
regard to personnel, environment, technol- 
ogy, and other critical aspects of most of the 
natural and emergency situations surveyed, 
as a basis for studying spacecrew problems. 

This line of thinking led to the examina- 
tion of approaches to the analysis of situa- 
tional similarity and, eventually, to realiza- 
tion of the holistic nature of each type of 
situation with respect to its defining vari- 
ables, which is most appropriately described 
in system terms. Thus, attention turned to 
consideration of the spaceship situation as a 
miniature social system or microsociety and 
the various comparison situations as  social 
systems having varying degrees of similarity 
to the spaceship, on the basis of profiles in- 
volving common variables. To perform a 
similarity analysis, i t  became necessary to 
construct a basic social system model and 
to conceptualize the system profiles for dif- 
ferent prototype social systems, using this 
model. This was done, and the results of such 
a study were reported in Aerospace Medicine 
(ref. 1 ) .  

Description of the Model 

For a more detailed summary of the social 
system model, I must refer you to the pub- 
lished paper. However, the major dimen- 
sions and results of the comparative study 
are  shown in tables I and 11. 

This version of the social system model 
has 7 major dimensions and 56 descriptors. 
The major dimensions include : 

I. Objectives and goals 
11. Value systems 
111. Personnel composition 
IV. Organization 
V. Technology 
VI. Physical environment 
VII. Temporal characteristics 

An eighth dimension, social and cultural en- 
vironment, has been included in a general 
formulation, but was omitted here, perhaps 
incorrectly, on the grounds that such factors 
would show minimum variation within a 
more or less homogeneous culture. Each of 
the 5'6 descriptors involves an important 
facet of a social system that can be ordered, 
to some extent, on continua conducive to 
comparative analysis. 

The seven factors listed upder "Objectives 
and goals" refer to aspects of structure 
rather than content, which is implikd by 
other dimensions. The importance of these, 
as they have implications for behavior, can 
be appreciated when one compares an opera- 
tional spacecrew with a simulated group in 
a laboratory. Factors such as  those included 
here might readily explain why many real- 
life situations are difficult to simulate pro- 
ductively. 

The "Value systems" of an organization 
and its members, described tentatively in 
descriptors 8 through 13, have fundamental 
importance with respect to policies concern- 
ing risks taken, attitudes toward goals, atti- 
tudes relating to authority, cooperation, 
trust, and other matters permeating every 
aspect of the program. It is known that 
organizations and groups vary on these fac- 
tors. It is our belief that the specification of 
such factors is essential to the understand- 
ing of a social system and to strategies of 
management. 

"Personnel composition" factors (14 
through 26) are most familiar, perhaps be- 
cause of widespread interest in selection. 
The inclusion of six dimensions, in addi- 
tion to the personnel dimension, should be 
a reminder that thete is more to crew effec- 
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tiveness than selecting the "right" people. 
Nevertheless, i t  should be apparent that the 
seven dimensions overlap considerably ; for 
example, values, personnel, and technology 
involve obvious interdependencies. For the 
purposes of the present discussion, however, 
i t  is advantageous to include the complete 
list, regardless of conceptual redundancy, to 
illustrate the range of relevant factors. The 
personnel composition of a social system 
includes experience, training, and social 
factors that are critical in distinguishing 
astronaut crews from other social groups 
with comparable intellectual and educational 
backgrounds. 

"Organization" (factors 27 through 37) 
refers not only to the role structure and di- 
vision of labor but also to the manner in 
which the social system is governed. Orga- 
nizations vary in the extent to which roles 
are assigned, as compared to laissez faire 
emergence of roles, in degree of subdivision, 
lines of authority, degree of centralization 
of authority and decisionmaking, use of var- 
ious sanctions, provision for succession, con- 
trol of member behavior, participation by 
members in government, degree of stratifi- 
cation by rank, and numerous other respects. 
It is believed that the items listed afford a 
satisfactory description of this complex 
dimension. 

"Technology" (factors 38 through 44) is 
crucial in distinguishing among various 
specialized task groups in contemporary so- 
ciety. The technological factors not only de- 
fine many aspects of individual roles and 
role relations but also define goals, character- 
istics of site and environment, specific na- 
ture, complexity, characteristic operations, 
problems, and traditions (or customs) of the 
group. The technology not only emphasizes 
equipment distinctions, such as between jet 
and earlier piston aviation, with the attend- 
ant differences in speed, altitudes, schedules, 
and payload, but also emphasizes differences 
among personnel, customs, training, and 
other significant factors determined by the 
respective technologies. 

"Physical environment" ( f a c t  o r  s 4 5 
through 53) includes descriptors of the dis- 

tinctive features of the task or situation and 
has implications both for the level of risk 
involved and the nature and magnitude of 
the various stresses to be encountered. At- 
tention is paid in item 52 to the distinction 
between maneuvering situations, such as 
mountain-climbing expeditions, and static 
situations, such as remote radar outposts. 
The term "Embedded envi ronmenta l  
stresses" (item 53) refers to stresses em- 
bedded in certain environmental situations, 
subject to failure of specific protective meas- 
ures, such as the anoxic environment of 
space. 

Finally, items 54 through 56 represent the 
important "Temporal" dimension. The first 
item (54) refers to the duration of the social 
system (organization or activity). The term 
"total" in item 55 is from the sociologist 
Goffman (ref. 2) who described a total 
group a s  one in which the individual re- 
mained continuously without the relief of 
discontinuities occasioned by leaving and re- 
entering. A hospital ward or prison might 
be a total group situation in this sense. This 
item describes the percent of time, on a 24-hr 
basis, that the individual remains in the 
group. An effect of total environment, ob- 
served in hospital studies, is the magnifica- 
tion of interpersonal stresses generated by 
enforced close contacts. This can be miti- 
gated to some extent by the provision of 
opportunities for solitude and privacy. The 
last item, "Remoteness of goals," is related 
to duration of the activity. In  general, the 
more remote or distant the goals, the greater 
the need to sustain individual motivation 
over long periods of operation. Remoteness 
must interact with uncertainty (item 7) ,  but 
the relationship is believed to be complex. 

Application of This Model to the Long- 
Duration Spaceship 

If all of the information needed were pres- 
ently available to specify parameters of this 
social system model for optimal conditions 
in long-duration space missions, we would 
be further ahead than we are now. The sug- 
gestions presented below are, in most cases, 
difficult to document and, in& all cases, are 
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viewed as  hypotheses subject to empirical 
verification rather than as pronouncements 
by an authority. However, the enumeration 
of some information concerning the 56 de- 
scriptors is useful to indicate significant re- 
search problems and to help assess our readi- 
ness to embark on long-duration missions. 
In view of the time limitations for this pres- 
entation, many of the points cannot be de- 
veloped in detail. 

Objectives and Goals 

On the basis of general acquaintance with 
the views expressed by NASA officials, as- 
tronauts, and others, I expect, a t  present, 
that the objectives of space missions of long 
duration will be (1) formally prescribed in 
the elegant detail of past announcements, 
(2) mandatory, and (3) set by the duly 
constituted organizational directorate. Po- 
larization (4), which refers to the degree to 
which group members work together for the 
achievement of a common goal, is expected 
to be high f o r  the astronaut crew. However, 
there may be the possibility of strain in this 
aspect on missions involving both astronauts 
and scientists, should conflicts arise between 
mission goals and those of particular ex- 
periments. This possibility merits study in 
relation to control of conflict arousal and 
resolution. 

On long-duration missions, major goals 
will be remote ( 5 ) ,  presenting problems of 
motivational maintenance, which could be 
lessened to the extent that midcourse sub- 
goals are meaningful. Criteria of success 
(6) should be reasonably clear, but the de- 
gree of uncertainty (7) of success will be 
lower initially than on later missions. De- 
spite the phenomenally successful record of 
American manned space missions to date, 
they may all be characterized objectively as  
involving high risk. Superb planning, backup 
systems, careful preparation, and stepwise 
progress from simpler to more complex tasks 
have undoubtedly reduced subjective risk 
and increased participant confidence in the 
Mercury and Gemini programs. However, 
new programs, such as  Apollo, MOL, and 
Mars, bring new problems of unknown and 

recognized hazards. Objective as well as sub- 
jective uncertainty may be expected to fluc- 
tuate as new programs and particular mis- 
sions are scheduled. Uncertainty is both a 
source of stress and a source of motivation, 
and the appraisal of subjective or perceived 
uncertainty may be an important problem. 

Value System 

A formal study of organizational values 
within NASA would be rewarding, if only 
to clarify a number of points raised here 
concerning which we can only make infer- 
ences from official statements, speeches, and 
related sources. First, the operations of the 
American space program appear to fit gen- 
erally into the traditions of American mili- 
tary aviation with respect to command struc- 
ture (8), mission emphasis (9),  respect for 
individual lives and cost-risk decisions (10). 
Second, our Government has, until now, 
given the space program a very high priority 
(11) and has placed extensive facilities at 
the disposal of the space agencies for effec- 
tive support. Third, astronaut value systems 
have appeared to reflect the ideals and pat- 
terns of American military airmen-in char- 
acter, mission motivation, attitudes toward 
family and personal goals, professional at- 
titudes and identifications (12), as well as  
in the historic traditions of the American 
culture with respect to religious, moral, po- 
litical, and social philosophy (13). The intro- 
duction of scientists into the astronaut ranks 
presents the possibility of another elite pro- 
fessional group with different professional 
attitude and identification patterns; this 
must be watched in relation to issues of 
status, competition, and possible conflict. 

Personnel Composition 
Crew composition for long-duration mis- 

sions is determined principally by task re- 
quirements, but these are not completely 
rigid. Crews will be larger for landing mis- 
sions involving exploration and scientific 
study than for flybys, but the numbers and 
specialties represented must be decided on 
the basis of all factors that may contribute 
to success. Astronaut selection, judged by 
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most criteria of performance, has been re- 
wardingly successful with reference to 
items 14 through 24 and for the aerospace 
operations that are familiar to all of us. 
Looking ahead to space travel, a number of 
questions requiring study can be raised. 
These are related to items in the outline. 

Until now, the stereotype (18) of the 
astronaut has been a masculine, aggressive, 
technically skillful, military test pilot, a man 
of action, a risk taker when the odds are 
reasonable, a leader, decisionmaker, and 
self-confident individualist. This may be 
overdrawn, but i t  is  necessary to make a 
point. The question should be raised 
whether the active, aggressive, take-charge 
characteristics are ideal for situations in- 
volving long-term confinement with a small 
group in a small space. This is not a simple 
question because i t  is not known how these 
aspects relate with the needed technical 
qualifications and risk-taking aspects. It is 
also a matter of degree; i t  is not necessarily 
either black or white. At present, my hy- 
pothesis would be that highly active, aggres- 
sive individuals would have greater diffi- 
culty than individuals adjusted to seden- 
tary, passive conditions over the long haul 
in the Mars spaceship. It may be possible to 
condition the astronaut to the situation, 
however, rather than to look for pilots who 
do not have personality profiles commonly 
found among pilots. 

A second personality question that ap- 
pears highly important may be less trouble- 
some because i t  involves characteristics that 
are probably distributed among the astro- 
nauts. This involves such considerations as 
great personal distance from others, auton- 
omy, self-sufficiency, and reserve, a t  one 
pole, and group dependence, need to relate, 
and need to disclose personal feelings, a t  the 
other. I am not sure how best to conceptual- 
ize this complex variable; i t  seems to be re- 
lated to need for privacy, need for personal- 
emotional support, need for personal space 
and possessions, and territoriality, and has 
implications for crew composition and or- 
ganization and also cabin design. Some im- 
portant beginnings in the study of these 

problems have been made by Gunderson 
and Nelson (ref. 3) of the Navy NP Re- 
search Unit a t  San Diego, Calif.; a t  Ant- 
arctic sites; and by Haythorn and Altman 
(ref. 4) a t  the Naval Medical Research In- 
stitute, in Bethesda, Md. 

There are also many other questions re- 
garding personality patterns in relation to 
the isolation and confinement issues. In- 
deed, considering the length of absence 
from family and other identification figures 
that may be required for training and the 
mission itself, the entire area of recruiting 
and selection for long-duration missions 
may require conscientious restudy. 

Two issues must be raised on the matter 
of the presence of noncrew personnel (25). 
As discussed below, the problems of living 
and working harmoniously must be re- 
garded as subject to the most serious strain 
in the environment of the long-duration 
spaceship. First, there is the question of the 
need for a noncrewmember whose function 
is primarily to provide assistance in the re- 
duction of interpersonal difficulties. Such an 
individual would be a combination flight 
surgeon, chaplain, and recreation specialist ; 
but he would need to be pretty well inte- 
grated himself, because there would be no 
specialist to look after him. I am not yet per- 
suaded of the feasibility of this arrange- 
ment, even if i t  is logistically possible, but 
these functions will be required by some 
member or members of the party. It might 
be too limiting to assign them to the flight 
commander although, ideally, he would be 
the logical person for this role. 

Second, I would like to make a further 
comment on the scientist-astronaut ques- 
tion, which has been mentioned. There is 
much information available on the effects of 
competitive subgroups in remote organiza- 
tions. In  my own research on air control 
and warning (AC&W) sites in Alaska (ref. 
5 ) ,  the tensions between mission (radar- 
operations) personnel at top camp and sup- 
port (maintenance, supply, and administra- 
tive) personnel a t  bottom camp were a 
major morale problem. Even if i t  is formally 
planned that every member .of the party 
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will be an integral member of the crew and 
that none will go along as passengers, the 
terminology of astronaut, scientist, scien- 
tist-astronaut, and the status accorded vari- 
ous individuals on this basis, in the informal 
structure, may be a source of serious strain. 
I am not prepared to offer a solution a t  this 
time, but recommend that this problem be 
the subject of further study. 

Although a number of respected col- 
leagues have privately recommended that 
serious consideration be given to the inclu- 
sion of women (23), for a variety of rea- 
sons, in the complement of the spaceship, I 
do not propose to open this question inas- 
much as I believe that i t  is probably not 
feasible, in the American culture, to do so, 
any more than to include women in the 
infantry. 

One distinctive feature of the spacecrew, 
a s  compared with most remote military 
groups, including submarines, radar sta- 
tions, and even aircrews, is that all mem- 
bers will be equivalent to officers (26), with 
less social distance among them than when 
the enlisted caste is also present. The close 
quarters and enforced intimacy will tend to 
reinforce the status leveling inherent in 
the structure and may have implications for 
the style of leadership and command best 
suited to this situation. 

Organization 

On the basis of present trends, i t  would 
undoubtedly be accurate to predict that the 
military organization model will be used in 
organizing the spacecrew. That is, the or- 
ganization will be specified in detail and 
approved by authority when the crew is as- 
signed (27) ; all positions and duties re- 
lated to them will be specifically indicated 
(28) ; the commander will be the supreme 
and unquestioned authority on board (29 
and 30) ; and there will be a definite, an- 
nounced chain of command, which also pro- 
vides for succession in the event of disabil- 
ity or death of the commander (31). In 

among crewmembers under flight condi- 
tions and problems of effective conflict reso- 
lution, a number of topflight social scien- 
tists with whom I have consulted believe 
that the uncritical acceptance of this model 
is premature, particularly with regard to 
the distribution of authority for decision- 
making among the crew. The traditional 
model puts all of the eggs in one basket, so 
to speak, and provides only the solution of 
unlawful or emergency action by subordi- 
nates in the event that the behavior of the 
commander should, for any reason, threaten 
the mission in the eyes of the crew. Whether 
this position is valid and whether a viable 
alternative is needed is a pressing question. 

My personal view a t  this time favors 
centralized authority in an  organization 
that maximizes the use of effective staff- 
work and participative mapagement. Re- 
search on management styles seems to me 
to present overwhelming support for organi- 
zational procedures in which staff members 
share responsibility for planning and mak- 
ing important management decisions (refs. 
6 and 7 ) .  These approaches have been ob- 
served to be most effective in remote mili- 
tary groups (ref. 5). At the same time, the 
dangers of divided command responsibility 
are great, particularly in situations requir- 
ing the intricate technical coordination 
characteristic of the spaceship. One of the 
strongest arguments in support of this posi- 
tion is a historical study by a member of 
our staff (ref. 8) of the development of 
authority in the British Navy during the 
age of the sail. 

The spacecrew is, of course, only a small 
(although most important) part of the total 
mission force. I t  can be likened to the part  
of the iceberg that shows above the water 
surface. The extensive backup organization 
not only feeds information of technical, as  
well as personal, importance to crewmem- 
bers, but also plays an important role in 
decisionmaking and government of the 
crew activities. The implications of this 
superstructure (32) are profound for the 

view of the present lack of definite knowl- prbfessional men who are part  of the larger 
edge concerning the incidence of conflict organization and are  reflected in the status 



system that exists. the low autonomy of As shown in table I. the crew size ex- 
the captain with regard to approved goals pected is between 8 and 12 (34). and it is 
(33). disciplinary methods (35). and the expected that status in the crew will be as- 
value system that permeates the organiza- signed so that i t  is congruent with rank in 
tion . the astronaut system . 

TABLE I.-Comparison of Social System Profiles of 11 System Patterns W i t h  That of the 
Extended-Duration Spaceship 

[Ref . 11 

System characteristics I 
I . Objectives and goals: 

1  . Formally prescribed ........................................................................... 
2  . Mandatory .............................................................................................. 
3  . Formal authority .................................................................................. 
4  . Polarization ............................................................................................ 
5 . Remoteness of goals ............................................................................ 
6  . Success criteria .................................................................................... 
7  . Success uncertainty ........................................................................... 

I1 . Value systems: 
...................................................................... 8  . Obedience to command 

............................................................................. 9  . Mission emphasis 
............................................................. 10 . Respect for individual lives 

11 . High national priority ........................................................................ 
12 . Military tradition in personal attitudes ........................................ 
13 . Acceptance of American way of life ................................................ 

111 . Personnel composition : 
14 . Intellectual ............................................................................................ 
15 . Educational level .................................................................................. 
16 . Extent of relevant training ................................................................ 
17 . Extent of relevant experience ............................................................ 
18 . Personality selectivity ........................................................................ 
19 . Moral selectivity .............................. .. ............................................... 
20 . Physical selectivity .............................................................................. 
21 . Possession of requisite skills ............................................................ 
22 . Motivation to participate ................................................................ 
23 . Sex of participants ........................................................................... 
24 . Age range ............................................................................................. 
25 . Presence of noncrew personnel ........................................................ 
26 . Rank distribution (all officers) ........................................................ 

IV . Organization : 
................................................................................ 27 . Formal structure 

28 . Prescribed roles .................................................................................... 
......................................................................... 29 . Command structure 

........................................................................ 30 . Centralized authority 
31 . Chain of command with provision for succession ........................ 
32 . Extensive backup organization ........................................................ 
33 . Low autonomy r e  goals .................................................................... 

............................................. 34 . Group size (8-12) 
35 . Prescribed discipline ........................................ 
36 . Low prescribed social distance among crew ................................. 
37 . Congruency of rank and status ........................................................ 

Comparison system 

1 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  
2 2 2 2 2 0 1 0 1  
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0  
0 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 2  
0 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0  

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1  
2 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0  
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0  
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0  
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1  
2 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 0  
2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  
2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 2  
1 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0  
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

1 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 1  
2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 1  
1 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 1  
1 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 0  
1 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 1  
1 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 1  
1 2 2 2 2 0 1 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 1  
2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0  
2 2 1 1 1 0 ' 0 0 0  
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TABLE 1.-Cornparisyz of Social System Profiles of 11 System Patterns With That of the 
Extended-Duration Spaceship-Continued 

Technology 

The technology of the space program is 
new, although i t  follows in the aerospace 
tradition. Among the distinctive character- 
istics of the astronaut program have been 
intensive training in all aspects of missions 
and in anticipation of all conceivable emer- 
gencies as a means of insuring reliability of 
performance; high level of training, experi- 
ence, and skill required of crewmembers; 
glamour associaited with astronaut status, 
which may have diminished somewhat since 
the days when they were only seven, but is 
still exalted throughout the Nation; and 
high risk associated with the American 
astronaut role. In looking ahead to the 1980 
decade, I am strongly persuaded that every 
effort should be made to anticipate techno- 
logical changes, in communication, food 
preparation and preservation, life support 

- -- 

System characteristics 

V. Technology : 
............................................................ 38. High technologic complexity 
.......................................................... 39. Relation to aviation tradition 

............ 40. Use of simulators and other technical training devices 
................................................ 41. Extensive preparation for missions 

.......................................... 42. Use of technical language in execution 
.................................................................... 43. Physical preconditioning 

............................................................ 44. Scientific principles involved 

VI. Physical environment: 
45. Required physiological protection and life support .................... 

........................................................ 46. Extreme remoteness from base 
47. Presence of unknown environmental hazards .............................. 
48. Extreme confinement in capsule ................................................... 

.................................................................. 49. High endurance demands 
...................... ......................................... 50. Reduced communication .. 

51. Social isolation .................................................................................. 
52. Maneuvering situation ........................................................................ 
53. Embedded environmental stresses ................................................ 

VIII. Temporal characteristics : 
54. Long duration of exposure ........................................................... 
55. Total environmental situation ....................................................... 
56. Remoteness of goals ...................................................................... 

methods, and in other significant aspects of 
life on the spaceship, as we plan the long- 
duration missions. Space technology has al- 
ready created new jobs, new vocabulary, 
and technical jargon, and is one of the con- 
temporary frontiers of human culture. It 
will be important to visualize the problems 
confronting astronauts 20 yr from now in 
terms of the culture of their times. 

Physical Environment 
Assuming a crew of 10, and a 500-day 

mission, an educated guess concerning 
cabin space available for work, rest, recrea- 
tion, and other crew needs is between 150 
ft5 and around 900 ft3 per man. The crew 
will live in an environment unprecedented 
in human experience, even in the aerospace 
era. The integrity of the life support sys- 
tem and provisions for nutrition, climate, 
rest, health, and other creature needs will 

- ~- - ~- ~ 
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be ever present. For most of their voyage 
they will be weightless. The more remote 
they become, in relation to Earth, the more 
insistent will be their present circumstances 
and the less sympathy will they have for 
authorities on Earth who t ry  to govern 
their activities. At  the same time, feelings 
of separation and concerns about families 
and other significant objects a t  home will 
mount, even if reasonably good communica- 
tions are available. Frustration over griev- 
ing and unpleasant information may be a 
major problem if the information is given 
and may be, perhaps, a worse problem if i t  
is withheld. If left up to the ship captain, 
the effects may depend on his actions and 
may not necessarily be optimally controlled. 

The extreme degree of confinement is 
greatly feared by many who have studied 
the problem and has been written off by 
others, on the basis of available research, 
as, perhaps, an unfortunate exaggeration. 
Actually, we have no research a t  this time 
that is adequate to project to the type of 
social system described here, with the pat- 
tern of organization, personnel, technolog- 
ical setting, goals, and rewards involved. 
Assuming that qualified volunteers can be 
obtained, which I consider quite reasonable, 
I am inclined to take a positive view of the 
possibility of a successful mission under the 
conditions of confinement implied by the 
space allotments indicated. Although 
cramped in terms of contemporary stand- 
ards, these conditions do not present in- 
surmountable problems if other factors, re- 
lated to health, recreation, information, nu- 
trition, compatibility, privacy, authority, 
management, and the like, are adequately 
programed. What we desperately need is 
imaginative research for guidelines in such 
programing. Nevertheless, every time I 
have read about a mountain-climbing expe- 
dition, a voyage of exploration, a Mind- 
szenty, a Slocum, a Chichester, a Shepard, a 
.Glenn, a Carpenter, a White, and others 
who have braved new heights of human 
challenge of the unknown, I have been im- 
pressed with the fact that the limits of hu- 
man endurance are  still remote. 

Temporal Characteristics 

The range of the missions in which we 
are interested initially is between 100 and 
600 days-it is assumed that the upper 
limit is finite. Depending on the amount of 
time required in preparation, however, the 
actual time of absence from family and so- 
ciety might be longer. This obviously could 
be the source of a serious problem and, un- 
derstandably, there is much interest in the 
accomplishment of crew training and prep- 
aration in the briefest overall time and also 
in phases separated by periods away from 
the capsule (54). 

The spaceship is a total environment, in 
the sense described earlier, and subject to 
the difficulties mentioned. Because of this, 
I would think that both research and train- 
ing simulations should incorporate the 24- 
h r  continuous aspect rather than avoid i t  
for the convenience of experimenters and 
crewmembers. At the same time, the in- 
convenience implied is a reality factor and 
some compromises may be forced. Item 56 
is identical in  statement to item 5, but in 
the later section i t  is a reminder that on 
extremely long-duration missions the need 
for meaningful and realistic short-term 
goals may surpass other problems in impor- 
tance, if not appropriately programed. 

Comparison of the Spaceship System Profile 
With 11 Other Social Systems 

Tables I and I1 involve a comparison of 
this writer's concept of the social-system 
profile for the long-duration spaceship with 
those of 11 other social systems selected as  
possible sources of relevant information on 
the basis of isolation and confinement as- 
pects, reported similarities, or a promising 
literature. The tables are based on similar- 
ity ratings for  each item, of 2 (high simi- 
larity), 1 (moderate similarit$), and 0 (no 
similarity). In  this exploratorjr study, all of 
the ratings were made by me on the basis 
of experience, literature review, and con- 
sultation with informed observers. These 
tables have been reviewed by a number of 
experts, representing different areas; and 
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TABLE 11.-Analysis of System Similarities by Descriptive Category 

[Ref. I] 

I System description category 

Comparison 
systems Objec- 

tives 

goals 

.................................. 2. Submarines 
1. Exploration parties .................. 
3. Naval ships .................................. 
4. Bomber crews ............................. 
5. Remote-duty stations .............. 

.......................... 9. POW situations 
6. Professional athletic teams ...... 
11. Mental hospital wards .............. 
10. Prison society .............................. 
7. Industrial work groups ............ 
8. Shipwrecks and disasters ........ 

Value 
systems 

Personnel 
compo- 
sition 

The numbers 2, 1, and 0 are used here to indicate similarity on the following basis: 2-for matching 
over 70 percent of items in the category; 1-for matching 31 to 70 percent; and 0-for matching less than 
30 percent. 

Organiza- 
tion 

agreement with the reported data has been 
high. Actually, the ratings and specific 
scores were of less interest than the gross 
comparisons made. 

Table I1 indicates that the highest simi- 
larity rating, submarines, was only 79 out 
of possible maximum of 112 (about 70 per- 
cent). Exploration parties are second, with 
a score of 68 (about 61 percent). Although 
these are highest in similarity to the space- 
ship, the matching is low, a t  best, which 
should serve as a caution in literature 
studies. 

Table I11 is interesting in that i t  indi- 
cates areas of similarity and dissimilarity to 
the spaceship for each of the 11 comparison 
systems, by major system dimension. Pris- 
oner-of-war situations, mental hospital 
wards, and prison groups are very dissimi- 
lar to the spaceship, but are higher than 
some of the other groups in similarity of 
physical environment and temporal charac- 
teristics. In terms of overall closeness of fit, 
it was concluded that literature studies 
based on submarines, exploration parties, 
naval ships, bomber crews, and remote-duty 
stations (with scores of 79 to 59) might be 

Temporal 
charac- 
teristics 

1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
2 
2 
0 
0 

Tech- 
nology 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

most profitable, while those based on indus- 
trial work groups, and shipwrecks and dis- 
aster situations, which are frequently cited, 
as well as laboratory situations, which were 
not even included, would be least valuable 
to the space-oriented social scientist. This is, 
of course, a gross conclusion subject to 
many restrictions, but may still be worth- 

Physical 
ennron- 

ment 

1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
2 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 

TABLE 111.-Similarity Ranks and Simitarity 
Scores for 11 Comparison Social Systems 

[Ref. I] 

2. Submarines ................................. 
1. Exploration parties .................... 

................................. 3. Naval ships 
4. Bomber crews ............................ 
5. Remote-duty stations ................ 
9. POW situations ......................... 
6. Professional athletic teams ...... 

11. Mental hospital wards .............. 
10. Prison society .............................. 
7. Industrial work groups ............ 
8. Shipwrecks and disasters ........ 

Systems 
Simi- 
larity 
rank 

Simi- 
larity 
score 
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while as  a planning factor for bibliographic 
work and research planning. 

One example of how this information has 
already been useful involves the study of 
authority in the British Royal Navy in the 
age of the sail. Our interpretation of the 
similarity results concerning naval ships 
was that similarity would probably be 
higher in relation to isolation and cramped 
quarters during the age of the sail, before 
wireless communication, a i r  conditioning, 
motors, refrigeration, and modern technol- 
ogy. We were interested in  the question of 
centralization of authority and tried to find 
an  explanation of the traditional extreme 
power concentrated in the position of sea 
captain. I had earlier (ref. 9) hypothesized 
that this was a natural consequence of the 
need to compensate, when a ship sailed out 
of sight of land ( a  situation, in the days of 
Columbus and Drake, as isolated for them 
as the departure from the gravisphere of 
the Earth will be for the Mars mariners of 
19809s), for the withdrawal of the forces of 
law a,nd order on land; and Ronald Day, a 
naval historian, agreed. However, after 
completing a very fine study (ref. 8), his 
results indicated quite compellingly that the 
shore-hugging hypothesis was naive and 
that centralization of authority was related 
to the need for continual coordination and 
split-second control of the ship in an un- 
friendly environment, the sea; the disaffec- 
tion of crews recruited mainly by impress- 
ment; and poor living conditions below 
decks, malnutrition, unreasonable work re- 
quirements, and frequently inhumane treat- 
ment by superiors. We have concluded that 
centralized authority is strongly supported 
by the first factor, need for coordination and 
control of highly technical operations, but 
the problem in the sailing navy was aggra- 
vated by the personnel policies employed by 
the British during that period. In fact, these 
policies also explained most of the causes of 
mutiny, which was commonplace until more 
humane living and working conditions were 
generally established and has been virtually 
unknown since. 

This excursion into historical-psychologi- 

cal research has shown that beliefs, such as 
the shore-hugging hypothesis, that appear 
logical and reasonable may be 180° from the 
truth and that seeking verification is of 
paramount importance. As I said earlier, 
planning for the unprecedented adventure 
of space travel demands a supreme degree 
of originality and creativity in identification 
of critical research problems and in execu- 
tion. 

RESEARCH PROBLEMS 

In the final section of this paper we will 
examine what appear to be some significant 
research problems and some significant 
problems related to the design and conduct 
of research on these problems. My thinking 
about these has been aided by the 2-day 
"Conference on Social-Behavioral Problems 
of Long-Duration Space Missions" (S. B. 
Sells, ed.; Sept. 1967) held on the Texas 
Christian University campus on December 2 
and 3, 1966, with about 20 of the most sig- 
nificant workers in this general area. In view 
of time limitations, I propose to enumerate a 
somewhat lengthy list of topics, but not to 
discuss them in detail. 

The Social System Model 
The use of system concepts is generally 

regarded as valuable, but the model as  pre- 
sented here is static, and further develop- 
ment, reflecting transition from dimensions 
that have served the taxonomic functions 
of similarity analysis to concern with cy- 
clical aspects, changing states, and covaria- 
tion of elements in different phases, should 
be a high-priority task. It has been sug- 
gested that this should begin with formula- 
tion of genotypic principles and proposi- 
tions of functioning social systems. 

Research Design and Methodology 
We have already mentioned the problem 

of selecting literature sources. Although 
wide-ranging bibliographic studies are ap- 
propriate in the development of genotypic 
propositions concerning social systems, the 
cautions mentioned as  a result of the simi- 
larity analysis are  appropriate, particularly 
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on the matter of generalizing empirical ob- 
servations uncritically. To the extent pos- 
sible, the design of effective empirical 
studies should take into account the most 
realistic social system formulation that can 
be developed now. Particular attention must 
be given to simulation of critical aspects of 
isolation, confinement, and realistic task 
performance and to the use of subjects 
whose status and involvement in the re- 
search tasks are reasonably appropriate. 

Astronaut Selection and Crew Composition 

A number of important problems relating 
to selection have been raised. It also ap- 
pears important to devote serious attention 
to composing crews whose possibilities for 
compatibility in capsule society are maxi- 
mum. In this connection, issues of ethnic 
background, age, and other factors that may 
not be significant in individual selection 
may assume new significance. The astro- 
naut-scientist issue has been mentioned. 

Authority 

The authority structure, including the au- 
thority of the commander in areas of living 
as well as work ; the development of a set of 
ship's rules, for problem solving, conflict 
resolution, and as a backup when decision- 
making guides are needed; and the relation 
of authority on board with that on the 
ground require extensive study. 

Stress 

Despite concern with stress by many dis- 
ciplines for many years, the state of knowl- 
edge does not permit an "off-the-shelf" ap- 
proach to predicting and programing for 
the stresses expected in space travel. Cur- 
rent studies must be aware of physiological, 
social, and interpersonal sources of stress, 
related not only to parameters of the physi- 
cal environment and potential dangers but 
also to  separation, frustration, sensitivity to 
personal habits of associates, deprivation, 
boredom, inactivity, and health problems. 
Analysis of social-system functions and inter- 

views wit.h astronauts and other  knowledge^ 
able persons may be valuable in identifying 
sources of stress and suggesting strategies 
for mitigation. Creative concern with the de- 
sign of interior space to maximize privacy; 
with the invention of games; with efficient 
storage of reading materials, movies, and 
other recreational devices; with the program- 
ing of work tasks and schedules; and with 
the provision for personal information needs 
must receive a high priority. 

Training and Preparation 

Is it necessary to "dry-run" a crew for 
500 days to determine whether i t  can fune- 
tion for 500 days, and how realistic should 
the preparation be? There is much agree- 
ment that the preparation time can be cut, 
but the entire problem of how to achieve an  
adequate and effective simulation in prepa- 
ration for a successful mission merits fur- 
ther critical study. 

Motivation 

How can motivation be sustained over the 
entire mission? This depends on task struc- 
ture, role interdependence (mutual reward 
and reinforcement), and the relation of in- 
dividual costs and rewards to mission goals. 

Privacy, Personal Possessions, Personal 
Space, and Considerations of Territoriality 

More information is required on human 
needs and, particularly, astronaut needs for 
personal privacy and related behavioral is- 
sues. Some research has shown that privacy 
and personal territory may be significant in 
socialized management of hostility and in- 
compatibility, but in the spaceship the con- 
trol of hostility and incompatibility is es- 
sential while the cost of the alternative 
would be prohibitive. It is Becessary not 
only to investigate this hypothesis but also 
to ask whether privacy needs can be re- 
duced by the composition of the crew; the 
reduction of sources of stress, hostility, and 
incompatibility; by the substitution of re- 
wards; and by other approaches. 
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Conflict Arousal and Resolution 

This topic overlaps with others that have 
been mentioned already, but deserves further 
systematic study in the context of the space- 
ship social system. In addition to the gen- 
eral system evaluation discussed earlier, the 
advisability of including a flight surgeon- 
chaplain as a noncrewrnember with primary 
responsibility in this area must be evalu- 
ated. 

Communication 

Should crewmembers receive personal in- 
formation of a stressful nature in flight or 
should such information be censored? The 
alternatives are both undesirable. How can 
crewmembers be prepared to receive and 

adjust to information concerning death of 
loved ones, notice of divorce, or similarly 
stressful events? The entire question of in- 
formation in and out, in terms of logistics, 
psychological effects, and methods of con- 
trol, is another critical issue. 

These are only a few of the important re- 
search questions that must be faced, and 
the time advantage is rapidly shrinking. It 
is fortunate that the new national Academy 
of Sciences' committee on long-duration 
missions will have a major concern with the 
analysis of these research issues and that 
the weight of the National Academy will be 
marshaled to give further impetus to the 
important work in the area that I have sur- 
veyed, in preparation for further advances 
in the era of space travel. 
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Man's presence on extended mace missions is dictated bv his ufiiaue effectiveness 
for coping with unusual situations. For his size, mass, and energy requirements, it is 
probable that he can handle a broader range of eventualities more effectively than any 
automatic equipment that might be designed. Critical elements in his performance are  
his sensory input channels. The most important of these is probably vision. Visual prob- 
lems that may be encountered in space flight are reviewed. The unique characteristics 
of the visual realm on space missions are  discussed, from the instrument arrays and 
other aspects of space vehicle interiors to the extravehicular situations, from rendezvous 
and docking with other vehicles through landing on extraterrestrial bodies and explora- 
tion of their surfaces. The significant characteristics of the human visual system, which 
will be essentially the same in space as on the Earth's surface, are reviewed in relation 
to the problems that may be encountered. 

INTRODUCTION acteristics of the visual sensing system and 

Man has an important role in the explora- 
tion of space. It is probab3e that for his 
size, mass, and energy requirement, he can 
handle a broader range of situations more 
effectively and with more flexibility than 
any automatic equipment that might be de- 
signed. He will be able to make decisions in 
relatively unique situations, many of which 
are beyond the ability of even the most 
elaborately programed automatic devices. 
He will not be operating in his own familiar 
terrestrial environment, however. His sen- 
sory input channels must, therefore, be 
evaluated in  relation to the new situations 
that he may encounter and in relation to 
the environmental differences that may be 
anticipated. It is reasonable to suppose that 
limitations that exist in any sensory dimen- 
sion on Earth will also exist in space. It is 
also possible that additional limitations may 
be imposed. 

I will concern myself in this presentation 
exclusively with the visual dimension. I 
would like first to review some of the char- 

comment on their significance for man on a 
space mission. I will then review some of 
the unique conditions that may be encoun- 
tered in space flight, particularly those that 
can be expected to influence vision. Next, 
some of the visual functions that may be 
of particular importance will be discussed. 
Finally, some comments will be made on the 
nature of the visual environment in space. 

THE NATURE OF THE VISUAL SYSTEM 

The human eye is an amazingly sensitive 
device. Light rays that enter the cornea and 
pass through the various intraocular media 
excite receptors on the retina. Light must 
actually pass through a number of layers of 
nerve fibers and nerve cells as  well as  some 
vascular tissue before reaching the recep- 
tors. At the receptor layer, i t  has been dem- 
onstrated that only a very few, perhaps 
four or five, quanta of light energy are  nec- 
essary for the conscious detection of light 
(ref. 1). The response varies with wave- 
length, and the nature of the spectral re- 
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FIGURE 1.-Spectral sensitivity of the human eye a t  
high (photopic) luminances (dotted curve) and 
low (scotopic) luminances (solid curve). Each 
curve is arbitrarily set a t  the same maximum am- 
plitude value. 

FIGURE 3.-Luminance threshold as a function of 
time in the dark for each of two observers (GBA 
and RAW) and three conditions of test. A :  2.7' 
field displaced 8" from fovea; B: 2.7' field centered 
on the fovea; C: '7" field displaced 8" from fovea 
(ref. 4). 

FIGURE 2.-Relative energy requirements a t  thresh- 
old for a stimulus presented in the foveal center of 
the retina (photopic) and in the periphery of the 
dark adapted eye (scotopic) (ref. 2). 

sponse varies with the condition of adapta- 
tion of the eye (ref. 1). This is illustrated 
in figure 1. There will be ample illumina- 
tion, a t  least a t  times, on the Moon and on 

Mars for visual observation. The curves pre- 
sented in figure 1 are slightly misleading in 
that they imply equivalent maximum sensi- 
tivity for both the daylight photopic process 
and the low-luminance scoptopic process. 
Actually, the eye becomes more sensitive to 
light as it  adapts to the lower luminance 
levels. There is an' accompanying shift in 
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peak sensitivity to shorter wavelength. The 
relation is better illustrated in figure 2 
where relative energy required for stimula- 
tion is shown for both photopic and sco- 
topic vision (ref. 2). 

The transition from photopic to scotopic 
vision may present problems for the space 
traveler. Although the eye can adapt to an 
increase in illumination level within its 
functional range fairly quickly, a relatively 
long time is required for adaptation to very 
low luminance levels. Adaptation to a higher 
level requires no more than 3 to 5 min. 
Adaptation to low luminances may require 
30 min or more (ref. 3) .  The dark a8dapta- 
tion process is illustrated in figure 3 (ref. 
4). An important characteristic of the data 
presented in figure 3 is that the range of 
change in sensitivity shows an important 
relation to the area of the test spot with 
which sensitivity is measured. An experi- 
ment demonstrates that the tremendous 
gain, as much as  1 million times or more, in 
visual sensitivity with dark adaptation can- 
not be explained purely in terms of an in- 
crease in the concentration of photosensi- 
tive material during dark adaptation. The 
gain in sensitivity is also a result of a 
change in neural organization. The eye be- 
comes able to summate energy over a larger 
area. This is illustrated by measurements of 
the receptive field of a single fiber of the 
optic nerve (ref. 5). In the light-adapted 
eye, a fairly large region of the retina, when 
stimulated, influences activity in a single 
fiber (fig. 4).  The influence may be either ex- 
citation or inhibition. In a central area, 
light stimulation may cause increased ac- 
tivity in the fiber; in an annular region 
around this central region, light stimulation 
may inhibit activity in the fiber. With dark 
adaptation, the excitatory region is enlarged 
and the inhibitory region drops out. Ac- 
companying this change there appears to be 
an increased ability of the retina to sum- 
mate over its area the stimulating effect of 
Iight energy that reaches the retina. A corol- 
lary of the increasing sensitivity with dark 
adaptation is a gross reduction in spatial 
resolution capacity at low luminances. In- 

Receptive field of on-centre unlt  

Dark-adapted Light-adapted 

FIGURE 4.-Schematic illustration of the recept~ve 
field on the retina for a single neural unit in both 
the light-adapted and the dark-adapted state (ref. 
5 ) .  

creased sensitivity afforded by increased 
spatial summation is accompanied by de- 
creased spatial resolution capacity (ref. 6). 

Spatial resolution will be an  important 
function for the space traveler. It is im- 
portant to know what the limiting resolution 
of the eye is and to know how this varies 
with changing conditions. In  general, spa- 
tial resolution will increase with increasing 
luminance and with increasing contrast be- 
tween objects to be discriminated and their 
backgrounds (refs. 6 and 7). The relation 
between visual acuity and luminance is il- 
lustrated in figure 5. Visual acuity is de- 
fined as  the reciprocal of the minimum re- 
solvable visual angle in minutes of arc. It is 
important to note that there are  various 
kinds of visual acuity, however. Visual 
acuity for resolution of the minimum sep- 
aration between two points or elements of 
detail in a visual array is not nearly as  fine 
as  visual acuity for the resolution of a sin- 
gle dark-line element against a bright field 
(ref. 6). It is meaningless to speak of visual 
acuity for a point source of light because its 
size is not a limiting factor. Stars are  es- 
sentially point sources of light, but are  de- 
tectable when their energy level is sufficient 
to stimulate the retina. The retinal image of 
a point source will always have a finite size 
by reason of the optical properties of the 
eye (ref. 8). Visual acuity foi- elements of 
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LOG LUMINANCE - ML 

FIGURE 5.-Visual acuity as a function of luminance 
for each of four durations of dark adaptation. 
With sufficient dark adaptation, an early branch 
that represents the scotopic process is evident (ref. 
7)  

detail in a complex visual scene is of the 
order of 1 ; that is, separations between ele- 
ments of detail that subtend a visual angle 
of 1 min of arc can be discriminated. A 
dark line against a bright field can be dis- 
criminated when its thickness subtends less 
than 1/2 sec of arc a t  the eye (ref. 6). Dark 
spots against a light background as small as 
15 to 30 sec of arc can be detected. The 
length of a dimension in feet that will sub- 
tend 1 min of arc a t  the eye of an observer 
is equal to 1% times the distance of the ob- 
server in miles (ref. 9). Thus, a t  an eleva- 
tion of 100 miles over the surface of the 
Earth or the Moon, minimum resolvable ele- 
ments of detail in a complex pattern must be 
150 f t  in length. On the other hand, a single 
dark line of less than 2 f t  in width may be 
discriminated at  the same distance if i t  is 
sufficiently long and affords sufficient con- 
trast with its background. Astronauts who 

have participated in orbital flights have ob- 
served that tentative identification of many 
objects on the ground can be made on the 
basis of what the astronaut knows to be 
there or on the basis of inference (ref. 10). 
For example, a discontinuity along the ex- 
tent of a clearly visible river may quite cor- 
rectly be interpreted as a bridge, although 
out of context its identification would be 
impossible. 

The character of the receptive field in the 
light-adapted eye is an important factor in 
spatial resolution. The nature of its func- 
tion is illustrated in figure 6 (ref. 11). 
Stimulation of the center of its receptive 
field on the retina gives rise to much ac- 
tivity. Stimulation in an annular ring 
around its center suppresses activity. Stim- 
ulation of a larger area tends to increase 
activity, but the change in relation to the 
background level may be very slight. This 
combination of excitation and inhibition de- 
pendent upon spatial region stimulated pro- 
vides a basis for peaking of contours in the 
retinal image. I t  is thus useful for the en- 
hancement of visual detail. This is illus- 
trated in figure 7. Vertical stripes of in- 
creasing darkness appear nonuniform from 
left to right. The edge of a given stripe near 
its adjacent dark stripe appears lighter than 
its opposite edge. The fact that this is a 
property of the eye may be illustrated by 
covering the adjacent areas on both sides of 
part of one of the stripes with dark paper. 
The apparent gradient is eliminated (ref. 
12). 

If our attention is transferred from sin- 
gle cells and fibers in the region of the retina 

0.8 sec 
k3 mm- 

FIGURE 6.-Records of neural response for a single 
unit in the visual system of the cat for each of 
three conditions of stimulation (ref. 11). 
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FIGURE 7.-Pattern of stripes of increasing darkness. 
The lightness of each individual stripe is uniform 
across its width. 

FIGURE 8.-Patterns of excitation (x) and inhibition 
(A) in the retinal receptive fields of nerve cells in 
the lateral geniculate body (A and B) and the 
visual cortex (C to G) of the cat (ref. 13). 

to single cells in the visual cortex, we find 
a change in the nature of retinal stimulation 
that is optimum for excitation and inhibi- 
tion of these cortical cells. Optimum retinal 
stimulation is found to be organized along 
line elements for excitation of many cortical 
cells. This is illustrated in figure 8 from an 
experiment reported by Hubel and Wiesel 
(ref. 13). Some cells respond to stimulation 
along a line of specific orientation in a cer- 
tain part  of the retina. Other cells appear to 
be sensitive to orientation of a line, but less 

dependent upon the specific position of the 
line on the retina. This is illustrated in 
figure 9, again from the work of Hubel and 
Wiesel (ref. 13). A possible effect of this 
kind of organization within the visual sys- 
tem is illustrated by figure 10. If one fixes 
the center of the radial line pattern for a 
period of approximately 10 sec and then 
observes a completely plain white field, an 
afterimagl. pattern of annular rings is seen. 
It is as if the cortical cells that mediate dis- 
crimination of the radial line pattern have 
been "fatigued," and stimulation by a plain 
field permits the accentuated response of - - -  
other-cells responsive to orthogonal stimu- 
lation. 'The result is a series of concentric 
circles. 

The temporal resolution capacity of the 
eye is of concern in relation to the ability to 
perceive information in a rapidly changing 
visual field. This may be of practical impor- 

FIGURE 9.-Neural activity of cortical cells in re- 
sponse to stimulation of the eye with rectangular 
light lines. Cell response is critically dependent on 
line orientation but not upon precise line position 
(ref. 13). 
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FIGURE 10.-Radial line adaptation pattern. 

tance in the relatively simple case where 
information is transmitted via a flashing 
light. Temporal response characteristics of 
the human eye are illustrated in figure 11 
(ref. 14). It is evident that the response ex- 
tends to higher frequency a t  higher lumi- 
nance levels. The ability of the retina to 
summate energy in time as well as over area 
changes with illumination and level of adap- 
tation, although the relation is complex (ref. 
15). Part of the increased sensitivity of the 
dark-adapted eye is attributable to increased 
temporal summation capacity. This is, of 
course, accompanied by a decrease in tem- 
poral resolution. 

The ability to perceive colors depends upon 
the presence of three photosensitive sub- 
stances within the retina having different 
spectral absorption characteristics (ref. 16) . 
Color discrimination also depends on some 
relatively elaborate data processing within 
the nervous system (ref. 17). It has been 
demonstrated that certain cells of the retina 
central to the photoreceptors themselves re- 
spond differently dependent upon the wave- 
length of stimulation. Some wavelengths may 
excite these cells and others may inhibit their 
response. (See fig. 12 (ref. 18) .) In figure 13 
are shown the records of a cell that is inhib- 

ited by a green light and excited by a red 
light (ref. 19). There is a burst of activity 
from this cell when the green light is extin- 
guished. I t  is as if extinction of the green 
light has the same effect on the cell as illu- 
mination of the red light. Response of the 
cell is greatest when the eye is stimulated 
by a red light, immediately following illu- 
mination by a green light. It can be demon- 
strated that the extinction of a green light 
may give rise to sensations similar to those 
tkat occur when the eye is stimulated by the 
red light. If one stares fixedly a t  the center 
of a pattern consisting of a red and a green 
rectangle for approximately 10 sec and then 
observes a completely uniform white field, 
the region in which the green pattern was 
observed will appear reddish and the region 
in which the red pattern was observed will 
appear greenish. A similar effect may be ob- 

FIGURE 11.-Modulation amplitude a t  which a sinus- 
oidally varying light signal appears to fuse into 
a steady light. Individual curves represent differ- 
ent average luminances > (ref. 14). 
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0.5 sec 

FIGURE 12.-Response of a single retinal ganglion cell to stimuli of various wavelengths 
in nanometers (ref. 18). 

FIGURE 13.-Responses of a single cell in the lateral geniculate body of the monkey to 
green (500 nanometers) and to red (650 nanometers) stimulus lights (ref. 19). I 
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served in a yellow-and-blue pattern. These 
successive contrast effects and other simul- 
taneous contrast effects influence interpre- 
tations of the visual world. It has been 
suggested by some astronomers that the 
apparent coloration of the details of the 
Martian surface may be a result of such 
color contrast effects (refs. 20 to 23). It is, 
therefore, dangerous to  interpret them as 
indicative of a specific surface condition if 
they may be artifacts of the visual process. 

EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT ON VISION 

It has been suggested that the nature of 
the limitations on the visual process that are 
inherent in the visual system itself will be 
the same in space as on Earth. This notion 
should perhaps be qualified. Limitations that 
exist on Earth will undoubtedly exist in 
space, but additional limitations may be im- 
posed by conditions that are unique to space 
flight. One element of concern is the gravity 

environment. In launching a space mission 
it  is necessary to employ accelerations that 
impose higher gravitational forces on the 
occupants of a space vehicle (ref. 24). When 
the orientation of these forces is such as to 
interfere with the circulation to the eye and 
brain, there may be a blackout of vision and 
other symptoms. Studies have indicated that 
by so positioning a pilot that the line of 
action of acceleration forces is transverse to 
the long axis of the body, i t  is possible to 
avoid blackout. Other visual effects may oc- 
cur nonetheless. These problems have been 
studied extensively on large centrifuges, 
which permit the exposure of human subjects 
to high acceleration forces (ref. 25). The 
Navy centrifuge system a t  the Acceleration 
Laboratory in Johnsville, Pa., is illustrated 
in figure 14. This centrifuge has been instru- 
mented for closed-loop operations such that 
a pilot may perform the control operations 
necessary for a specific mission and the ac- 
celeration forces imposed on him will be 

AMAL CENTRIFUGE 

C E N T R I F U ~  POWER 

FIGURE 14.-Schematic illustration of system for closed-loop simulations with the Navy 
centrifuge at Johnsville, Pa. (ref. 26). 
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FIGURE 15.-Reaction time to visual signals as a 
function of level of positive acceleration for each 
of two subjects (JB and GP) and each of two 
luminance levels (ref. 27) . 

determined by his control manipulations. A 
number of experiments have been performed 
on this device to determine the mechanical 
limitations imposed on the pilot by accelera- 
tion forces (ref. 26). Some studies have also 
been performed to  determine purely visual 
effects. One of these is illustrated in figure 15 
(ref. 27). The time required for a subject 
to make a motor response to a visual signal 
is shown to increase with increased level of 
acceleration. It is also clear that the reaction 
time is influenced to an even greater extent 
by the luminance level of the visual signal. 
By using sufficiently bright illumination, rel- 
atively short reaction times can be obtained 
even a t  levels of acceleration near those that 
will cause blackout when acting along the 
long axis of the body. Dr. Joseph White and 
his colleagues, working a t  the Wright Air 
Development Center of the Air Force, have 
studied a variety of acceleration effects on 
vision (ref. 28). Figure 16 illustrates the 

0-0 TRANSVERSE G (PRONE BODY POSITION) 

0-----O POSITIVE G (SEATED BODY POSITION) 

ACCELERATION ( G  UNITS) 

FIGURE 16.-Visual acuity as a function of level of 
acceleration in two body positions (ref. 29). 

POSITIVE G 

L U M I N A N C E  L E V E L S  

0-----0 0 004 m L  

0-----0 0 042 m L  

&---43 0 4 2 m L  

0-----0 4.2 m L  

ACCELERATION (G  U N I T S )  

FIGURE 17.-Percent instrument readings in error as 
a function of acceleration for each of five lumi- 
nance levels (ref. 29). 
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reduction in visual acuity with increased 
acceleration up to 8g. There appears to be 
little difference in the effect on visual acuity 
for transverse and positive acceleration ori- 
entations. White has suggested that the effect 
on visual acuity may result from deformation 
of the optical system rather than impairment 
in the circulatory system. As in the case of 
reaction time, it can be shown that influences 
of acceleration on visual acuity, measured 
indirectly in terms of errors in reading an 
instrument, may be ameliorated by increas- 
ing the luminance level. This is illustrated 
in figure 17, again from the work of White 
(ref. 29). High acceleration levels will be of 
relatively short duration, and barring acci- 
dent, they will not be so high that they need 
be a major concern as an impediment to 
space travel. 

Possibly even greater concern has been 

expressed over the effects that the Og envi- 
ronment of outer space in orbit or in inter- 
planetary flights may have on visual proc- 
esses. The exact basis for concern has not 
been well stated in all cases, but several 
experiments have been performed to assess 
possible changes in visual acuity and other 
visual discriminations in the Og condition. 
Slight changes have been measured both in 
the direction of decrease and increase (refs. 
29 and 30). In an extensive experiment per- 
formed by astronauts in orbital flight (ref. 
31), no significant difference was observed 
as contrasted with preflight and postflight 
tests made on the ground. I t  is doubtful that 
Og, at  least for relatively short durations, 
has any influence on visual acuity. There 
has been greater concern with the possibility 
that mechanisms that control eye movement 
might be influenced by the absence of grav- 

TIME IN MINUTES 

FIGURE 18.-Dark adaptation curves a t  each of four pressure altitudes. Inhalation of 
100 percent Oa a t  the highest altitude is followed lay a rapid drop in threshhold to 
the level found a t  sea level (ref. 32). 
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ity. If coordination of eye movements is dis- 
rupted even slightly, the effect on perception 
and various judgments of distance or motion 
might be a handicap to the space traveler. 
Efforts to measure visual functions, such as 
accommodation and phorias, will be made 
in subsequent missions. 

It is probable that motor systems adapt 
reasonably quickly to the absence of gravity 
cues. Astronauts have observed that eye- 
hand coordination is unimpaired under Og. 
Even tactile approximation with the eyes 
closed appears to be about as good in a Og 
condition as it  is on the surface of the Earth 
(ref. lo) .  There seems to be no tendency to 
overshoot or underreach, which is associated 
with the absence of weighting of the limbs 
by a gravitational field. 

The visual process is known to be quite 
sensitive to the respiratory environment. Re- 
duction in the partial pressure of oxygen of 
the air breathed will cause measurable visual 
effects a t  altitudes as low as 5000 ft. An 
illustration is presented in figure 18 (ref. 
32). Dark adaptation curves are presented 

for subjects breathing oxygen mixtures 
equivalent to the altitudes indicated. It is 
clear that the final threshold level in the 
dark-adapted eye is elevated considerably a t  
the higher altitudes. Quick recovery from the 
highest altitude is demonstrated when sub- 
jects are permitted to breathe 100 percent 
oxygen. The astronaut will carry his atrnos- 
phere with him and he will be provided with 
an appropriate mixture to sustain him ade- 
quately. Any possible source of contamina- 
tion, however, may cause difficulty (ref. 33). 
The effects of reduced oxygen pressure are 
compared with those of cigarette smoking 
in figure 19. It is shown that smoking two 
or three cigarettes causes an elevation in 
threshold equivalent to that caused by an 
increase in altitude of only 7500 f t  (ref. 33). 
The effect of cigarette smoking may be ex- 
plained in terms of the binding of hemo- 
globin by carbon monoxide inhaled with the 
smoke. Another possible basis of explana- 
tion is the vasoconstrictive effect of nicotine, 
which may influence retinal circulation. 

On some space missions a 100-percent 

FIGURE 19.-Fluctuations in light threshold induced by changes in the respiratory 
environment and by cigarette smoking (ref. 33). 
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oxygen environment has been employed a t  
a pressure greater than the partial pressure 
of oxygen a t  sea level. Oxygen is known to 
be toxic and 100 percent oxygen a t  sea level 
will probably result in death in little more 
than 70 hr. Lesser effects that might be re- 
flected by changes in visual function have, 
therefore, been considered a possibility, with 
slight increases in the pressure of oxygen 
over the normal level. This possibility has 
been studied extensively with a variety of 
visual tests for increased partial pressures 
of oxygen up to that represented by 100 per- 
cent oxygen a t  sea-level pressure with expo- 
sures for 24 h r  (ref. 34). No effects on visual 
processes were observed. 

Ionizing radiation is probably not a seri- 
ous problem in relation to vision in space 
travel. At high levels its effect on other than 
the visual system will be of most importance : 
at low levels i t  probably will not cause seri- 
ous difficulty. It has been demonstrated that 
exposure to ionizing radiation can cause 
cataracts. It may also reduce visual sensi- 
tivity by direct or indirect action in bleach- 
ing the photosensitive substance of the eye 
(ref. 35) . 

An artificial restriction on the visual en- 
vironment in space may be imposed by the 
necessity that astronauts wear a protective 
helmet with a transparent window. Visual 
field may be restricted by such a device along 
with the illumination, as this is restricted by 
the transmittance of the visor. Helmets may 
thus impose some limitations on vision for 
the space traveler, but i t  is reasonable to 
assume that with continuing development of 
equipment these limitations will be reduced 
or eliminated. 

THE VISUAL ENVIRONMENT OF SPACE 

With his departure from the Earth's at- 
mosphere, the space traveler will come into 
an entirely new visual environment. The at- 
mosphere of the Earth absorbs approxi- 
mately 30 percent of the Sun's radiation 
(ref. 36). The radiant energy level from the 
Sun will thus be higher outside the atmos- 
phere to this extent. Light scattering that 

occurs within the atmosphere will be absent 
and the uniform illumination provided by 
the daylight sky on the Earth's surface will 
not be seen. Stars and other objects will be 
seen against a darker background than that 
of the sky a t  night by reason of the absence 
of light scattering. Contrasts between illu- 
minated areas and nonilluminated areas or 
the void of space will be much higher than 
those usually encountered on the surface of 
the Earth. This will be true on the surface 
of the Moon as well as  in space, by reason 
of the absence of any significant atmosphere 
around the Moon (refs. 36 and 37). The 
hazard to be encountered by looking directly 
at the Sun will be increased over that which 
exists within the Earth's atmosphere. 
Whereas on the Earth's surface, injury to 
the retina may occur after gazing directly 
a t  the Sun for a little less than 1 min, only 
10 to 15 sec outside the Earth's atmosphere 
is enough to cause injury (refs. 36 and 38). 
Stars will no longer twinkle, and the colors 
of the Sun and the stars will probably be 
more whitish in the absence of atmospheric 
scattering of blue rays. Solar illuminance 
will be nearly 14 000 foot-candles, while 
background-sky illumination will be an order 
of magnitude lower than that of the dark 
sky on a moonless night. Background illu- 
mination in the sky of space will be com- 
prised of starlight, zodiacal light, and galac- 
tic light. Beyond the distance of Jupiter 
from the Sun, the contribution of zodiacal 
light will be greatly reduced (ref. 36). A 
substantial contribution of light in the re- 
gion of the Earth will be reflected from the 
Earth itself, 36 percent of the solar light 
that falls on that body. This is substantially 
more than the light reflected from the Moon 
(albedo, 0.17 to 0.14). In the region of Ve- 
nus, solar illumination will be approximately 
twice that in the region of the Earth and 
the hazards of retinal exposure will be in- 
creased commensurately. In  the vicinity of 
Mars, solar luminance will be less than half 
that a t  the Earth. In the region of Jupiter 
i t  will be reduced to less than 1/20 of the 
value that prevails in the region of Earth. 
The ideal range of. illumination, from the 
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standpoint of human vision, may be within 
log  km on either side of the Earth's orbital 
distance. Strughold has referred to this re- 
gion as a euphotic belt (ref. 36). It is in 
this region that life as we know it is most 
favored; gaseous oxygen and liquid water 
may be present. 

Even a t  the mean distance of Pluto from 
the Sun, the illuminance provided will be 
sufficient for reading and for photopic vision 
in which colors may be discriminated. In- 
sufficient illumination for photopic vision 
will exist a t  a distance from the Sun about 
three times the distance of Pluto (about 
1.8 x 101° km) . 

The visual realm on the surface of the 
Moon is of particular interest a t  the present 
time (refs. 37 and 39). The illumination 
level will be approximately 30 percent higher 
than that on the surface of the Earth. The 
absence of atmosphere with its attendant 
light scattering will present a world of strik- 
ing contrasts in illumination, without the 
veil of sky illumination to fill in shadows. 
Shadows will not be completely dark where 
surface irregularities provide scattering and 
back illumination. The low reflectance of the 
Moon's surface will limit the amount of back 
reflection that occurs, however. The result 
for an explorer on the Moon's surface may 
be likened to the situation where someone 
is searching a crowded storage room with 
the aid of illumination from a single open 
bulb. Shadows will provide a striking ele- 
ment of the appearance and the overall ap- 
pearance will vary greatly with any change 
in the direction of view of an observer with 
respect to the location of the light source. 
The presence of highly reflecting surfaces 
needed for thermal regulation of space ve- 
hicles and Moon surface dwellings will pre- 
sent periodic exposures to very high lumi- 
nance levels. This effect, coupled with the 
darkness of shadows, will render vision diffi- 
cult. The problem of moving about on the 
surface under one's own power will be com- 
plicated both by the visual conditions and 
by the relatively low gravity of the Moon 
(0.167 Earth gravity). The surface of the 
Moon for the most part will be porous ma- 

terial. This has been inferred by the change 
in reflected light with angle of incidence of 
the Sun's illumination as measured from the 
surface of the Earth (ref. 40). The nature 
of changes of light reflected from the Moon 
appear to require that its surface be of some 
porous material. There is no evidence of any 
sharp selectivity in spectral reflectance, but 
there does appear to be a gradual increase 
in level of reflection with increase in wave- 
length of the illuminating light (ref. 39). 

High illumination levels reflected from 
metallic surfaces as well as those seen when 
looking directly a t  the Sun will present two 
problems. In the first place, they will cause 
light adaptation of the eye, thus reducing its 
ability to discern detail in the darker shad- 
ows. In the second place, they present a 
threat of retinal injury. The nature of these 
problems is illustrated in figure 20 (ref. 
41). As an adapting flash increases in its 
total energy, the time required for the eye 
to recover sufficiently to view visual detail 
illuminated a t  a much lower level increases. 
The increase occurs a t  increasing rate up to 
a point, probably representing depletion of 
photosensitive materials, where the curves 
appear to level out. Somewhere beyond this 
energy level there will be irreversible injury 
resulting from retinal burning. The eye can 

Log adapting f lash energy - 
FIGURE 20.-Time required to recover from a bright 

adapting flash for each of six levels of illumination 
of the test criterion as a function of adapting 
flash energy (ref. 38). 
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recover from the adapting effect as  this is 
represented by adapting flash energies up 
to the plateau of the curves. Retinal burns 
influence vision permanently, and if located 
in the fovea are extremely serious in their 
effect. 

THE VISUAL TASKS OF THE SPACE 
EXPLORER 

The visual requirements of an astronaut 
will fall in several categories (refs. 9 and 
42 to 46). The first of. these is related to the 
task of controlling his vehicle and monitor- 
ing its position and attitude in space. During 
many stages of space flight this will be ac- 
complished primarily by visual reference to 
flight instruments. Outside visual reference 
through portholes or a periscope will also be 
of importance (ref. 47). Outside reference 
may be to the Earth, Moon, or another 
planet; a star, or another space vehicle. It 
has been demonstrated that rendezvous and 
docking with two space vehicles can be ac- 
complished by direct visual reference when 
appropriate controls are provided (refs. 48 
and 49). The control of a landing may also 
be accomplished by direct visual reference. 
Laboratory studies of this possibility con- 
tinue to compare the efficiency of direct 
visual control with that of automatic pro- 
cedures. 

The second category of visual tasks relates 
to the possibility of reconnaissance of a 
planet's surface from a space vehicle. This 
function will be limited by the visual acuity 
of the unaided eye. Where objects on the 
surface may be familiar, i t  will be possible 
to make identifications with minimal visual 
information (refs. 46, 47, and 50). On a 
completely unknown planet, however, the 
problem will be far  more difficult. The judg- 
ment of size, when the nature of the object 
viewed is unknown, is extremely difficult. 
Photographs of the surface of the Moon 
illustrate that different points appear very 
similar in terms of the distribution of visual 
angles that represent diameter of craters 
over a large range of distances-there is a 
range of crater sizes such that the visual 

pattern may look very similar from rela- 
tively near and fa r  vantage points. Assist- 
ance in evaluating the nature of an unfamil- 
iar surface may be obtained by the use of 
flares jettisoned from a space vehicle and 
the changing shadow patterns that result 
from flare illumination (ref. 43). 

The detection of other space vehicles or 
objects in space may represent an important 
visual task for an astronaut. Detection of 
objects in space will not be limited by the 
resolution capacity of the eye, but only by 
the amount of light reflected from the ob- 
ject to the eye. The task will be one of light 
detection rather than of spatial resolution. 
The largest problem in detection will be in 
localizing the region of space to scan for an 
object. Some familiarity with star patterns 
could conceivably be of value so that an 
anomalous object may be detected. It has 
been demonstrated experimentally that such 
detection will be extremely difficult, nonethe- 
less (ref. 46). Another source of concern for 
detection is related to the relative motion 
of the object to be detected with respect to 
that of the vehicle that carries the observer. 
Times during which detections may be made 
for two vehicles that orbit the same planet 
or moon may be very limited. 

Astronomical observations may be made 
from a space vehicle. The absence of an at- 
mosphere will be helpful, but the transmis- 
sion characteristics of the window in the 
space vehicle may present some limitations. 
With the aid of a telescope, if a space vehicle ' 

carrying the instrument is sufficiently large, 
rather important observations can be made. 
Stabilization of the platform of the telescope 
may present a problem if human occupants 
of the space vehicle are moving about freely. 

In general, observations outside a space 
vehicle will be complicated in many instances 
by the lack of familiarity of the observer 
with the actual size of objects observed or 
with the nature of the terrain when a sur- 
face is observed. High contrast between 
points of illumination and background will 
result in an apparent change in size and 
shape of the source of illumination (ref. 51). 

Inside a spaceciaft, other problems may 
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arise (ref. 43). These relate to the orienta- 
tion of the astronaut with respect to his 
vehicle in the absence of gravity. The orbital 
flights that have been made to date suggest 
that this problem will not be a serious one. 
Its seriousness may increase, however, when 
larger vehicles are employed in which move- 
ments of much greater extent, involving the 
whole body, may be made. The absence of 
a gravitational vertical in this situation may 
be more serious than one in which the astro- 
naut's position is fixed relative to his vehicle 
and instrument displays and controls within 
the vehicle. It has been suggested that i t  
may be desirable to select arbitrarily some 
surface that shall be the "floor," and to con- 
struct interior spaces in the fashion similar 
to those with which we have become familiar 
on Earth (ref. 52). Such design may be less 
efficient than another that could conceivably 
cause greater confusion to an astronaut. 
Another suggestion has been that the ve- 
hicles be rotated to create an artificial grav- 
ity from centrifugal force. In this instance, 
other problems may arise. For the length of 
rotational axis that would be practical, angu- 
lar accelerations that will produce a sub- 
stantial gravitational component will be 
relatively high and could cause difficulty by 
reason of their stimulation of the labyrin- 
thine mechanisms of the inner ear (refs. 43 
and 53). It seems most probable a t  present 

that the problems associated with Og are of 
less concern than those associated with ro- 
tation of a vehicle for creation of an artificial 
gravity, a t  least for missions of relatively 
short duration. 

CONCLUSION 

The characteristics of the human visual 
process have been reviewed briefly. It would 
appear that these characteristics will remain 
relatively unchanged in space flight except 
under abnormal and emergency conditions 
a t  excessively high acceleration or low oxy- 
gen. The problem confronting the use of the 
sense of vision in space for an astronaut will 
be primarily the lack of familiarity with the 
space environment. In the region of Earth 
there will be ample light, but there will be 
excessively high contrasts and large ranges 
of illumination with which we are relatively 
unfamiliar on the surface of the Earth. The 
lack of scattering by an atmosphere will pre- 
sent additional problems. It is probable, 
nonetheless, that an astronaut will be able 
to adjust to conditions that prevail in space. 
With increased experience and the develop- 
ment of equipment to assist him, i t  is reason- 
able to predict that the role of the human 
explorer in space will be a significant one 
and much of what he accomplishes will de- 
pend upon his use of vision. 
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Operational Considerations for Extravehicular 
Activity as Applied to Future Space Missions 

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center 

Extravehicular excursions during the Gemini program were the free world's first 
attempt to determine man's capability to operate as a free body in space. The results 
obtained during Gemini provide a good baseline by which to plan the role that extra- 
vehicular activity (EVA) should take in defining future mission requirements. The 
Gemini results allow us to define, with better accuracy, the amount of useful work that 
an EVA crewman can perform, the propulsion and mechanical aids required, and the 
psychological responses to being exposed to the vast surroundings of space. The manned 
space-flight program is based on a "building-block approach" that allows us to explore 
the more complex mission objectives in a logical sequence. 

With the limited knowledge we currently have, i t  appears reasonable to establish 
some basic guidelines in future mission planning: 

(1) Extravehicular activity should be planned as the primary means of accom- 
plishing a given operational or experimental task only if there is no reasonable 
alternative. 

(2) Tasks should be carefully planned to a timeline to allow for adequate rest 
periods. 

(3)  Rigid mounting restraints should be used wherever practical. 
(4) Use of umbilicals is practical when working within a fixed envelope of the 

spacecraft. This allows life support systems to be smaller and allows better utilization 
of spacecraft expendables, such as oxygen and power. 

In planning the support equipment, such as suits and life support systems for long- 
duration missions, several aspects of system design became increasingly important. 
System components require longer cycle life and reliability. Individual EVA missions 
should be restricted to 3 to 4 hr because of physical limitations of the astronaut. On a 
mission of 1-yr duration, as many as 100 EVA excursions can be anticipated, thus 
demanding optimization of the life support systems to provide ease of maintenance and 
servicing and sustained reliability. Other considerations will include closed-cycle systems 
for life support and regeneration to minimize the weight penalty for expendables such 
as water, GOz absorbers, and batteries. 

INTRODUCTION simple mission of Gemini 4 to the much 

The manned space flights of the Gemini longer and more complex mission of Gem- 

project provided the U.S. space program its ini 12. These objectives were : 

initial opportunity to study man's extrave- (1) Evaluation of man's capability to per- 
hicular capabilities while in space. The ob- form useful tasks in a space environment 
jectives for EVA, established early in the (2) Extravehicular operations to aug- 
Gemini program, were basic in nature and ment the basic capability of the Gemini 
progressed in complexity from the short and spacecraft 
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(3) Evaluation of advanced extrav%hicu- - 
lar equipment in support of manned space 
flight and other national space programs 

The exploratory nature of the EVA pro- 
gram in the Gemini program provided nec- 
essary information with which to establish 
man's capability to perform useful tasks in 
the weightless environment without the 
necessity for major modifications to an op- 
erational spacecraft. This experience from 
Gemini flights has allowed review and re- 
direction, where necessary, of many aspects 
of our planning for equipment design and 
training for the Apollo missions. Beginning 
with the Apollo program, EVA will be uti- 
lized as an operational tool for meeting mis- 
sion objectives. This paper will attempt to 
delineate, in a chronological order, the role 
of EVA in accomplishing U.S. space-flight 
goals. 

GEMINI 

The free world's first spacewalk, as  it has 
been coined, was performed by astronaut 
Edward H. White on June 3, 1965, during 
the Gemini 4 flight. The objectives of the 
EVA were to demonstrate the feasibility of 
EVA in space and to evaluate body attitude 
and position control capability using a hand- 
held propulsion unit and the umbilical tether 
line. 

The equipment used for the Gemini 4 EVA 
can be seen in figures 1 and 2. It included 
the basic pressure suit garment (G-4C) with 
a micrometeoroid and thermal protection 
coverlayer and an extravehicular visor con- 
figuration to limit the infrared and ultravio- 
let radiation. The total visible transmittance 
through the extravehicular visor assembly 
was 10 percent. The life support system was 
an open-loop, gas-cooled system with total 

FIGURE 1.-Gemini 4 extravehicular life support system. 
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FIGURE 2.-Gemini 4 extravehicular pilot. 

cooling capability of 750 to 800 Btuhr .  The 
oxygen was supplied, via umbilical, from the 
spacecraft. The hand-held propulsion unit 
had two self-contained oxygen bottles sup- 
plying gas to the two 1-lb thrust tractor 
nozzles of each and one 2-lb thrust pusher 
nozzle. 

Prior to the flight, the training of the 
astronaut for the EVA was both intensive 
and diversified, consisting of Og parabola 
flight in a KC-135, sea-level procedure exer- 
cises, and altitude chamber tests with the 
crews utilizing the flight hardware. All of 
these exercises were conducted by the equip- 
ment designers, training personnel, and 
crewman working as a team to develop co- 
ordinated and detailed flight procedures and 
designs that incorporated the most workable 
EVA techniques. This same basic testing 
and training philosophy was utilized on all 
five remaining Gemini EVA missions and 

was found to provide the crewman with ex- 
cellent hardware and procedure familiarity 
and maximum confidence in the systems. 
The planned EVA activity on Gemini 4 was 
to last approximately 20 min with the EVA 
crewman evaluating body positioning; ma- 
neuvering, with and without propulsion aid ; 
orientation, using the spacecraft as a refer- 
ence; and photography. The actual EVA 
hatch-open time was 36 min. All the objec- 
tives were fulfilled. 

Several conclusions were reached from the 
Gemini 4 EVA exercise. 

(1) EVA could be accomplished without 
disorientation or other adverse effects. 

(2) The utility of the hand-held maneu- 
vering unit (HHMU) for self-propulsion 
without artificial stabilization was indicated, 
although the total available thrust of 20 sec 
was too brief for a detailed evaluation of 
stability control. 
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FIGURE &-Gemini extravehicular system. 

(3) The tether did not provide a means 
of body-positioning control other than a 
distance-limiting device. 

(4) Tasks that involved useful work (e.g., 
hatch closure) produce metabolic expendi- 
ture in excess of that provided by the life 
support system (750 to 800 Btu/hr). 

(5) The increased hazard of EVA dic- 
tated meticulous care during preparation for 
the spacecraft depressurization, thus taking 
longer than had been anticipated. 

(6) Detailed checklists were found to be 
useful and, in  fact, necessary. 

Based on the conclusions reached in Gem- 
ini 4, preparations for the next planned 
EVA, Gemini 8, included improved systems 
consisting of an  improved performance 
emergency life support system (ELSS), a 
lighter thermal micrometeoroid protective 
layer, and a combined visor configuration 

with high-impact resistance. These systems 
were being tested and qualified even during 
development of the Gemini 4 EVA (figs. 3 
and 4). The capability of the HHMU was 
extended by the use of an  extravehicular 
support package (ESP) that contained 16 lb 
of Freon for propellant; 7 lb of oxygen for 
the ELSS, thus eliminating the need for oxy- 
gen umbilical once the ESP had been donned; 
and a UHF communication transceiver. The 
ESP was stored in the adapter and was to 
be donned there and then released. A 100-ft 
tether was to allow for maneuvering evalua- 
tions with minimum interference from an  
umbilical. Because of spacecraft problems 
early in the flight and later mission abort, 
the equipment was never utilized. The space- 
craft was equipped with several EVA aids, 
such as handrails, Velcro patches, and re- 
straint attachment points. The Gemini 8 
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FIGURE 4.-Extravehicular life support system. 

through 12 configurations differed some, but 
were generally as is shown in figure 5. The 
Gemini 9-A EVA objectives were to evalu- 
ate the ELSS and the Air Force astronaut 
maneuvering unit (AMU) (figs. 3 and 6). 

The ELSS was semi-open-loop, gas-cooling 
system obtaining oxygen via the umbilical 
and a self-contained oxygen bottle to pro- 
vide a 30-min emergency. Carbon dioxide 
was removed by purging with fresh oxygen. 
The equivalent flow was exhausted over- 
board. The metabolic heat rejection was 
nominal, 1200 Btu/hr with 10-min transients 
to 2000 Btu/hr. The AMU was a backpack 
that was similar in configuration to the ESP 
for Gemini 8, except i t  included fixed-location 
thrustors with automatic stabilization and 
utilized hydrogen peroxide for its propul- 
sion system. Also, i t  contained a voice and 
data transceiver and oxygen supply. The 

ELSS display panel was configured to in- 
clude systems data readout and warning 
lights, plus warning tones for both the suit 
and AMU systems in case of a malfunction. 

The mission profile planned for Gemini 9- 
A was similar to that for Gemini 8, with the 
hatch being opened at sunrise of a daylight 
period. The first daylight period was to be 
devoted to familiarization with the environ- 
ment and simple evaluations and experi- 
ments. The night period was to be spent in 
the adapter equipment section of the space- 
craft, checking out and donning the AMU; 
the second daylight period was to be spent 
evaluating the AMU. Prior to  sunset, the 
extravehicular astronaut was to return to 
the cockpit, discard the AMU, perform a 
scientific photographic experiment, and in- 
gress. 

The actual EVA proceeded essentially as 
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FIGURE 5.-Extravehicular equipment configuration. 

FIGURE 6.-Gemini 9 extravehicular systems configurhtion. 
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planned during the first daylight period, 
with the astronaut noting that the familiar- 
ization tasks and evaluations required more 
time and effort than during ground simula- 
tions. Minor difficulty was experienced in 
controlling body positions. Before the end 
of the first daylight period, the pilot pro- 
ceeded to the equipment adapter and began 
preparing the AMU for donning (fig. 7) ; 
a task that required much higher workloads 
than had been expected. At approximately 
10 min after sunset, the visor on the space- 
suit helmet began to fog. This fogging in- 
creased in severity until finally the activities 
with the AMU were discontinued. After the 
second sunrise, visor fogging decreased, but 
increased again each time there was appre- 
ciable activity by the astronaut. The heart- 
rate data recorded by the bioinstrumentation 
indicated that the capability of the ELSS 
heat exchanger had been exceeded. 

The flight and postflight test results in- 
dicated that the basic ELSS design capabili- 
ties of 1000 Btu/hr for 71 min, 1400 Btu/hr 
for 86 min, and 2000 Btu/hr for 10 min 
were substantially exceeded by the activity 
levels encountered during the Gemini 9-A 
EVA. For future EVA missions with the 
ELSS, i t  was apparent that the EVA work- 
load would have to be reduced to be within 
the system capabilities. As a further pre- 
caution against visor fogging, provision was 
made for future crews to carry antifog solu- 
tion to be applied immediately before EVA. 

The unexpected high workloads were pri- 
marily a result of difficulty in maintaining 
the body position relative to the work sta- 
tion, indicating the requirement for more 
positive restraints. The effort required to 
move the body to other than a neutral point 
of the suit required continuous effort and 
the necessity to repeatedly correct the body 
position. This resulted in a high degree of 
ineffective work. 

Several corrective measures were initiated 
as a result of the Gemini 9-A EVA. An anti- 
fog solution would be applied to the helmet 
visor assembly immediately before EVA on 
future missions. The mission tasks were 
analyzed in greater detail with regard to 
providing positive restraints and the magni- 
tude of the forces involved. Underwater 
simulation was initiated to augment the 
other ground-based simulations in an  effort 
to better understand basic ,body dynamics 
and associated restraint aids, as  well as de- 
tailed task versus time data, useful in lnore 
accurate prediction of actual EVA timelines. 

The Gemini 10 and 11 EVA missions were 
very similar in nature with both standup 
and umbilical EVA being employed (fig. 8). 
The umbilical EVA was done on a dual-hose 
umbilical with nitrogen and oxygen being 
supplied to the crewman for life support 
and the HHMU. One of the most significant 
tasks was the attachment of a tether from 
the Agena to the docking bar of the space- 
craft, as can be seen in figure 9. The umbili- 
-a1 EVA'S were both cut short because of 
technical difficulties. 

Gemini 12 was the final flight of the pro- 
gram and offered the only remaining oppor- 
tunity to do a comprehensive EVA task 
evaluation before the Apollo program. The 
prime objective was to evaluate the type of 
body restraints and the associated workloads 
for a series of representative tasks. Other 
objectives were the attachment of the space- 
craft-target vehicle tether and ultraviolet 
stellar photograph. The equipment included 
a work station in the spacecraft equipment- 
adapter section and on the target-docking 
adapter. Several new bods restraints were 

FIGURE 7.-Gemini 9 adapter work station. prohded including waist- ththers and the 
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FIGURE 8.-Gemini 10 extravehicular systems configuration. 

positive-position foot restraints, call  e d 
"Dutch shoes" (shown in fig. lo) .  

The flightcrew training for the Gemini 12 
EVA was expanded to include five sessions 
of intensive underwater simulation training 
(fig. 11). During these sessions, the pilot 
followed the planned flight procedures and 
duplicated the planned umbiligal EVA on 
an  end-to-end basis. The procedures and 
times for each event were established and 
used to schedule the final in-flight task se- 
quence. The underwater training supple- 
mented the extensive ground training and 
Og aircraft simulations. 

To increase the margin for success and 
provide a suitable period of acclimatization 
before the performance of any critical tasks, 
the standup EVA was scheduled prior to the 
umbilical activity. The planned EVA time- 
line was interspersed with 2-min rest pe- 
riods. Procedures were established for mon- 
itoring the heart rate and respiration rate 

of the extravehicular pilot ; the crewmembers 
were to be advised of any indications of a 
high rate of exertion before the condition 
could become serious. Finally, the pilot was 
trained to operate a t  a moderate work 
rate, and flight and ground personnel were 
instructed in the importance of workload 
control. 

The first standup EVA was very similar 
to the previous two missions. The ultra- 
violet-stellar and the synoptic-terrain pho- 
tography experiments were accomplished 
on a routine basis. During the stmdup ac- 
tivity, the pilot performed several tasks de- 
signed for familiarization with the environ- 
ment and for comparison of the standup 
and umbilical EVA'S. These tasks included 
mounting the extravehicular sequence 
camera and deploying a handrail from the 
cabin of the spacecraft to the target dock- 
ing adapter (TDA). on the target vehicle 
(fig. 12). The pilot also retrieved the experi- 
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FIGURE 9.-Agena and spacecraft with tether attached. 

rnent SO10 micrometeorite collection pack- 
age and several contamination sample disks 
from the adapter section. The standup ac- 
tivity was completed without difficulty. 

The umbilical EVA -preparations pro- 
ceeded smoothly. The hatch was opened 
within 2 rnin of the planned time. The use 
of waist tethers during performance of the 
initial tasks on the TDA enabled the pilot 
to rest easily, to work without great effort, 
and to connect the spacecraft/target vehicle 
tether in an expeditious manner. The pilot 
activated the experiment SO10 Agena micro- 
meteorite collection package on the target 
vehicle for possible future retrieval. Before 

the end of the first daylight period, the pilot 
moved to the spacecraft adapter section 
where he evaluated the work tasks of torqu- 
ing bolts, making and breaking electrical 
and fluid connecters, cutting cables and 
fluid lines, hooking rings and hooks, and 
stripping patches of Velcro. The tasks were 
accomplished using either the foot restraints 
or the waist tethers. Both systems of re- 
straint proved to be satisfactory. 

During the second daylight period of the 
umbilical activity, the pilot returned to the 
target vehicle and performed tasks a t  a 
small work station on the outside of the 
docking cone. The tasks were similar to 
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those in the spacecraft adapter section and, 
in addition, included use of an  Apollo torque 
wrench. The pilot evaluated working with 
the use of one or two waist tethers and 
without a waist tether. At  the end of the 
scheduled EVA, the pilot returned to the 
cabin and ingressed without difficulty. A 
second standup EVA was conducted. Again, 
this activity was routine. All the objectives 
were satisfactorily completed. 

The results of the Gemini 12 EVA showed 
that all the tasks attempted were feasible 
when body restraints were used to main- 
tain position. The results also showed that 
the EVA workload $could be controlled with- 
in desired limits by the application of 
proper procedures and indoctrination. 
Finally, perhaps the most significant result 
was that the underwater simulation dupli- 
cated the actual extravehicular actions and 

FIGURE lo.-waist tethers (above); EVA foot reactions with a high degree of fidelity. It 
restraints (below). was concluded that anv task that could be 

FIGURE 11.-Underwater simulation tests. 
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FIGURE 12.-Deployment of handrail during EVA. 

accomplished readily in underwater simula- 
tion would have a high probability of suc- 
cess during the actual EVA. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

EVA should be considered for future mis- 
sions where a specific need exists, and where 
the activity cannot be accomplished by any 
other practical means. Because EVA in- 
volves some increased hazard, it should not 
be conducted merely for the purpose of do- 
ing EVA. 

In future EVA missions, consideration 
should be given to body restraints, proper 
task sequence, workload control, realistic 
simulation, and proper training. 

Underwater simulation should be used for 
EVA procedures development and crew 
training in conjunction with Og aircraft 
simulations and ground simulations. 

The HHMU should be evaluated further in 
orbital flight, with emphasis on stability and 
control capabilities. Other maneuvering 
systems that incorporate stabilization sys- 
tems should be evaluated for comparison. 

Priority efforts should be given to im- 
proving the mobility of spacesuits, with em- 
phasis on arm, shoulder, and glove mobility. 

In future extravehicular life support sys- 
tems, consideration should be given to cool- 
ing systems with greater heat removal capa- 
bility than the gaseous cooling systems used 
in the Gemini program. The'bulk and en- 
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cumbrance of sizable chest-mounted units 
should be avoided. Any life support system 
should be capable of supporting the antici- 
pated peak workloads. 

Vacuum chamber tests should be included 
in the preparations for future EVA mis- 
sions. Both the prime and backup crews 
should partkipate in these tests using EVA 
flight hardware. 

Detailed EVA flight plans and crew pro- 
cedures should be established as early in the 
hardware-development cycle as possible so 
that the impact of design or procedures 
changes can be evaluated. 

CURRENT HARDWARE 

The suit and life support and ancillary 
equipment are  being developed for the 
Apollo program to provide the requested 
changes. The Apollo system is well into 

qualification and the suit life-support com- 
bination is called the extravehicular mobil- 
ity unit (EMU) (figs. 13 and 14). The suit 
incorporates constant-volume joints to en- 
hance the mobility in the pressurized condi- 
tion. The portable life support system 
(PLSS) incorporates a water-cooled heat- 
transport system for metabolic heat rejec- 
t.ion with capability of 1600- to 2000-Btu 
rates. The PLSS heat exchanger is capable 
of rejecting much higher rates; however, 
the 3-hr capability with 1-hr contingency 
will be shortened if higher rates are  sus- 
tained. The heat is removed from the body by 
means of a liquid-cooled garment with multi- 
ple-tube passages covering the majority of 
the body. Carbon dioxide is removed by 
means of lithium hydroxide and circulating 
gas. The PLSS contains its own oxygen sup- 
ply to support the 4-hr mission, plus emer- 
gency time. 

Thermal capacity: metabolic: 
4800 Btu's total 

Pressure : 
3.8 psia nominal 

1200-1600-Btu/hr average rates 3.2 psia minimum (emergency) 
Carbon dioxide: 

2000-Btu/hr peaks 7.5 mm Hg nominal 

External leakage : 
250 Btu/hr in 
350 Btu/hr out 

15 mm Hg maximum (contingency) 
Communications : telemetry: 

Redundant 2-way siinultaneous voice 
7 channels of telemetry 

FIGURE 13.-Apollo extravehicular mobility unit. 
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FIGURE 14.-Apollo portable life support system. 

Advanced systems are currently in de- Long-range planning for EVA is currently 
velopment to increase the suit mobility, body being formulated and might differ from 
cooling, and life support capabilities. The some of the mission descriptions described 
"hard suit" is planned for use on extended herein. 
lunar-surface missions. It is constructed of 
aluminum and fiber glass with rolling con- APoLCO APPPmCATIONS PRO- 
volute bellows a t  the major points of body GRAM, AND ADVANCED MISSION 
articulation (fig. 15). The portable environ- PLANNING 

mental control system (PECS) is an  ad- 
vanced life support system. Its major im- 
provements are increased performance, 
smaller size and volume, and a chemical oxy- 
gen source (fig. 16). Restraints and tethers 
are being investigated that include adhesive 
attachments. 

The material being presented regarding 
advanced -missions is only speculative in 
nature, and represents the thoughts of this 
writer, not necessarily those of NASA. 

In support of the U.S. manned Apollo 
space exploration, the EVA programs can 
be divided into two general types of EVA 
missions : EVA missions occurring during 
Earth or lunar orbital space flights and 
EVA excursions occurring during a plane- 
tary surface. As presently outlined, the 
Apollo and the advanced Apollo programs 
include both orbital and lunar-surface EVA 
missions as a basic operational and experi- 
mental task. 
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FIGURE 15.-Hard suit. 

Orbital EVA 

During early Apollo missions, orbital 
EVA will always be accomplished in the 
near vicinity of the spacecraft or habitable 
quarters. Under these conditions, the crew- 
man will be within immediate rescue range, 
yet he will be able to perform a large num- 
ber of EVA functions properly and effi- 
ciently. EVA tasks, some of which are de- 
scribed in the following discussion, include 
inspection of orbiting vehicles, maintenance 
and repair, activation and reactivation of 
dormant vehicles and resupply of active ve- 
hicles, materials retrieval from orbit, crew 
transfer, and conduct of scientific and engi- 
neering experiments. 

Inspection of Orbiting Vehicles 

Inspection of orbiting vehicles covers a 
wide range of applications, such as  inspec- 
tions prior to activation of dormant vehicles, 
inspection and photography of scientific or  
foreign satellites, periodic inspection of 

long-duration space stations, inspection or 
monitoring of systems deployment, and 
monitoring the conditions of experiment 
panels, such as emulsions. A planned pro- 
gram of periodic inspection, similar to that 
in  aircraft applications, and inspections 
prior to reactivation of dormant vehicles 
are desirable when considering long-term 
usage of vehicles. 

Tether attach points, "Dutch shoes," and 
permanent or detachable handrails are 
typical of the hardware required to support 
EVA inspections of the spacecraft. In some 
cases, provisions for these mobility aids can 
be predetermined, based on a known periodic 
inspection plan (fig. 17). For inspections 
of other orbiting vehicles, such as scientific 
satellites, a stabilized maneuvering system 
may be required. Other equipment would 
consist of the spacesuit assembly, life sup- 
port system, tools, tethers, etc. 

Maintenance and Repair 

During extended orbital operation of 
complex systems, the probability of a fail- 
ure of one or more systems increases. Com- 
plete system redundancy is one method of 
minimizing the impact of these failures; 
however, i t  is feasible in many cases to de- 
sign a system such that component replace- 
ment is a simple process and could be per- 
formed by an extravehicular crewman. The 
optimum method is probably a combination 
of the two. One- and two-yr missions with 
resupply capability will tend to make re- 
placeable modules more competitive with the 
redundant system designs. Typical repair 
tasks that could be accomplished include: 

(1) Replacement of faulty sections of 
solar panels 

(2) Replacement of thermal or radiation 
shields 

(3) Replacement of radiator heat-trans- 
fer segments 

(4) Cleaning optical surfaces 
(5) Realinement of orbiting telescopes 
(6) Replacement of modular components, 

such as  power supplies and thrustors 
(7) Repair of' scientific satellites (in- 
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FIGURE 16.-Portable environmental control system. 

cluding any of the above) after satellite 
capture 

Simple maintenance and repair is already 
programed in Apollo because the PLSS re- 
quired H,O recharge, battery, and lithium 
hydroxide bed replacement. 

The hardware required to accomplish 
maintenance and repair will consist of the 
suit, life support systems, stability augmen- 
tation equipment, and crew-transfer devices 
typical to those of the preceding task. In ad- 
dition to these items, adequate tools will be 
required. 

the installation of external umbilicals from 
one module to another and can also involve 
the transfer of cargo from one module to 
another. An external umbilical installation 
(performed during EVA) is also included 
in certain concepts of the proposed Manned 
Orbital Solar Telescope (MOST) and the 
Manned Orbital Telescope (MOT). Pres- 
ently, the AAP A and B mission activation, 
reactivation, and resupply are to be per- 
formed as intravehicular activity (IVA) , 
except for contingencies. None of these con- 
tingencies requires extended umbilical con- 
nection or cargo transfer. However, this is 
based on a tentative decision to carry all 

Activation and Reactivation of Dormant Vehi- 0, and supplies on the command and 
cles and Resupply of Active Vehicles service module (CSM). Should these sum 

The Apollo Applications Program (AAP) plies be carried on the'airlock, an EVA u&- 
is developed around the establishment of bilical connection would be required. Also, 
various clusters of modules to establish EVA capability may be required if the au- 
orbiting laboratories (fig. 17). Activation, tomatic solar-panel-deployment mechanism 
reactivation, and resupply each can involve fails. Although no definite ~equirement for 
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FIGURE 1'7.-AAP cluster. 

these contingencies has been identified, it is (3) Stability augmentation : 
felt that the capability should be developed (a) Station aids such as tethers and 
in a timely manner, with the expectation "Dutch shoes" 
that for some of the later missions the capa- ( b )  Handrails to ease cargo trans- 
bility will be required. Development of these fer 
capabilities can evolve from the normal ( e )  Emergency transfer devices 
transfer of equipment between the CM, air- 
lock, orbital workshop (OWS), and LM/ Apollo Program Lunar Surface EVA 
ATM of AAP A and B and from the installa- 
tion of various portable handrails and um- 
bilicals during the normal course of the 
early AAP missions. 

Systems required to support these activi- 
ties include 

(1) Spacesuit assembly, including liquid- 
cooled garment (LCG), thermal, and 
micrometeoroid protection 

(2) Life support system, including um- 
bilical 

During the mainline Apollo lunar-surface 
missions, emphasis is to be placed on astro- 
naut exploration of the area immediately 
surrounding the landing site. It is planned 
that the major tool for this exploration 
should be the Apollo lunar surface experi- 
ment package (ALSEP). The ALSEP is 
carried to the lunar surface in the descent 
stage of the LM (fig. 18). The package is 
programed to prbvide experimental data 
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FIGURE 18.-Lunar module. 

relative to solar-wind detection, passive 
seismometry, magnetometry, supert.herma1 
ion detection, total pressure and heat-flow 
measurement, and active seismic experi- 
ments. 

The astronaut, after a complete checkout 
of the pressure suit and the extravehicular 
life support system, will remove the ALSEP 
from its stowage location on the descent 
stage of the LM and prepare i t  for the ex- 

the relatively short radius (15 miles) limits 
of the presently conceived lunar-surface 
mobility vehicles and the initial experi- 
mental scientific exploration of the lunar 
surface. Lunar-surface missions will tend 
to fall into one of several task categories 
that will be discussed. 

Activation and Reactivation of Dormant 
Vehicles 

periment. The astronaut carries the pack- A large portion of the lunar-surface mis- 
ages t~ a distance of 320 ft sion (both long- and sho&-duration stays) 
from the LM boarding and sets requires that the astronaut participate in the 
them on the lunar surface. this posi- establishment of the lunar base, activation 
tion the astronaut begins to position each of the lunar habital shelter, and in the prep- 
experiment package, transmitter, sensor, aration of test equipment for performing 
etc-9 as required by the mission plan- De- the required experiments. ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ l  tasks in- 
ployment is shown in figures 19 and 20. volved in such base activation would in- 

clude : 
Extended Lunar Surface EVA 

(1) Securing of the habital shelter after 
Discussion herein, relative to lunar-sur- astronaut landing; the attaching of neces- 

face EVA, will be limited to those missions sary umbilicals, etc.; and preparing the 
and tasks that can be accomplished within quarters for the mission sthy 
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FIGURE 19.-ALSEP deployment. 

(2) Travel of the astronaut from the LM 
to the landing areas of the LM taxi 

(3) Cargo handling a t  the LM taxi site 
to unload surface transportation vehicles, 
expendable stores, spare equipment, scien- 
tific test equipment, etc. 

(4) Equipment assembly and checkout to 
complete establishment of the lunar base 

Maintenance and Repair Tasks 

As we begin to develop the capability for 
long-duration surface stays and revisit to 
previously occupied lunar stations, the main- 
tenance and repair tasks will be assuming 
an  increasingly important role. With the 
development of maintenance and repair 
technology, the astronaut will be provided 
with the capability to resupply vehicles with 
such expendables as  water, oxygen, power 
generation fuels, etd., and will be capable 
of replacing worn or damaged units with 
new equipment with the intent of placing 

the facility back into operation. Frequently, 
i t  may be found that through the proper use 
of repair capability, loss of complex equip- 
ment and vehicle may be prevented. 

Conduct of Scientific and Engineering 
Experiments 

In the near future, one of the primary ob- 
jectives for performing lunar-surface mis- 
sions will be for scientific and engineering 
experimentation. A large portion of these 
experiments, accomplished in response to 
the scientific and industrial communities, 
will require that the astronaut perform 
duties outside the habital quarters. Many of 
the initial experiments are related to geo- 
logical survey and data gathering during 
which the EVA crewman would be required 
to journey a specified distance from the 
lunar base. 

During the mission, the EVA astronaut 
would be responsible for installing scien- 
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FIGURE 20.-ALSEP deployment. 

tific equipment a t  predetermined sites, car- 
rying out specified photographic tasks, col- 
lecting surface and core specimens as 
required, and collecting data from previ- 
ously established experimental stations. 
Lunar mobility aids are used to enhance the 
lunar-surface exploration capability . Two 
basic methods, rovers (wheeled vehicles) 

SPARE PLSS UNITS- 
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FIGURE 22.-MOBEX-MOLAB-type vehicles. 

and flyers, and under consideration. Several 
types of manned roving vehicles for lunar- 
surface mobility have been envisio%ed and 
studied. These vehicles have ranged in size 
and utility from the local scientific survey 
module (LSSM), which is a short-range, de- 
pendent, open-type vehicle (fig. 21), to the 
mobile exploration (MOBEX), mobile labo- 
ratory (MOLAB) type vehicles, which are 
long range and self-sustaining and have en- 
vironmentally controlled crew areas (fig. 
22). 

A review of the overall lunar program, of 
the study of payloads, and of the capabili- 
ties required on various missions indicates a 
need for a lunar flying vehicle on early 
lunar landings (fig. 23). Lunar flying ve- 

FIGURE 23.-Flyiag vehicle. 
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hicles weighing approximately 150 to 440 
lb can be delivered to the lunar surface on 
single-launch missions, as well as on dual- 
launch missions. This vehicle will signifi- 
cantly increase the capability to investigate 
a number of scientifically interesting sites 
and to serve as  a rescue vehicle. Other gen- 
eral capabilities include reconnaissance 
with or without a camera, exploration of 
rough terrain and craters, and traverse over 
inaccessible terrain in a minimum of time. 
The propellant for the flying vehicles would 
be the LM descent-stage residuals on the 
single launches, the LM descent-stage resid- 
uals of logistic deliveries on dual launches, 
and additional propellants carried as part of 
the lander payload. 

SUMMARY 
In summary, i t  has been the purpose of 

this paper to review the EVA experiences 
to date and to outline the type of tasks that 
can best be performed by EVA. 

Through the centuries, construction, 
maintenance, and repair tasks have been 
performed by manual labor; likewise, in 
manned space missions, tasks of this nature 
can best be performed by man. As we pro- 
gress toward exploration of the lunar sur- 
face, the capabilities of man to apply his 
knowledge and capacity for judgment are  
required to gain the best scientific data. It 
is considered necessary to develop an  opti- 
mum EVA capability to allow our manned 
space-flight program to fulfill its objectives. 



Man in the Operational Aspects of Space Missions 

NASA Ofice of Manned Space Flight 

From the outset of this era of space exploration, a main thrust of activity has been 
to place man in space and to utilize his unique capabilities for contributing to this en- 
deavor. From the efforts of this country, nearly 2000 man-hours of manned space-flight 
experience have been accumulated in the Mercury and Gemini programs. This experience 
has shown that man can readily adapt to this environment, a s  demonstrated in flights 
of up to 2 weeks; but of more importance, he can make significant contributions to the 
success of each mission. The intent of this paper is to describe how man has been utilized 
in the space flights to date and to illustrate the capabilities that  have been demonstrated. 
This information is then projected in consideration of near-term future space explora- 
tion activities in which man will be engaged, and then in consideration of what might 
be expected in the longer term and the influence on design approaches and operational 
concepts. 

THE MERCURY PROGRAM 

The Mercury program was the first series 
of experiences of this country with man in 
space. Prior to these initial flights, much 
questioning occurred concerning man's abil- 
ity to adapt and function in this new en- 
vironment. Particularly of concern was 
long-term weightlessness, but other factors, 
such as launch and reentry environment, 
confinement, and postlanding conditions, als3 
were of concern. A listing of some of the 
suspected effects is presented in table I. The 
second column in the table shows that no 
major problems have as yet been experi- 
enced in this area. Because of the factors 
just outlined, unmanned ballistic and orbital 
flights were accomplished for systems dem- 
onstration and, in addition, primates were 
flown under these conditions as a precursor 
to manned flights. These early flights were 
accomplished successfully, but the require- 

ment for them did influence the spacecraft 
design. The spacecraft incorporated features 
required for completely automatic flight 
although, in most instances, features were 
incorporated that allowed. the astronaut to 
take over or back up critical functions. 

A typical example of this approach is re- 
lated to the system utilized for abort during' 
powered flight. As shown in figure 1, an  at- 
tempt was made to sense all critical param- 
eters producing abort, such as attitude ex- 

"Presented by John H. Disher, NASA, Washing- FIGURE 1.-abort system sensors for Mercury-Atlas 
ton, D.C. launch vehicle. 
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TABLE I.-Human Response to-Spacc Flight 

Dysbarism 
Disruption of circadian 

rhythms 
Decreased g-tolerance 
Skin infections and 

breakdown 
Sleepiness and sleepless- 

ness 
Reduced visual acuity 

Predicted 

Disorientation and mo- 
tion sickness 

Pulmonary atelectasis 
High heart rates 

Observed 

Cardiac arrhythmias 
High blood pressure 
Low blood pressure 
Fainting postflight 
Electromechanical delay 

in cardiac cycle 
Reduced cardiovascular 

response to exercise 
Reduced blood volume 
Reduced plasma volume 

Dehydration 
Weight loss 
Bone demineralization 
Loss of appetite 
Nausea 
Renal stones 
Urinary retention 
Diuresis 
Muscular incoordination 
Muscular atrophy 

Hallucinations 
Euphoria 
Impaired psychomotor 

performance 
Sedative need 
Stimulant need 

Infectious disease 
Fatigue 

None 1 None 

None 
Dryness, including dan- 

druff 
Interference (minor) 

None 
Eye irritation 
Nasal stuffiness and 

hoarseness 
None 

None 
Launch, reentry, extra- 

vehicular activity 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 

None 
Absolute neutrophilia 
Moderate 
Minimal 
Decreased red-cell mass 
Minimal 
Variable 
Minimal calcium loss 
Varying caloric intake 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Reduced exercise capacity 
None 
None 
None 

None 
Before reentry occa- 

sionally 
None 
Minimal 

cursions beyond prescribed limits and low 
engine thrust. These sensors were tied into 
a system that initiated the abort sequence 

automatically. The astronaut did have capa- 
bility to initiate and carry out various as- 
pects of the abort sequences as  well. No spe- 
cial displays were provided other than an 
abort light. 

The possibility of nuisance aborts was of 
great concern with this system. Although 
these were not experienced during the 
manned flights, levels of the abort parame- 
ters were adjusted during the program when 
i t  was discovered that certain conditions 
closely approached limits of the abort param- 
eters but were not significant. Early in 
the program a nuisance abort did occur. It 
involved the flight of Mercury/Redstone 2. 
Because the engine operated a t  higher than 
expected thrust, cutoff velocity was achieved 
early, prior to the time the abort sequence 
was automatically inhibited. The spacecraft' 
was inserted into its ballistic trajectory by 
firing the escape rocket--an extremely ex- 
citing event for Ham, the chimpanzee pas- 
senger. It also caused the spacecraft to land 
considerably uprange from the point ex- 
pected. This type of problem was avoided in 
the Gemini spacecraft design by giving the 
astronaut more direct control of the abort 
situation. 

The ability of a n  astronaut to circumvent 
a serious failure condition was well demon- 
strated during the Mercury/Atlas 9 flight. 
This flight, the longest of the Mercury pro- 
gram (22 orbits), proceeded quite smoothly 
into the last few hours when a failure was 
suddenly encountered in the automatic at- 
titude-control electronics. Astronaut Cooper 
was able to take over manually to accom- 
plish the critical control of spacecraft at- 
titudes during retrofire and reentry and, in 
fact, performed the most accurate landing 
in the Mercury program. 

THE GEMINI PROGRAM 

The general experience with the Mercury 
flight program indicated that the astronaut 
should have more direct control of sequences 
of events and decision points than was pos- 
sible in the Mercury design. Of consider- 
able concern was the possibility of inadvert- 
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Left  swi tch /c i rcu i t -  
breaker panel 

ommand  pi lot 's panel 

FIGURE 2.-Command pilot's displays and controls. 

ent actuation of sequences under conditions 
that were not proper. Because automatic in- 
terlocks were used for preventing such oc- 
currences, the alternate case, that interlock 
failures might prevent a critical sequence 
from taking place, was of equal concern. 
Such possibilities were largely circumvented 
in the Gemini design by placing the astro- 
naut in more direct control of critical se- 
quences, thereby assuring proper conditions 
for their initiation and greatly simplifying 
many systems as  well. 

A good example of this approach is the 
Gemini abort concept. No automatic abort 
capability was incorporated. Instead, the 
command astronaut was given a grouping 
of displays, as shown in figure 2. This set 

of displays allowed him to monitor engine 
performance, tank pressures, vehicle mo- 
tions, and staging, and was the primary 
basis for manual abort initiation. For those 
conditions such as  rapid-vehicle attitude ex- 
cursions, where manual abort action would 
not be sufficiently rapid, a redundant flight 
control system was utilized in the launch 
vehicle and automatic switching would oc- 
cur, allowing the flight to be carried on in 
a normal manner. This system involving 
manual aborts provided an  extremely im- 
portant capability during a Gemini 6 launch 
attempt. A launch-vehicle malfunction 
caused the engines to shut down just prior 
to liftoff; however, the onboard clock indi- 
cated that liftoff had occurred. Based on the 
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FIGURE 3.-Ultraviolet spectrum of Canopus. 

off-nominal sequence of engine shutdown 
and clock start, and based on other cues 
such as sound and lack of vehicle motions, 
the astronauts were able to immediately de- 
termine that an abort was not necessary. 
Their judgment was extremely important in 
this case, for if an  abort had been initiated 
i t  would not have been possible to recycle 
the operation and the Gemini 7-Gemini 6 
rendezvous would not have been accom- 
plished. 

Many instances occurred during Gemini 
in-orbit operations where the system man- 
agement capability afforded by this relation- 
ship between man and machine allowed 
missions to continue in the face of malfunc- 
tions. When the spacecraft electrical power 
system encountered difficulties on Gemini 5, 
the astronauts continuously altered the 
power requirements to allow the mission to 
continue and still obtain the maximum re- 
sults from it. Similarly, when thrustors 
malfunctioned on a number of flights, the 
crew was able to develop alternate control 
techniques that allowed mission objectives 
to be attained. 

This capability, evidenced by the crew in 
the systems management area, is only one 
instance related to the useful application of 

man in the system. In the experiment area, 
astronaut observations and photographs of 
unusual storm conditions, of special terrain 
features, and conduct of many scientific and 
technical tasks provided significant results. 
Figure 3 shows an ultraviolet photograph of 
a star field in the vicinity of Canopus, along 
with the grating spectrograms obtained. For 
comparison, this Gemini-acquired spectrum 
is accompanied by a ground-based spectrum 
of a similar star (fig. 4). This photograph 
was taken during a standup extravehicular 
period. With the absence of the filtering ef- 
fects of the atmosphere and the spacecraft 
windows, much improved information was 
obtained. In addition, the astronauts' prior 
knowledge of star-field patterns enabled 
them to exercise discrimination in conduct- 
ing their work and to obtain additional in- 
formation from prism spectrograms related 
to a large number of stars. 

Two geologic uses of manned orbital pho- 
tography can be illustrated from the photo- 
graph taken over southern New Mexico 
during the Gemini 4 flight (fig. 5).  Shown 
near the middle right is the Sierra Cariza- 
rilla. These mountains are a major volcanic 
field that, by comparison to a similar field, 
are thought to have been formed in the 
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FIGURE 4.-Comparison of star spectra from orbit and Earth. 

Pleistocene age, but even the most recent rocks of southwestern New Mexico and in- 
geologic maps show this area as  much dicates considerable control of the faults by 
smaller in size and much older than estab- preexisting folds. Color photography of large 
lished by Gemini. This photograph also areas without the degradation inherent in 
shows a t  a glance the transition zone be- mosaics is extremely useful in studying 
tween the folded sedimentary rocks of structure, topography, and pedimentation. 
northeastern Mexico and the faulted volcanic Certainly one of the more intriguing oper- 

ational aspects to date of man in space has 

FIGURE 5.-Photograph taken over southern New 
Mexico from Gemini 4. 

been the Gemini extravehicular activities. 
This subject must be highlighted as a very 
significant aspect of the use of man in en- 
hancing fdture space operations, particularly 
in the area of maintenance, equipment re- 
trieval, and observations. Much effort was 
spent on Gemini in developing and demon- 
strating a pkactieal extravehicular capabil- 
ity, and this was indeed demonstrated on 
the last mission. 

THEAPOLLOPROGRAM 

Turning now to Apollo, one can say that 
the role man played in Gemini will also exist 
in Apollo in terms of his ability to enhance 
the success of the mission by circumventing 
flight system difficulties and by controlling 
such operations as rendezvous and docking. 
There are, in addition, some outstanding new 
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responsibilities that will be placed on the 
crew. This statement particularly applies to 
that phase of the flight where, for the first 
time, a manned landing will be made on an 
extraterrestrial body and the surface thereof 
will be explored by man himself. Although 
the landing approach, in a manner similar 
to the powered launch, will be controlled 
basically automatically, the discretion as to 
when to initiate certain sequences will be the 
responsibility of the crew. In particular, in 
the hover condition prior to touchdown, the 
crew will select the best place within a local 
area for the landing and will control the 
lunar module for a landing a t  that point. 

Perhaps the most intriguing activity will 
be encountered when the crew leaves the 
lunar module to conduct scientific investiga- 
tions on the surface of the Moon. The scien- 
tific community feels very strongly that the 
only way to achieve high return from such 
activity is to provide for the direct obser- 
vation and control of these operations by 
man. A typical timeline related to the activ- 
ity that might be carried out is shown in 
figure 6, and the configuration resulting from 
deployment of the initial scientific stations 
is shown in figure 7. The astronauts in their 
pressure suits, utilizing portable life sup- 
port systems, will perform limited traverses 
on foot to gather samples of the lunar sur- 
face, to make localized geological and geo- 
physical observations, and to activate the 
equipment associated with the scientific ex- 
periments to be conducted. These operations 
represent a truly pioneering endeavor and 
will depend greatly on the crew to realize 
maximum benefits from the Apollo invest- 
ment. 

POSTLANDING CHECKOUT 
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6 DONNING OF EMU 
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EAT PERIOD 

SLEEP PERIOD I - LAUNCY 
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FIGURE 6.-Proposed lunar stay. 

THE A P O U O  APPLICATIONS PROGRAM 

During the latter phases of the Apollo 
program and in the near-term future be- 
yond Apollo, manned space flights will con- 
tinue in Earth orbit and at lunar distances 
as  a part of the Apollo Applications Pro- 
gram. The activities of this program are 
quite broad in scope and, therefore, it is not 
possible to discuss all aspects of the role 
that man will play; however, a few specific 
illustrations of the operations in near-Earth 
orbit will be used for this purpose. 

In the early part of the Apollo Applica- 
tions Program, the hydrogen tank of the 
upper stage of the uprated Saturn I launch 
vehicle will be utilized as a workshop, an 
experiment base, and a living area for flight- 
crews. The general in-orbit arrangement is 
shown in figure 8. Part  of the modifications 
to the stage for this purpose are accom- 
plished prior to launch and part are accom- 
plished in orbit by the flightcrew. This rudi- 
mentary space station is envisioned to be 
inhabited for a period of 4 weeks on the first 
mission, but then through revisitation inhab- 
ited for still longer durations on subsequent 
missions. Naturally, one of the main objec- 
tives is to further establish the capabilities 
of man as involved in operating in a large 
enclosed volume, and in extending staytimes 
well beyond our experience to date. However, 
many other activities are envisioned involv- 
ing 30 different medical, scientific, techno- 
logical, and applications experiments. One 
such experiment involves a study of inte- 
grated maintenance tasks for the Depart- 
ment of Defense in which a molecular sieve 
will be periodically serviced. A typical scien- 
tific experiment to be conducted in the work- 
shop involves a special telescope to scan the 
skies for X-ray sources and, in particular, 
to measure their basic size. 

Perhaps the best example of man's par- 
ticipation in a major scientific effort will 
occur in connection with the second mission 
to the workshop. This mission will involve 
the ferrying of a large solar telescope to the 
workshop. After i t  is docked, the general 
arrangement of the. configuration will be as 
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FIGURE 7.-ALSEP operations. 
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FIGURE 8.-AAP-1 and -2 orbital configuration. 

illustrated in figure 9. The telescope and 
its supporting systems for pointing, instru- 
mentation, thermal control, etc., are  known 
as the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) . This 
racklike structure is attached to the ascent 
stage of a modified lunar module, which 
serves as the manned control station. The 
telescope itself actually incorporates five dif- 
ferent optical experiments and 13 different 
instruments and involves sensing in the ul- 
traviolet, X-ray, and white-light regions of 
the spectrum. 

The Sun's surface and its corona exhibit 
a very dynamic behavior, and the peak of 
this activity occurs in the 1969-70 time 
period. This equipment will enable multi- 
spectral observations to be made without 
the degrading influence of the Earth's at- 
mosphere. The part that the astronauts will 
play is not only one of systems management 
but is also related to their observational van- 
tage point associated with the dynamic be- 
havior previously mentioned. The activities 
in which they will be involved are: 

FIGURE 9.-AAP-1 through -4 orbital configuration. 

(1) Sensing: 
( a )  Initial acquisition and pointing 
( b )  Fine alinement and trim 

( 2 )  Computing: 
( a )  Trim for stability during "drift modey' 

observing periods 
( b )  Sets and controls camera exposure se- 

quences 
(3)  Maintenance : 

(a) Monitors experiment operation 
( b )  Insures proper functioning of ATM 

(4) Data acquisition: Recovers exposed film and 
magnetic tapes 

(5) Scientist: Determines solar events of interest 
and directs system to observe 

With displays projected directly from the 
sensing instruments, the astronauts will be 
able to observe continuously the develop- 
ment of activity areas on the Sun, such as 
solar flares and sunspots. Based on this in- 
formation, augmented by ground observa- 
tions, they will be able to very accurately 
point the instruments to discrete areas of 
interest and actually track specific features 
as they develop. In addition to this, they will 
have the discretionary capability of chang- 
ing characteristics of the instrumentation 
such as exposure times, filters, activity of 
each instrument, etc. Another important ac- 
tivity will be the extravehicular retrieval of 
film packs. It has not proven practical, con- 
sidering the requirements of the instru- 
ments, to develop a non-EVA mode. This 
operation, in conjunction with a rather large 
and sophisticated device, appears to be in- 
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dicative of what the future may hold in 
many other areas. 

There is reason to believe that as  our 
space-flight capability further develops, 
there will be requirements for the use of 
more complex devices for scientific observa- 
tions of the heavens, for applications related 
to observations of the Earth, for communi- 
cations and control, for more extended jour- 
neys to and exploration of the surfaces of 
planets. One example of such a prospective 
space facility is the manned orbiting astro- 
nomical laboratory, illustrated in figure 10. 
In addition, all of these activities require 
the exploitation of long-duration operations, 
both for economic reasons and for opera- 
tional consideration. 

FIGURE 10.-Manned Earth orbital telescope (120-in. 
diameter). 

The combination of complexity and long 
duration tends to require a mode of use that 
protects the large investment involved, both 
with respect to obtaining the utmost in flexi- 
bility of use, as  well as  in assuring the 

continued operational status of equipment. 
These considerations would lead one to the 
belief that man must be directly involved to 
make adjustments and changes, to evaluate 
new results, to maintain and repair, and in 
some cases to operate the equipment. These 
requirements can be met in several ways, 
such as  by continuous habitation with the 
equipment onboard a manned space station, 
by man tending basically unmanned equip- 
ment operating remotely from the space sta- 
tion, or by ferry operations from the ground 
to unmanned equipment. Indeed, there is a 
possibility that all of these approaches will 
be utilized. 

One of the basic prerequisites to insuring 
this type of capability is new approaches to 
equipment and systems design that allow 
such functions to be performed in the space 
environment. We are just now beginning to 
take steps in this direction, but i t  is exceed- 
ingly important that we do consider this 
feature in the design of future manned and 
unmanned systems. The Apollo Applications 
Program is aimed a t  the intent of doing pri- 
mary work in this area. 

SUMMARY 

In summary, manned space flight has 
shown a continued expansion in the utiliza- 
tion of the capabilities of man himself. These 
activities have progressed from the point of 
simple demonstration of the ability of man 
to adapt to and function in the space envi- 
ronment to the point where his unique capa- 
bilities have been integrated and utilized in 
the total man-machine system. This utiliza- 
tion not only encompasses the capabilities 
for the support of spacecraft operations but 
also has beenbxtended to the conduct of a 
variety of space experiments. Such roles will 
be expanded in future missions, particularly 
in the areas of tasks related to the flexible 
economic use of experimental and applica- 
tions equipment. As such systems become 
more sophisticated, the presence of man on 
the spot will be an  important factor in 
achieving maximum benefits from our in- 
vestment. 
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